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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Investigation No. 731-TA-469 (Final)

HIGH-INFORMATION CONTENT FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS
AND SUBASSEMBLIES THEREOF FROM JAPAN
Determination
On the basis of the record

1

developed in the subject investigation, the

Commission determines, 2 pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) (the act), that an industry in the United States is
materially injured by reason of imports from Japan of high-information content
flat panel displays and display glass therefor (HIC FPDs)

3

that have been

1 The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(f)).
2 Acting Chairman Brunsdale dissenting.
3 The products covered by this investigation are active matrix liquid
crystal high information content flat panel displays and display glass
therefor ("active matrix LCDs") and electroluminescent high information
content flat panel displays and display glass therefor ("EL displays"). Such
products are large-area, matrix-addressed displays, no greater than four
inches in depth, with a picture element {"pixel") count of 120,000 or greater,
whether complete or incomplete, assembled or unassembled. Included are
monochromatic, limited color, and full color displays used to display text,
graphics, and video. Active matrix LCDs utilize a thin-film transistor array
to activate liquid crystal at individual pixel locations. EL displays
incorporate a matrix of electrodes that, when activated, apply an electrical
current to a solid compound of electroluminescent material (e.g., zinc
sulfide) causing it to emit light.
Active matrix LCD display glass and EL display glass, whether or not
integrated with additional components, exclusively dedicated and designed for
use in, respectively, active matrix LCDs and EL displays, are defined as
processed glass substrates that incorporate patterned row, column, or both
types of electrodes, and also typically incorporate a material that reacts to
a change in voltage and contact pads for interconnecting drive electronics.
HIC FPDs are currently classified in the following provisions of the
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS): 8543, 8803, 9013, 9014,
9017.90.00, 9018, 9022, 9026, 9027, 9030, 9031, 8471.92.30, 8471.92.40,
8473.10.00, 8473.21.00, 8473.30.40, 8442.40.00, 8466, 8517.90.00, 8528.10.80,
8529.90.00, 8S31.20.00, 8531.90.00, and 8541.

2

been found by the Department of Commerce to be sold in the United States at
less than fair value (LTFV).
Background
The Commission instituted this investigation effective February 21,
1991, following a preliminary determination by the Department of Commerce that
imports of HIC FPDs from Japan were being sold at LTFV within the meaning of
section 733(b) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(b)).

Notice of the institution

of the Commission's investigation and of a public hearing to be held in
connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the Office
of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by
publishing the notice in the Federal Register of March 27, 1991 (56 F.R.
12741).

The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on July 11, 1991, and all

persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by
counsel.

VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER LODWICK, COMMISSIONER ROHR,
AND COMMISSIONER NEWQUIST
Based on the record obtained in this final investigation, we determine
that an industry in the United States is materially injured by reason of
imports of high-information content (HIC) flat panel displays and display
glass therefor from Japan that are sold at less than fair value (LTFV),
I. Like Product
We begin our analysis by defining the "like product."

The "like

product" is a "product which is like, or in the absence of like, most similar
in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to investigation." 1
Generally, the Commission looks for clear dividing lines among products in
terms of distinct characteristics and uses.

Minor variations in products are

insufficient to find separate like products. 2
The articles subject to this investigation are certain HIC flat panel

19 U.S.C. § 1677(10). Our decision regarding the appropriate like
product(s) in an investigation is essentially a factual determination, based
on the record, including the arguments of the parties, in each case, and we
have applied the statutory standard of "like" or "most similar in
characteristics and uses" on a case-by-case basis. Asociacion Colombiana de
Exportadores de Flores v. United States, 12 CIT_, 693 F. Supp. 1165, 1169
(CIT 1988) ("Asocoflores"). In analyzing like product issues, we generally
consider a number of factors relating to characteristics and uses including
(1) physical characteristics, (2) uses, (3) interchangeability of the
products, (4) channels of distribution, (5) customer or producer perceptions,
(6) common manufacturing facilities and production employees, (7) production
processes and, where appropriate, (8) price. ~. ~· Asocoflores, 693 F.
Supp. at 1170; Gray Portland Cement and Cement Clinker from Venezuela, Invs.
Nos. 303-TA-21 and 731-TA-519 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2400 at 3 (July 1991);
Heavy Forged Handtools from the People's Republic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA457 (Final), USITC Pub. 2357 at 4 (February 1991)(Handtools). No single factor
is necessarily dispositive, and we may consider other factors we deem relevant
based upon the facts of a particular investigation.
1

2
See S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979); Asocoflores,
693 F. Supp. at 1169.

4

displays and display glass therefor from Japan.

The Commerce Department

(Commerce) defined two classes or kinds of merchandise subject to its dumping
finding in relevant part as follows:
Active-matrix liquid crystal high information content flat panel
displays (active-matrix LCD FPDs) are large area, matrix addressed
displays, no greater than four inches in depth, with a picture
element (pixel) count of 120,000 or greater, whether complete or
incomplete, assembled or unassembled. Active-matrix LCD FPDs
utilize a thin-film transistor array to activate liquid crystal at
individual pixel locations. Included are monochromatic, limited
color, and full color displays used to display text, graphics, and
video.
Electroluminescent high information content flat panel displays
(EL FPDs) are large area, matrix addressed displays, no greater
than four inches in depth, with a-pixel count of 120,000 or
greater, whether complete or incomplete, assembled or unassembled.
EL FPDs incorporate a matrix of electrodes that, when activated,
apply an electrical current to a solid compound of
electroluminescent material (g_,_g_,_, zinc sulfide) causing it to
emit light. Included are monochromatic, limited color, and full
color displays used to display text, graphics, and video. 3
Connnerce rescinded its investigation as to HIC passive matrix LCDs and found
de minimis margins for HIC plasma displays. 4

5

.56 Fed. Reg. 32376 (July 16, 1991). In our preliminary determination,
our like product definition specifically excluded flat panel displays
containing less than 120,000 pixels and cathode ray tubes. HIC FPDs at 9.
Commerce explicitly excluded such products from the scope of the investigation
and no party argues for their inclusion in the like product definition,
although some respondents suggest that a finding of one like product should
lead to inclusion of low information content displays. We find that the
record contains no significant new information on the issue, and therefore
exclude from the like product definition displays of less than 120,000 pixels
and cathode ray tubes. Any similarity in characteristics and uses between
such products and HIC flat panel displays is extremely limited. See generally
report at A-18-19.
Also not included in the scope were a number of other display
technologies, such as electrochromic, electrophoretic, and field emission spun
cathode. The record indicates that these technologies are only in the early
stages of research and development. Id. at A-7, n.17.
3

4

56 Fed. Reg. at 32382, 32401.

5

Although the Commission must accept Commerce's determination as to which
merchandise is within the class or kind of merchandise under investigation,
the Comrnission determines what domestic products are like those in the class
defined by Commerce. 6 The Comrnission may find a domestic like product to be
broader than the class or kind of imported merchandise described by Commerce,
or it may find two or more like products corresponding to one class or kind. 7
5

( ••• continued)

Comrnissioner Rohr and Comrnissioner Newquist note the final determination
by Commerce dramatically changed the analytical framework for the Commission's
determination in this investigation, Instead of retaining the one product
finding made in both the Comrnission preliminary and its own preliminary phase,
Comrnerce instead found four products when it announced its final determination
only 45 days before the end of this investigation.
The single product perspective endured from the petition filing in July
1990, through the Comrnission preliminary in Sept. 1990, and the Commerce
preliminary in Feb. 1991. Unfortunately, a yea: into the administrative
process for this petition Comrnerce announced its aeparture from this position.
This was a mere three days before the Comrnission's scheduled hearing in this
investigation, well after briefs were filed and after substantial preparatory
work by Comrnission staff for the hearing and the final report which is
required by law to be complete within 45 days after the Comrnerce final
determination.
Without reaching the wisdom or the merits of the CollUilerce approach, they
note that the timing and changes resulting from the unexpected shift in the
CollUilerce position forced the parties to drastically restructure the
fundamentals of their arguments before the Commission in a compressed time
frame. The Commission's hearing is acknowledged as an indispensable, onetime opportunity for both the parties and the CollUilissioners to address the
issues of product, injury, and causation on a give-and-take basis. The
Comrnerce shift in position affected both the parties' and the Commission's
preparation for the hearing and the final determination. Such an
administrative turn of events does little to promote predictability under U.S.
trade laws as they are now administered.
5

I

....

6 See Sony Corporation of America v. United States, 13 CIT_, 712 F.
Supp. 978, 981 (1989); Algoma Steel Corp., Ltd. v. United States, 12 CIT_,
688 F. Supp. 639, 644 (1988), aff'd, 865 F.2d 240 (Fed. Cir. 1989), cert.
denied, 109 S.Ct 3244 (1989). Mitsui Comtek and In Focus request that the
CollUilission exclude their imports, respectively of computer display components
and display glass cells, from the scope of the investigation. Mitsui Comtek's
prehearing brief at 13; In Focus Systems' prehearing brief at 2. Such an
action may only be taken by Conunerce.
7
19 U.S.C. § 1677(10). See, g_.g_,_, Badger-Powhatan v. United States, 9
CIT 213, 608 F. Supp. 653, 656-657 (1985); Asocoflores, 693 F. Supp. at 1168( continued ••• )

6

HIC flat panel displays are electronic devices for displaying
information or images when integrated into such end user systems as portable
computers and aerospace, medical, and military instrumentation.

In our

preliminary determination, we found that the like product was HIC flat panel
displays and subassemblies thereof. 8

Petitioners urge the Commission to adopt

that like product definition in its final determination. 9

The Japanese

respondents contend that there are two like products, active matrix LCD
displays and EL displays, corresponding to the two display technologies used
for making the HIC flat panel displays that Commerce found to be dumped. 10

11

The U.S. respondents argue in the alternative that emissive displays,
7 ( ••• continued)

1171; American NTN Bearing Manufacturing Corp. v. United States, 14 CIT~-'
739 F. Supp. 1555 (1990).
We note that Commerce made a "like product" finding as part of its
standing determination. As Commerce expressly acknowledged, we are not bound
by that finding. 56 Fed. Reg. at 32379-82. As discussed below, we find one
like product, and consequently make one determination. 19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b);
Cyanuric Acid and Its Chlorinated Derivatives from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-136
(Final), USITC Pub. 1513 (April 1984).
8

HIC FPDs, USITC Pub. 2311 at 8-13.

9

Petitioner's prehearing brief at 5.

10
Japanese respondents' posthearing brief at 32. However, a witness for
the Japanese respondent lists seven basic HIC flat panel display technologies,
two of which are EL. Japanese respondents' prehearing brief, Tannas report at
56, and transcript of the hearing (tr.) at 252. Domestic producers make two
types of EL display, AC thin film and DC powder. The two types share such
characteristics as electroluminescent material. They both serve the medical
and industrial markets. Report at A-21. Although some respondents have
questioned the quality of the DC powder approach, ~. tr. at 201, we do not
consider the differences between the EL types to be an adequate basis for a
like product distinction.
11
No party argues that domestically-produced active matrix LCDs and EL
displays are not like the corresponding dumped imports. The record indicates
that domestic and imported active matrix LCDs have similar characteristics,
such as liquid crystal technology, and uses, such as aerospace. Domestic and
imported EL displays had similar characteristics, such as electroluminescent
technology, and uses, such as medical equipment. Report at A-28-29.
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including EL and plasma, are a different like product from non-emissive

"
displays, including
passive matrix and active matrix LCDs. 12

Although the

parties' submissions and the staff's inquiries have built an extensive record
in this final investigation, that record indicates to us that one like product
is still appropriate.

Accordingly, we determine that the like product in this

investigation is all HIC flat panel displays and display glass therefor. 13
A. There is one like product: all HIC flat panel displays
Active matrix LCDs, passive matrix LCDs, plasma displays, and EL
displays share a number of characteristics, although each has certain
characteristics unique to its display technology. 14 All display types consist
of a display glass panel on the front backed with a matrix of electrodes and a
panel of electronics.

All are less than 4 inches thick, contain at least

120,000 pixels, and can display at least 25 by 80 characters of text when
integrated into end users systems such as computers and other equipment. 15
Although each type uses a distinct medium,

~.

EL material, gas, liquid

crystal, or liquid crystal and transistors or diodes, to activate the pixels
in its matrix, the displays are distinguishable in appearance mainly by their
U.S. respondents' prehearing brief at 6. Because pixels in plasma and
EL displays emit light, plasma and EL are called "emissive" technologies, as
opposed to active and passive LCD which cannot be viewed in the dark
unassisted and are termed "non-emissive."
12

No passive matrix LCD HIC flat panel displays were produced in the
United States during the period of investigation, although at least one firm
has stated its intention to construct facilities for future production.
Report, Table 11, and petitioners' submission of June 17, 1991.
13

Differences in technical characteristics have not precluded a finding
of one like product. See, ~. Sony Corp. of America v. United States, 712
F. Supp. at 982 (one color picture tube like product appropriate despite
differences in shadow mask, electron gun type, shape of faceplate, and
production process).
14

15

Report at A-5-6.

8

color: generally red-orange for plasma, yellow for EL, and white or blue for
LCD .. Only LCDs are currently sold with a full multi-color display, but very
few such sales have yet been made. 16
Respondents have stressed the importance of power consumption as a
distinguishing characteristic, whereas petitioners maintain that any
differences in power consumption are minor. 17

Although non-emissive displays

generally have a power advantage over emissive displays, 18 the power issue is
not a simple one.

According to one analyst, the new full color active matrix

LCDs consume more power than do plasma or EL displays, which are currently
monochrome. 19

The power issue is further complicated by the fact that each

technology is changing rapidly. 20

According to petitioners, the power

consumption of emissive displays has steadily decreased and will continue to

Monochrome and full color active matrix LCDs are similar products
technologically. Id. at A~33. EL technology may succeed in reaching full
color in the future. Id. at A-32, n.77.
16

17

Id. at A-12, Tr. at 77.

18

Report at A-12-13.

,lg. at A-13. Moreover, although most laptop computers use non-emissive
displays, Toshiba claims its plasma-equipped laptop has a battery life of 3
hours, which is an accepted minimum even for LCD-equipped laptops, although
respondents claim that Toshiba's product operates at substandard brightness.
Petitioner's postconference brief, Attachment C; respondent IBM's posthearing
brief, Appendix D at 8.
19

Technology does advance rapidly in this field, as evidenced by the fact
that the number of available display technologies has doubled during the
period of investigation. Report at A-13 n.30. The Commission may take into
account information concerning impending technological changes. Citizen Watch
Co., Ltd. v. United States, 14 CIT~• 733 F. Supp. 383, 389 (1990)
(Commission was justified in considering information that Japanese producers
were planning to make LCD televisions with larger screens).
20

9

do so. 21

We find that the evidence is too unclear for power consumption alone

to form a sufficient basis for distinguishing between types of HIC flat panel
displays for like product purposes.
All HIC flat panel displays have the same general end use: providing to
an electronic end user system a continuous, visible display of text, images,
and graphics.

Although some of the specific end uses for a given display type

can depend on the technology of the display, 22 two or more technologies are
found in computers, medical equipment, aerospace, and control equipment. 23
Certain computer makers, such as GRiD, offer essentially the same computer
with a choice of display types. 24

The conunon applications for emissive and

non-emissive displays, such as industrial controls, medical equipment, and
monochrome avionics, are small relative to the laptop computer market.
Nonetheless, they are of particular importance to the domestic industry, in
view of the fact that these areas represent the majority of the sales by the

21
Petitioners' prehearing brief at 14-15. Petitioners note that a
technologist for respondent IBM has stated that by 1993, EL may surpass LCD in
low power consumption. Transcript of Conunerce's hearing at 270.
22
Report at A-17. Overhead projector panels can only use LCDs because
emissive technologies do not permit transmission of light through the display.
Id. Only emissive displays have been used in ruggedized military
applications. Id. at A-26.

Id. at A-25; See also id. at A-80-81, n.182. The report lists groups
of end products within which HIC flat panel displays are used. We have used
this list with caution, because each group contains a variety of applications
that do not always permit the use of more than one technology. For example,
the avionics field, in which EL displays and active matrix LCDs are used,
could be viewed as being divided into two types of applications. In one
category, users have a preference for full color, and only active matrix LCDs
will currently meet that need. In the other, monochrome displays are
acceptable and both EL displays and monochrome active matrix LCDs have been
used. Id. at A-31, n.71, A-86-87, A-95-96, and memorandum INV-0-167 (August
13. 1991).
23

24

GRiD's postconference brief at 3-4.

See also tr. at 108.

10

domestic industry. 25
The record indicates that the different display types lack absolute
interchangeability.

However, HIC flat panel displays are generally made to

order and consequently there is no interchangeability even among displays of
the same format and technology. 26
HIC flat panel displays of all technologies usually share similar
channels of distribution.

They are generally sold to original equipment

manufacturers. 27
HIC flat panel displays are all produced by building electrical
conductors and other components onto glass substrates before liquid crystal
material, gas, or electroluminescent material is added.

Glass cleaning,

assembly, aging, and testing are generic steps connnon to all technologies. 28
However, such processes as material filling and sealing are unique to each
display type. 29

All technologies use clean rooms, although the record is

mixed on whether different technologies require different levels of clean

25

Report, Table 3, and INV-0-167.

Lack of interchangeability does not preclude a finding of one like
product. See, ~. Digital Readout Systems and Subassemblies Thereof from
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-390 (Final), USITC Pub. 2150 (January 1989) at 12.
26

27

Report, Table 10, A-48-49.

Domestic producers have as a group received a grant from Connnerce to do
research into areas connnon to all technologies: automated inspection and
repair, and driver interconnections and packaging. Id. at A-40.
28

29 Differences in production processes do not preclude a finding of one
like product. Although they comprised "two technologies of semiconductor
manufacture," Metal Oxide Semiconductors (MOS) of the N-Channel and
Complementary types were found to be within the same like product. Erasable
Progrannnable Read Only Memories from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-288 (Final), USITC
Pub. 1927 at 10 (December 1986)(EPROMs).
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room. 30
No Japanese manufacturer produces two display technologies in the same
facility.

No domestic producer makes more than one technology, although

petitioners claim that this is due to the lack of fl,lllding rather than to
technological limits. 31

Petitioners provided examples of employees who have

shifted from one technology to another.

The record indicates that even

subcategories of technologies, such as thin film EL and DC powder EL, do not
and cannot share manufacturing facilities.3 2
The record is mixed on customer and producer perceptions of the product.
Respondents argue that each technology is perceived by producers and
purchasers as having totally distinct applications and that a customer will
choose only one based on its particular technical needs. 33

However, the

purchaser respondents have on several occasions considered a range of
technologies before choosing one. 34
technologies to be comparable. 35

Some firms consider different

U.S. producers generally perceive the types

30
The Commission has found that "all [display types] use similar
techniques for applying layers of materials to a glass substrate that must be
conducted in a dust-free 'clean room.'" Liquid Crystal Display Television
Receivers from Japan, Inv. No. 751-TA-14, USITC Pub. 2042 at A-9 (December
1987). The level of clean room required depends on the size of the features
being produced, and most fabrication for HIC flat panel displays is based on
features of similar size. Report, Appendix C at B-42.
31

Id. at A-15, n.37: Tr. at 68.

32

Tr. at 253.

33

Report at A-19.

34
See generally, Id .• Appendix I. Numerous buying guides and comparison
charts describe different display technologies to purportedly assist
purchasers in selecting a display. Id. at A-21.
35

,lg.

at A-20, n. 54; A-31, n.69.
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as having similar uses. 36
Prices within each technology can vary widely.

Although some display

types tended to be priced higher or lower than others dµring the period of
investigation, prices for all types overlapped to what we find to be a
significant degree. 37
B. The Like Product Includes Display Glass
In its notice of initiation, Commerce included dedicated subassemblies
of HIC flat panel displays within the imports subject to investigation.

We

included dedicated supassemblies in the like product in our preliminary
determination. 38

In its final determination, Commerce found that the general

term "subassemblies" was inadequately defined and determined to include only
"display glass" within each class or kind found to be sold at LTFV. 39
In this investigation, we determine that display glass and finished

36

E.g., petitioners' prehearing brief at 34.

37

Report, Tables 39-43, A-96, and INV-0-167.

38

HIC FPDs, US.ITC Pub. 2311 at 13.

56 Fed. Reg. at 32387. The two types of display glass, one
corresponding to each dumped cla.Ss or kind, are defined as follows:
Active-matrix LCD FPO display glass, whether or not
integrated with additional components, exclusively dedicated to
and designed for use in active-matrix LCD FPDs, is defined as
processed glass substrates that incorporate patterned row, column,
or both types of electrodes, and also typically incorporate a
material that reacts to a change in voltage (i.e., liquid crystal)
and contact pads for interconnecting drive electronics.
EL FPD display glass, whether or not integrated with
additional components, exclusively dedicated to and designed for
use in EL FPDs, is defined as processed glass substrates that
incorporate patterned row, column, or both types of electrodes,
and also typically incorporate a material that reacts.to a change
in voltage (~, phosphor) and contact pads for interconnecting
drive electronics.
56 Fed. Reg. at 32376.
39

13
displays are part of the same like product. 40

This is principally because it

is difficult to draw a distinction between the subassembly and the finished

product.

In general, an HIC flat' panel display is composed of several

subassemblies: display glass, drive electronics, control electronics,
mechanical package, ·and power supply. 41

·

However, Conunerce' s definition of

display glass consists of display 'glass "whether or not integrated with
additional components. 1142

Imported and domestically-produced flat panel

displays are frequently sold without one or more of the five components listed
above, altho\,lgh they always indude a displ'ay glass.

Consequently, Conunerce's

definition of display glass covets the entire range of products in this field,
from unadorned display glass through display glass with some components but
not all, up to complete flat panel displays. 43

It is therefore not possible

to exactly define display glass as something separate from complete flat panel
displays.
Display glass is dedicated for use in finished HIC flat panel displays

i

.. _

40
When determining whether subassemblies or ''semi-finished" products
should be included in the same like product as finished products, the
Conunission has looked at:' (1) the necessity for, and costs of, further
processing; (2) the degree of interchangeability of articles at different
stages of production; (3) whether the article at an earlier stage of
production is dedicated to use in the finished article; (4) whether there are
significant independent uses or markets for·thefinished and unfinished
articles; and (5) whether the article at an earlier stage of production
embodies or imparts to the finished article an essential characteristic or
function. E....i...., Ball Bearings, Mounted or Unmounted, and Parts Thereof, from
Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Canada, Hong Kong, Hungary, Mexico, the People's
Republic of China, Poland, the Republic of Korea, Spain, Taiwan, Turkey, and
Yugoslavia, Invs. Nos. 701-TA~307 and 731-TA-498-Sll (Preliminary), USITC Pub.
2374 at 13 n.34 (April 1991).
41

Report at A-6-7.

42

56 Fed. Reg. at 32376.

43

Report at A-7, n.16.
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and there is no independent market or use for these components.

Certain

domestic producers sell display glass panels separately, but those panels end
up in complete HIC flat panel displays or end products incorporating such a
display.

All U.S. manufacturers currently in production manufacture the

display glass themselves.

Display glass possesses or incorporates an

essential characteristic of an HIC flat panel display in that it is critical
for displaying text and graphics.
Depending on how many additional components are already attached to it
when it is sold, display glass may not need further processing,. Le.,
assembly, before it becomes a flat panel display.
always interchangeable with a fini,shed display.

A display glass is not
As discussed above, however,

there appears to be little interchangeability between assembled displays,
either, indicating that lack of interchangeability should not be decisive in
this case.
We do not include within the like product other subassemblies, L&.... the
drive electronics, control electronics, mechanical package, and power supply,
that Commerce declined to cover in the scope.

The record indicates that those

subassemblies variously are not dedicated to HIC flat panel displays or do not
impart an essential characteristic to the completed displays. 44
We find, based on the above considerations, that the one like product
consists of all HIC flat panel displays and display glas.s therefor.
II. Domestic Industry
Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 defines domestic industry as

See preliminary staff report at A-9, n.21; Report at A.:..6-7. Moreover,
each would require significant processing in order to become a flat panel
display, because processing would include ~dding to it a display glass, which
usually accounts for half of the value of a display. Report at A-7, n.15.
44
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"the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those producers whose
collective output of the like product constitutes a major proportion of the
total domestic production of that product."~

Based on our finding concerning

the like product, we determine that the domestic industry is composed of the
domestic producers of HIC flat panel displays and display glass therefor.
Petitioners argue that several U.S. firms whose operations involve HIC
flat panel displays should not be included within the domestic industry
primarily because they do not, unlike petitioners, produce display glass
themselves.

The group in question, including In Focus Systems, Inc., as well

as those firms referred to in the report as "integrators" and "assemblers,"
purchase the display glass from petitioners or the Japanese respondents and
add electronics and other components that they variously produce or
purchase. 46

No party has argued for the inclusion of the integrators or the

assemblers in the domestic industry. 47
In considering whether a U.S. firm is a producer the Commission has
looked to the overall nature of production-related activities in the United
States. 48

The Commission has emphasized that no single factor -- including

45

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4) (A).

46

See generally, Report at A-40-44.

In Focus is the only firm in the group that some respondents argue
should be included in the domestic industry. However, a witness for the
Japanese respondents opined that even In Focus is not a domestic producer,
because it does not produce glass on which electric power is translated into
an image. Tr. at 256.
47

Specifically, the Commission has examined such factors as (1) the
extent and source of a firm's capital investment; (2) the technical expertise
involved in U.S. production activity; (3) the value added to the product in
the United States; (4) employment levels (5) the quantities and types of parts
sourced in the United States, and (6) any other costs and activities in the
United States directly leading to production of the like product, including
(continued ... )
48
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value added -- is determinative and that value added information becomes more
meaningful when other production activity indicia are taken into account. 49
The Commission also has stated that it will consider any other factors it
deems relevant in light of the specific facts of any investigation. 50

An HIC flat panel display is essentially a display glass with
electronics added.

The petitioners (and most Japanese respondents) generally

make display glass and sell complete HIC flat panel displays. 51

Display glass

is clearly defined and there is no dispute that the operations of those firms
constitute production of HIC flat panel displays.

In contrast, the amount and

nature of the electronics can vary so widely that the record indicates, as
Commerce found, that the electronics cannot be specifically defined.

Indeed,

there is no clear dividing line between the electronics of the end-user system
of which the HIC flat panel display is itself a component and the display's
own control electronics.

Increasingly, the display's electronics are

performing functions required by the end-user system in addition to
controlling the display. 52

( ••• continued)
where production decisions are made. See, ~. Generic Cephalexin Capsules
from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-423 (Final), USITC Pub. 2211 at 10-11 (August
1989). The Commission has also considered whether production involves actual
fabrication or merely assembly. Handtools, USITC Pub. 2357 at 17.
48

See, ~. Color Television Receivers from the Republic of Korea and
Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-134 and 135 (Final), USITC Pub. 1514 (April 1984) at
7-8.
49

50

EPROMs, USITC Pub. 1927 at 11.

51

Report at A-43-44, A-68.

52
Id. at A-40-41, n.96; Prehearing report at A-8, n.16. Industry sources
predict that in the future "the screen will become the computer," as all the
electronics needed to run a computer will be directly attached to the display
glass. Report at A-18, n.47.
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As a result, the operations of integrators cannot be defined as the
production of HIC flat panel displays as distinct from the production of enduser systems.s 3

The integrators generally see the work they perform on

purchased display glass as an integral part of their other manufacturing
operations and not as the separate production of HIC flat panel displays.s 4
Often no separate HIC flat panel display is identifiable at any point, as the
display glass is processed by one or more integrators into an

end~user

system

such as an aircraft cockpit instrumentation panel.ss
We believe that the contrast between the operations of petitioners and
those of the firms in question, as well as the lack of a clear dividing line
between a display's electronics and the end-user system's electronics, and
between the display operations of In Focus and the integrators and their enduser system operations, indicate that In Focus and the integrators should not
be included within the domestic industry.s 6
relatively little value.s 7 ss

Moreover, these firms often add

Based on the foregoing, we find that the

s3 In Focus' operations are similar to those of the integrators,
particularly in that it does not produce display glass. Id. at A-40-44.
s4 Id. at A-41, n.96. Even In Focus, which claims to be a display
producer, actually has mostly sold overhead projection panels. Id. at A-4243.
SS

Id. at A-41, n.95.

s6 Additional support for this conclusion can be found in the fact that
several of the integrators, including most who work on active matrix LCDs,
import their display glass and much of their electronics from Japan. In Focus
imports its display glass. Id. at A-40-42. Moreover, In Focus appears to
have considerably less investment in its domestic facilities than some of the
petitioners. Id. at A-41, n.97, A-61, Table 25, and B-47, Table E-3.
s7 The amount of value added can vary, but often does not account for more
than SO percent, because the display glass generally accounts for half of the
value of a complete display. The amount can be considerably less than SO
percent for integrators who purchase display glass from Japan, because they
(continued ... )
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domestic industry does not include In Focus, the integrators, or the
assemblers. 59
Petitioners raised the possibility of using material retardation
analysis in this case.

In light of the factors we consider in that context, 60

we do not find such analysis to be appropriate, because the domestic industry
57 ( ••• continued)
receive the product with the drive electronics, and often the mechanical
package, already attached. Id. at A-7, n.15; A-17, n.43; A-40-41.

58
This is even more true of the so-called "assemblers," who generally
purchase all display components and perform only the final assembly operation
which adds minimal value. These firms generally view themselves as purchasers
of complete displays for insertion into the end products they manufacture •
.I,g. at A-41. The nature of their activities indicates that these firms should
not be included in the domestic HIC fl.at panel display industry. See
Handtools, USITC Pub. 2357 at 17-18 (companies which "do no more than assemble
imported heads with handles purchased from a domestic manufacturer" were not
domestic producers).

Because of the nature of the product and the industry, this
investigation is clearly distinguishable from other recent investigations in
which firms that assemble components into the like product were included in
the domestic industry. In such cases, all domestic firms had essentially
similar activities, i.....!L... assembly operations that added U.S. value, and there
was no question that assembly constituted production. Here, one group of
firms makes both display glass and, generally, complete displays, whereas In
Focus and the integrators purchase display glass and often make end-user
systems. Compare Minivans from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-522 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 2402 at 21 (July 1991); Certain Personal Word Processors from
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-483 (Final), USITC Pub. 2411 at 19 (August 199l)(Views
of Lodwick and Rohr). Moreover, in those investigations, the Conunission
emphasized that parts were not in the like product and parts suppliers were
not in the domestic industry. USITC Pub. 2402 at 21; USITC Pub. 2411 at 19.
In this investigation, display glass is included in the scope and display
glass production is part of the domestic industry •
59

In determining whether an industry is established, the Conunission has
looked at such factors as: 1) the date production began, 2) whether
production has been steady or start-and-stop, 3) the size of domestic
production.compared to the size of the domestic market as a whole, 4) whether
the domestic industry has reached a "break even point", and 5) whether the
activities involve the establishment of a new industry or are merely a new
product-line of an established firm. Benzyl Paraben from Japan, Inv. No. 731TA-462 (Final), USITC Pub. 2355 at 8 (February 1991); Fresh and Chilled
Atlantic Salmon From Norway, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-302 and 731-TA-454 (Final),
USITC Pub. 2371 at 10, n.40 (April 1991).
. :60
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is established.

At least some producers began producing HIC flat panel

displays before the period of investigation. 61
arguably been steady rather than start-stop.

Production by .those firms has
Domestic production has

accounted for at least some share, albeit small, of the total market during
the period of investigation. 62 Most of the domestic producers were
principally devoted from the start to the production of HIC flat panel
displays. 63
Based on the foregoing, we determine that. the domestic industry
comprises the domestic producers of HIC flat panel displays and display glass
therefor, and that the condition of the industry should be examined within the
context of a material injury, rather than a material retardation, analysis.
III. Condition of the Domestic Industry
In determining whether the domestic industry is materially injured, we
consider, among other factors, domestic: consumption, domestic production,
capacity, capacity utilization, shipments, inventories, employment, market
share, financial performance, the ability to raise capital, and investment. 64
In addition, we evaluate all of these factors in the "context of the business
cycle and conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected
industry. " 65
Apparent consumption of HIC flat panel displays and display glass

i

••

61

Report at A-40.

62

E.....&.a. •

63

Id. at A-37.

.ig. at A-50, A-77-78.

64
19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(C)(iii). Much of the data concerning the domestic
industry and the imports are business proprietary information, and can be
discussed only in general terms.
65

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
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therefor increased steadily between 1988 and 1990. 66
from 1988 to 1990.
However, capacity

Domestic production rose

Production capacity also increased from 1988 to 1990.
uti1i~ation

declined from 1988 to 1990. 67

The quantity of

U.S. shipments by domestic producers increased steadily between 1988 and 1990.
The quantity of total shipments (including exports) exhibited a similar
trend. 68

Domestic producers' inventories increased substantially from 1988 to

1990. 69
Employment indicator.s were mixed.

Number of workers, hours worked, and

total compensation rose from 1988 to .1990, whereas average hourly wages
remained stable and productivity declined over that period. 70
Domestic producers' financial results significantly worsened during the
period of investigation.

Although net sales increased from 1988 to 1990, the

industry experienced heavy operating losses.
1988 and 1990.

Those losses deepened between

Cash flow also exhibited a downward trend. 71

Respondents'

claim that the domesti.c industry is doing well in its specialized market is
clearly refuted by the inability of tpe industry to sustain adequate profits
even in the small market niches they

hay~

occupied.

It has been suggested

This is true both for all HIC flat panel displays and for the market
comprising active matrix LCDs, plasma, and EL displays, the three types that
currently are produce~ domestically. Report, Table 37, supplemental Table
38a, and INV-0-167.
66

Report, Table 11, and INV-0-167. We have treated capacity figures with
caution, because measurement of capacity is not precise in this industry.
Report at A-50.
67

68

Id., Tables 12 and 13. and INV-0-167.

69

Report at A-53.

70

ig,.

71

.IQ •• Table 17.

Table 14.
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that the domestic producers would take up to 8 years to reach profitability. 72
In spite of the fact that full production by some U.S. firms began at least
that long ago, the financial condition of the industry continued to worsen up
to the end of the period of investigation. 73
The industry's increases in sales., production, and·shipments are not
surprising.

Whereas sales and shipments are important considerations in

investigations concerning mature industries., this investigation concerns an
emerging industry for which growth and investment are especially important.
We would expect positive trends in such indicators as sales and production for
an emerging industry making a product for which demand is rapidly rising. 74
More important to our material injury determination is the inability of this
particular industry to turn that increasing demand into an improved financial
situation.

Even more significant is the inability of the industry faced with

growing demand to obtain or generate significant' financing for increased
capital and research investment.

Although capital expenditures by the

domestic industry rose over the period of investigation, they remain
minuscule. 75

Return on investment was negative·· throughout the period. 76

In particular, one of the factors w.e are to consider in determining
72

Tr. at 207.

73

Report, Table 17.

Demand is rising both in terms of volume and variety of applications,
as consumers become educated as· t.o the range of uses for HIC flat panel
displays. For· example, the full color laptop computer is a new product
projected to increase rapidly in popularity.
74

The record indicates that much higher levels of investment are required
.for large scale conunercial production. Tr. at 16.S. We note that the Japanese
display producers reportedly.have large investment plans. Report at A-71 and
Table 24.
75

76

ld., Table 25.
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whether a domestic industry is materially injured is "the actual and potential
negative effects on the existing development and production efforts of the
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced
version of the like product. " 77

The record shows that the domestic industry's

cash flow was inadequate to fund ongoing research and development efforts. 78
After rising from 1988 to 1989, the domestic industry's
development expenses declined from 1989 to 1990. 79

re~earch

The .record indicates that

the domestic industry has actively pursued advanced products.
color EL displays. 80

and

su~h

as full

In this investigation involving a·hiah-techriology

product, we find that the inability to conduct adequate research and product
pevelopment is a particularly clear indication of material injury to the
domestic industry.
We consequently cPnclude that, in 1ight of both the business cycle and
all pertinent conditions of competition, 81 the industry is experiencing

77

19 U.S.C.

§

1677(7)(C)(iii)(IV).

78
Report, Table 17. Commissioner Rohr and Commissioner Newquist note
that this consideration is similar to one they found important in Certain
Laser Light-Scattering Instruments and Parts Thereof from Japan, Inv. No. 731TA-455 (Final), USITC Pub. 2328 at 23-24 (November 1990)(Views of Rohr and
Newquist).
79

Report, Table 26.

80

Petitioners' posthearing brief at 14.

81
The Japanese respondents argue that the statutory p.rovision for
examining the domestic industry's performance in the context of its business
cycle requires the Commission to look at the condition of each company
individually, because the various members of the industl'y are at very
different stages of development. Respondents' prehearing brief at 14~
However, the Commission is required to analyze the condition of the industry
as a whole, not on a firm-by-firm basis. Sandvik AB v. United States, 13 CIT
_ , 721 F. Supp. 1322, 1330 (1989), ~. 904 F. 2d 46 (Fed. Cir. 1990). We
have, however, taken into account the stages of development of.the industry in
our analysis of the industry as a whole.
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material injury.
IV. Material Injury by Reason of LTFV Imports
In making determinations in antidumping investigations, we consider
whether the material injury being suffered by the domestic industry is "by
reason of" the imports under investigation. 82

We consider the volume of

imports, their effect on prices for the like product, and their impact on
domestic producers. 83

In doing so. we consider whether import volumes or

increases in volume are significant, whether there has been significant
underselling by imports, whether imports otherwise significantly depress or
suppress prices for the like product, and any other economic factors having a
bearing on the state of the domestic industry. 84
The volume of LTFV import shipments increased sharply from 1988 to 1990.
Those imports also gained market share rapidly during the period of
investigation. 85

We find that the volume of imports, the size of import

penetration, and the increases in volume and import penetration that occurred,
when considered in the context of their impact on domestic producers, are
significant.
The record indicates that price, while not the most important factor in
most sales, is a significant factor in the decision to purchase this product.

An indication of this is the fact that "target" prices often have been

82

19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a).

83

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(i).

84

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C).

85
This is particularly true when examining the market for active matrix
LCD, plasma, and EL displays, but is also true in the market for all HIC flat
panel displays. Report, Table 37, supplemental Table 38a, and INV-0-167.
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discussed during the early stages of the negotiation of supply contracts. 86
Indeed, even the large purchasers who claimed to prefer Japanese displays for
non-price reasons admitted that price is an important factor in the decision
to purchase a flat panel display. 87

The pricing data in the record88 indicates

that the subject imports have had an adverse effect on the prices of the
products sold by the domestic industry during the period of investigation.
The record shows instances of underselling by the subject imports.

A number

of the prices of both domestic products and dumped imports exhibited downward
and flat trends. 89

The record thus indicates that the subject imports

depressed and suppressed domestic prices.
Commission staff were able to confirm one instance in which a petitioner
lost a sale to dumped imports in which cost was important.

Another purchaser

confirmed that dumped imports were priced lower than domestic products. 90
Although these instances are small compared with the size of the market, they
do confirm an important role for price in the marketplace.

Moreover, the lost

sale information indicates that, in the niche markets critical to the

86

Tr. at 113, 186-187.

87
Tr. at 175-176, 186-88. This is not surprising in view of the
importance of price in the laptop computer market. Id. at 161. The display
is a key component of the manufacturing cost of a laptop computer. Transcript
of the conference at 132.
88
We have considered the price data in the record with caution because
price trends and comparisons are difficult to make in this market. Report at
A-91. See Iwatsu Electrical Co. v. United States, 15 CIT~-• 758 F. Supp.
1506, 1515 (1991) ("Difficulties with, or even impossibility of, direct price
comparison do not mandate a negative determination").

89

Report, Tables 39 and 44, A-96.

90

Jg. at A-98-99.
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industry, dumped imports compete with domestic producers. 91
We note that the lack of other examples of lost sales and revenue is not
surprising in this investigation. 92

Much of the competition in this market

takes the form of negotiations for the development of specialized products.

A

purchase contract makes it possible for a producer to obtain capital and a
production base, and to develop efficient production capacity.

Domestic firms

have often been disqualified from negotiations for these contracts at an early
stage.

While technical ability, potential production capacity, and supplier

availability are all among the factors on which suppliers are evaluated at
this stage, often a "target" price is discussed as well.

U.S. display

producers disqualified at this stage may have difficulty pointing to their
disqualification as a "lost sale."

Nevertheless, when the domestic firms are

disqualified, dumped imports are often a factor~ and, each time, domestic
producers lose not only a sale but also lose an opportunity to enhance their
ability to win future contracts, by, for example, developing productive
capacity. 93

94

91
Indeed, dumped imports were present in such niche markets as medical
equipment and control equipment during the period of investigation. Id.,
Table 4. As discussed above, the domestic industry has not achieved
profitability even though its sales have been concentrated in such niches.
92 We note in this connection that active matrix LCDs have only recently
come onto the market, and that there have been lags in their availability.
Id., Table 6, and A-11, n.21.

Respondent purchasers such as Apple claim that only prohibitively
expensive investment on their part could have given the domestic producers
adequate capacity. E.....g,._, Tr. at 125-126. However, the record indicates that
had a major purchaser made a commitment to a domestic producer, involving a
relatively modest investment or exposure, then other investors would have been
encoura·ged to participate in the financing of the domestic industry. Report
at A-46 n.122, Appendix H.
93
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In our view, more important in this investigation than simple pricing
and lost sales is lost investment.

Several sources confirmed that the

domestic industry was unable to raise capital due to the presence of Japanese
imports, 95

Because of the substantial investment needed to enter a major

market segment in direct competition with some of the largest Japanese
corporations, the inability to attract capital is particularly damaging to a
producer of HIC flat panel displays. 96

Similarly, lack of funds severely

constrains research and development efforts, which are critical to the
progress of the industry.
Without substantial funding from internal or external sources, domestic
producers, even the non-developmental ones, lack the capacity to achieve
initial design wins which are crucial to the future of the industry, and
cannot qualify as vendors for large customers outside of certain market
niches. 97

Consequently, domestic producers are caught in a cycle that denies

them the opportunity to increase their production to a level that would result
in economies of scale and increased expertise. 98
94

( ••• continued)

For a discussion of the dynamic nature of qualification standards in an
industry marked by changing technology, see Additional Views of Commissioner
Lodwick in Mechanical Transfer Presses from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-429
(Final), USITC Pub. 2257 at 59-61 (February 1990).
94

95
The sources refer in general to all Japanese imports, ~. report at
A-61 n.149, but more than once specifically refer also to dumped imports.
Id. , Appendix F.

96

Tr. at 168.

97 Although purchasers have rejected domestic products for a variety of
reasons, in some cases the rejection was primarily based on lack of capacity
to produce commercial quantities. ~. ~. tr. at 125.
98
Increased production can lead to lower per unit engineering and total
costs, as well as economies of scale in production and increased research and
development expertise. Mechanical Transfer Presses from Japan, USITC Pub.
2257 at 23, 31; petitioners' posthearing brief, Response F.
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We recognize that imports not found to be dumped have a larger share of
the overall market for HIC flat panel displays than do imports subject to
Conunerce's dumping finding, and that the impact of the former cannot be the
basis for our affirmative determination.

However, we find that any adverse

effect that the nonsubject imports may have on the domestic industry does not
detract from the conclusion that dumped imports are s cause of the material
J

injury suffered by the domestic industry. 99

Indeed, the presence and

dimensions of the nonsubject imports appear to be a condition of trade that
has left the domestic industry in a weakened condition and particularly
vulnerable to dumped imports. 100
Based on the foregoing considerations, we determine that the domestic
industry is materially injured by reason of imports of LTFV HIC flat panel
displays and display glass therefor from Japan.

The Conunission need not determine that imports are the principal or a
substantial cause of material injury. S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess.
74-75 (1979). Rather, the imports need only be a cause of material injury.
See LMI-La Metalli Industriale, S.p.A. v. United States, 13 CIT
, 712 F.
Supp. 959, 971 (1989). Although other factors may also be cause'S'Of material
injury, LTFV "importers take the domestic industry as they find it." Iwatsu
Electrical Co. v. United States, 758 F. Supp. at 1518.
99

The Conunission is not to determine whether LTFV imports
are the principal, a substantial, or a significant cause of
material injury. Any such requirement has the undesirable result
of making relief more difficult to obtain for industries facing
difficulties from a variety of sources; industries that are often
the most vulnerable to less-than-fair-value imports."
S. Rep. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., 74-75 (1979); id. at 88 (Conunission is to
"focus on the conditions of trade, competition, and development regarding the
industry concerned").
100
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Dissenting Views of Acting Chairman Anne E. Brunsdale
High-Information Content Flat Panel Displays and
Subassemblies Thereof from Japan
Investigation No. 731-TA-469 (Final)
August 26, 1991

Based on the evidence gathered in this investigation, I
dissent from the Commission's finding that the domestic industry
producing high-information content flat panel displays and
subassemblies thereof (FPDs) is materially injured by reason of
dumped imports from Japan.

I find two like products in this

case, electroluminescent FPDs (ELs) and active matrix FPDs (AMs).
The domestic industry producing ELs is not materially injured or
threatened with material injury by reason of dumped imports from
Japan and the domestic industry producing AMs is not materially
retarded by reason of dumped imports from Japan.

Like Product
This investigation changed dramatically from its preliminary
phase to its final phase.

In the preliminary investigation the

Commission examined whether there was a reasonable indication
that imports of all FPDs from Japan materially injured a domestic
industry.

Imports of passive matrix and plasma FPDs made up well

over 75 percent of the value of those imports in 1990. 1
In its final determination, the Department of Commerce found
that there were only three classes or kinds of merchandise
Imports of ELs made up less than 5 percent and imports of AMs
made up about 15 percent of imports of Japanese FPDs in 1990. See
Report at Table 35.
1
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subject to investigation:

EL, AM, and plasma displays and that

only ELs and AMs were dumped. 2

Commerce considered the two types

of dumped displays as distinct like products and therefore
calculated their dumping margins separately.

As a result of

Commerce's determination, the Commission's final investigation
focused much more closely on the EL and AM technologies.
Perhaps the most important issue in this case is whether ELs
and AMs are the same like product. 3

Petitioner argued that there

should be one like product consisting of all FPDs.

While there

was not a consensus among respondents as to the exact definition
of the like product, they all agreed that ELs and AMs should not
be considered as one like product.

The other like-product

distinctions would not affect the final outcome of the case and
therefore are essentially irrelevant.
As I have stated before, the most sensible criteria for
establishing the like product is substitutability, considered
both from the demand side and the supply side.

The commission's

six to eight factor test to establish the like product can be
thought of as a proxy for the more direct analysis of
substitutability. 4

Looking at each factor in isolation or

commerce determined that petitioners did not have standing to
bring a case against passive matrix displays from Japan.

2

The inclusion of plasma technology in the domestic like product
does not prove to be important to the outcome of the case.
3

For example, physical appearance, end uses, interchangeability,
and customer perceptions are demand side factors, whereas common
manufacturing facilities and production employees are supply side
factors.
4
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deciding the issue based on a majority of those factors, without
some discussion of their relative importance to the particular
case can lead to arbitrary or subjective decisions.
For example, in examining physical appearance, it can be
argued that all FPDs look alike.
screens.

After all, they are all

On the other hand, they are of different colors, and

have different maximum screen sizes and luminescence.

This

information could be used to determine the like-product issue
either way.

Similarly, the fact that two products are sold to

end users versus distributors is often used to justify a likeproduct decision. 5

I could give similar examples for most of the

other traditional Commission criteria for like product.
In this case there are many distinctions between the two
technologies.

At present, AMs are the most promising technology

for future growth and they are the only subject panels that are
available with a full color display. 6
some gray scale.

ELs are monochrome or have

Monochrome AMs have a much lower power

requirement than ELs and are generally brighter when backlit.
ELs, on the other hand, are faster, less costly, have a larger
maximum screen size, and are excellent for harsh environments.
While the two displays may be used in similar broad
categories of products, i.e. computers, medical instruments, or
avionics, that does not attest to their substitutability.

After

In this case, almost all AMs and domestic ELs are sold to end
users. Sales of imported ELs are split between end users and
distributors.
5

6

See Report at A-28.
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all, no one would argue that CRTs, which are also used in these
products, should be included in the like product.

Furthermore,

even within broad categories, such as avionics, the two screens
have different applications and are not substitutable. 7
over 90 percent of U.S. consumption of AMs is for computer
screens.

In particular, the Apple Macintosh laptop computers

accounted for almost all the 1990 shipments of domestic and
imported AMs. 8
AMs.

In addition, overhead projectors can only use

ELs, on the other hand, are used primarily for medical and

control equipment.

Less than ten percent of ELs were used in

portable computers -- none in computers weighing less than 7
pounds. 9
It is very tricky to make any price comparisons of FPDs
because, with a few exceptions, they are custom made. The price
depends largely on the requirements of the particular purchaser
and the amount of R&O which must be done to fill the order.
Domestic producers of AMs are still in the prototype stage, which
means that their AMs are extremely expensive.

Only Apple's order

for imported AMs was large enough to result in economies of scale

In avionics, AMs are used for applications that require color.
They have replaced CRTs, not another FPO technology.
7

Apple argued that ELs could not be substituted for the AMs it
purchased because of the power requirements. The EL display
considered for use by Apple in its Macintosh portable would
require enormously more power than the AM it selected. See
Report at B-76.
8

9

See Report at Table 2.
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and a lowering of the unit price of the imported product.io

The

average unit value of domestically produced AMs is substantially
higher than the average unit value of domestically producad ELs.
On the supply side there is no substitutability between the
. two types of domestic FPDs.

There is currently no domestic

facility in which AMs are commercially produced, so obviously
those manufacturers could not.produce ELs.

Similarly, producers

of ELs would not be able to produce active matrix displays in
their facilities.

Even those Japanese producers that produce

more than one technology manufacture them in separate facilities
using different machinery.u

I do not put much weight ·on the

fact that both types of displays have similar channels of
distribution, i.e. that they are sold to end users. 12
Petitioner argued that the technologies should be considered
as one like product because they are fluid and may become more
similar in the future.

While the manufacturers have similar

technical aspirations, it is equally possible that their' products
will become more distinct, and capture the niches for which they
are best suited.

The Commission must deal with the record as it

While there is a general feeling that AMs are more expensive
than ELs, that is not always the case. AMs that are monochrome
and produced in large quantities may cost substantially less than
other AMs. Prices of AMs imported from Japan varied
considerably. See Report at A-74-75, Table 35.
10

11

See Report at A-15, n.37.

While both types of flat panel displays are sold to original
equipment manufacturers, so are lots of other products -- CRTs,
keyboards, semiconductors, etc. Using such a weak standard, we
could include almost anything in the like product.
12
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exists today.

Material RetardAtion and Material Iniury by Reason of Dumped
Imports
In assessing both material retardation and material injury,
the Commission is required to evaluate all relevant economic
factors within the context of conditions of competition that are
distinctive to the domestic industry. 13

Specificaiiy, we are

instructed to consider in each case (I) the volume of imports of
the merchandise which is the subject of the investigation, (II)
the effect of those imports on prices in the United States for
the like product$, and (III) the impact of those imports on
domestic produce~s of the like product. 14

Agt~ve

Matrix FPDs.

The domestic industry in this case consists

of two firms, petitioner OIS and Standish. 15

It is appropriate

to consider material retardation in this case because there is no
commercial production of AMs in the United States, and there is
not even an existing facility at which AMs could be produced in
large-scale commercial quantities.
The

overwh~lming

majority of U.S. imports of AMs were sold

13

19

u.s.c. Section 1677(7) (C)

(iii)

14

19

u.s.c. Section 1677(7) {B)

{i).

Confidentiality precludes me from discussing Standish in this
opinion. However, my decision about material retardation and all
my other findings with respect to AMs are made considering the
Standish oper~tion.
15
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to Apple for use in its Macintosh portable computer by the
Japanese firm Hosiden.

Based on Hosiden's sale, the Commerce

Department determined that all Japanese AMs were sold at 62.7
percent below their fair value from February to July 1990. i 6
The.ref ore, the question of.. material retardation· rests mainly on
the analysis of whether the U.S. inc;iustry would be established if
Hosiden's FPDs had been soid
higher. 17

at~

price that was 62.7 percent

Would OIS have gotten: the order from Apple?

Would OIS

have gotten the f ina,ncing requi:r;ed to build a plant?
This is not the same as asking whether OIS would be better
off if there was

no.J~panese

industry, .at all.

Obviously, the

existence of a strong established i11dustry in Japan, with many
firms actively participating, had an ·effect on U.S. producers and
their ability to obta,i.n f ipancing.

There must be some link,

however, between.the dumping and the failure of the domestic
industry to become established.
Apple testified that it considered OIS at the initial stage
of its three-part,.vendor evaluation when deciding which FPO to
use . in its Macintoshiportable. 18

It found that OIS had "zero

high volume manufacturing capability, little customer support
experience, zero manufacturing flexibility, zero mass production

16 Under the statute, we must assume that all the Japanese
producers would have dumped AMs into the U.S. market.

17 Of course, as directed by the statute I have not limited my
. analysis to the Apple ,sale. However, confidentiality precludes
my discussing any of the smaller sales in detail.
18

see Transcript at 121-123.
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experience and delivery schedule." 19
first stage of consideration.

It eliminated OIS at the

While confidentiality.precludes me

from discussing the details of the firms' negotiations, I am
satisfied that it would have been extremely risky and costly in
terms of both time and money for Apple to buy its AMs from OIS. 20
At its first stage of consideration, Apple did not discuss
price.

only at the final staqe did Apple choose Hoside:n and then

settle on a price.

Other computer manufacturers describe similar

approaches in choosing a supplier for a new, technoloqically
sophisticated product.
There is no evidence that Apple would bave·boUght AMs from
OIS under any circumstances.

It simply did not ;believe th.at.the

u. s. firm could deliver the product they needed. · A f·irm like
Apple has a lot riding on its good reputation.

I find it

completely credible that Apple would not go to 111arket with a·
product it believed was inferior.

Furthermore, even if the

Japanese product had been sold at the "fair p-rice,". it may ·have
still been substantially cheaper than the domestic AM.
Apple is not the only purchaser of AMs that rejected OIS for
reasons other than price.

In fact, not one of o:ts•s lost sales

.or lost revenue allegations was confirmed. 21

One f~rm rejected

OIS for not having the necessary production facilities-or

19

See Hearing Transcript at 126.

My conclusion is based in part on evidence in the· Report· at A7 3 and Appendix H~

20

21

See Report A-98 - A-103.
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planning. 22

Another reported that the U.S. firms would not even

quote prices or offer samples. 23

Still another purchaser from an

avionics firm rejected a domestic firm because it was not
considered as advanced as its Japanese competition. 24
The testimony and documents submitted show that U.S.
manufacturers of AMs did not lose any sales to Japanese firms
because of price.

Rather, they lost out simply because it is

very difficult for a firm that has no production facilities and
inadequate financing to compete with a group of established,
technologically advanced, and adequately financed companies.
There is no link between the dumping and the material
retardation.

I conclude that the U.S. producers of active matrix

FPDs are not materially retarded by reason of dumped imports from
Japan.

Electroluminescent Flat Panel Displays
In determining the effect of dumped imports on the domestic
EL industry, two factors are particularly important--the share of
the domestic industry accounted for by the unfairly traded
imports and the size of the dumping margin. 25

The greater the

OIS quoted this particular firm a price for one AM that was
much higher than the price quoted by the Japanese competitor.
See Report at A-102.
22

23

see Report at A-102.

24

See Report at A-87.

The domestic EL industry consists of two firms, The Cherry
Corporation, and Planar systems, Inc.

25
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share of unfairly traded imports, the more likely it is that any
change in the price of those imports will alter demand for
domestic products and fairly traded imports.

The dumping margin

indicates the difference between the dumped price and the price
at "fair value."
In the case of ELs, the level of Japanese import penetration

is quite low and has fallen over the period of investigation.
The share of "fairly traded" imports is substantial, and has also
fallen over the period of investigation.

U.S. producers, on the

other hand, dominate the market and have gained market share
during the period of investigation.
The dumping margin was determined to be 7 percent.

This

means that if Sharp, the only Japanese producer of ELs, was
selling at "fair value," the price of its ELs would be 7 percent
higher.
In order to determine the magnitude of the injury resulting
from the dumping, I use economic analysis to estimate what prices
and output of the domestic like product would have been absent
the dumping.

Then I evaluate whether the decline in prices and

output caused by the dumping constitutes material injury.

I do

this taking into account the existing condition of the domestic
industry.
Drawing a conclusion as to the substitutability of the
domestic like product and the dumped import is one of the most
important determinants of causation.

The greater the

substitutability between the domestic like product and the

39

subject imports, the more likely that even a small price change
will induce customers to switch suppliers, and therefore the
greater the impact of import sales on sales of the domestic like
product, all other things being equal.
There is clearly some substitutability between U.S. and
Japanese ELs.

The Petitioner did not specifically address the

substitutability of the various ELs, and instead stressed the
substitutability of all domestic and imported FPDs.

Respondents

and Commission staff described the products as moderately close
substitutes. 26

Staff stressed the importance of the supplier's

commitment, experience, and financial condition in the
purchaser's decision of which EL to buy.
These products are difficult to compare directly, since they
are often custom made to different specifications.

Based on the

general agreement in the record, however, the products appear to
be reasonably good substitutes.

Even if I gave Petitioner the

benefit of the doubt and assumed the products were close
substitutes, my determination would not change.
Another important factor I examine is the relationship
between the change in the price of a product and the resulting
change in the quantity demanded of that product.

If a small

decline in the price of a product leads to a large increase in
purchases, subject imports would attract additional sales rather
than taking sales away from domestic producers.

Thus, the effect

Respondents suggested an elasticity of substitution of between
2 and 3.5, while staff suggested an elastic of substitution
between 2 and 4.

26
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of dumped imports on the domestic industry would be mitigated.
Demand for ELs is derived from the demand for medical
instruments, control equipment, and specialized military
equipment.

CRTs can be substituted for ELs in only a limited

number of applications.

Respondents stressed the

substitutability of ELs and CRTs in evaluating price
responsiveness. 27

Giving petitioner the benefit of the doubt, I

assume that demand would not respond much to price changes.
There seems to be significant excess capacity in the market.
Therefore, dumped imports are likely to have had a greater effect
of the volume of domestic sales than on domestic prices. Given
the small market share of the dumped imports, the relatively low
dumping margin, and the substantial presence of fairly traded
imports, the dumped imports were not likely to have had a
substantial effect on the volume of domestic sales. I conclude
that the domestic EL industry is not injured by reason of dumped
imports from Japan.

Threat of Material Injury
There is no evidence to support a determination that the
domestic EL industry is threatened with material injury by reason
of imports of ELs.

The level of imports is small and has been

falling, there has not been a substantial increase in
inventories, and capacity utilization of the Japanese EL
Petitioner testified that an elasticity estimate was not
appropriate in this case, but when pressed described demand as
inelastic. See Hearing Transcript at 88-89.
27
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producers has actually increased. 28

Any suggestion that the

domestic EL industry is threatened with material injury would
have to be based on mere conjecture or supposition.

u See Report, Tables 31 and 34.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION

A-3

INTRODUCTION
Following a preliminary determination by the U.S. Department of Commerce
that imports of high-information content flat panel displays and subassernblies
thereof (HIC FPDs) 1 from Japan are being, or are likely to be, sold in the
United States at less than fair value (LTFV) (56 F.R. 7008, February 21,
1991), 2 the U.S. International Trade Commission, effective February 21, 1991,
instituted investigation No. 731-TA-469 (Final) under section 735(b) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) to determine whether an industry in
the United States is materially injured or threatened with material injury, or
the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially retarded,
by reason of imports of such merchandise. Notice of the institution of the
Commission's final investigation and establishment of a schedule for its
conduct, including a public hearing to be held in connection with the
investigation, was given by posting copies of the notice in the Office of the
Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by
publishing the notice in the Federal Register on March 27, 1991 (56 F.R.
12741). The Commission's hearing was held in Washington, DC, on July 11,
1991. 3
Commerce's final LTFV determinations were made on July 8, 1991. 4 In
Commerce's final determinations, the products covered by the scope of its
investigations were found to constitute three classes or kinds of merchandise:
active matrix liquid crystal high information content flat panel displays and
display glass therefor ("active matrix LCDs"); (2) gas plasma high information
content flat panel displays and display glass therefor ("plasma displays");
and (3) electroluminescent high information content flat panel displays and
display glass therefor ("EL displays"). 5 • 6 The applicable statute directs that

In Commerce's notice of initiation and in its preliminary determination,
high-information content flat panel displays were defined as large-area,
matrix-addressed displays, no greater than four inches in depth, with a
picture element ("pixel") count of 120,000 or greater, whether complete or
incomplete, assembled or unassembled. Included were monochromatic, limited
color, and full color displays. Displays were defined as using, but were not
limited to, the following technologies: liquid crystal (passive matrix or
active matrix), plasma, and electroluminescence. The following merchandise
was excluded: segmented flat panel displays, matrix-addressed flat panel
displays with less than 120,000 addressable pixels, and cathode ray tubes.
In its preliminary determination, Commerce defined subassemblies of a
high-information content flat panel display as processed glass substrates,
whether or not integrated with additional components.
2 Copies of Federal Register notices cited in this report are presented in
app. A.
3 A list of witnesses appearing at the Commission's hearing is presented in
app. B.
4 0n March 11, 1991, at the request of Toshiba Corporation, a respondent in
the antidumping investigation, Commerce postponed its final determination as
to whether sales of HIC FPDs from Japan have been made at LTFV from April ~.
1991 to July 8, 1991. (56 F.R. 10236).
5 Active matrix LCDs, plasma displays, and EL displays are large-area,
matrix-addressed displays, no greater than four inches in depth, with a
picture element ("pixel") count of 120,000 or greater, whether complete or
(continued ... )
1
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the Commission make its final injury determination within 45 days after the
receipt of the final determinations by Commerce, or in this investigation by
August 26, 1991.

BACKGROUND
This investigation results from a petition filed on July 18, 1990, by
counsel for the Advanced Display Manufacturers of America (Washington, DC) and
its individual member companies; Planar Systems, Inc.; Plasmaco, Inc.; OIS
Optical Imaging Systems, Inc.; The Cherry Corporation; Electro Plasma;

5 ( ••• continued)
incomplete, assembled or unassembled. Included are monochromatic, limited
color, and full color displays used to display text, graphics, and video.
Active matrix LCDs utilize a thin-film transistor array to activate liquid
crystal at individual pixel locations. Plasma displays incorporate a matrix
of electrodes that, when activated, excite a gaseous compound, typically neon
and argon, causing it to emit light. EL displays incorporate a matrix of
electrodes that, when activated, apply an electrical current to a solid
compound of electroluminescent material (e.g., zinc sulfide) causing it to
emit light.
In its final determinations, Commerce clarified the definition of
subassemblies or "display glass of high information content flat panel
displays." Such display glass is defined as processed glass substrates that
incorporate patterned row, column, or both types of electrodes, and also
typically incorporate a material that reacts to a change in voltage (i.e.,
liquid crystal, gas plasma, and phosphor) and contact pads for interconnecting
drive electronics. Included in the scope of Commerce's final determinations
are active matrix LCD display glass, whether or not integrated with additional
components, exclusively dedicated and designed for use in active matrix LCDs;
plasma display glass, whether or not integrated with additional components,
exclusively dedicated and designed for use in plasma displays; and EL display
glass, whether or not integrated with additional components, exclusively
dedicated and designed for use in EL displays.
The following merchandise is excluded from the scope of Commerce's
investigations: passive matrix liquid crystal high information content flat
panel displays and display glass therefor ("passive matrix LCDs"), segmented
flat panel displays, matrix addressed flat panel displays with less than
120,000 pixels, and cathode ray tubes. Commerce, in its final determination,
found that petitioners are not interested parties and do not have standing
with respect to an investigation of passive matrix LCDs and, accordingly,
rescinded its initiation of its investigation of passive matrix LCDs and
dismissed that part of the petition upon which the rescinded initiation had
been based.
All types of HIC FPDs described above are currently classified in the
following provisions of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States
(HTS): 8543, 8803, 9013, 9014, 9017.90.00, 9018, 9022, 9026, 9027, 9030, 9031,
8471.92.30, 8471.92.40, 8473.10.00, 8473.21.00, 8473.30.40, 8442.40.00, 8466,
8517.90.00, 8528.10.80, 8529.90.00, 8531.20.00, 8531.90.00, and 8541.
6 Commerce's final LTFV determination with respect to plasma displays was
negative; therefore, the Commission is only authorized to make an injury
determination with respect to imports of active matrix LCDs and EL displays
from Japan.
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Photonics Technology, Inc.; and Magnascreen Corporation, alleging that an
industry in the United States is being materially injured, is threatened with
further material injury, or is materially retarded from being established by
reason of imports from Japan of HIC FPDs. In response to that petition the
Commission instituted investigation No. 731-TA-469 (Preliminary) under section
733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 and, on September 12, 1990, determined that
there was a reasonable indication of material injury (55 F.R. 37577).
The Commission has conducted no previous investigations on the subject
product. 7

THE PRODUCT
Product Description
The imported products subject to this investigation are active matrix
LCDs and EL displays. The subject displays, along with passive matrix LCDs
and plasma displays, show text, graphics, or video when integrated into such
end-user systems as laptop and portable computers; aerospace, medical and
office equipment; and instrumentation for the military. 8 All HIC FPDs are
large-area, matrix-addressed displays, no greater than 4 inches in depth, with
a picture element ("pixel") count of 120,000 or greater. 9 HIC FPDs may be
monochromatic, limited color, or full color. They may also include such
options as backlights, interface cards, and/or touch switches. The
subassembly included within the scope of the investigation (display glass) is
defined by Commerce as processed glass substrates that incorporate patterned
row, column, or both types of electrodes, and also typically incorporate a
material that reacts to a change in voltage and contact pads for
interconnecting drive electronics. According to Commerce's definition, such
substrates may also be integrated with additional components.
HIC FPDs are technologically sophisticated electronic displays that
convert information received as electrical signals from an end-user system
into visible images. Displays are subdivided into rows and columns of dotlike pixels which are connected to the edge of the display by grids of very
fine electrical conductors. For purposes of this investigation, flat panel
displays have "high-information content" if they contain 120,000 or more
pixels. Thus, their definition is a function of both pixel density and screen
size. That is, a small display having the same pixel density as a large one
may not be "high-information content," while the large one may be. Although
displays have been built with a diagonal measurement of a meter or more for

However, liquid crystal display (LCD) television receivers were the
subject of a section 75l(b) review investigation instituted by the Commission
effective August 20, 1987 (inv. No. 751-TA-14). The flat panel displays
currently under investigation include LCDs; however, the subject displays are
not at present used in LCD television receivers (which use flat panel displays
with fewer than 120,000 pixels).
8 The subject displays (active matrix LCDs and EL displays), together with
passive matrix LCDs and plasma displays, are collectively referred to in this
report as HIC FPDs.
9 There are no known HIC FPDs that are not matrix addressed or that are
greater than 4 inches in depth.
7
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special applications, the most common are less than 10 inches because of
current production technology limitations. However, HIC FPDs are all capable
of displaying 25 lines of 80 characters. 10 At this time, almost all HIC FPDs
in the U.S. market are monochrome. Monochrome displays may be classified as
nongray scale or gray scale. 11 Limited color displays are available and full
color displays will be sold commercially in increasing quantities in the near
future.

COMPONENTS OF HIC FPDs
Broadly speaking, HIC FPDs consist of display glass (i.e., the display
glass assembly which contains the pixels and row-and-column electrodes) and
associated electronic systems that drive the electrodes on the display glass
and interpret the incoming information-bearing signals. The petition stated
that "Common attributes that exist in FPDs" include the display glass, drive
electronics (or "drivers"), control electronics, mechanical package, and power
supply. 12 • 13 However, what is sold to a purchaser as a "complete" HIC FPD may
also include additional electronic packaging which interconnects the
electronic components of the HIC FPD and the end-user system and (for LCDs)
such items as backlights. As pointed out by Dr. Elliott Schlam in his address

° Certain applications, such as text and graphics displays for computers,
require resolutions in common formats, such as 640 x 200 pixels (CGA
resolution), 640 x 400 pixels (EGA resolution), or 640 x 480 pixels (VGA
resolution), all of which are high-information content (i.e., 120,000 pixels
or more). HIC FPDs for each of the standard display formats are virtually
identical in size.
11 In gray-scale displays, the intensity of each pixel varies, producing
"shades of gray" which permit the display of photograph- like images.
(In
nongray-scale displays, the pixels are simply on or off and can only be used
to display text or graphics.) Gray-scale displays are produced with various
"levels" of gray scale. Currently, products with up to 16 levels are
available.
12 Petition, pp 8-9.
13 The key attributes may be defined as follows:
(1) Display glass--a processed glass substrate that typically
incorporates patterned row and column electrodes orthogonal to each
other, a material that reacts to a change in voltage (e.g., liquid
crystal, gas, thin film phosphor, powder phosphor), and contact pads for
interconnecting the drive electronics to each row and column electrode.
(2) Drive electronics--integrated circuits which provide voltages to
drive the row and column electrodes.
(3) Control electronics--integrated circuits that decode and interpret
the signals sent by the end-user system and transmit the signals to the
drive electronics.
(4) Mechanical package--the frame which mounts the printed circuit
boards for the drive and control electronics to the display glass. The
mechanical package also adds strength and protection to the display glass
and provides the means whereby the user mounts the display into the enduser system.
(5) Power supply--an electronic circuit that provides appropriate
voltages for the HIC flat panel display. Many of the voltages required
by the displays are not standard and require customized power supplies.
1
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to the Society for Information Display (May 10, 1991), displays are becoming
more sophisticated and are forming a more integral portion of the end-user
system. Display manufacturers are now incorporating or adding semiconductor
products or "smart" electronics to the display to make it more versatile. 14
HIC FPDs may also be sold by display glass manufacturers without key
components, generally the control electronics or, less frequently, without the
mechanical package. Power supplies are often purchased separately by end
users. There are also *** amounts of display glass without any electronics
sold separately by U.S. producers. Although the display glass is the primary
and distinguishing component of HIC FPDs, the electronics comprise a
significant portion of the cost of a display and determine some of its
performance characteristics, including monochromatic color and extent of
illumination. 15 ' 16

TYPES OF HIC FPDs
HIC FPDs are classified by the technology used to produce the display
glass. The most common display technologies, and the ones for which data were
collected by the Commission, are liquid crystal displays (LCDs), plasma
displays, and electroluminescent (EL) displays . 17 • 18 There are, however,

14 "Overview of flat panel displays," Society for Information Display
Seminar Lecture Notes, May 10, 1991. Dr. Schlam, an internationally
recognized expert in display technology, is a consultant to the electronic
information industry.
15 Excluding the backlight assembly (which is a significant component in
terms of cost), display glass accounts for approximately SO percent of the
value of a "complete" HIC FPD. The electronics and mechanical package account
for the remaining SO percent. (Staff conversation with***, Mar. 12, 1990).
Additional information is presented in the section of this report on "Cost of
manufacturing."
16 Display glass, as defined by Commerce in its final determinations, may or
may not be "integrated with additional components." Further, "high
information content flat panel displays," of any technology, may be "complete
or incomplete, assembled or unassembled."
Under these definitions, display
glass can be viewed as consisting of products which range from display glass
without the drivers or other components to completed HIC FPDs (which, in
essence, are display glass that has been "integrated with additional
components"). Similarly, the distinction between "display glass" and an
"incomplete" HIC FPD is not clear. Because of the lack of a clear dividing
line between "display glass" and "high-information content flat panel
displays," Commission staff is unable to present comprehensive data separately
on "display glass" in this final report.
17 There are a number of other flat panel display technologies that are
being researched or that are in the early stages of development. These
include such technologies as electrochromic, electrophoretic, electro-opticceramic, electromechanical, field emission spun cathode, etc. One U.S.
researcher, Tektronix, has announced an entirely new flat panel display
technology called plasma-addressed liquid crystal displays or PALC.
(Petitioners' prehearing brief, p. 17.)
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further sub-technologies within each of these types. Flat panel display
technology can also be more broadly categorized as emissive or non-emissive.
Non-emissive displays are those which do not emit light and cannot be viewed
in the dark. In emissive displays, each pixel produces light when
electrically activated and is therefore visible without natural or ambient
light or a backlight. Because emissive displays generate light, they
typically require and consume more electricity than do non-emissive panels and
thus require more power and are heavier. Plasma and EL displays are emissive
technologies; LCDs (whether passive or active matrix) are non-emissive.
Diagrams showing each of the key technologies are presented in figure 1.

LCDs
LCD technology is currently being applied to HIC FPDs in two different
ways: passive matrix and active matrix. In both technologies, liquid
crystals are sandwiched between two sheets of glass, called substrates, where
the liquid crystals, in essence, act as optical shutters, which either block
or allow polarized light to pass through. In passive matrix LCD technology,
the pixel positions are energized by voltages applied via intersecting row and
column drivers, which causes the liquid crystal to twist, allowing light to
pass through. The light may be a reflection of ambient light or light
produced from a backlight or sidelight incorporated into the display. 19
However, as passive matrix LCDs become larger, the contrast of the display
decreases and the viewing angle becomes smaller. Also, the liquid crystal
used in passive LCDs has a slow response time since the material requires a
relatively long period to become fully activated and deactivated. These
disadvantages can be overcome, however, by what is known as active matrix
technology. Active matrix LCDs employ state-of-the-art semiconductor
technology where an active element, usually a thin-film transistor (hence the
name thin-film transistor or TFT-LCD), is imbedded in the glass substrate at
each pixel cell. The transistor acts as a local switch that, when on, causes
the liquid crystal to twist, permitting light to pass through. 20

continued)
Respondents to Commission questionnaires did not report the manufacture
or importation into the United States of HIC FPD technologies other than
passive matrix LCDs, active matrix LCDs, plasma displays, and EL displays.
19 There are a number of variations on the design and chemistry of passive
matrix LCDs that affect the performance of the technology. Variations
generally add to the complexity of the LCD construction and include twisted
nematic (TN), supertwisted nematic (STN), double supertwisted nematic (DSTN)
and, most recently, film supertwisted (TSTN) technologies. TN-LCDs were first
mass produced in 1975, STN-LCDs in 1986, DSTN-LCDs in 1987, and TSTN-LCDs in
late 1989.
20 Pixels are activated in both passive matrix and active matrix LCDs by a
signal that sequentially scans the display's columns and rows. In a passive
matrix LCD, each pixel begins deactivating as soon as that signal stops,
leading to the relatively inferior contrast that is characteristic cf that
display type. In an active matrix LCD, the transistor located at each pixel
continues to stimulate the liquid crystal after the signal has passed by
during the scanning process, leading to the improved contrast quality.
18 ( •••
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Figure l .--Diagrams of HIC FPDs
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Figure 1.--Diagrams of HIC FPDs (Continued)
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Plasma Displays
In plasma displays, the pixels are minute cells of a compound gas
sandwiched between two polished glass substrates which give off a red-orange
glow when ionized by direct current (DC). There are also more complex
variations of plasma displays which involve the use of alternating current
(AC) and AC/DC combinations to improve performance and create displays with
memory, that is, not requiring refreshing.
EL Displays
EL displays use light-emitting pixels constructed of a solid material on
a single substrate. When excited by electricity from the row and column
electrodes, the solid material gives off visible light of a color determined
by the chemistry of the material used. EL displays are differentiated by
whether they use AC thin film (ACTFEL) or DC powder technologies.
KEY HIC FPD TECHNOLOGY ISSUES:

COLOR AND POWER

Color
Industry analysts generally agree that the ability to produce highresolution color at marketable prices is essential for the future wide-spread
marketability of any technology and, in fact, often characterize the
technologies as being in a competitive race toward this goal. (Color cathode
ray tubes (CRTs) now account for about 85 percent of CRT shipments; color will
be essential for high-definition television (HDTV) applications.) Only color
LCDs are currently available for purchase in commercial quantities. 21 • 22
However, there have been recent advances in developing color for plasma
displays, and both EL technologies--AC thin film and DC powder--"are reporting
good progress on color materials, but practical structures and materials with

In Focus Systems, Inc., a U.S. firm, introduced its "true-color" STN-LCD
(passive matrix) projection panel in late 1989. In March 1990, Sharp
Electronics and Hitachi America, Inc. publicly committed to the delivery of
color TFT-LCDs (active matrix) in the U.S. market. Other color displays are
expected from IBM/Toshiba, NEC, and Epson in late 1991. "Color panels
coming," Electronic Engineering Times, Mar. 12, 1990. (However, due to
production difficulties, there has been a shortfall between announced
availability and actual delivery of active matrix LCDs by Japanese suppliers.
"Big lag seen on active-matrix LCDs," Electronic News, June 3, 1991.")
22 There are two technologies for developing color in LCDs--additive and
subtractive. In additive-color LCDs, each pixel is divided into three or four
subpixels and is coated with a primary color filter making it possible to
produce a large range of colors at each pixel location. This technology is
most frequently applied in TFT-LCDs, although it can be in passive matrix
LCDs. The color TFT-LCD is much more complex and difficult to produce than
monochrome TFT-LCDs because of the addition of the color filters and the
resulting threefold or fourfold increase in the number of cells and
transistors. Subtractive technology (as recently developed by In Focus)
involves using three monochrome passive matrix displays arranged so as to
obtain one color display.
21
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good life and efficiencies in all colors are still needed." According to Nick
Baran in the February 1991 issue of BYTE, "The manufacturing problems
associated with color TFT technology ... may keep prices high enough and
quantities low enough to create an opportunity for other display
technologies."
Power Requirements
Because emissive displays, that is, plasma and EL displays, generate
light, they consume more electricity than do non-emissive displays and thus
(theoretically, but not necessarily for every specific application) require
more power and are heavier. (Required watts per hour largely determine
whether a display can be used in a battery-operated portable product and, if
so, also dictate operating time before battery recharging.
Furthermore, the
number of watts required directly determines battery weight which, in turn, is
the most critical determinant of the weight of the end-user product.) 23
According to respondents, monochrome LCD technology is in the l-to-4 watt
range; plasma and EL displays require large power supply and converter systems
capable of producing 8 to 15 watts. (By comparison, CRTs require about 30
watts.) It is clear that LCDs--whether passive matrix or active matrix-without backlights have an advantage over emissive technologies with reference
to power consumption. 24 However, liquid crystal displays often require a
backlight, which consumes added power and weight. 25 Monochrome active matrix
technology, even when backlit, still consumes less power than do emissive
technologies--20 to 30 percent less according to Peter Pleshko, a senior
consultant for IBM, in an article entitled "Flat-panel displays for laptop
computers," Information Display, March 1989. 26 ' 27 However, due to the addition

A key question today for end users producing notebook computers is
whether displays can be built into a 6-pound system (1-1/2 pounds of which is
the weight of the battery). The accepted minimum battery life for a portable
computer is now 3 hours, up from 2 hours. The optimum goal is 8 hours.
(Staff conversation with***, Feb. 12, 1991.) Typically, only passive matrix
LCDs displays have been used in portable computers with a battery power
supply, although plasma displays can be used in some heavier portable models
(e.g., Micro Express 5300, TOPPCs LT5300, Fora LP-386sx 50, Compaq Portable
Model 20, Compaq Portable Model 40). (Japanese respondents' prehearing brief,
app. 6.)
24 Petitioners agree.
(Hearing transcript, p. 99.)
25 Nick Baran states, "Most LCDs include a backlighting mechanism to provide
readability in most lighting conditions. Backlighting, however, is the main
source of power consumption in LCDs. Reflective displays are acceptable in
black-and-white implementations like the Mac Portable, but backlighting is a
must in color LCD applications." BYTE, February 1991.
26 Petitioners, in their testimony, stated that backlit monochrome active
matrix LCDs required "less power ... but not by much" than plasma displays
leading to a "slight advantage" (transcript p. 77). Similarly, there is a
"small advantage" over an EL display even when the LCD backlight is "strong."
(The backlights on LCDs can be adjusted by the user for varying intensities
and thus power consumption.) Petitioners noted that using a low-intensity
backlight gives monochrome LCDs "an advantage." (Transcript, pp. 72-73.)
23
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of the color filters, color active matrix displays require greater power than
do monochrome LCDs. In fact, according to M. Robert Miller of the Army's
Technology and Devices Laboratory, color active matrix LCDs consume more power
than do plasma and EL displays. 28 And, although not yet available, a color EL
display will not require more power than a monochrome EL display. 29
Manufacturing
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
The manufacturing and supply of HIC FPDs are influenced by two factors:
(1) current and anticipated future technology and (2) availability of capacity
and experience in commercial manufacturing. 30 • 31 The design (and manufacture)
of a HIC FPO is highly complex. Within each technology, and indeed often
separately for each firm, different technological concepts are designed and
manufacturing techniques developed to solve such key HIC FPO problems as the
need for color. The development and implementation of the manufacturing

continued}
Respondents comment that "claims that some plasma panels may now approach
the same power requirements as passive LCD technologies with backlights are
based on unrealistic assumptions . . . . (R}eported power consumption for these
"advanced" plasma displays generally is based on low power required for some
modes of operation, such as displaying limited text . . . . Extended battery
operation and reduced power supply (also) can be achieved in plasma and EL
panels by severely lowering the display brightness, but this obviously
diminishes the attractiveness and usefulness of the display." Postconference
brief submitted by Japanese manufacturers, pp. 14-15, and "Summary of oral
presentation of Richard Knox, Compaq Computer Corporation before the U.S.
Department of Commerce on September 19, 1990."
Standard DOS applications require 25 percent "pixel use;" full-screen
applications such as Windows utilize 50 percent of the pixels. In LCD
technology, the power required is not correlated with numbers of pixels lit.
In contrast, in emissive technologies, the power required increases with the
number of pixels lit. (Staff conversation with***, July 25, 1991.)
28 "Army's display technology emerging to eclipse HDTV," Signal, August
1990.
29 Testimony of James Hurd, CEO and president of Planar.
(Transcript, p.
27 ( •••
27

74.)

Technologies have continued to evolve and become available during the
period of investigation. According to the response by U.S. OEM computer
manufacturers to the Commission's "like product" questionnaire in the
preliminary investigation, the following technologies were available for
purchase in the U.S. marketplace by January 1987: TN-LCD, STN-LCD, AC/DC
plasma, DC plasma, and AC thin film EL. During the period of investigation,
new technologies became available: DSTN-LCD (January 1988), TFT-LCD
monochrome (January 1988), TFT-LCD color (April 1989), film STN-LCD (second
quarter 1989), and NTN-LCD (March 1990). Research and development efforts
continue for each of the major technologies (passive matrix LCDs, active
matrix LCDs, plasma displays, and EL displays).
31 A July 1990 Congressional Budget Office study states, "Given the
difficulty that producers of flat-panel displays experience in scaling up to
full production, manufacturing experience is likely to be the leading driver
of technology."
30
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process (including the design of the equipment) to produce HIC FPDs with
acceptable manufacturing yields are sometimes characterized as a greater
challenge than the development of the actual HIC FPD technology. (Research
and development models of a HIC FPD are generally handbuilt.) Although
research in flat panel display technology has been underway for over 20 years,
it is only since the early to mid-1980s that applications for wide-scale
commercial use have been developed. Most of the development work was
pioneered in the United States or Europe; 32 however, it has generally been
applied first in Japan. 33 ' 34 Substantial capital investment is required to
build manufacturing plants for HIC FPDs. 35
The production technology for HIC FPDs is principally derived from the
processes used to manufacture solid-state integrated circuits and, in fact, a
HIC glass substrate (most specifically for active matrix LCDs) can be
characterized as being a single, large integrated circuit. 36 The production
processes for HIC FPDs can generally be divided into two major parts: (1)
display glass production and (2) electronics assembly and testing.
Glass substrates are the building blocks for the display glass assembly
or "sandwich." The glass substrates are either purchased by HIC FPD
manufacturers as raw or coated glass from precision raw glass producers or
purchased from glass finishers. Electrical conductors, insulators, ribs,
spacers, and the rest, are built on the substrate to form one half of the
glass envelope, which is then filled with either liquid crystal (for LCDs) or

32 The petitioners' postconference brief points out that U.S. firms continue
to hold key patents on the technology (p. 49).
33 "The early Japanese domination of markets for wristwatch-sized LCDs and
small television receivers established what appears to be an unshakeable lead.
(The low end of the market has been taken over by Taiwan, Hong Kong, and other
production sites, but the Japanese still have a firm grip on the display
market for technology-intensive LCDs)." "Manufacturing hurdles challenge
large-LCD developers," IEEE Spectrum, September 1989.
34 "The strong demand for portable TVs in the Asian markets has spurred TFT
technology and helped justify the significant investment dollars required to
produce products." "Market analysis: color TFT-LCDs," Information Display,
October 1989.
35 ***, "The startup capital required for a high volume (active matrix) LCD
manufacturing plant is in the area of $150 million. Moreover, approximately 5
years is required to raise product yields to the point where production
becomes cost effective. The small size of most U.S. firms makes it virtually
impossible for them to raise such capital on their own." (However, the
startup capital for a passive matrix LCD facility is much less.)
36 There are, however, important differences between manufacturing HIC FPDs
and integrated circuits. The output of a HIC FPO production line is a single
substrate; in contrast, the output of an integrated circuit production line is
a substrate or wafer that contains multiple integrated circuits which are
divided and sold separately. In a HIC glass substrate each pixel or
transistor is interconnected and must be operating; the entire glass substrate
is scrapped if several are defective. (In contrast, when manufacturing
integrated circuits, defective chips can be discarded and the remaining ones
encapsulated and sold.) The scrapping of defective substrates reduces the
"manufacturing yield" and is one of the more difficult and costly
manufacturing problems to solve.
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neon gas (for plasma displays). (In contrast, in EL displays a thin film of
phosphorescent material and all associated electrodes are placed on a single
glass substrate.)
The display glass assembly for the various HIC FPO technologies is
generally manufactured using conceptually similar but technologically distinct
manufacturing processes in separate production facilities. 37 Although there
are several generic manufacturing steps for all types of displays (i.e., glass
cleaning, assembly, aging, and testing) that presumably could be accomplished
in a common facility, the technology involved and equipment required for the
etching or printing of a pattern of electrode lines, electrode formation,
material filling, and sealing processes are completely different and in no way
interchangeable.~
In the later stages of production, liquid crystal
technology is used for LCDs, vacuum technology is used for plasma displays,
and thin-film technology (like that used in the manufacture of solid-state
integrated circuits) is used for EL displays. All HIC FPDs are produced in a
clean room environment (although the specific class or amount of a specific
class of clean room required may differ). 39
Once the display glass is completely sealed, the drive and control
electronics are attached. The drivers can be integrated in the display glass
("chips-on-glass technology") or mounted by contact pads, or mounted on a
cable or onto a circuit board. Although the actual attachment is relatively
simple, the number of drivers usually increases arithmetically for each pixel
added, adding to the cost of manufacture and leading to new technological
problems with larger sized displays. Figure 2 depicts the manufacturing steps
for the display glass and drivers for each of the technologies. Attachment of
the control electronics is relatively simple and, as noted earlier, is often
performed by the end user of the display who separately purchases (and
sometimes designs) the control electronics.

COST OF MANUFACTURING
The cost of manufacturing HIC FPDs is high relative to other display
devices (notably CRTs) and still forms a barrier to the wider use of the
product. 40 Manufacturing cost is most directly related to the number of
manufacturing steps (the number of which provides an idea of the relative
complexity of the design), the cost of materials, and the manufacturing yield.
(The manufacturing yield can be defined as the number of finished displays

37 No domestic manufacturer of HIC FPDs produces more than one technology
type. Japanese manufacturers that do produce multiple technologies
manufacture them in completely separate production facilities using different
machinery. (OEM end users postconference brief, p. 19.)
38 Based on responses to the Commission's like product questionnaires in the
preliminary investigation and Attachment D (prepared by James Greeson, IBM) to
a letter, dated Oct. 12, 1990, submitted to Commerce by Compaq.
39 Additional information on clean rooms is presented in app. C.
40 Report of the National Critical Technologies Panel, March 1991, states,
"High-throughput, low-cost production of such displays will require advances
in lithography equipment, circuitry patterning, glass sheet production, and
thin-film techniques."
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produced divided by the number of displays started (i.e., glass starts)). 41
Also relevant are: tooling, time per step, batch vs. in-line, material cost,
part value prior to yield loss, facilities (i.e., cleanliness level, special
issues), and labor cost per step. 42 The incorporated electronics are the
highest single input cost item in a HIC FPD; in contrast, the cost of labor is
relatively small. 43 The cost of manufacture varies among technologies:
passive matrix LCDs are generally the easiest and least costly HIC FPDs to
manufacture; in contrast, the manufacture of active matrix LCDs is the most
complex and is currently characterized by low manufacturing yields.
Although
the technologies are in varying stages of development, significant long-term
cost differences between them may continue to exist. 44 • 45
Uses of HIC FPDs
Any electronic apparatus that requires a continuous, visible display of
text, images, or graphics can use flat panel displays. However, the specific
end uses to which HIC FPDs have been put largely depends upon currently
available technology. Products that met defined high-information-content text
and graphic requirements for computers were first commercially manufactured in
the mid-1980s, a development that led to the appearance of the laptop or
portable computer market. HIC FPD technology is also used in a new generation
of overhead projection panels that are used to project computer images onto

Co-counsel for the Japanese manufacturers states that "the primary factor
affecting ... the cost of those displays per unit is the yield that a
manufacturer can obtain . . . . Such yields are a function of the initial
expertise brought to production, cumulative volume produced, and time in
production." (Postconference brief, p. 86.) They are also a function of the
complexity of the design; typically the more manufacturing steps performed,
the lower the overall yield.
42 Attachment D (prepared by James Greeson, IBM) to a letter, dated Oct. 12,
1990, submitted to Commerce by Compaq.
43 The cost of purchased components other than glass and "other costs," as
reported by Planar and Electro Plasma in their response to the Commission's
questionnaires, was *** percent of the total cost of goods sold for their 3
most recent complete fiscal years. The cost to purchase the display glass
materials and manufacture the display glass comprised *** percent of the total
cost and HIC FPD assembly accounted for the remaining *** percent.
44 According to Walter Goede, Northrop B-2 Division, technologies that
require high-voltage drives (specifically plasma and EL) use expensive
drivers. (However, many of these technologies require fewer drivers for a
given panel size.) He identified the cost of drivers as a probable long-term
problem area for all plasma and EL technologies. In contrast, the cost of the
display glass is viewed as a probable long-term problem area for active matrix
LCDs. "Status of electronic displays," Society for Information Display
Seminary Lecture Notes, May 6, 1991.
45 There may also be significant differences in the cost to manufacture
among firms. ***has stated that the manufacturing cost for a specific type
of technology can vary by a factor of eight depending upon the technological
method and process controls used by the manufacturing firm.
41
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wall screens. 46 Military applications and aerospace applications are also
important markets, as are small-format applications, such as industrial
control and medical equipment. 47

SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS
In its preliminary determination, the Commission noted that the scope of
the investigation does not include either CRTs or flat panel displays
containing less than 120,000 pixels (i.e., low-information content flat panel
displays). It found that such products are not part of the like product in
that investigation.~ Like flat panel displays, CRTs 49 are extensively used to
display text, images, and graphics. However, except for such specialty
applications as radar, aerospace displays, and medical instrumentation,

Overhead projector panels are typically connected to computers and placed
on top of conventional overhead projectors. Because light emitted from the
overhead projector must pass through the panel containing the HIC FPD, only
non-emissive displays, which permit light transmissivity, can be used.
47 As the technology is further developed, flat panel displays may be used
for the large-screen HDTV. HDTV and display technology are among the 22
technologies deemed critical to national e~onomic prosperity and to national
security, as identified by a panel appointed by the Director, Office of
Science and Technology Policy, Executive Office of the President. The panel
writes, "The potential market for high-definition and related products is
enormous, amounting to tens of billions of dollars for direct applications and
perhaps hundreds of billions of dollars for indirect impacts in other
electronics markets. In addition to potentially replacing much or all of
current home video equipment, high-definition imaging and display technology
is likely to stimulate a variety of other revolutionary changes in the
information and communications field." Report of the National Critical
Technologies Panel, March 1991.
Also, industry observers predict that flat panel displays will replace
the CRTs currently used in televisions and desktop computers. Even more
significantly, as the petitioners note, in the future, "the screen will become
the computer" and will be "the key to the entire personal computer market."
(Postconference brief, p. 44.) At the Commission's hearing, James Hurd,
president and CEO of Planar, testified that "The advent of the high
information content flat panel display will revolutionize the design of all
future electronic systems by the end of this decade." Its development "will
also profoundly alter the structure of the entire electronics industry" and
"will be the basic platform on which future electronic systems are built, and
the basis for competitive differentiation of a new generation of electronic
products." (Transcript, pp. 27-28.)
~High-information Content Flat Panel Displays and Subassemblies Thereof
from Japan: Determination of the Commission in Investigation No. 731-TA-469
(Preliminary) Under the Tariff Act of 1930. Together with the Information
Obtained in the Investigation, USITC publication 2311, Sept. 1990, p. 9.
49 CRTs are devices in which an electron beam is directed onto a
phosphorescent coating on a glass screen, causing the surface to phosphoresce
or give off light. They are each composed of a thick-glass envelope, electron
gun, and phosphor screen.
46
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Identification of Key Characteristics
The Commission, in its preliminary investigation, sent a "like product"
questionnaire to U.S. producers, Japanese producers, and users of HIC FPDs
requesting that they discuss the characteristics and uses of each technology.
Information comparing passive matrix LCD, active matrix LCD, plasma, and EL
displays provided to the Commission is presented in table 1. As shown, all
types of HIC FPDs are capable of displaying text, graphics, and images, but
each possesses sometimes distinct physical and technological characteristics.
There are numerous buying guides and comparison charts which describe the
different HIC FPD technologies to purportedly assist purchasers in selecting
what is described as the appropriate display for their end use. The following
list, drawn from Society for Information Display Seminar Lecture Notes
prepared by Walter Goeder, chief engineer of a Special Project at the Northrop
B-2 division, (May 6, 1991), summarizes the limitations of each technology:

"AC thin-film EL

DC powder EL

AC plasma

High-voltage drivers
High capacitance
Complex electronics
Cost
Multicolor needs
further development

High-voltage drivers
Complex electronics
Limited luminance/life
High reflectivity
Cost
Few developers

High-voltage drivers
Complex electronics
Low-mod. luminous eff.
Color needs development
Cost
Gray scale complicated

DC plasma

Passive matrix LCD

Active matrix LCD

High-voltage drivers
Complex electronics

Slow speed
Limited temperature
range
Poor threshold, appearance and flexibility

Slow speed
Limited temperature
range
Yield
Size
Cost"

Low-mod. luminous eff.
Color life
Cost
Few developers

An associated question to that of whether the differences among the HIC
FPD technologies are distinct is whether the end-use applications for HIC FPDs
require different performance criteria. In their response to the Commission's
"like product" questionnaire, a consensus of end-user respondents identified
the following display characteristics as generally required for the following
end-use applications:

Table 1
Comparison of RIC FPO technologies
Item

Passive LCD

Channels of distribution ..

The channels of distribution are similar in that all RIC FPDa are sold by the producer to OEHs that incorporate the
RIC FPO in another product. Since the RIC FPO ia designed to fit specific uaea, marketing efforts to OEH COlllpUter
manufacturers and other• tYPically precede the design stage.

Customer/OEM perception ...

Widest current
use

Host promising
technology for
future growth

Appropriate for
special
applications

Appropriate for
special
applications

End uaea .••....•...•......

Monochrome laptops
overhead projectors
lotebook computers
Handheld computers
Medical instruments

Monochrome laptops
Color laptops
Some military
Medical inatrwnenta
Avionics equipment

Portable computers
Transportable Pea
Industrial
Large-screen displays
Specialised military
Medical instruments

Portable computers
Laptops
Ruggedized PCs
Avionic a
Specialized military
Medical instruments

Hanufacturirig ............ .

Although there are structural similarities among all tYPa• and certain common production steps, LCD• are produced
using liquid crystal technology, pla.._ displays using vacuum technology, and EL displays using thin-film
technology.

Manufacturing coats ...... .

Least expensive

Host expensive

Hedi um low

Hediim high

Medium to high
with backlighting

Medium to high
with backlighting

Low (DC) to
. .dium (AC)

Low (DC) to
mediim (.AC)

Color ...........•.......

Monochrome and gray
scale (poor multicolor .V>

MonochrQlll8 and gray
scale (11111lti-color
available)

Monochrome and
gray scale

Monochrome and
gray scale

Contrast ...........•....

Low

Hedi um

Biab

High

Environmental stress ...•

Sensitive to heat
and hmnidity

Sensitive to heat
and humidity'

Good for
harsh anvirOlllll8Dt

Excellent for
harsh environmant

Power requirements ..... .

Low

Low to P10derate
High (for backlit
col.or)

Bi ah

Medium to high

Response time ........... ·.

Slowest

Cne an~iiaation)

Moderate
<animation)

Feat

Fast

Screen size Clines) .....

Hoder.ta (800)

Bm&llest ( 480 >

Laraeat czo4a>

Hoderate(864)

HiJh

High

Ilona

None

Viewing angle ...... ; ... .

Narrow

Medium

Wide

Medium

Weight/volume .......... .

Low

Low (lllQllochrome)
High {multi-color)

Medium to bi&h

Medium to high

Physical characteristics:
Brightness ..•...........

Transparen~y

.......... ·..

Active LCD

P1Hma 1

___

_

___

EL'

>I

1 Information was collected on the subcategories, ltC and DC, but due to the similarities reported on each item, the subcategories were consolidated.
• Can be ruggedized for specialized military use by additional production steps.
•But see discussion of product manufactured by In Focus.

Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to the Conmiuion's "like-product" questionna!re in the preliminary investigation.
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applications that use flat panel displays cannot use CRTs. 50 The specific
end-use application dictates whether a CRT or flat panel technology is chosen.
There are also a number of low-information content (LIC) flat panel
display technologies, including segmented LCD displays, 51 character LCD
modules, 52 and LIC display modules. LIC display modules are similar to highinformation content (HIC) displays in that they have the ability to address
individual pixels (i.e., are matrix addressed, with a series of semiconductors
attached to the rows and columns of the electrodes). They typically range in
pixel count from 16,000 to 64,000 pixels and are used in calculators, handheld televisions, and other instruments that do not require high-information
content. Whether a LIC or HIC display is used depends upon the amount of
information to be presented and the resolution needed. The resolution of the
LIC flat panel display is too coarse to be commercially acceptable for the
presentation of large amounts of text and graphics. Also, such displays do
not have a sufficient number of addressable rows and columns to be compatible
with the standard software packages currently being used in computer systems.
Although a HIC FPD could theoretically be used in place of a LIC display
(e.g., for a calculator), it would be unnecessarily expensive and thus not
commercially viable.
Finally, as noted earlier, the only types of HIC FPDs that are subject to
this investigation are active matrix LCDs and EL displays. Petitioners argue
that other types of HIC FPDs, notably passive matrix LCDs and plasma displays,
are substitute or "like" products.

LIKE PRODUCT CONSIDERATIONS AND COMPARISON OF TECHNOLOGIES
Responses to Commission questionnaires by respondents have emphasized
that the various HIC FPD technologies have unique features or performance
characteristics that are matched to or correlated with the requirements for

However, as the performance of HIC FPDs improves in the future and their
cost declines, they are (as noted earlier) projected to replace CRTs in more
and more applications, including televisions and desktop workstations. This
interchangeability, however, is expected to be "one-way." CRTs cannot be
substituted for flat panel displays in laptop computers, which require the
small size, light weight, and low power requirements of a flat panel display.
Nor can they be substituted for flat panel displays in overhead projectors,
which require light transmissivity. Respondents to Commission questionnaires
in the preliminary investigation noted that if flat panel display technology
had not been developed, products such as laptop computers simply would not
exist.
51 Segmented flat panel displays are units that typically display segmented
digits in one-line formats. These displays are used in such items as watc~es
and automotive instrument panels.
52 Such dot-matrix displays are limited in format by 5 x 7 and 5 x 10 dot
character fonts. They are available in sizes ranging from 1 to 4 lines and
used in such office automation equipment as printers, fax machines, and
calculators.
50
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the varying applications or end-user systems. 53 Petitioners (each of whom
manufactures only active matrix liquid crystal, plasma, or EL displays) have
reported that each of their products competes for sale with all the major
technologies used to produce HIC FPDs. 54 • 55 Any overall assessment of
substitutability among the types of technologies is made difficult by the
complexity of the technology and by its ongoing development (making
generalizations over time hazardous). Thus it may be most appropriate to make
such comparisons on an individual basis (i.e., at the point-of-sale).
Technological assessments were requested from purchasers at the point-ofsale, and information submitted to the Commission is presented in the section
of this report entitled "Selection of HIC FPO Technology and Vendor." The
following section addresses the issue from a broader perspective, identifying
general qualitative differences between the technologies, and is followed by a
statistical analysis of sales for each of the major technologies within
different end-use markets.

A typical response is one submitted in response to the Commission's like
product questionnaire by Matsushita. Matsushita, discussing computer
applications, a primary HIC FPD end use, stated: "The OEM design process
selects out possible technologies based on the desired performance
characteristics of the computer. Principal considerations in order of
importance are:
(1) whether the computer will be battery or non-battery operated
(2) response time (e.g., capability of FPD to use high-speed 386 or 486
chips where desired)
(3) format/gray scaling
(4) reliability (i.e., pixel defect rate)
(5) cost.
Both ELs and PDPs are generally inappropriate for use in battery operated
laptop computers because they consume too much energy. Thus, OEMs designing a
battery operated laptop will eliminate ELs and PDPs from consideration. If
the OEM is designing a high-speed transportable computer, a PDP or EL will
generally be chosen because of the inability of passive LCD technologies to
take full advantage of the high-speed 386 or 486 chips. Factors (1) and (2)
dictate the choice between LCD on the one hand and EL or PDP on the other. If
the manufacturer desires the industry standard VGA format with gray scaling,
the EL and AC PDP will be eliminated from consideration, as neither has the
gray-scaling necessary to exploit fully the VGA format. In addition, both ELs
and active LCDs may be inappropriate in uses requiring very low pixel defect
rates. Cost competition takes place primarily among comparable technologies
offering similar performance features."
54 Planar, a petitioner in this investigation, has begun supplying EL HIC
FPDs to *** for use in computer workstations. In a letter dated Aug. 6, 1990
to the Commission, ***stated that"***·"
55 In rexamining the class or kind of merchandise, Commerce stated in its
final LTFV determinations that "Our analysis shows that the technology of the
FPO determines or limits the FPD's functional capabilities (e.g., power
consumption, viewing angle, brightness, and weight). In turn, these
capabilities establish the boundaries of the FPD's ultimate use and customer
expectations." (56 F.R. 32376, July 16, 1991.)
53
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End-use application

·.

Display characteristic

"Monochrome laptops and notebooks .. Low power requirement
Light weight/low volume
Gray scale capability
Color laptops ..................... Color capability
Low power requirements
Light weight/low volume
Overhead projectors ............... Transparency (to light)
Light weight/low volume
Industrial ........................ Brightness
High contrast and resolution
Rapid response time
Military/ruggedized ............... High contrast
Rapid response time
Sustain envirorunental stress
Reliability.
A wide viewing angle can also be essential for certain applications (i.e.,
medical equipment, avionics, fixed industrial controllers)."
The state of HIC FPD development is extremely volatile, characterized by
the evolution of the "state of the art" in both technology and manufacturing
processes for each type of HIC FPD technology. Although there have been
dramatic changes in the last two years, none of the different HIC FPD
technologies have reached their theoretical potential. 56 However, with the
movement toward higher performance display technologies, the appearance and
power requirements of the HIC FPDs may be converging, erasing historically
dichotomous relationships. It is reported that:
LCDs have continually mutated to meet the market's readability
requirements, albeit at the cost of higher price, bulk and power.
Certain plasma and EL panels have implemented power conservation or
reclamation schemes and, with plasma's success in high-volume markets,
economies of scale have come into play. What was formerly a lowend/high-end market has become a continuum. 57
Determining whether a display has become competitive with another for a
specific end use is complicated by the reported difficulty in converting
research and development models into products suitable for commercial
production. 58 Some experts believe the technologies that succeed in the
56 In its response to the Commission's questionnaire, *** labelled (1) the
increase in the numbers of pixels per display (i.e., the industry standard
resolution has grown from 128K pixels (640 x 200) to 307K pixels (640 x 480));
(2) the introduction of color display technology; and (3) the introduction of
active matrix technology as significant changes that have occured since 1988.
57 "Flat-panel technologies go for gray scale, color," Electronic
Engineering Times, July 17, 1989.
58 Dr. Elliot Schlam notes:
"There is still considerable confusion in
distinguishing between items that are just laboratory developments as opposed
to manufactured products. In addition, much of the potential user community
is still on the sidelines waiting to find which technology will be the
(continued ... )
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future may be predetermined by the amount of investment and the number of
companies researching and developing the technology. Active matrix LCDs are
currently receiving a disproportionate amount of attention and investment
capital. 59
Statistical Presentation
The validity of analyses based on statistical data can depend on how
precisely the categories are defined--a problem that is especially acute for
this product where arguments can be made that a specific display design or
manufacturer's offering can, for some end uses, constitute a technological
"grouping." Furthermore, statistical data reflects what actually happened,
not what could have happened (i.e., what sales could have been made) and show
only a "snapshot" in time (data on end uses for the major technologies was
gathered only for 1990 in the Commission's questionnaires). liowever, several
points seem clear from the data presented in tables 2 and 3. (Table 2
presents the types of displays used for key end uses for U.S.-produced and
imported displays combined; table 3 identifies the end-use markets into which
U.S. producers and importers (separately) sold.) As shown in table 2, certain
applications used either one specific technology (i.e., passive matrix, active
matrix, plasma, or EL) or one type of technology (i.e., non-emissive or
emissive). Other applications used multiple technologies. Only passive
matrix LCDs were used for computers weighing less than 7 pounds (and,
according to respondents, in computers weighing less than 13 pounds); only

continued)
•winner.'" "Overview of flat panel displays," Society for Information Display
Lecture Notes, May 10, 1991.
59 Speaking of active matrix LCDs, Joseph Castellano, president of Stanford
Resources, Inc., has stated, "There's so much money going into it that it
almost has to work." "The new, improved color computer," Forbes, July 23,
1990.
58 ( •••
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Table 2
HIC FPDs: Share of quantity of U.S. shipments of U.S. producers and importers
in 1990, by types of displays 1/ l/ 11

End use
Computers weighing less than
7 pounds !:!/ ............. .
Computers weighing 7 to 20
pounds!:!/ 1} ..... ....... .
Computers weighing over 20
pounds !:ii . .............. .
Overhead projectors ......... .
Medical equipment ........... .
Consumer entertainment: ..... .
Aerospace ................... .
Control equipment QI ........ .
Specialized military ........ .
Other ....................... .
Total ..................... .

Quantity
of U.S.
shipments
in 1990

Units
Type of display
Passive Active
matrix
matrix
LCD
LCD

Plasma
display

EL
display

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

1/ Includes shipments of prototypes.
l/ Excludes shipments of ***
11 ***
!:!/ Includes only stand-alone computers not incorporated into other equipment.
1J There also appear to be significant differences within the 7-20 pound
category. In its response to the Commission's questionnaire, *** stated that
it believes the category "computers weighing 7-20 pounds" actually includes at
least two categories of computers: computers weighing 7-14 pounds
("transportable" computers) and computers weighing 14-20 pounds ("luggable"
computers). In their prehearing brief, Japanese respondents gathered and
further analyzed data on computers in the 7- to 20-pound range. They report
that passive matrix LCDs were used in all of the displays placed in products
weighing 7 to 13 pounds. Of displays used for products in the 13-20 pound
category, *** percent were DC plasma, *** percent were passive matrix LCDs,
***percent were active matrix LCDs, and*** percent were EL and AC plasma.
(Japanese manufacturers' prehearing brief, pp. 58-59.)
QI Includes office, industrial, and test and measurement equipment not
categorized above.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 3
HIC FPDs: Quantity of U.S. shipments of petitioners and importers in 1990 and
share of U.S. shipments by source l/

End use
Computers weighing less than
7 pounds !±/ .................... .
Computers weighing 7 to 20
pounds !±/ ...................... .
Computers weighing over 20
pounds !±/ ...................... .
Overhead projectors .............. .
Medical equipment ................ .
Consumer entertainment ........... .
Aerospace ........................ .
Control equipment£/ ............. .
Specialized military ............. .
Other ............................ .
Total ........................ .

Quantity
of U.S.
shipments
in 1990
(units)

Share for each end use-Imported
U.S.
from
l!roduced 2 f.
Ja);!an 3.!'.
(percent)
(percent)

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

**1t

***
***
.***
•***

***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
100.0

.2/
***

***

***
100.0

l/ Includes shipments af prototypes.

ZJ

Excludes shipments of ***

11 ***

!±! Includes only stand-alone computers not incorporated into other equipment .

.21

***
QI Includes office, industrial, and test and measurement equipment not
categorized above.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
non-emissive displays were used for overhead projectors; and only eml.ssive
displays were used for specialized military applications. 60 • 61 However, for

The lighter weight computers required the low power consumption (i.e.,
lighter batteries) of passive matrix LCDs (although, as noted below, lowpower plasma displays are now being developed); overhead projectors require
the light transmissivity of non-emissive displays; and the rugged emissive
displays are the best suited for military applications (although LCDs can be
somewhat "ruggedized").
·
61 However, plasma displays can be and are used in portable computers.
They
appear in the higher end of the "computers weighing 7 to 20 pounds" category
and, in fact, are the display type most frequently used in computers that
weigh over 20 pounds. (The latter category of computers accounted, though,
for only*** percent of total U.S. shipments in 1990.) Very few EL displays
were used in computer applications.
(continued ... )
60
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other applications, specifically medical equipment, aerospace, control
and "other," more than one specifL: er type of technology was used
in 1990.

equip~~11t,

·.

As shown in the data presented in table 3, there is some separation in
the markets where U.S-produced and Japanese-produced displays (including
nonsubject HIC FPDs) are sold. The majority (almost *** percent) of imported
HIC FPDs (mainly nonsubject passive matrix LCDs) were used for computers and
overhead projectors where there were few sales of displays produced in the
United States. In contrast, the most important display markets for U.S.
producers were control equipment (*** percent of U.S. producers' shipments in
1990), medical equipment(*** percent of shipments), specialized military
equipment(*** percent of shipments), and "other" (***percent of
shipments). 62 Although U.S. manufacturers generally shipped EL displays into
these markets, as shown in table 2, other types of technologies (mainly nonsubject passive matrix LCDs and plasma displays) are also commonly used for
these end products and are supplied by Japanese imports (the only source of
passive matrix LCDs). 63
continued)
Petitioners, in their prehearing brief (pp. 11-12), characterize the use
of plasma displays in portable computers as a replacement for LCDs: "The
superior optical performance of DC plasma (brightness) made it a good solution
for many of the portable computer manufacturers who felt that, with increasing
power requirements and inferior optical performance of LCDs, the market was
ripe for replacement. In the 1986-87 period, many computer companies started
using plasma displays. Today, companies like Compaq and Toshiba offer plasma
displays in many of their portable computer models."
There have been, however, clear distinctions in weight between portable
computers that use passive matrix LCDs and those that use other technologies.
Japanese respondents present a summary of portable computer specifications in
their prehearing brief (app. A) drawn from "PC Laptop" (May 1991, June 1991),
"Laptop Buyer's Guide & Handbook," and conversations with manufacturers and
other industry sources that shows that the lightest model with a plasma
display weighs 13.2 pounds. In contrast, there were 129 models shown weighing
from 11 ounces to 13 pounds that used only passive matrix LCDs. However, once
a certain "weight" threshhold is passed, LCDs (both passive matrix and active
matrix) and plasma displays were all used. The lightest model with an active
matrix LCD weighed 13.75 pounds; passive matrix LCDs were used in "lunchboxes"
weighing as much as 30 pounds. There were no portable computer models shown
that used EL displays.
Restrictions in the ability to use plasma displays in lower weight
portable computers may be less pronounced in the future. Petitioners cite
very recent announcements by Toshiba of notebooks with plasma displays that
weigh between five and six pounds and state that innovations by Plasmaco and
others will lead to a new generation of plasma displays that will consume even
less power than the current generation of backlit LCDs. (Petitioners'
prehearing brief, pp. 14-15.)
62 ***
Planar produces EL HIC FPDs.
63 However, such generalizations do not necessarily translate into what is
technologically feasible or desirable for a specific sale. For example,
Japanese manufacturer respondents in their prehearing brief (pp. 64-66) note
that stationary medical monitors, requiring greater brightness, wider viewing
angles, and superior display quality, often use EL or plasma displays where
portable, battery-operated devices require LCDs.
61 ( •••
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With reference to subject imports, EL displays manufactured in Japan are
also used in many of the same applications as those produced in the United
States, namely, heavier portable computers, medical equipment, and control
equipment (table 4). 64 (However, no Japanese-produced EL displays were used
in aerospace, specialized military, and "other" applications.) Subject active
matrix LCDs were mainly used in computers weighing 7 to 20 pounds, although
this primarily reflects only one sale (i.e., the Apple portable Macintosh).
The 1990 imports, while still numerically small, show some appeal of active
matrix LCDs for users in three othet market segments: overhead projectors,
aerospace, and control equipment. 65 • 66 Although· still small, the aerospace
market· is projected to be a major area of opportunity in the early 1990s
(especially for small-volume manufacturers) as airlines retrofit their
cockpits with HIC FPDs. As shown on table 2, in 1990, aerospace applications
almost always used active matrix LCDs and!EL displays.
In summary, although nonsubject imports sold into market segments not
served by U.S. producers dominate the total U.S. HIC FPD marketplace, subject
imports are present in the market niches served by U.S. firms. If the active
matrix LCDs used in computers are excluded(***), subject imports of the
remaining *** units represent a *** percent market share of the active matrix
LCDs and EL displays shipped in the United States in 1990 (table 4 and
estimated U.S. shipments of*** EL displays from Finland). (However, if
passive matrix and plasma technologies were considered competitive and the
nonsubject imports used for control, medical, and "other" equipment and U.S.
producers' shipments of plasma displays were included in "consumption," the
market share of subject imports would be significantly lower.)

64 *** of the EL displays imported from Finland in 1989 were used for
industrial control equipment. Others were used in "computers other tha.it
laptops" and medical instruments.
65 Petitioners testified that sales of Japanese-manufactured active mat:tiXi
LCDs will "position them not only to maintain their total domination of
computer applications, but to increase their penetration into the industrial,
control, medical, avionics, and militarized markets as well . . . . AMLCD will
put the Japanese in the same ball game as the EL and plasma displays in terms
of brightness, contrast, responsive time and viewing angle. The AMLCD
technology is a threat to the few sales Petitioners currently do make in those
sections of the U.S. market." (Transcript, p. 44-45.)
With reference to threat, the color to be offered by active matrix LCDs
(if available at prices comparable to monochrome emissive HIC FPDs either
through future lowered manufacturing costs or LTFV pricing) is viewed as
having an impact on future sales. Color will be of interest to users whose
applications currently do not use or absolutely require it. In a July 25,
1991 submission to the Commission, Lawrence Tannas estimated that "the full
color active matrix display should be expected to cost approximately three
times the cost to manufacture the monochrome active matrix display." An
aggregate response from the Japanese manufacturers in the same submission
predicted that color displays will account for over 90 percent of active
matrix LCD capacity in 1991.
66 With reference to*** equipment, although active matrix displays are of
some appeal, nonsubject passive matrix displays from Japan (as well as
nonsubject EL displays from Finland) were used most frequently in such
equipment (table 2).

.·
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Table 4
HIC FPDs: q11~ntity of U.S. shipments of subject displays, by sources and
types of displays, 1990 l/ 2./
EL displa~s
Produced Produced
in Japan
in U.S.

Active matrix LCDs

.

***

***

***

.

*** !!/

***

.

*** l/
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

End use
Computers weighing less than
7 pounds J./ ................
Computers weighing 7 to 20
pounds Jj ..................
Computers weighing over 20
pounds Jj ..................
Overhead projectors ............
Medical equipment ..............
Consumer entertainment .........
Aerospace ......................
Control equipment~· ..........
Specialized military ...........
Other ..........................
Total ........................

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

v

Produced in Japan

*** §./
***
*** y
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

l/ Includes shipments of prototypes.

2.1 Excludes shipments of***·
Jj Includes only stand-alone computers not incorporated into other equipment.
The majority of U.S. shipments in this category reflects sales by Planar to
Data General, ***, and a number of other companies. Shipments shown in 1990
consist *** to Data General. Data General, ***, purchased EL displays from
Planar after discontinuing use of passive matrix LCD displays due to customer
dissatisfaction. (Staff conversation with***, July 18, 1991, and
petitioners' prehearing brief, p. 10 and p. 31.)
2J The reported use of imported EL displays in portable computers was by Tandy
for its GRiD Tempest system, which is designed to meet the U.S. Goverrunent's
"Tempest" standards. GRiD reportedly uses EL for this application because
that technology preserves good picture quality even with Tempest containment
shielding. (U.S. Computer Systems Manufacturers Group (CSMG) prehearing
brief, p. 33.) George Washburn, program director for laptop products, GRiD
Systems Corp., testified at the hearing that Tempest laptop computers
containing EL panels tolerate more severe environmental conditions than other
HIC FPDs. (Transcript, pp. 139-140.)
§./ *** of the imported U.S. shipments in this category were of monochrome
active matrix displays by Apple for use in its Macintosh laptop. Apple has
stated that it required active matrix for its fast response time (necessary
for the full-screen graphics around which Apple's mouse (cursor) products are
built); black-and-white screen (for readability); and low power needs (i.e.,
long battery life). ***
EL displays also did not provide the needed screen
color and, additionally, could not provide low enough power requirements.
(Response by Apple to Commission questionnaires (see table I-1) and hearing
transcript, p. 128.)

!!J

Footnotes continued on the following page.
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Footnotes to table 4--Continued

l/ U.S. shipments in this category reflect the sale of*** displays to *** for
use in computer workstations. In the August 6, 1990 letter to the Commission
described earlier, a*** representative state.d that***· Petitioners point
out in their prehearing brief (p. 29) that Toshiba selected an LCD display for
a similar workstation.
lV Only non-emissive displays can be used for this product.
'11 Includes office, industrial, and test and measurement equipment not
categorized above.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
The subject imports (***) may possess limited substitutability with HIC
FPDs produced by U.S. manufacturers (which are primarily monochrome emissive
displays) for the majority of end-uses. 67 However, that substitutability,
although "limited," could have a distinct future impact on the operations of
domestic manufacturers. The monochrome (emissive) EL displays (regardless of
the source of production) cannot be technically substituted for non-emissive
displays in overhead projectors or for color displays in the new color
applications. Furthermore, they could not have been substituted, in a
practical sense, for the vast majority of U.S. shipments of active matrix LCDs
in 1990 (i.e., Apple testified at the Commission's hearing that they would not
have proceeded with development of the portable Macintosh without an active
matrix LCD (transcipt, p. 130)). However, the converse is not necessarily
true. Especially as color becomes available, active matrix displays (assuming
a reasonable level of price comparability) are likely to be somewhat
competitive with monochrome EL displays for many of the applications served by
the domestic industry.

Interplay of Technology and Investment
Although, as stated earlier in this report, technologies have been
constantly changing, making specific assessments difficult, there are several
constant themes: HIC FPDs are products whose manufacture is capital
intensive, HIC FPDs are products whose development is spurred by the hope of
replacing CRTs in computers and televisions, and HIC FPDs are products
characterized by various and sometimes distinct technological strengths and
weaknesses. The last of these themes assumes great importance to current
purchasers and end users; each of the themes, however, is correlated with the
investment necessary to place the capacity on-line and achieve the low
manufacturing costs necessary to create markets and sales. The ongoing and
future technological development (whether real or perceived) of HIC FPDs
influences not only what can be purchased after 1991, but played a role in the
investment68 and purchasing decisions made from the early 1980s through the
period of investigation.H

67 This characterizati.on excludes, of course, the impact of subject EL
displays on plasma and EL displays produced domestically.
68 Factors other than technological development are also, of course,
correlated with investment. Petitioners, for example, emphasize LTFV sales.
69 In a letter to the Commission dated June 17, 1991, *** stated, "I think
the reaction of prospective investors is driven by a number of concerns ... In
(continued ... )
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The improvements in screen readability resulting from the development of
STN-LCD technology in the mid-1980s and the inherent low-power needs of
passive matrix LCDs spurred the market for (and investment in) displays for
laptops. It is color, though, that provides the key to the HDTV and CRTreplacement arena. 70 • 71
Respondents are prepared to now characterize active matrix LCDs as the
"display technology of the future ... because of video and full color,"
indicating that petitioners have focused on the "wrong technology." 72 IBM has
also addressed this issue. 73 Petitioners state that all participants in the

"( ... continued)
fairness, there is still some concern in the market over which high
information content display technology (i.e., AMLCD, electroluminescent or gas
plasma) will ultimately satisfy the broad user markets."
In a June 26, 1987 letter referring to a proposal by Planar, a U.S.
manufacturer of EL displays, that Compaq use its displays, Gaylon Kornfuehrer
of Compaq stated "In addition to the cost issue, we are concerned about the
highly fluid situation in flat panel technology at the present. For example,
we have seen recent advances in LCD technology that could pose a serious
threat to both EL and plasma displays. Manufacturers have seen flat panel
displays used in large volumes for the first time during the past year. As a
result investment in technology development is increasing sharply and the race
among competing technologies is getting much harder to call. In an
envirotllllent like this, we think it would be unwise for both Compaq and Planar
to enter into a development program of this cost and duration."
70 A 1983 IBM task force that was created to develop a long-term strategy
"determined that in order to reach the goal of replacing the CRT for general
computer applications, flat panels would have to develop full color capacity
and reduce their manufacturing costs.'" (CSMG prehearing brief pp. 11-12.)
In a July 18, 1991 letter to the Commission, Scott McNealy, president and
CEO of Sun Microsystems, a $3 billion computer workstation manufacturer,
stated •we believe the trend towards portability (in notebook computers) will
carry over to workstations, but only when the key enabling technologies are
available to provide full-featured workstations . . . . Portable workstations
will require the additional technology needed to provide high performance
color flat panel displays to be successful."
71 Although it is this "arena" whose market importance will justify the
level of investment required by HIC FPDs, color is also important to numerous
future applications. For example, new aerospace cockpit displays are viewed
as requiring color (Aug. 7, 1990 statement of John A. Rupp, Commercial Flight
Systems Group, Honeywell, to the Commission; staff conversation with***,
July 19, 1991; staff conversation with***, July 16, 1991). Color will also
be a significant factor in the rapidly expanding overhead projector panel and
video projection display markets (July 16, 1991 letter from James Vogeley, CEO
of nVIEW).
.
72 Testimony of Lawrence Tannas.
Mr. Tannas further stated that "For the
time being, however, passive matrix will remain the display of choice.
Eventually, active matrix will become a major factor in the flat panel display
market, as production problems are solved, yields improved, and costs come
down." (Transcript, pp·. 201- 2. )
73
In its posthearing brief (Attachment D, pp. 6-7), IBM stated that,
"Although the ultimate goal of each FPD technology has been to replace the
cathode ray tube ("CRT") -- i.e., to achieve the CRT's viewability without its
size and power consumption, each technology follows its own track and three of
those technologies (PM LCD, EL, and plasma) have characteristics that prohibit
(continued ... )
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industry, regardless of technology, are working toward the commercial
feasibility of color in HIC FPDs (and label color HIC FPDs as a "derivative
product" of the current monochrome standard). 74 • 75 Work in color for all
technologies (including passive matrix LCDs) is proceeding, apparently in the
hope of achieving a color display in a lower cost technology than active
matrix. 76 ' 77
However, perceptions in the differences between technologies and their
ability to achieve color have influenced investment and technology decisions
that have already been made--both by U.S. firms 78 and Japanese manufacturers.
As is shown in the section of this report entitled "Data reported by Japanese
manufacturers on their operations for subject HIC FPDs" and by the tables in
appendix G, Japanese manufacturers (having ready access to investment capital)
have largely invested in LCDs (both passive and active matrix). 79 • 80

73 ( ••• continued)
the achievement of the goal in the foreseeable future. PM LCD has been a stop
gap measure but is unlikely to resolve its response time, viewing angle, and
color (or lack thereof) problems and achieve the CRT standard. EL has been
unable to develop a practical true blue phosphor and there is no predictable
likelihood that such development is real or imminent. Finally, plasma has no
realistic potential for developing a commercial color capability."
74 Posthearing brief.
Response to Commissioner Newquist's request for
additional information on the derivative products amendment.
75 The acquisition of Finlux by Planar may encourage future success:
"Analysts generally applauded the deal. However, they added, it will take a
heroic effort by Planar to compete with the Japanese, who are pouring billions
of dollars into the display market . . . . The single biggest obstacle to Planar
becoming a major competitor at this point may be its failure to date to
produce a full-color display . . . . Sharp and other Japanese companies currently
have a lock on the color flat-panel display market with their liquid crystal
display screens, though they are small and have other limitations. And that's
precisely why analysts see the Planar-Finlux merger as so promising. Both
companies have strong technical development staffs that have worked long and
hard on the color issue." Jeff Manning, "Acquisition doubles sales, gives
Planar top spot in industry," The Business Journal-Portland, July 23, 1990.
76 Letter dated July 22, 1991, by Lawrence Tannas, to the Commission.
Letter dated Feb. 13, 1989, by*** to ***·
77 M. Robert Miller, a U.S. Army scientist, in a paper presented before the
Society for Information Display (May 6, 1991), stated that the capability to
produce full-color thin-film EL displays is very near reality.
78 Further information on the technology decisions IBM and GTE made is
presented in the section of this report entitled "U.S. firms that have exited
the HIC FPD industry."
79 As stated earlier in this report, the focus of the Japanese on LCDs came
out of their earlier experience in LIC LCDs and availability of semiconductor
expertise. In a July 25, 1991 submission to the Commission by Japanese
manufacturers and during a staff meeting with*** (July 17, 1991), respondents
indicated that there are distinct physical differences between the
technologies. Achieving success in the manufacture of active matrix LCDs was
perceived to be a matter of building on already existing principles, although
manufacture would and has required solving difficult engineering problems. In
contrast, work in EL (color in EL comes from combining red, green, and blue
phosphors into the display) required discovering phosphors of sufficient
brightness (now, apparently only the blue) in the laboratory and was thus
viewed as involving more risk and different variables.
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As shown in table 5, the majority of the Japanese-produced active matrix
displays currently shipped are monochrome. 81 However, active matrix liquid
crystal is often characterized as a "color" technology with investment in it
justified by the expectation of full-color video displays. At this time,
monochrome active matrix LCDs and color active matrix LCDs are conceptually
similar products, except that color displays require the addition of
filters. 82 As stated earlier in this report, the majority of Japanese
capacity to produce active matrix displays is expected to be used for color
products.
Table 5
HIC FPDs:
1988-90

U.S. shipments by producers and importers, by types of displays,

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questiormaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission_
TtPD OF HIC FPDs SHIPPED

Table 5 shows shipments by U.S. producers and importers for additional
product groupings. As shown in table 5, the increasing importance of plasma
and EL HIC FPDs with gray scale is evident. Also, the entry of color displays
(mainly active matrix LCDs) from Japan is growing. The RIC FPDs shipped by
the U.S. industry were *** nongray-scale monochrome AC plasma. and AC EL.
Importers from Japan also shipped AC EL displays (*** percent of which were
gray scale in 1990), 83 and imported DC plasma, AC plasma, and AC/DC plasma
displays (the majority of which were gray scale in 1989 and 1990).

• ( ... continued)
80 There are currently three manufacturers of plasma displays in Japan
(Fujitsu, Matsushita, and NEC) and only one producer of EL displays, Sharp.

***·81 *** ***·
The *** majority

of these shipments have been to Apple for its Macintosh
portable. In its questionnnaire response, Apple indicated that one of the
reasons it chose active matrix LCDs was "***··
82 Lawrence Tannas testified that the addition of color affects only one
substrate and does not represent a completely new technological approach.
(Transcript, p. 254.) The major investment in active matrix LCD factories
consists of the machinery and process technology used to make the active
matrix substrate. Most of the added cost of color displays comes from the
larger number of pixels required on the substrate. The cost of the color
filters, which are sometimes purchased, is secondary. (Response submitted by
Japanese manufacturers, July 25, 1991.)
83 The only supplier to ship DC EL displays was Cherry, a U.S. manufacturer.
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U.S. Tariff Treatment
Imports of HIC FPDs are provided for in the
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States
9017.90.00, 9018, 9022, 9026, 9027, 9030, 9031,
8473.10.00, 8473.21.00, 8473.30.40, 8442.40.00,
8529.90.00, 8531.20.00, 8531.90.00, and 8541. 84

following provisions of the
(HTS): 8543, 8803, 9013, 9014,
8471.92.30, 8471.92.40,
8466, 8517.90.00, 8528.10.80,

THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF SALES AT LTFV
Effective July 16, 1991, Commerce determined that imports of active
matrix LCDs and EL displays from Japan are being, or are likely to be, sold in
the United States at LTFV (56 F.R. 32376, July 16, 1991). Commerce's final
margins are presented in the following tabulation (in percent ad valorem):
LIFV margin
Active matrix LCDs:
Hos iden Corp .......................... .
All others ............................ .

62.67
62.67

EL displays:
Sharp Corp ............................ .
All others ............................ .

7.02
7.02

The period of investigation was February 1, 1990 through July 31, 1990. As
stated previously in this report, Commerce also determined that plasma
displays are not being, and are not likely to be, sold in the United States at
LTFV, finding de minimus weighted-average margins of 0.23 percent for
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. and 0.32 percent for Toshiba Corp.
Commerce did not make a determination of sales at LTFV for passive matrix LCDs
because it rescinded its initiation of investigation for such displays owing
to the petitioners' lack of standing to bring an investigation on that
product.

84 In order to not incur the special 100-percent rate of duty on certain
computers having non-CRT displays imported from Japan (HTS subheadings
9903.41.15 and 9903.41.20), it has been a practice for importers to enter the
major subassemblies of these computers (which include HIC FPDs) in separate
shipments and on different days. The subassemblies are then assembled into a
complete computer in the United States. The special 100-percent rate of duty,
however, was suspended effective August 1, 1991.
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THE U.S. MARKET FOR HIC FPDs
Apparent U.S. Consumption
The data on apparent U.S. consumption of HIC FPDs presented in table 6
are composed of the sum of U.S. producers' U.S. shipments (domestic and
intracompany) and U.S. importers' U.S. shipments (domestic and intracompany)
reported in response to the Commission's questionnaires. Data are thus
understated to the extent that all producers or importers did not respond to
the questionnaires. 85
As shown in table 6, consumption of HIC FPDs increased steadily.
Domestic consumption of all HIC FPDs (whether LCD, plasma, or EL) almost ***
from 1988 to 1990. The following tabulation shows the share (by quantity) of
total apparent U.S. consumption accounted for by the various types of HIC FPDs
(in percent):
Item

1988

Passive matrix LCDs ...
Active matrix LCDs ....
Plasma displays .......
EL displays ...........
Total .............

***
***
***
***
--100.0

1989

***
***
***
***

100.0

1990

***
***
***
***
--100.0

85 Producer questionnaires were received from all known U.S. manufacturers
of HIC FPDs that have display glass production capability. (These firms were
identified in the petition and comprise the petitioning group.)
Additional producer questionnaires were sent to over 50 firms that do not
have display glass production capability, but instead purchase display glass
and add electronic components that they manufacture or purchase separately.
The majority of these firms responded that they either produced LIC displays,
purchased and added value to what they considered to be complete HIC FPDs, or
were still in the evaluation stages with HIC FPDs, experimenting with a
limited number of research and development units. These firms are discussed
further in the next section of this report.
Also, questionnaires were sent to several firms that are currently
involved in HlC FPD research and development activities. With the exception
of letters submitted by Magnascreen Corp., a petitioner in this investigation,
***, and ***, no responses were received from any of these firms.
Importer questionnaires were sent to the companies identified in the
petition as importers of HIC FPDs from Japan. Additional importer
questionnaires were sent to significant U.S. importers from Japan that
reported imports into the United States under the two principal HTS
classifications where HIC FPDs are entered (i.e., flat panel displays (nonCRT) as output peripherals: 8471.92.30 and 8471.92.40). All importers
responded to the Commission's questionnaires and it is believed that the data
received represent the great majority of imports of HIC FPDs from Japan and
all imports from Finland. There are no significant imports of HIC FPDs from
countries other than Japan and Finland.
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Table 6
HIC FPDs:

Apparent U.S. consumption, by types of displays, 1988-90

Type and period

Passive matrix LCDs: !/
1988 ....................... .
1989 ....................... .
1990 ....................... .
Active matrix LCDs: !/
1988 ....................... .
1989 ....................... .
1990 ....................... .
Plasma displays: !/
1988 ....................... .
1989 ....................... .
1990 ....................... .
EL displays: !/
1988 ....................... .
1989 ....................... .
1990 ....................... .
Total (passive matrix LCD,
active matrix LCD, plasma,
and EL displays):!/
1988........... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1989.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1990........................
Total (passive matrix LCD,
active matrix LCD, plasma,
and EL displays): 'JJ
1988 ....................... .
1989 ....................... .
1990 ....................... .

In units
U.S.
producers'
shipments

Shipments
of imports

Apparent
consumption

0
0
0

***
***
***

***
***
***

0

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

483,407
666,711
824,001

***
*** 11
*** 11

***
***
***

***
*** 11
*** 11

!J Includes only U.S. producers' shipments for firms that manufacture the
display glass assembly for commercial sale (i.e., the petitioners).

21 Includes U.S. producers' shipments for firms that manufacture the display
glass assembly for commercial sale and U.S. shipments for In Focus.

11 The passive matrix LCD display glass imported for use by In Focus is
reported both in shipments of imports and in U.S. producers' shipments.
(However, the amount reported as U.S. producers' shipments is *** than onethird of the number of units imported.) Thus, apparent U.S. consumption is
slightly overstated.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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The bulk of the U.S. market consists of LCDs and plasma displays; EL displays
have accounted for*** percent of domestic consumption since 1988. The share
of plasma displays, however, has steadily declined, deceasing from*** percent
in 1988 to *** percent in 1989 to *** percent in 1990. In contrast, LCDs
(both passive matrix and active matrix) have increased their market share
relative to plasma and EL displays. In 1990, LCDs of both types accounted for
over *** percent of domestic consumption.

·.

Imports of displays (almost all of which are manufactured in Japan) play
a major role in supplying the U.S. market: imports accounted for *** percent
of the quantity of domestic consumption of all HIC FPDs from 1988 through
1990. However, the majority of imports consist of non-subject passive matrix
LCD and plasma displays from Japan. (There were also a number of non-subject
EL displays imported from Finland.) EL displays are the only technology where
U.S. manufacturers play a significant role, capturing *** percent of the
quantity of U.S. shipments of EL displays during the 1988-90 period.
U.S. Producers
OPERATIONS OF PETITIONERS
The petition identifies two groups of U.S. manufacturers of HIC FPDs:
(1) producers that produce for the civilian commercial market (Cherry, Electro
Plasma, Planar, and Plasmaco); and (2) producers that specialize in military
sales (Photonics and, to a degree, OIS and Electro Plasma). These firms, all
of which are petitioners, are involved in researching flat panel display
technology in addition to producing for commercial sale. With the exception
of Cherry, the petitioners focus their business operations on the development
and/or·manufacture of only flat panel displays (including, however, LIC
displays). 86 • 87
Producing firms, their plant locations, types of HIC FPD produced, and
position on the petition are shown in table 7. As shown in table 7, no
domestic manufacturer produces more than one type of major HIC FPD technology.

Petitioners' postconference brief, p. 48.
The petition also named three firms that are attempting to finance
development activities or commercial-volume manufacturing facilities
(specifically, Coloray, Magnascreen, and Standish (Hamlin LCD Division)). In
addition, the petition cited domestic manufacturers that ceased producing HIC
FPDs prior to 1988 or which were researching HIC FPDs but failed to move from
research and development to commercial production. Information on these firms
is presented in the sections of this report entitled "Firms still in the
developmental stages of production" and "U.S. firms that have exited the HIC
FPO industry."
86
87
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Table 7
HIC FPDs: Current U.S. producers, plant locations, types produced, and
position on the petition
Firm

Plant location

Type of
HIC FPD

Position on
the petition

The Cherry Corp ..............
Electro Plasma, Inc ..........
OIS Optical Imaging
Systems, Inc ...............

Waukegan, IL
Millbury, OH

EL
Plasma

Supports
Supports

Troy, MI

Supports

Photonics Technology .........
Planar Systems, Inc ..........
Plasmaco, Inc ................

Luckey, OH
Beaverton, OR
Highland, NY

Active matrix
LCD
Plasma
EL
Plasma

Supports
Supports
Supports

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Also, no petitioning firm produces passive matrix LCDs. 88
various producers follows:

A discussion of the

'rhe Cherry Corp.--Cherry and its subsidiaries manufacture electromechanical devices, eiectronic assemblies and displays, and semiconductor
devices. Unlike other EL producers (namely, Planar, Sharp, and Finlux),
Cherry manufactures EL displays using DC powder technology and not AC
thin-film technology. It is currently developing***
Cherry also
produces LIC FPDs.
Electro Plasma. Inc.--Electro Plasma is ***-percent owned by
Grossenbacher Elektronik, St. Gallen, Switzerland. It is currently
developing ***·
OIS Optical Imaging Systems. Inc.--As of June 30, 1990, OIS was***percent owned by Energy Conversion Devices, Inc. OIS is also ***percent owned by IRITECH, Rome, Italy. On May 23, 1991, OIS announced
the signing of an agreement with Guardian Industries Corp. (Guardian),
Northville, MI and William Manning, Rochester, NY. According to the
agreement, Guardian will invest $10.5 million for a 29-percent equity
position in ors, with an option, exercisable at any time over a threeyear period, to invest an additional $10.5 million for a 51-percent
equity position in OIS. (Actual consummation of the agreement is still
pending.) Guardian is a manufacturer and fabricator of flat glass
products used in construction and automotive applications.

88 For the purposes of determining whether the petitioners have standing,
Commerce determined that HIC FPDs constitute four like products, active matrix
LCDs, passive matrix LCDs, plasma displays, and EL displays. Because
petitioners do not produce one of the four like products, i.e, passive matrix
LCDs, Commerce rescinded its initiation of investigation of passive matrix
LCDs and subasemblies thereof.

.
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OIS has also entered into an agreement with New York State agencies to
finance a factory for the production of active matrix LCDs in a location
near Rochester, NY. (The manufacturing facility is estimated to cost
over $30 million.) The factory will primarily produce displays for
military and avionic applications. Customer shipments are planned to
begin in ***.~ ***
***.~
In addition, OIS has entered into numerous licensing and development
agreements, including a July 1989 agreement with Samsung, a South Korean
firm, for development of flat panel displays for televisions. Under the
terms of the agreement, OIS granted Samsung a worldwide royalty-bearing
license. 91 ' 92
Photonics Technology.--Photonics was founded in 1978.
the military market. Photonics is developing ***

***have been to

Planar Systems. Inc.--Planar was incorporated in April 1983 to
commercialize EL technology for HIC FPD products. The firm is an
industry leader spearheading the development of EL technology (using
thin-film AC). Planar has has recently introduced its first multi-color
display***· Effective January 1, 1991, Planar acquired Lohja Corp. 's EL
manufacturing operations in Finland. (HIC FPDs produced by Lohja Corp.
were imported into the United States by Finlux during the period under
investigation.) The new firm, Planar International, Olarinluoma,
Finland, is ***-percent owned by Planar Systems, Inc.
Plasmaco. Inc.--Plasmaco is ***-percent owned by Grossenbacher AG (St.
Gallen, Switzerland), ***-percent owned by University Patents (Westport,
CT), ***-percent owned by Globus Growth Group, New York NY, ***-percent
owned by Crown Life (Toronto, Ontario, Canada), and ***-percent owned by
New York State Science & Technology Foundation, Albany, NY). Plasmaco
was founded in August 1987. The Highland, NY company acquired its
manufacturing equipment and a patent license for the plasma technology
from IBM. (Mr. Kehoe, the CEO and President of Plasmaco, was the program
manager responsible for the production of plasma displays at IBM.) 93 It
is currently developing ***

Conference transcript, p. 48.
Staff conversation with***, Aug. 1, 1991.
91 At the Commission's hearing, Zvi Yaniv, CEO and president of OIS,
testified that the technology transfer demonstrates that OIS' technology can
be used for commercial applications and that, moreover, a key milestone to the
agreement was a demonstration of high yields on trial production runs.
(Transcript, p. 21.)
92 OIS has stated that its PIN diode approach "***" ***
(Attachment to
Mar. 24, 1988 letter submitted as App. 12 to CSMG prehearing brief.)
Respondents, in their testimony and in documentation submitted to the
Commission, have both praised and expressed reservations regarding OIS'
technology. OIS also developed a TFT-LCD display for Samsung. ***
93 IBM ceased manufacturing plasma displays in 1986; additional information
on IBM's operations is presented in the section of this report titled "U.S.
firms that have exited the HIC FPD industry."
89

90
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The petitioners, along with Standish and Tektronix, have formed a joint
venture to propose a series of linked research programs. The research will
focus on areas that are applicable to the manufacture of any type of flat
panel display technology, namely automated inspection and repair technology
and two generic technologies for driver interconnections and packaging. In
April 1991, the group was granted $7.5 million under Commerce's new Advanced
Technology Program. (Individual petitioning firms have also received research
and development funding from the Department of Defense, including the Defense
Advanced Research Projectors Agency (DARPA).) In July 1991, the group of U.S.
manufacturers joined with the Microelectronics and Computer Technology
Corporation (MCC), Austin, TX, to form a consortium called the American
Display Consortium (ADC). (MCC is a cooperative R&D enterprise that will
administer the ADC.)
The following tabulation shows the markets served by each U.S. producer
(as identified by that producer in response to the Commission's questionnaire)
and the dates the firm began developing HIC flat panel technology and
operating its production facilities:
Date firm
began
developing
technology

Identified
markets
served

.ilil!

*

*

*

Date firm
decided
to enter
commercial
market

*

*

*

Date firm
began full
commercial
production

*

In the Commissiol}'s questionnaire, producers were also requested to
identify new market segments and specific end-use applications into which they
have unsuccessfully attempted to expand since January 1, 1988. Also,
producers were request~d to describe and document the steps taken to become
viable suppliers of HIC FPDs for new market segments or end-use applications.
The information supplied by reporting firms is itemized in the following
tabulation:
Markets into which
firm has unsuccessfully attempted to
expand

*

*

*

Actions taken

*

*

*

*

OPERATIONS OF HIC FPD INTEGRATORS AND ASSEMBLERS
The petitioners maintain that to be considered a manufacturer of finished
HIC FPDs, a firm must, at minimum, have display glass production capability. 94
However, there are also firms known as "integrators" that purchase display
glass (either from the petitioners or from Japanese sources), fabricate or
assemble purchased electronic components, and perform the final HIC FPO
assembly. These firms generally concentrate on HIC FPDs designed for military
~Petition,

p. 10.
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and aerospace applications and, in some cases, also produce the end product
into which the flat panel display is inserted. 95 The "incomplete" HIC FPD
that is purchased by such firms is packaged in various forms. If purchased
from U.S. sources, it generally consisted of ***; in contrast, *** "incomplete
HIC FPDs" imported from Japan included at least the drive electronics and,
often, the mechanical package. 96
A second group of firms (referred to here as "assemblers") purchase HIC
FPDs that are complete except for what is broadly defined as the "control
electronics," which they add, be£ore inser~ing the display into the end
products they manufacture. These firms include medical instrumentation
manufacturers, producers of overhead projector panels, and some portable
computer manufacturers. Although assemblers may also design their own control
electronics, the electronics are often produced for them either by a separate
vendor or, in some cases, by the manufacturer from which the display glass was
purchased. In general, these firms v.iew themselves as purchasers of a
complete display where they perform the final HIC FPD assembly operation or
even, more simply, "hook it;: up," adding minimal value.

OPERATIONS OF IN FOCUS SYSTEMS, INC.
Generally, only the petitioners have the capability of manufacturing
display glass in the United States and thus meet their proposed criteria of
what constitutes HIC FPD manufacturing activity. However, another U.S. firm,
In Focus Systems, Inc. (In Focus), Tualatin, OR, could be considered by the
Commission to be a producer of passive matrix LCDs. 97
95 In other instances, there are multiple layers of subcontractors and thus
of sales of display glass before the "incomplete" HIC FPD is converted into
final form as a "finished" display and inserted into an end-user system.
96 The following is a list of tho~e HIC FPD integrators that received
Commission questionnaires: ***
Firms which did not return completed
questionnaires were interviewed by Commission staff on the size and extent of
their operations.
Integrators were unable to provide data on their capacity, employment, or
financial operations, and were only able to estimate the numbers of display
glass purchased (and thus HIC FPDs "completed"). For these firms, the work
they performed on the purchased display glass was an integral part of their
other manufacturing operations and, in the view of the integrators, did not
constitute separate "HIC FPD manufacturing activity." (As noted earlier in
this report, there is an increasing trend, especially for high-performance
applications, to marry the control electronics of the HIC FPD to the host
system and not simply "plug" the display into the system. Rather, the enduser system is designed around and integrated with the HIC FPD.)
97 The petitioners object to the classification of In Focus as a producer of
HIC FPDs (prehearing brief, p. 54), labeling the.firm an "assembler of
imported LCDs and other components." They state that its investment of less
than a million dollars in equipment "nowhere nearly-approaches the level of
investment needed to product HIC FPDs" (prehearing brief, pp. 56-57).
Dr. Lawrence Tannas testified.at the Commission's hearing that he would
not consider In Focus to be a manufacturer of displays since they do not meet
the test criteria of changing "the electrons to.some kind of electro-optic
effect" on the glass or, in other words, making actual glass where electric
power is turned into an image. (Transcript, p. 256.)
(continued ... )
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In Focus views itself as the only U.S. producer (and only low-cost, highvolume producer in the world) of color HIC FPDs. 98 In Focus developed, and
holds the U.S. patent for a color passive matrix ("TSTN") technology that it
hopes will enable it to leap into the burgeoning market for color displays for
portable computers ahead of active matrix LCDs: "Our plan is to be equivalent
to, or better than, thin-film AMLCD, which will always be twice as expensive
as our solution. " 990100 Subtractive color technology, as developed by In Focus,
involves the stacking of three STN-LCD panels that are purchased by In Focus
from Kyocera, a Japanese manufacturer. 101 Each panel is manufactured by
Kyocera to In Focus' specification to subtract color from a specific part of
the color spectrum. In Focus then vertically aligns the pixels of each panel
so that the color of a pixel is determined by which colors each Qf the three
panels subtracts from the spectrum at that pixel location. 102
In Focus, which was founded in 1987 and has expanded rapidly since, is
primarily known as a manufacturer of overhead projection panels. Until it
introduced its "true-color" projection panel in late 1989 using its TSTN-LCD
technology, the panels it produced were monochrome and, iike those of other
manufacturers of such panels, were produced in an assembly operation using
purchased display glass and purchased electronics. 103 In Focus views its color
projection panels as comparable to and, in essence, the same as a HIC FPO
(i.e., and not primarily an end-user system in which a display is placed).
According to***, ***are added to the HIC FPO to form a finished overhead

continued)
Because Commerce, in its final determination, determined that the
petitioners did not have standing with respect to passive matrix LCDs, it did
not go further to examine whether In Focus is a producer of subject
merchandise.
98 In its response to the Commission's questionnaire, In Focus stated that
it *** the petition.
99 Steve Hix, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of In Focus, .Electronic
News, June 3, 1991.
100 Nick Baran in "LCDs and beyond" (BYTE, Feb. 1991) writes:
"The passivematrix display technology introduced by In Focus Systems has promise. Because
it uses conventional LCD panels, it does not have the manufacturing problems
that currently plague TFT technology. On the other hand, the passive display
system requires a complex optical backlighting scheme involving mirrors and
reflectors, which adds to the bulk and power requirements 0£ the display.
According to Mentley (of Stanford Resources Institute), the display has
considerable potential for desktop presentation applicatioRs, but it needs to
be refined for use in laptop computers. There is also some question about the
response time of stacked-panel passive-matrix displays. Currently, the
response time (about 250 milliseconds) is not fast enough to display· moving
images on the screen, but In Focus says that it's working on a threefold
reduction in response time."
101 Each "panel" meets the structural definition of display glass, as
defined by the petitioners and the Commission's questionnaire, in that it
essentially consists of sandwiched glass substrates and a material that reacts
to a change in voltage. ***
***
(***.)
102 An itemization and description of each production step are presented in
app. C to this report.
103 ***
97 ( •••
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projector panel. 104 In addition to selling overhead projection panels, In
Focus has also developed, and is now marketing, a •direct view" HIC FPD using
its color TSTN technology with which it plans to enter the portable computer
market. 105

COMPARISON OF OPERATIONS OF PETITIONERS AND IN FOCUS
Table 8 presents information on the production and U.S. shipments of the
petitioning firms and In Focus. As shown, Planar is *** the largest of the
petitioning firms, accounting for *** percent of production and*** percent of
U.S. shipments in 1990. If classified as U.S. production by the Commission,
the operations of In Focus accounted for*** of production and*** of U.S.
shipments in 1990. (As noted, In Focus only introduced its color TSTN-LCD
displays in late 1989; its share of 1989 production was***.)
Table 8
HIC FPDs: Quantity of production and U.S. shipments, and shares of production
and U.S. shipments, for petitioners and In Focus, by companies, 1990
Share of total
excluding
In Focus
Percent

Quantity in
1990
Units

Firm

*

*

*

*

*

Share of total
including
In Focus
Percent
*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
The manufacture of a "complete" HIC FPD is a process that involves
multiple industries and technologies and substantial design input from the end
user (especially for aerospace and military applications) as well as the
display glass producer. A key raw material for the display glass is the glass
substrate, the processing of which is not particularly complex, but which does
result in a degree of dedication to flat panel displays. Planar, which is the
largest in size of the petitioners, *** . 106 *** . 107 • 108 These operations
involve distinct and sophisticated "wet chemistry" manufacturing processes and

Staff meeting with ***, May 30, 1991.
In March 1990, In Focus opened a new plant in Portland, Oregon. In its
response to the Commission's questionnaire, In Focus stated that the plant
"***
***·" ***
104
105

106
107

***

***

***

***

The petitioners' prehearing brief states that "Magnascreen would prefer
to manufacture the active matrix substrates, but the company 'has been unable
to secure the investment funds to acquire the capital equipment required to
produce them'" (p. 48).
108

***
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are capital intensive . 109 In Focus, in contrast, purchases a product which has
been*** by Kyocera in Japan. 110 However, the firm, in an assembly operation,
performs ***. 111 ' 112
The second major stage in the manufacture of HIC FPDs is the design,
fabrication, and addition of the electronics (and mechanical package) to the
display glass. As discussed in the section of this report entitled "Cost of
manufacturing," the drive and control electronics represent the majority of
the value of the materials in a HIC FPD. ***
***
Actual display assembly
is relatively minor in terms of both the value of capital equipment required
and labor time (and cost). 113

FIRMS STILL IN THE DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF PRODUCTION
A large number of firms are involved in flat panel display research and
development activities. Some firms which are no longer manufacturing for
commercial sale have continued with internal HIC FPD research. The key hurdle
for such firms is moving from research and development to production for
commercial sale. Because of the large infusions of capital required both for
manufacturing facilities (specifically for technologies other than passive
matrix LCDs) and the manufacturing experience necessary for reduced
manufacturing costs and economies of scale, technological progress is not
necessarily correlated with competitiveness in the marketplace in this
industry. 114
Developing firms identified by the petitioners
(Hamlin LCD Division), and Magnascreen. Coloray is
commercial development of field-emission displays.
in this investigation, was founded in July 1988 for

include Coloray, Standish
the leader in the
Magnascreen, a petitioner
the purpose of ***·lls

The capital costs for the clean room are a significant component, with
higher class (higher numerical rating) clean rooms costing more per square
foot than lower graded rooms.
110 ***
***
***
***
(***.) ***
111 Petitioners object to this stat~ment, stating that it "cannot possibly
be true" (prehearing brief, p. 56).
112 Response by In Focus to Commission questionnaires.
113 In its response to the Commission's questionnaire, Planar states:
"***
***·"
114 Using information submitted by Japanese manufacturers as an example,
research and development expenses comprised 23.2 percent of the total of the
research and development and capital expenditures made by and projected to be
made by the manufacturers from 1988 to 1992. In addition to the development
of new or improved products and pure research, the reported research and
development expenditures also included testing of competitors' products,
development of new or improved manufacturing methods, development of new or
special equipment, and testing of new materials. Additional information on
investment by Japanese manufacturers is presented in the section of this
report entitled "Investment by Japanese manufacturers for HIC FPDs."
115 Dr. Peter Brody, until recently president of Magnascreen, was an early
pioneer of active matrix technology in the 1970s at Westinghouse Research
Laboratories. In 1975, he reportedly coined the term "active matrix."
(Petitioners' prehearing brief, p. 65.)
109
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***
Standish is*** U.S .. manufacturer of instrument-type LIC passive matrix
***. 116, 117
LCDs. ***
***
U.S. Firms That Have Exited the HIC FPD Industry
As noted above, the petition states that during the last several years,
U.S. firms have ceased manufacturing operations or been unable to move from
research into production of HIC FPDs. 118 In a report to the Commission
entitled "Development of the Flat Panel Display Industry" submitted by
Japanese respondents, Lawrence Tannas characterizes the move away from HIC FPD
development as follows (pp. 20-21):
"The largest American electronics firms, many of them quite
successful as producers of CRTs, had decided that FPD research was simply
not a wise investment. In part, t~is reflected the corporations•
judgment that FPD technology was unlikely to produce a commerciallyviable replacement for the CRT, but the decision was also based upon a
basic change in corporate strategy: the large U.S. electronics firms
decided to get out of the business of developing product components, to
scale back their commitment to consumer electronics, and to reduce their
expenditures on long-term research-and-development projects. All of
these considerations helped to push large U.S. firms away from FPO
research, and left the field in the U.S. almost entirely to small,
specialized firms."
Petitioners, in contrast, attribute the failure of domestic producers to
obtain adequate investment finiilncing an~ thus complete capacity expansion
plans and penetrate new.markets to the drying up of investment capital because
of unfair pricing practices by Japanese manufacturers. 119 During its
preliminary and final investigations, the Commission contacted representatives
from those firms that the petitioners cited as having ceased work in the field
since 1986. 120

***
(***.) ***
(***.)
***
***
***
118 A Congressional Budget Office study, dated July 1990, states,
"Unlike
the DRAM business, which was a market _creat~d ~nd then relinquished by U.S.owned firms, a U.S. flat-panel industry never existed. The U.S. industry
largely moved out of solid-state displays while they were still relatively
simple. The Japanese firms took over this market by making simple consumer
displays."
119 Petition, p. 36.
Petitioners' prehearing brief; pp. 70-74, 100-102.
120 ***
***
***
***
***
***
***
116
117
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Alphasil. Inc.--***·
*** . 125
*** . 124 ***
AT&T.--***·

***.121

***

***

***

. ***. 122

*** . 1.23

***

***

***

Babcock Display.--***·

***

Dale Electronics. Inc.--***·
GTE. - -***.

***

***. 126

General Electric {GEL - -***.

***. 127

IBM Corporation.--After several years of research and development, IBM
began manufacturing HIC plasma displays in 1974. Manufacturing
operations ceased in 1986 after IBM determined that plasma technology was

121 ***
***
***
(***.)
122 ***
***
(***.) Volume 19, number 2 (copyright 1990) of Stanford
Resources, Inc. 's Electronic Display World states that Hosiden, the first
large-scale Japanese manufacturer of active matrix LCDs, "has made many
promises and predictions about its ability to supply panels to customers and
it has been unable to meet its promises" and cites Hosiden's "historical
pattern of audacious claims."
123 ***
***
(***.) (***.)
124 ***
According to Hosiden, it was not aware of the relationship between
Sperry and Alphasil during the 1986-87 time period. (***.) Hosiden further
states that, in approximately 1989, Honeywell informed it that Alphasil had
"consistently failed to develop acceptable specifications for potential
avionics displays, and was unable to manufacture acceptable and functional
prototypes of a full color active matrix LCD." ***
***
(Exhibit 9 to
Hosiden's posthearing brief and staff conversation with***, Aug. 1, 1991.)
Hosiden's comments were confirmed by***· (Staff conversation, Aug. 1, 1991.)
125 ***
(***.) In a public editorial regarding the antidumping petition,
Richard Flasck wrote that:
"As the former founder of Alphasil . . . I have been on the front lines and
the trenches of this battle for almost 10 years. In general, the U.S.
flat panel manufacturing industry is strangling. But not due to Japanese
competition--fair or unfair. The problems come from three basic causes:
(1) Profound lack of leadership at the national level by both goverrunent
and large private industry.
(2) Total lack of understanding by the average citizen and by our
government concerning the devastating impact of losing such a strategic
manufacturing industry.
(3) The incredibly short-term profit perspective of the U.S. financial
industry."
126 ***
***
127 Letter dated Aug. 7, 1990 from***
*** further notes that, ***
***
( *** . ) ( *** . )
(***). ***
***
***
***
***
***
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"not the technology of the future. " 128 (As noted earlier, in July 1987,
its AC plasma patents and production equipment were tranferred to
Plasmaco.) ***
In***, IBM*** formed a joint venture with Toshiba to
manufacture a wide variety of TFT-LCDs with diagonals of at least 9
inches . 129
Lucitron. Inc.--***·

***

Sigmatron Nova.--***·

***

***

Representatives from LC Systems could not be located by the Commission.
However, information on the firm was provided as part of the Commission's
investigation on Liquid Crystal Display Television Receivers from Japan (inv.
No. 751-TA-14). The following is drawn from the Commission's December 1987
report in that investigation.
LC Systems.--***·

***

***

(***.)

U.S. Importers
Most bf the imports are by U.S-owned original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) or by wholly owned U.S. divisions of Japanese HIC FPD manufacturers
that import HIC FPDs for use in their (primarily computer) manufacturing
facilities . 130 • 131 The importers and their respective shares of imports in 1990
are presented in table 9 for all technologies. As shown in table 9, the
majority of imports by the U.S. divisions of Japanese HIC FPD manufacturers
were produced by their Japanese parent.

128 IBM's decision came out of a .1983 task force that was created to develop
a"long-term strategy for its plasma technology. According to the prehearing
bdef of the CSMG (pp. 11-12), "The task force determined that in order to
reach the goal of replacing the cathode ray tube ("CRT") for general computer
applications, flat panels would have to develop full color capacity and reduce
their manufacturing costs. The task force created road maps for the various
technologies being developed (not just AC plasma) to study the feasibility of
achieving full color capability. From those road maps, the task force
identified active matrix LCD as the technology of the future because active
matrix LCD had the best potential for better brightness, lower power needs,
and the achievement of gray scale and full color. IBM further notes (p. 13)
that it "***."
129 ***
***
***. (***.) In testimony before the Commission, Paul Low,
vice president and general manager for IBM, stated that IBM chose to work with
a partner because it concluded the marketplace it had at its disposal was
insufficient to provide the volumes needed to obtain the low manufacturing
costs and prices required to further generate demand. (Transcript, p. 134.)
130 Japanese-owned firms that import HIC FPDs for use in their U.S. computer
manufacturing facilities include ***·
131 Increasingly, U.S. importer end users of laptop computers are forming
partnerships with Japane.se suppliers of the components for the computers,
including HIC FPDs. Enrico Pesatori, president and chief executive of Zenith
Data Systems Corp., is quoted in Business Week (March 18, 1991): "You can't
shop around for components in this market, you have to have strategic
alliances . . . . You don't fight with them, you work with them."
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Table 9
HIC FPDs: U.S. imports and shares of U.S. imports from Japan in 1990, and
sources of such imports, by firms
(Imports
Quantity of
U.S. imports
from Japan
in 1990

Firm

*

*

*

*

Share of 1990
U.S. imports
of HIC FPDs
Japanese
from Japan
manufacturer(s)

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Importers reported shipments from Japan of both "complete" and
"incomplete" HIC FPDs. Also, several importer/purchasers reported that they
negotiate for the purchase of a complete laptop and import HIC FPDs as a
subcomponent of that laptop. As a minimum, all of the reported imports
contain display glass.

Channels of Distribution
HIC FPDs (for all technology types) manufactured by U.S. firms were
shipped directly to nonr~lated end users. No U.S. manufacturer reported any
intracompany consumption of the displays it produced. In contrast, U.S.
importers (specifically, computer manufacturers) are themselves significant
end users and almost *** percent of the HIC FPDs imported from Japan in 1990
were utilized by a "related end user" (table 10). The overhead projector
panels and direct-view HIC FPDs produced by In Focus were sold through
dealers, distributors, and private-label arrangements.
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Table 10
U.S. shipments of HIC FPDs imported from Japan, by channels of distribution,
1990 l/
(In 11ercent)
of
dis11lay
Tne
Passive
Active
matrix
matrix
Plasma
LCD
LCD
dis11lay

Item

Shipments to related
distributors ................
***
Shipments to unrelated
distributors ................
***
Shipments to related end
users .......................
***
Shipments to unrelated end
users .......................
***
Total ....................... 100.0

EL
dis11lay

Total.
HIC FPDs

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

100.0

***

100.0

***

100.0

***

100.0

l/ Excludes prototypes.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

CONSIDERATION OF ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY OR MATERIAL RETARDATION
TO AN INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES
The products subject to this investigation are shipped both as "complete"
and "incomplete" HIC FPDs. (For the purposes of the Commission's
questionnaires, complete displays were defined as consisting of the display
glass, drive and control electronics, and mechanical package. Incomplete
displays contain the display glass, but lack at least one and possible all of
the other components). Also, displays are commonly classified as prototypes
or as commercial production. 132 Data in the following sections· are shown,
unless otherwise indicated, for all HIC FPDs combined, including complete,
incomplete, and prototypes.
U.S. Production, Capacity, and Capacity Utilization
Data for the U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization of the
firms producing HIC FPDs are summarized in table 11. For all HIC FPDs, end-·
of-period capacity to produce increased by *** percent from 1988 to 1990. For
plasma displays alone, U.S. firms *** their production capacity by ***

132 Prototypes are used for evaluation purposes by customers to examine both
the technology and production feasibility of the HIC FPO. Customers generally
purchase the prototypes, sometimes under a development agreement, and also may
pay non-recurring engineering costs. Prototypes are sold in small quantities
relative to displays in "commercial production," a term which refers to mature
products where the specifications are fixed.
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percent; this reported*** is due to ***· ***
***. 1"
Capacity to produce
EL displays which, as reported in table 11, *** over *** percent from 1988 to
1990, includes ***· Planar alone reported capacity to produce *** units in
1988, *** to *** units in 1989 and to ***units in 1990. The reported *** in
capacity by Planar resulted from***
***. 134 Capacity utilization for Planar
was ***
Table 11
HIC FPDs: U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization, by types of
displays, 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
It should be noted that measurement of capacity is not precise for this
industry. Capacity is defined by the ability of the firm to produce display
glass and will vary according to the sizes of the glass substrates and the
current manufacturing yield. (The manufacturing yield is the number of
finished displays produced divided by the number of displays started (i.e.,
glass starts)). 135 ' 136
Capacity to produce HIC FPDs reported by In Focus ***· Capacity
utilization in 1990 for In Focus *** percent. The manufacturing yields
reported by In Focus were *** (*** percent to *** percent for color TSTN-LCDs
in 1990) than those reported by the petitioners, reflecting the different
nature of its operations. (However, some of the Japanese manufacturers
producing passive matrix LCDs reported manufacturing yields *** those of In
Focus.)
Production of HIC FPDs by petitioners rose steadily from 1988 to 1990,
increasing by*** percent.from*** units in 1988 to*** units in 1990. The
trends are ***: the number of *** displays it produced *** percent from 1988
to 1990. Production of plasma displays was ***, *** from *** units in 1988 to
***units in 1989, then*** to ***units in 1990. All production of active

As noted in a footnote to table 11, ***, in response to the Commission's
questionnaire for the final investigation, chose to report only "proven"
capac~~7 ~~ its actual production of *** displays as end•pf-period capacity in
1990.
134 Planar stated in its questionnaire response that***·
***
***
135 Also, firms reported production of products other than HIC FPDs on the
same equipment and machinery used to produce the HIC product. Specifically,
Cherry reported ***; Planar also produced ***· (In its preliminary
questionnaire response, Planar noted that production of***.) In addition,
firms based their estimate of capacity upon a varying number of operating
hours.
136 Manufacturing yields reported by U.S. manufacturers *** from 1988
through 1990 and were *** those reported by Japanese producers.
133
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matrix LCDs is by OIS, which currently manufactures custom-designed active
matrix LCDs and develops prototypes under long-term customer development
agreements.
***
Capacity utilization *** from *** percent in 1988 to *** percent in
1989, then *** to *** percent in 1990. ***. 137
The U.S. industry does not currently have sufficient capacity in place to
"replace" imports from Japan, and end-user respondents maintain that lack of
capacity influenced their purchasing decisions. During the period of
investigation, the ratio of U.S. capacity to U.S. apparent consumption of all
HIC FPDs (excluding In Focus) ranged from *** percent in 1988 to *** percent
in 1989 and to *** percent in 1990. The United States has no capacity in
place to supply passive matrix LCDs to the commercial market, if In Focus is
not considered, and*** capacity to produce active matrix LCDs. In contrast,
however, for EL displays, U.S. capacity to produce *** . 138
U.S. Producers' Shipments and Inventories
The quantity and value of U.S. shipments of HIC FPDs by petitioners
remained relatively constant from 1988 to 1989, then increased*** by***
percent (for quantity) and *** percent (for value) from 1989 to 1990 (table
12). The trends demonstrated for all HIC FPDs ***those for shipments of EL
displays, which accounted for ***percent of U.S. shipments of all displays in
1990. ***, U.S. shipments of plasma displays ***by*** percent from***
units in 1988 to *** units in 1990. (The number of active matrix LCDs shipped
***). The only U.S. shipments of passive matrix LCDs were for the overhead
projector panels and direct-view HIC FPDs reported by In Focus.

For example, production of AC thin-film EL displays require a vacuwn
deposition chamber; a single chamber costs more than $1 million. (Development
of the Flat Panel Display Industry, July 2, 1991, Lawrence Tannas.)
138 Petitioners state that it is possible to "ramp up" capacity for a
particular product during the period between the time of contract negotiation
and the date of expected delivery. Mr. Hurd, president of Planar, testified
at the conference that "Growth of the HIC flat panel market is mainly driven
by major design wins and new improved products. Quite often, with Japanese
manufacturers, major design wins are negotiated and committed to well before
facilities are in place, or products are in production." (Transcript, pp. 3435.) Counsel for the petitioners added that at the "design win" stage, U.S.
capability to supply is at the very same position as that of the Japanese
manufacturers. (Transcript, p. 63.)
Co-counsel for the Japanese manufacturers replies that "although capacity
has been added over time, most, if not all, Japanese producers of FPDs were
experienced in servicing commercial FPD markets at the time of entering the
U.S. market. Furthermore, capacity is rarely, if ever, added simply to supply
a specific customer. Capacity is added to supply expected demand, not
specific orders." (Postconference brief, pp. 89-90.)
The question of whether the Japanese had in place the capacity to produce
when they received orders is addressed further in the section of this report
on "Ability of Japanese producers to generate exports and availability of
export markets other than the United States."
137
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Table 12
HIC FPDs:
1988-90

U.S. shipments, by types of shipments and by types of displays,

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Unit values for HIC FPDs, as reported in table 12, vary sharply: in 1990
the average unit value of U.S. shipments of plasma HIC FPDs was $*** and the
average unit value of EL displays was $***· The unit values reported by OIS
for its active matrix LCDs were over $***; the unit value of U.S. shipments of
the color TSTN-LCDs sold by In Focus were $*** in 1989 and $*** in 1990. The
values, as reported, are a function of the following factors: (1) whether a
firm is in full production and (2) the number of customized displays or
special products sold. A number of U.S. firms are still in the start-up
stages; the products of most firms also include high-unit-value ruggedized
displays designed for military use . 139
No intracompany consumption of HIC FPDs was reported by either
petitioners or In Focus. 140 There are, however, *** export shipments for***
(table 13). Exports, which accounted for*** percent of total shipments from.
1988 through 1990, were made to ***· Such shipments accounted for
approximately one-half of total shipments in 1990 by both *** and***• and
almost all of those by ***. 141 *** and *** also export displays.
Table 13
HIC FPDs:

U.S. producers' export shipments, by types of displays, 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

139 Tbe petitioners note that prices of flat panel displays vary "depending
upon the size of the panel, number of pixels, and complexity of the display
technology used--in addition to the relative advancement of the HIC FPO
producer along the cost/production curve." (Postconference brief, p. 18.)
140 In Focus considers its sale of overhead projector panels to be
equivalent to the sale of a HIC FPO.
141 ***
***
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During the period of investigation, displays were shipped as both
"complete" and "incomplete" by the petitioners to their U.S. customers. The
following tabulation provides the share of the quantity of U.S. shipments for
each construction (in percent):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

End-of-period inventories for the petitioners, which were reported***
are shown below:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. Employment, Yages, and Productivity
Data on employment and productivity for the petitioning firms are shown
in table 14. The number of workers, hours worked, and total compensation paid
to workers producing HIC FPDs increased steadily by *** percent, *** percent,
and*** percent, respectively, from 1988 to 1990. In contrast, hourly wages
paid*** from 1988 to 1990, as did productivity. Productivity***, however,
by type of display produced.
None of the workers for the U.S. producers are represented by a union.
In response to a question on the Commission's questionnaire, *** reported
reducing its work force by *** employees in*** due to economic difficulties.

Table 14
Average number of production and related workers producing HIC FPDs in
establishments that produce display glass, hours worked, 1/ total compensation
paid, 2.J hourly wages, and productivity, by types of displays, 1988-90 l/ !±/
1988

Item

*

.

*

*

*

1990

1989

*

*

*

1J Consists of hours worked plus hours of paid leave time.
2.J Consists of wages and contributions to Social Security and other employee
benefits .

lJ Excludes data for In Focus.

In 1990, In Focus reported that*** production
and related workers worked*** hours producing passive matrix LCDs. The
workers were paid$*** in wages and received total compensation of $***·
!±f In 1990, firms providing employment data accounted for 100 percent of
reported total shipments of HIC FPDs (for manufacturers of display glass).
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Financial Experience of U.S. Producers
Six companies, 142 representing, in 1990, ***percent of U.S. RIC FPD
production, 100 percent of active matrix LCD HIC FPD production, *** percent
of plasma HIC FPD production, and 100 percent of EL HIC FPD production,
submitted financial data. All companies except Cherry 143 provided financial
data on overall operations. OIS provided research and development data on HIC
active matrix LCDs. Two companies (Electro Plasma and Plasmaco) provided
financial data on HIC plasma displays, and two companies (Cherry and Planar)
provided financial data on HIC EL displays. Planar provided separate
financial data on research and development agreements with other entities for
the development of HIC EL displays. These data are presented in appendix D. 144
Data for In Focus, ***, are presented in appendix E.
Data for Planar, accounting for approximately*** percent of total net
sales of HIC EL FPDs for 1990, were verified by the Commission's staff.
Planar submitted revised data for capital expenditures and employment as a
result of the verification.
Data for In Focus were also verified by the Commission's staff. As a
result, In Focus submitted revised employment data and allocated selling,
general, and administrative expenses, other income and expense, property,
plant, and equipment, and capital expenditures among products.
Generally accepted accounting principles state that a development-stage
company is one in which principal operations have not commenced or principal
operations have generated an insignificant amount of revenue. During the
development-stage, a company devotes most of its activities toward
establishing a new business. Plasmaco was designated as a development-stage
enterprise by its independent auditors for the first year included in this
report. ors was designated as a development-stage enterprise for all periods
in this report. Cherry is an established corporation (net sales of $208.4
million for its last fiscal year); however, Cherry considers flat panel
displays to be in the development stage and has so indicated in its notes to
the financial statements. Data for the non-development-stage and the
development-stage companies are presented combined and separately throughout
the financial section of this staff report.

142 The companies are Cherry Corporation; Electro Plasma, Inc.; In Focus
Systems, Inc.; OIS Optical Imaging Systems; Planar Systems, Inc.; and
Plasmaco, Inc. Cherry reported income-and-loss data for the years ended the
last day of February 1989, 1990, and 1991; Electro Plasma and In Focus
reported data for the years ended December 31, 1988, 1989, and 1990; OIS
reported data for the years ended June 30, 1988, 1989, and 1990; Planar
reported data for the years ended the last Friday in September 1988, 1989, and
1990; and Plasmaco reported data for the years ended July 31, 1988, 1989, and
1990.
143 Cherry is developing flat panel displays in***·
Cherry presented flat
panel display operations as total operations because company personnel
believed that total operations for ***would not be meaningful.
144 The data on research and development agreements for EL displays are
presented separately because the revenue and expenses are not directly related
to the production of EL displays. ***
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OVERALL ESTABLISHMENT OPERATIONS
Income-and-loss data of U.S. producers on the overall establishment
operations in which flat panel displays are produced are shown in table 15.
Net sales, operating***, net ***, and the operating and net ***margins for
overall establishment operations are presented in table 16 for each company,
separated as non-development-stage and development-stage companies. Net sales
on overall establishment operations for the non-development-stage companies
increased each year from $*** in 1988 to $*** (*** percent) in 1989 and to
$*** (*** percent) in 1990. Net sales for the development-stage companies
increased each year from$*** in 1988, to$*** (***percent) in 1989, and to
$*** (***percent) in 1990. However, *** of the development-stage companies'
net sales (*** percent in 1988, *** percent in 1989, and*** percent in 1990)
were from*** research and development agreements. Operating*** decreased
for the non-development-stage companies from $*** in 1988 to $*** in 1989 and
$*** in 1990. Operating *** for the development-stage companies decreased ***
percent from $*** in 1988 to $*** in 1989, but then increased*** percent to
$*** in 1990.
Table 15
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on the overall operations of
their establishments wherein HIC FPDs are produced, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 16
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on the overall operations of their
establishments wherein HIC FPDs are produced, by firms, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

HIC FPD OPERATIONS
Income-and-loss data on combined HIC active matrix LCD, HIC plasma
display, and HIC EL display operations are shown in table 17. Net sales of
flat panel displays increased*** percent from$*** in 1988 to $*** in 1989,
and increased an additional *** percent to $*** in 1990. The combined
companies incurred operating losses of $*** in 1988, $*** in 1989, and $*** in
1990. Operating loss margins were*** percent in 1988, ***percent in 1989,
and *** percent in 1990.
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Table 17
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers l/ on their operations producing
HIC FPDs, fiscal years 1988-90

1989

1988

Item

Value
Net sales ................... .
Cost of goods sold .......... .
Gross profit or (loss) ...... .
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ... .
Operating loss .............. .
Startup or shutdown expense ..
Interest expense ............ .
Other income, net ........... .
Net (loss) before income
taxes ..................... .
Depreciation and amortization ...................... .
Cash flow 2) ............... . .

(l,

1990

000 dollars)

***
***
***

***
***
(***)

***
***
(***)

***
(***)
***
***
***

***
(***)
***
***
***

***
(***)
***
***
***

(***)

(***)

(***)

***
(***)

***
(***)

***
(***)

Ratio to net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit or (loss) ......
Selling, general, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating (loss) ............
Net (loss) before income
taxes .....................

.
.

***
***

***
(***)

***
(***)

.
.

***
(***)

***
(***)

***
(***)

.

(***)

(***)

<***)

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ............ .
Net losses .................. .
Data ........................ .

***
***

***
***

***
***

4

4

5

l/ The producers are Cherry, Electro Plasma, OIS, Planar, and Plasmaco.
2../ Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and

amortization.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Net sales, operating***, net ***, and the operating and net *** margins
for HIC FPD operations are presented in table 18 for each company, separated as
non-development-stage companies and development-stage companies.
Table 18
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing HIC
FPDs, by firms, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Tr~de Commission.
Net sales of HIC FPDs for the non-development-stage companies increased
***percent from $*** in 1988 to $*** in 1989, and increased *** percent to
$*** in 1990. The combined non-development-stage companies *** operating ***
in each year; $*** in each of 1988 and 1989, and $*** in 1990. The operating
*** as a share of sales were ***percent in 1988, *** percent in 1989, and
decreased to *** percent in 1990.
Net sales of HIC FPDs for the development-stage companies were ***; $***
in 1988, $*** in 1989, and $*** in 1990. *** far exceeded***· resulting in
operating *** of $*** in 1988, $*** in 1989, and $*** in 1990.

OPERATIONS ON HIC ACTIVE MATRIX LCDs

ors reported that ***· as shown in table 19. ors did report that it had
$*** of revenue from HIC active matrix LCD research and development agreements
in 1989 but was ***· OIS reported $*** in net sales from HIC active matrix LCD
research and development agreements in 1990 and incurred an operating *** of
$*** on those sales.
Table 19
Income-and-loss experience of OIS on its HIC active matrix LCD research and
development agreements, fiscal years 1988-90
:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

OPERATIONS ON HIC PLASMA DISPLAYS
Net sales of plasma displays (table 20) *** percent from $*** in 1988 to
$*** in 1989, and *** an additional *** percent to $*** in 1990. Operating
*** in 1988. Operating*** in 1989 and $*** in 1990. Operating *** as a
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share of sales *** percent in 1988, ***percent in 1989, and*** percent in
1990. Net sales, operating***• net***• operating*** margins, and net ***
margins for plasma displays are presented in table 21 for Electro Plasma (a
non-development-stage company) and Pl,asinaco (a development-stage company)
separately.
Table 20
Income-and-loss experience of U.S.· producers on their operations producing HIC
plasma displays, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from ciata submitted in response to.questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade CoQIDlission.
Table 21
Income-and-loss experie~ce of U.S. producers on their operations producing HIC
plasma displays, by firm,., fis~al years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from 4-ta submitted in
U.S. International Trade Commission.

*
respons~

*

*

to questionnaires of the

It should be noted from table 21 that the main reason for the operating
*** margins is that Plasmaco is a development-stage enterprise and ***

OPERATIONS ON HIC EL DISPLAYS
Net sales of HIC EL displays (as shown in table 22) *** percent from $***
in 1988 to $*** in 1989, and*** an additional ***percent to $*** in 1990.
Operating*** in 1988, $*** in 1989, and $*** in 1990. Operating*** as a
share of sales *** percent in 1988, ***percent in 1989, and*** percent in
1990. Net sales, operating***, net ***• and the operating and net ***
margins for EL displays are presented in table 23 for Planar (a nondevelopment- stage company) and Cherry (development HIC EL displ~y operations)
separately.
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Table 22
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing HIC
EL displays, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 23
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing HIC
EL displays, by firms, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
It should be noted from table 23 that Cherry's operating*** margins are
***
Cherry's EL HIC FPO production is.in the development-stage and the
company ***

B:REAKEVEN ANALYSIS
The breakeven point 145 for a firm is that level of sales at which total
revenues and total expenses are equal. Profits result when sales exceed this
level and losses occur when this point is not achieved. Therefore, a net loss
indicates that a firm did not break even and net income indicates that a firm
surpassed the breakeven point. A summary of the net income (loss) for U.S.
producers is presented in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars)
for the fiscal years of 1988, 1989, and 1990:

*
***

*

*

*

*

*

*

***

Breakeven analysis is often performed using production costs and
quantities in conjunction with sales; however, as detailed production cost
data are not available, especially for any specific product type, income
statement information (sales, cost of goods sold, and SG&A) is used in this
report. The difference between beginning and ending inventory is not
significant, making sales a good proxy for production.
145
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BUSINESS PLANS
Three companies (Electro Plasma, Planar, and Plasmaco) provided their
budgets for accounting years 1988-90.
OIS provided ***·

***

***

***

***

Electro Plasma's actual sales were *** in each year and actual *** was
*** in each year. Electro Plasma's data are presented in the following
tabulation (in thousands of dollars except as noted):

*

*

*

*

*

*

Planar's actual sales were *** in each year and actual
in 1988 and 1989. Planar budgeted an operating*** in 1990
incurred*** of $***· *** of Planar stated that the budget
Planar's data are presented in the following tabulation (in
dollars except as noted):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
***budgeted ***
of'$*** but
for 1990 ***. 1 q
thousands of

*·

Plasmaco'•s actual sales were *** budgeted sales in each year and_ actual
***was *** in 1989 and 1990. The company***· *** of Plasmaco stated147 that
actual performance was *** because it ***· Plasmaco's data are presented in
the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars except as noted) :

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
Capital expenditures for land, buildings, and machinery and equipment
used in the manufacture of HIC FPDs are shown in table 24. Capital
expenditures are considerably *** for the development-stage companies compared
with the non-development-stage companies during the years 1988-90.
Table 24
Capital expenditures by U.S. producers of HIC FPDs, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade- Commission.

146
147

***
***
Telephone conversation, May 24, 1991.
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INVESTMENT IN PRODUCTIVE FACILITIES
The investment in productive facilities and the annual return on total
assets are presented in table 25 for overall establishments, HIC EL displays,
HIC plasma displays, and all HIC FPDs combined.
Table 25
Value of assets and return on assets of U.S. producers' establishments wherein
HIC FPDs are produced, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENSES

***

Research and development expenses are presented in table 26.
Research and development expenses are *** for the combined development-stage
companies compared with the combined non-development-stage companies.
Table 26
Research and development expenses of U.S. producers of HIC FPDs, by products,
fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

SOURCES OF CAPITAL
The flat panel display producers were requested to provide their sources
for capital expenditures and research and development expenses. Their
responses 148 are shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars): 149

.·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Plasmaco stated in its questionnaire response "***. ***."
Joseph Castellano, president of Stanford Resources, Inc., a displays
research firm, stated that "The investment community in the U.S. is just not
willing to invest the money. There's a lack of confidence in the ability to
compete with Japan." "The new, improved color computer," Forbes, July 23,
1990.
148
149
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An analysis of the balance sheets of each company 150 as of the end of
their fiscal years of 1988, 1989, and 1990 reveals a reasonable indication of
the capital obtained by the companies in 1989 and 1990. Swnmary balance
sheets are presented in tables 27, 28, 29, and 30 to highlight changes in
working capital; 151 investment in property, plant, and equipment; changes in
long-term debt; sources of capital; retained earnings; and retained deficit.
Table 27
Assets, liabilities, shareholders' equity, and current ratio of Electro
Plasma's U.S. establishment operations, as of December 31, 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 28
Assets, liabilities, shareholders' equity, and current ratio of OIS' U.S.
establishment operations, as of June 30, 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 29
Assets, liabilities, shareholders• equity, and current ratio of Planar•s U.S.
establishment operations, as of the last Friday of September, 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

S.ource: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

150

***

The current ratio ~s computed by dividing total current assets by
current liabilities. This ratio is a rough indicator of a firm's ability to
service its current obligations. Generally, the higher the current ratio, the
greater the "cushion" between current obligations and a firm's ability to pay
them. However, the composition and quality of current assets is also a
critical factor in the analysis of an individual firm's liquidity.
151
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Table 30
Assets, liabilities, shareholders' equity, and current ratio of Plasmaco's
U.S. establishment operations, as of July 31, 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Electro Plasma (a non-development-stage company) increased *** in 1989 by
$***, as shown in table 27, and then decreased*** by$*** in 1990. However,
Electro Plasma *** in 1990 to $*** compared with $*** in 1989, resulting in a
*** its working capital ratio from *** in 1989 to *** in 1990. Electro Plasma
realized *** in *** of $*** in 1989 and *** in 1990 as a result of *** from
operations.
OIS 152 (a development-stage company) increased *** by $*** from $*** in
1988 to $*** in 1989, as shown in table 28. OIS acquired additional *** of
$*** in 1990. OIS continued to *** from its *** operations, increasing the
***by$*** in 1989, and by$*** in 1990, contributing to the total*** of
$*** at the end of fiscal year 1990. Current liabilities *** current assets
in 1990, resulting in a current ratio of ***·
Planar 153 (a non-development-stage company) attracted*** of $*** in 1989,
as shown in table 29. Planar obtained*** of$*** in 1990. Planar incurred
***of$*** in 1989 and$*** in 1990 as a result of*** from operations.
Planar was, however, able to ***working capital ratios of *** in 1988, *** in
1989, and*** in 1990.
Plasmaco (a development-stage company) obtained *** of $*** in 1989 and
***in 1990 (table 30). Plasmaco incurred*** of$*** in 1989 and$*** in
1990 as a result of*** from operations. Plasmaco's working capital ratio was
*** as of the end of the fiscal year of 1990.

IMPACT OF IMPORTS ON CAPITAL AND INVESTMENT
The Commission requested U.S. producers to describe any actual or
potential negative effects of imports of flat panel displays from Japan on
their growth, development and production efforts (including efforts to develop

OIS issued a news r.elease on May 23, 1991 stating that Guardian
Industries Corp. will invest $10.5 million for an equity position in OIS of 29
percent, with an option, exercisable at any time over a three-year period, to
invest an additional $10.5 million to attain a 51 percent equity position in
OIS.
153 Planar stated in its questionnaire response, "***
***·"
152
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a derivative or advanced version of their products), investment, and ability
to raise capital. 154 Their comments are presented below and in appendix F.
Planar provided*** in its attempts to raise capital as follows:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

***commented in the questionnaire response" . . . I cannot attribute one
specific event as the cause. But I can contribute the general hopelessness of
competing against the Japanese as the cause."
***refers to its comments in appendix F, which include " . . . as***
sought financing, it tiJ11e and again experienced the frustration of hearing its
ability acknowledged, its business plan praised, and the caliber of its team
admired, only to be told that it would not be funded. In some cases,
potential sponsors were frank enough to say why. Given the scale of the
Japanese commitment to building plant for the manufacture of flat panel
displays, and the successful domination of many electronics markets for which
the Japanese are known, it was felt that *** might never recover investment,
no matter the quality of its products."
*** commented that potential investors and current investors did not
invest in *** because "Japanese manufacturers are widely perceived to have
already wiped out the domestic base of FPO manufacturers." Further comments
by *** and a listing of potential investors are included in appendix F under
actual negative effects.

154 Petitioners were requested to provide documentation,
including names and
phone numbers of investors who allegedly did not invest in the respective
companies because of imports from Japan. Comments on documentation received
have been included in app. F.
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CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF
THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.
§ 1677(7)(F)(i)) provides that--

In determining whether an industry in the United States is threatened
with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for importation) of
any merchandise, the Commission shall consider, among other relevant
factors 155 - I

•.

I

(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may be presented
to it by the administering authority as to the nature of the subsidy
(particularly as to whether the subsidy is an export subsidy
inconsistent with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused
capacity in the exporting country likely to result in a
significant increase in imports of the merchandise to the United
States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market penetration and
the likelihood that the penetration will increase to an
injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter
the United States at prices that will have a depressing or
suppressing effect on domestic prices of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise
in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the
merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate the
probability that the importation (or sale for importation) of
the merchandise (whether or not it is actually being imported at
the time) will be the cause of actual injury,
(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production
facilities owned or controlled by the foreign manufacturers,
which can be used to produce products subject to
investigation(s) under section 701 or 731 or to final orders
under section 736, are also used to produce the merchandise
under investigation,

Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides
that "Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the
basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition."
155
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(IX) in any investigation under this title which involves
imports of both a raw agricultural product (within the meaning
of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any product processed from such raw
agricultural product, the likelihood that there will be
increased imports, by reason of product shifting, if there is an
affirmative determination by the Commission under section
705(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect to either the raw
agricultural product or the processed agricultural product (but
not both) , and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the existing
development and production efforts of the domestic industry,
including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced
version of the like product. 156
Information on the volume, U.S. market penetration, and pricing of
imports of the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is presented
in the section entitled "Consideration of the causal relationship between
imports of the subject merchandise and the alleged material injury;" and
information on the effects of imports of the subject merchandise on U.S.
producers' existing development and production efforts (item (X)) is presented
in the section entitled "Consideration of alleged material injury or material
retardation to an industry in the United States." Item (I), regarding subsidies, and item (IX), regarding agricultural products, are not relevant in
this case. Parties and staff are unaware of any dumping findings in third
countries concerning HIC FPDs or display glass therefor. Available
information follows on U.S. inventories of the subject product (item (V));
foreign producers' operations, including the potential for "product-shifting"
(items (II), (VI) and (VIII)); and any other threat indicators, if applicable
(item (VII) above).
U.S. Inventories of HIC FPDs from Japan
U.S. importers' inventories of HIC FPDs that were held in the United
States are reported in table 31. ***
Table 31
HIC FPDs: U.S. importers' end-of-period inventories of displays produced in
Japan, by types of displays, 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

156 Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further
provides that, in antidumping investigations, " . . . the Commission shall
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by
dumping findings or antidwnping remedies in other GATT member markets against
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the
domestic industry."
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Ability of Japanese Producers to Generate Exports and Availability
of Export Markets other than the United States
The Commission requested and (with the exception of one firm, *** a
current manufacturer of plasma displays) obtained information on the
operations and future investment and product-development plans from all known
significant manufacturers of HIC FPDs in Japan. As shown in the following
tabulation, a number of Japanese manufacturers produce more than one type of
HIC FPD technology:
Technology l/ 21 l/
Citizen Watch Co, Ltd .... Passive matrix LCD (monochrome)
Fujitsu Ltd .............. Passive matrix (monochrome, color)
AC plasma (monochrome)
Hitachi, Ltd ............. Passive matrix LCD (monochrome)
Active matrix LCD (color)
Hosiden Corp ............. Passive matrix (monochrome)
Active matrix LCD (monochrome, color)
Kyocera Corp ............. Passive matrix LCD
Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co., Ltd .... Passive matrix LCD (monochrome)
Matsushita Electronics
Corp .............. ·..... DC plasma (monochrome)
NEC Corp ................. AC plasma (monochrome)
Active matrix LCD (full color)
Optrex Corp .............. Passive matrix LCD (monochrome)
Sanyo Electric Co., Ltd .. Passive matrix LCD (monochrome, limited
color)
Seiko Epson Corp ......... Passive matrix LCD (mainly monochrome)
Active matrix LCD (monochrome, limited
color)
Seiko Instruments ........ Passive matrix LCD (monochrome)
Sharp Corp ............... Passive matrix LCD
Active matrix LCD
AC thin-film EL
Toshiba Corp ............. Passive matrix LCD (monochrome)
Active matrix LCD (monochrome, color)

l/ Includes only types of HIC FPDs produced for sale in commercial quantities.
2f As noted earlier in this report, Japanese firms producing more than one
type of major technology (i.e., passive matrix LCDs, active matrix LCDs,
plasma displays, or EL displays) do so in separate manufacturing facilities.
l/ Individual firms that manufacture passive matrix LCDs frequently employ
more than one passive matrix LCD technology (generally a combination of TN,
STN, DSTN, FTN, and/or NTN technologies). Use of both thin-film active matrix
(i.e., TFT) and metal-insulator-metal (MIM) technologies were reported.
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***began developing its *** technology in 1966, and*** and*** began work on
passive matrix LCDs in 1975 and 1979, respectively. The other firms became
involved with the development of HIC FPD technology in the early 1980s and all
firms had begun full commercial production of at least one type of display by
the mid-1980s.
Japanese manufacturers reported assembling HIC FPDs from a variety of
manufactured and purchased components. Like the U.S. petitioners, the vast
majority of display glass is actually manufactured by the reporting producer
from glass that is purchased in its raw or coated form. There are, however,
exceptions. 157 Japanese producers also reported both in-house fabrication and
purchase of the drivers, control electronics, and mechanical packages.
The following tabulation shows total production and the share of total
production from 1988 to 1990 and the number of firms reporting such activity
in 1990 for each of the key technology types: 158
Type of display

Production
(Units)

Passive matrix LCDs ........
***
Active matrix LCDs .........
***
Plasma displays ............
***
EL displays ................
***
Total .................... 12,279,310

Number of
Share
firms 1/
(Percent)
***
***
***
***
100.0

12
6
3

-1
14

1/ Does not add to total since some firms produce more than one type of HIC
FPD.
Production of passive matrix LCDs has dominated Japanese (and thus worldwide)
manufacturing activity. Plasma display production has historically assumed
lesser importance and *** production of EL displays in Japan. Active matrix
LCDs are just entering the Japanese marketplace.

DATA REPORTED BY JAPANESE MANUFACTURERS ON THEIR OPERATIONS FOR SUBJECT HIC
FPDa
Data received by the Commission for the combined active matrix LCD and EL
HIC FPO operations of Japanese manufacturers are presented in table 32. 159
Because the majority of the absolute indicators on which data were reported
vary dramatically between active matrix and EL displays, these displays are
discussed separately in the following sections.

*** reported purchasing display glass for some models of its HIC FPDs,
as did***· "On some occasions," ***also purchases glass that has the
electrodes attached to it.
158 Reported HIC FPD prototypes include passive matrix LCDs with reduced
size and weight, and increased contrast, resolution, and gray scale. Work in
color passive matrix LCDs also continues. Active matrix LCD prototypes are
increasing in size compared to those currently available as commercial
production. (***.) A*** is available from*** and*** is prototyping ***·
159 Data received by the Commission on the passive matrix LCD and plasma HIC
FPO operations of Japanese manufacturers are presented in app. G.
157
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Table 32
Active matrix LCD HIC FPDs and EL HIC FPDs: Japanese capacity, production,
inventories, capacity utilization, and shipments, 1988-90, and projected 1991
and 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Operations on Active Matrix LCD HIC FPDs
The data presented in table 33 for active matrix LCDs reflect the surge
of this technology into the world market. Production of active matrix LCDs in
1990 (***units) was over*** times what was reported for 1988 (***units).
By 1992, production is expected to rise to *** units. Although capacity to
produce is also expected to increase dramatically in the next 2 years,
increases in production will outstrip the rate of increase in capacity, with a
subsequent expected increase in capacity utilization rates from *** percent in
1990 to ***percent in 1991 and*** percent in 1992. 160 (Capacity utilization
data reported for the period under investigation largely reflects that of
Hosiden, the largest producer. Capacity utilization for the other four
producers in 1990, Hitachi, NEC Technologies, Seiko Epson, and Sharp, ranged
from*** percent to*** percent.)
Table 33
Active matrix LCD HIC FPDs: Japanese capacity, production, inventories,
capacity utilization, and shipments, 1988-90, and projected 1991 and 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Unlike the other HIC FPD technologies (including the subject EL
displays), ***· (The U.S. shipments of active matrix LCDs reflect the Hosiden
sale of the product to Apple.) ***
Hosiden was the largest Japanese
producer of active matrix LCDs in 1990 (producing*** units); ***, the
smallest, reported the manufacture of*** units. Hosiden's dominance should
change as the other Japanese manufacturers bring capacity on-stream. ***

As is the case of the domestic industry, the measurement of capacity is
not precise and will vary according to the sizes of the glass substrates and
the current manufacturing yields.
160
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Operations on EL HIC FPDs
Sharp is the only manufacturer of EL displays in Japan. Data for its
operations are reported in table 34. Horne market shipments *** from 1988 to
1989, then*** in 1990. In contrast, shipments to the United States were ***
throughout the period under investigation, *** from *** units in 1988 to ***
units in 1989, then*** to*** units in 1990. ***
Table 34
EL HIC FPDs: Japanese capacity, production, inventories, capacity
utilization, and shipments, 1988-90, and projected 1991 and 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
INVESTMENTS BY JAPANESE MANUFACTURERS FOR HIC FPDs
Japanese manufacturers of HIC FPDs are vertically integrated firms that
produce a wide variety of other electronic products. The percentage of each
firm's total sales in its most recent fiscal year represented by sales of HIC
FPDs was ***percent or less for all but 2 firms. Information gathered by the
Commission on the capital expenditures and research and development expenses
for all HIC FPDs by Japanese firms, including nonsubject passive matrix LCDs
and plasma displays, is presented in the following tabulation (in thousands of
U.S. dollars):
Item

1988

1989

1990

Projected-1991
1992

Capital expenditures 1/ 2J
Research and development
expenses 11 !±/ 2/ .....
Total ...................

175,647

332,221

691,145

618,671

777, 358

87,604
263,251

115, 760
447,981

175,424
866,569

202,311
820,982

203,893
981,251

1/ Includes land and land improvements, building and leasehold improvements,
machines, equipment and fixtures.

2J Does not include projections for capital expenditures in 1991 and 1992
for ***·
Includes the development of new or improved products, testing of
competitors' products, development of new or improved manufacturing methods,
development of new or special equipment, testing of new materials, and pure
research.
!±/ *** included research and development expenses for LIC FPDs.
2J Does not include projections for research and development expenses in
1991 and 1992 for ***
·

11
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Total actual or planned investment for all types of HIC FPD technologies for
the period from 1988 to 1992 exceeds $3 billion. 161 Most of this investment is
for active matrix LCDs.
Awareness of and information on Japanese investment plans are widespread.
The following tabulation, drawn from a February 15, 1990 Nikkei Sangyo
Newspaper survey on active matrix LCDs, has been widely reprinted and
quoted. 162
Company

Investment plan

Production plans/display size

Sharp ....... .

$700 million from
1990 to 1993

3,000 to 5,000 per month from April
1990; 10 inches and above

Hitachi. .....

$210 million in 1991

500 units of 10 inches and above
from April or May 1990

Toshiba/IBM ..

$140 million

Beginning production in April 1991

NEC ......... .

$70 million

8 inches in August 1990
10 inches in November 1990

Mitsubishi. ..

$70 million

Sampling in 1991

Hoshiden .....

$140 million by 1992

10-inch color units in 1990

Matsushita ...

$350 million by 1992

Not available

Sanyo ....... .

$560 million by 1992

Not available

There are reportedly two joint government-industry development projects
involving active matrix LCDs that began in Japan in 1989. In the first
project, Tokyo-based GTC Co.--established by the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MIT!) and 17 private Japanese enterprises (reportedly
including firms such as Sharp, Hitachi, Seiko Epson, NEC, and Fujitsu)-intends to develop the basic technology required to build an active matrix 40inch LCD containing 6 million pixels for use in HDTV. The joint venture was
budgeted at 2.8 billion yen (of which 70 percent was to be funded by the Japan
Key Technology Center (JKTC)), which is under the control of MIT! and the
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT)) to cover costs over a 5-year
period. In the second project, Tokyo-based HDTEC, established by MIT!, the
MPT. and five private companies (reportedly including Seiko Epson and NEC),
intend to develop a "projection-type" SO-inch active matrix LCD containing
over 2 million pixels for use in HDTV. The project was budgeted at 3.4
billion yen (also apparently 70-percent provided by the JKTC) to cover costs
over a 5-year period. 163

161 In response to a Commission inquiry, *** firms reported using returns
from sales of products other than HIC FPDs as a source of their funding for
capital expenditures and research and development expenses for HIC FPDs.
Firms also cited returns from sales of HIC FPDs, debt and equity financing,
and corporate capital expenditures as sources of revenue. ***
(There are,
however, payments made to. HIC FPO manufacturers from their customers for nonrecurring engineering costs and tooling charges.)
162 This information was also cited in the petition.
163 Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Sept. 20, 1988 and Oct. 2, 1989.
Also see "Flat
panel displays," a Jardine Fleming Securities LTD industry review dated
Dec. 15, 1989.
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PLANS FOR THE EXPANSION OF CAPACITY AND OTHER RELATED ISSUES
The following plans to expand capacity to produce HIC FPDs were reported
in response to the Commission's questionnaires.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

***
In late 1991, Sharp Microelectronics Technology, Inc., in Camas,
WA, will begin the assembly of passive matrix LCDs from imported display glass
and electronics. 164
The issue of whether Japanese manufacturers had sufficient capacity to
produce HIC FPDs available prior to receiving contracts from U.S. customers or
whether they developed needed capacity during the period between the start of
negotiations and the beginning of full commercial production has been raised.
The time required for initial inquiries, purchase and evaluation of
prototypes, and the negotiation of a production agreement to be made by a
customer typically ranges from a couple of months to a year or more.
Throughout the entire period of investigation, Japanese capacity to produce
HIC FPDs has been e~p~nding rapidly. In its questionnaire to Japanese
manufacturers, the Co-.nmission requested that firms list all negotiations that
resulted in developm~nt and/or production agreements to purchase HIC FPDs by
their U.S. customers from 1988 to date and, for each stage of the negotiation,
itemize the number of HIC FPDs the customer proposed to purchase and the
amount of capacity currently available. 165 In their responses to Commission
questionnaires, Japanese firms reported that***· Firms stated that, in
general, plans to expand capacity are based on overall projections and noted
that the U.S. market accounts for a relatively small share of worldwide demand
for all HIC FPO technologies. However, as noted earlier, this is less true
for active matrix HIC FPDs, a subject product, than for the other
technologies. Hosiden, the largest producer of active matrix displays during
the period of investigation, indicated in its response to the Commission's
questionnaire that ***. 166
Petitioners state in their prehearing brief (p. 88) that" ... the long
prototype-evaluation-preproduction-production process was done before Hosiden
had capacity in place, and that the price negotiations were settled and the
contract signed well before Hosiden built capacity." As noted above, the
production agreement between Apple and Hosiden was ***· Apple further
responds in its posthearing brief (p. 11) that it ***
Furthermore, Apple

News reports state that the Camas, WA plant will be able to produce
500,000 screens with a diagonal of 10 inches by the end of 1993. "Sharp,
under attack by U.S. regulators, to build laptops' thin screens in U.S.," The
Wall Street Journal, Feb. 22, 1991. ***
(***.)
165 "Available·• capacity was defined as the number of units that could be
manufactured on existing production lines with only minor tooling changes to
be made to those lines after the receipt of the order. Capacity that was
already committed to the production of displays for other customers was to be
excluded.
166 Construction of Hosiden's active matrix LCD plant for mass production
began in*** based upon*** construction plans. The plant was completed***
and was***
(***.) (Hosiden's posthearing brief, pp. 9-10.)
164
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"did not have to invest in a new production facility or even an entirely new
product" (posthearing brief, p. 7) J 67
The decisions made by Apple beginning in 1986 as to· which firms it would
work with to obtain the active matrix LCD technology were significant ones-both for Apple itself and for the active matrix LCD industry. 168 In 1986,
Apple apparently represented the world's only high-volwne, commercial user
that would eventually choose the technological char.acteristics offered by
active matrix LCDs·. 169 (In 1989, ·the year commercial shipments began, Apple
purchased *** percent of the total number of active matrix LCDs shipped
worldwide by all Japanese manufacturers; by 1990, that percentage***.)
Apple's interest was key not so much in terms of the money it invested in
prototypes and non-recurring engineering expenses--which was less than $***-but because its participation in the development and anticipated future
commitment to buy justified the investment by manufacturers (or their
investors) in production capacity . 170 ' ***. ***
Although Apple signed the development agreement with Hosiden on***, it
continued to examine other;possible suppliers, includfng OIS and Planar. 171
(Apple was willing to consider a second source, especially one lcrcated in the
United States.) 172 Both OIS and Planar have named' Apple as a ''lost sale" in
.their questionnaire responses, a claim rejected by respondents. Further
information on discussions held between Apple· and OIS and: Apple and Planar is
presented· in the section of this report entitled ;,Consideration of the causal
relationship between imports of the subject merchandise and the alleged
material injury." Also, a discussion of the docwnentatiori' provided in support
of the claims by petitioners and respondents is presented in appendix H to
this report.

WORLD MARKET
The same forces which have driven the U.S. market are found on a worldwide basis. In its response to the Commission's questionnaire in the
preliminary investigation, *** stated:
n:The change in the HIC flat panel·market worldwide since 1987 can only be
termed revolutionary. The growth in demand attributable to portable,
laptop, and notebook computers is astronomical. The producers of
portable computers have become giant conswners of HIC flat panel displays,. including Japan 1 ·Korea, Taiwan, ahd the United States, ·though the
lion's share of HIC flat panel manufacturing 'has been captured by Japan."
\· ..

***
***
***
***
***.. ***
***•
(***. ***. ) ***
***
***. ***
(***. )
l.69 Unlike the other U.S. manufacturers ·of portab.le computers, Apple did not
choose a passive matrix LCD
its laptop version of the Macintosh since***
170 ***
***
(***.) '
.,
167

168

for

171

***
***
Testimony

***

***

***

***

***

of Randy Battat, vice president of portable computers, Apple.
(Transcript, p. 125.)
172
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Countries other than Japan are setting up production lines for HIC
FPDs. 173 Both Korea and Taiwan are reportedly planning manufacturing
operations and, as noted earlier in the report, Thomson-CSF began production
operations in *** in France using active matrix LCD technology acquired from
General Electric.
·

CONSIDERATION OF THE CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF
THE SUBJECT MERCHANDISE AND THE ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY
U.S. Imports
IMPORTS FROM JAPAN
The quantity of subject imports from Japan rose *** from *** units in
1988 to *** units in 1989 and *** units in 1990, or by over *** percent (table
35). The increase is*** due to shipments of active matrix LCDs, which began
in significant numbers during the fall of 1989. Such shipments are expected
to increase throughout the 1990s (table 33) as Japanese manufacturers bring
capacity on-stream and new applications are developed or users of other
monochrome displays switch to the color active matrix product. (The·magnitude
of the increase during the period of investigation, however, is ***due to one
sale, that of displays sold by Hosiden to Apple for the Macintosh portable.
~mports of active matrix LCDs by firms other than Apple increased from ***
u,nits in 1988 to*** units in 1989 and then to*** units in 1990.) ***
imports of subject EL displays ***
Table 35
HIC FPDs:

*

U.S. imports from Japan, by types of displays, 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
The quantity of imports of all types of HIC FPD te~bnologies from Japan
increased from *** units in 1988 to *** units in 1990, ,ot by *** percent
(table 35). The value of U.S. imports of HIC FPDs imported from Japan
followed a similar trend as the quantity of U.S. imports from 1988 to 1990,
increasing by *** percent. The increase in imports is *** due to imports of
LCDs (including nonsubject passive matrix LCDs) from Ja;pan: such. imports rose
from*** units in 1988 to *** units in 1990, an increase of over *** percent.
Imports of nonsubject plasma displays decreased irregularly by *** percent
from *** units in 1988 to *** units in 1990. Shipments of imported HIC FPDs
primarily consisted of the nonsubject passive matrix LCDs and plasma technologies: subject imports comprised*** percent of total U.S. imports from Japan
(based on quantity) in 1988, *** percent in 1989, and *** percent in 1990.
173 Currently, complete laptops imported into the United States include
Japanese-manufactured HIC FPDs. ***
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Based on value, those shares were ***percent in 1988, *** percent in 1989,
and *** percent in 1990.
Unit values of U.S. imports of HIC FPDs, in aggregate, remained
relatively constant. However, reported unit values for the four types of
displays vary somewhat: in 1990 the average value of U.S. imports of passive
matrix LCDs from Japan was $***, the average value of active matrix LCDs was
$***, 174 the average value of plasma displays was $***, and the average value
of imported EL displays was $***· Individual firms reported unit values for
active matrix LCDs that varied widely, from $*** per display (for ***) to $***
per display (for***).
HIC FPDs are imported from Japan as both "complete" (i.e., consisting of
the display glass, drive and control electronics, and mechanical package) and
as "incomplete" displays. (As noted earlier, incomplete displays contain the
display glass, but lack at least one and, by definition, possibly all of the
other components). ***reported "incomplete displays" from Japan contained
the drive electronics (along with the display glass). Frequently the
mechanical package was also included. The control electronics, however, were
not included in any of the "incomplete" units . 175
An undetermined number of imports of HIC FPDs during the period covered
by the investigation were imported separately because of the special 100percent duty rate applicable to certain computers imported from Japan having
non-CRT displays. The HIC FPDs were subsequently assembled into complete
computers in the United States. The suspending of the 100-percent duty,
effective August 1, 1991, may affect the importation mix of HIC FPDs and the
completed computers in which they are used.

IMPORTS FROM OTHER SOURCES
The only additional source of imports reported (and then only of EL
displays) was Finland. The following tabulation shows the quantity, value,
·and unit value of U.S. imports of .EL displays from Finland: 176

*
***

*

*

*

*

*

*

(***.)
Imports from all sources (including Finland) are reported in table 36.

174

This unit value is based almost completely on monochrome active matrix

LCDs.
Because of difficulties in precisely defining the electronic components
(most specifically the control electronics) the distinction between a
"complete" HIC FPO and an "incomplete" HIC FPO is not clear.
176 Data are reported on a fiscal-year basis (Mar. 1 to Feb. 28) .
Data for
the remainder of 1990 are not available.
175
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Table 36
HIC FPDs:

*

U.S. imports from all countries, by types of displays, 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source:
Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

U.S. Market Penetration by Imports
Data on penetration by subject imports into the U.S. market for all HIC
FPDs are presented in table 37. The market shares of active matrix LCDs and
EL displays are also presented separately in table 38. As shown in table 37,
nonsubject imports from Japan dominate the U.S. market for HIC FPDs. (The
market shares of imports of passive matrix LCDs and plasma displays from Japan
do not fall below*** percent (based on quantity of U.S. shipments) during any
period.) Subject imports account for a small, but growing market share,
increasing (based on quantity) from *** percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1989
to *** percent in 1990. The share of the domestic market accounted for by the
domestic industry (whether or not In Focus is included) is also small, ranging
between*** percent and*** percent of the quantity of total U.S. shipments
during the period under investigation.
(However, as shown in table 37,
domestic producers' share of the value of U.S. shipments is significantly
larger.) The share of the market accounted for by U.S. producers' shipments
decreased from 1988 to 1989, then rose in 1990 (whether measured by quantity
or value and whether or not including In Focus).
If production data for In
Focus are included, the market share of domestic producers was higher in 1990
(for both quantity and value of U.S. shipments) than it was in either 1988 or
1989.
As shown in table 38, shipments from Japan of active matrix LCDs *** the
U.S. market; only*** units manufactured by OIS were sold domestically.
The
market shares accounted for by imports from Japan of EL displays, in terms of
quantity, have *** from*** percent in 1988 to *** percent in 1989, then to
*** percent in 1990. The *** from 1988 to 1989, however, ***, as imports from
Finland*** from*** percent in 1988 to*** percent in 1989. Because the data
on imports from Finland are estimated for 1990 (based upon only 4 months
reporting), comparisons for 1990 are questionable although believed to be a
reasonable approximation of actual U.S. shipments of such imports. However,
it is clear that for EL displays, U.S. producers' supplied approximately***
of the market for such displays (in terms of quantity) in 1988, *** in 1989,
then, in 1990, *** percent.
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Table 37
HIC FPDs: Producers' and importers' U.S. shipments, apparent consumption, and
market shares, 1988-90
Item

1988

1989

1990

Quantity (units)
The industry without In Focus:
Producers' U.S. shipments
***
U.S. shipments of imports from-Japan:
Subject imports ................. .
***
Nonsubject imports .............. .
***
Subtotal .......... , ........... .
***
Finland1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
***
Total ........................... .
***
Apparent U.S. consumption ........... . 483,407
The industry with In Focus: 2
Producers' U.S. shipments
***
U.S. shipments of imports from-Japan:
Subject imports ................. .
***
Nonsubject imports .............. .
***
Subtotal ...................... .
***
Finland1 • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • .
***
Total ........................... .
***
Apparent U.S. consumption ........... .
***

See footnotes at end of table.

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

666' 711

824,001

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

Value
The industry without In Focus:
Producers' U.S. shipments
***
U.S. shipments of imports fro~-
Japan:
Subject imports ................. .
***
Nonsubject imports .............. .
***
Subtotal ...................... .
***
Finland1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
***
Total ........................... .
***
Apparent U.S. consumption ........... . 127,899
The industry with In Focus: 2
Producers' U.S. shipments
***
U.S. shipments of imports from-Japan:
Subject imports ................. .
***
Nonsubject imports .............. .
***
Subtotal ...................... .
***
Finland1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
***
Total ........................... .
***
Apparent U.S. consumption ........... .
***

***

(1.

000 dollars)

***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

190' 130

222,174

***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
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Table 37--Continued
HIC FPDs: Producers' and importers' U.S. shipments, apparent consumption, and
market shares, 1988-90
Item

1989

1988
Market share

The industry without In Focus:
Producers' U.S. shipments
U.S. shipments of imports from-Japan:
Subject imports ................. .
Nonsubject imports .............. .
Subtotal ...................... .
Finland 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Total ........................... .
Apparent U.S. conswnption ........... .
The industry with In Focus: 2
Producers' U.S. shipments
U.S. shipments of imports from-Japan:
Subject imports ................. .
Nonsubject imports .............. .
Subtotal ...................... .
Finland 1 • • • • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • • • . • . • • .
Total ...................... ·..... .
Apparent U.S. consumption ........... .

b~ guantit~

(11ercent)

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

100.0

Market share
The industry without In Focus:
Producers' U.S. shipments
U.S. shipments of imports from-Japan:
·
Subject imports ................. .
Nonsubject imports .............. .
Subtotal ...................... .
Finland1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Total ........................... .
Apparent U.S. consumption ........... .
The industry with In Focus: 2
Producers' U.S. shipments
U.S. shipments of imports from-Japan:
Subject imports ................. .
Nonsubject imports .............. .
Subtotal ...................... .
Finland1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Total ........................... .
Apparent U.S. consumption ........... .

1990

100.0
b~

100.0

value (11ercent)

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

***

***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

100.0

100.0

100.0

The only imports from sources other than Japan that were reported were
imports of EL displays from Finland. Data on shipments of imports of EL
displays from Finland are reported on a fiscal-year basis (March 11 to
February 28) for 1988 and 1989 and were annualized for 1990 by Commission
staff based upon 4 months reporting (March 1, 1990 to June 30, 1990).
2 The passive matrix LCD display glass imported for use by In Focus is
reported both in shipments of imports and in U.S. producers' shipments.
(However, the amount reported as U.S. producers' shipments is *** than onethird of the number of units imported because about 3 of the imported display
glass units are incorporated into each In Focus unit produced.) Thus,
apparent U.S. consumption is slightly overstated.
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaries of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 38
Active matrix LCOs and EL displays: Producers' and importers' U.S. shipments,
apparent consumption, and market shares, 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Selection of HIC FPD Technology and Vendor
For reasons addressed in greater detail earlier in this report, analyses
of the competitiveness and interchangeability of different technologies are
complex. The often extensive background research and engineering evaluations
required prior to the selection of a display for commercial use demonstrate
the technical nature of both the displays, the end products in which they are
used and, thus, the purchasing decision itself. The rapid changes in HIC FPO
technology during the period of investigation compound the difficulty of
assessing or evaluating past purchasing decisions based on discussions of
currently available technology. Furthermore, "currently available technology"
may still be in the research or development stages and conversion of research
units into production-model displays is an uncertain process. For end
products designed around the HIC FPO, the display selection assumes such
importance to the success of the product that such factors as the financial
stability of the HIC FPO producer and its ability to continue production and
technical development of the display are significant.
The multiplicity of HIC FPDs is matched by a multiplicity of markets
which have likewise varying characteristics, needs, and, thus, purchasing
criteria. For OEMs of computers the design of the display assumes great
importance for "leading-edge models." 177 The technical and design aspects of
the display are equally important to users with military and aerospace
applications, except here the display accounts for a small portion of the
value of the end-user system. (In contrast, the display is the *** component
of a portable computer.) A third key market is comprised of the small-volume
users who purchase off-the-shelf models, mainly for industrial and medical
applications.
To permit such issues to be addressed or considered at the point where
the individual purchasing decision actually occurred, the Commission included
a section in its questionnaires requesting purchasers of HIC FPOs to describe
their selection processes for both the HIC FPO technology and display vendor
for all of their negotiations which would have led to HIC FPO deliveries after
January 1, 1988. Because purchasers, in briefs submitted to the Commission
during its preliminary investigation, characterized their purchasing process
as consisting of multiple stages (generally, (1) initial inquiry and
evaluation, (2) evaluation of prototypes leading to a development agreement,
177 This is less true, of course, for computers which are designed to appeal
to consumers for reasons other than state-of-the-art technology (namely,
price).
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and (3) negotiations leading to production agreement), the ColJlmission further
requested that purchasers provide relevant information separately for each of
their discussion or negotiation stages.
The information received is presented in tables I-1 and I-2 in appendix I
to this report. The following discussion is general and does not attempt to
address or assess the role played by price; more specific infoi;mation on the
negotiation processes undertaken by individual firms is presented in the next
section of this report.
·
Table I-1 details the selection of the HIC FPD technology for each end
product for which a purchasing decision was made; table I-2 p~ovides further
information on vendor selection for each of the purchasing decisions . 178 • 179 As
shown in table I-1, firms typically reported that they either reviewed or
assessed the potential of different HIC FPD technologies (and, on occasion,
CRTs) during what the Commission labelled the "initial inquiry and evaluation"
or what firms sometimes described as the design or model stage. 180 These
evaluations were made through general research, reviews of data sheets,
display demonstrations and test-use, and visits to suppliers. The number of
vendors and offerings reviewed varied, but usually included several sources
(see table I-2, where firms listed the early stages). As shown in table I-1,
the reasons provided py respondents for selecting a specific technology
generally mirror the performance characteristics commonly ascribed to each
technology and discussed earlier in this report . 181 ' 182 The technology decision

178 Some of the purchasing decisions identified in tables 1-1 and I-2 were
also cited as "lost sales" by U.S. producers. Further identification and
analysis of specific sales are provided later in this report.
179 The Commission received a response from all known importers (most of
which are computer manufacturers) to its importer/purchaser _questionnaires.
As stated earlier in this report, such firms almost exclusively purchase
imported HIC FPDs from Japan. However, a smaller number of the firms that
purchase HIC FPDs for use in products other than computers (specifically,
aerospace/military and industrial and medical applications) responded. These
firms purchase both domestically produced and imported displays.
180 Exceptions include end products where there were what firms considered
clear barriers to the use of other technologies (specifically, ***.)
181 Although a limited number of such purchasers are included in tables I-1
and I-2, firms using displays for end uses other than portable computers also
reported identifying and selecting a specific HIC FPD technology early in the
decision process. Specifically, *** selected EL displays for a*** before the
product was designed, *** selected passive matrix LCDs for a *** before the
initial inquiry to vendors, *** selected EL displays for ***before the design
of the product, *** selected active matrix LCDs for a *** during initial
design, *** selected passive matrix LCDs for *** without conducting a full
technology search; *** selected LCDs for a *** at the end of the model stage,
*** chose passive matrix LCDs at the beginning of the formal design stage, ***
chose EL for a *** at its conceptual stage, *** selected passive matrix LCDs
for *** during product design, and *** chose plasma displays for *** during
the proposal stage (table I-1). None of these firms reported "negotiations"
with vendors offering other technologies.
182 Such patterns do not, however, necessarily demonstrate absolute
differences among technologies. For some applications, alternate technologies
(continued ... )
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appears to have been made before firms began the testing of prototypes. 183 As
shown in table I-2, no firm reported contacting or considering vendors
offering more than one type of technology (the type it eventually purchased)
during the so-called "prototype evaluation/development agreement stage."
Firms generally reported purchasing and evaluating prototypes from no more
than two or three firms before selecting one firm (with occasionally a backup
supplier) to receive the commercial order. The reasons for not further
considering disqualified vendors or for selecting the winning manufacturer
cited by purchasers can be generally classified as technical performance or
reliability of supply, but, taken individually, depict the myriad concerns of
purchasers.
Perceived differences between the t~chnologies can determine whether a
firm is even considered as a vendor~-especially if the purchaser believes a
passive matrix L~D is required. As shown in table I-2, many firms indicated
that they did not consider purchasing from or even contacting U.S. producers
because of their inability to supply passive matrix LCDs.
The Negotiation Process
In the HIC FPO market, purchasers usually follow certain steps in
choosing a supplier of displays. In general, purchasers determine the design
and specifications of the end product that they wish to manufacture, including
the type of display, and then evaluate the various suppliers to determine
which firms have the ability to manufacture the. specific HIC FPDs needed. The
process of evaluating each supplier varies somewhat from purchaser to
purchaser. U.S. purchasers of HIC FPDs were asked. to provide information
concerning the history and process of their purchasing negotiations with
domestic and foreign suppliers. A summary of the information received from
purchasers follows. 184 This information reflects. the purchasing habits of the
OEM computer manufacturers, medical equipment manufacturers, and control
equipment makers.

182 ( ••• continued)
can clearly be used should the purchaser desire different performance
characteristics. As shown in table I-1, ***· Also, more than one technology
was viewed as possessing the needed functions by*** for its ***· ***
183 The "dec:ision stage" classifications in table I-2 were those reported by
questionnaire respondents. Although the Commission's questionnaire suggested
categories (namely, (1) initial inquiry and evaluation, (2) evaluation of
prototypes leading to development agreement, and (3) negotiations leading to
production agreement), respondents were requested to report their own stages
if these were not meaningful for their firm's operations. Firms did not
necessarily complete one "stage" for all suppliers before proceeding to the
next stage (specifically, ***'s selection of a supplier for its***).
184 See app. I for a tabulation containing additional information on the
decisions of these purchasers that provided information on the negotiation
process.
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COMPUTER MANUFACTURERS
*** reported that its typical decision process for the purchase of HIC
FPDs opens as follows: first it prepares a custom design that meets specific
operating parameters of the particular end-use application (e.g., ***). The
next step is to verify whether the potential supplier has the technology to
meet the parameters defined by ***'s custom design and the resources to
d~velop a custom product.
*** then examines whether or not the management has
the infrastructure needed to mass produce the particular HIC FPO. *** then
inspects the financial stability of the potential supplier and its ability to
sustain high production rates. It is also important to *** that the firm can
supply a quality product in a reliable fashion. Finally, *** assesses whether
or not the supplier has the abiU.ty to continue to service ***'s technical
needs in the long term. According to ***, the most important criteria in the
evaluation process are technology, manufacturing capability.and flexibility,
ahd the overall philosophy of the vendor regarding the customer-supplier
felationship. 185 It is only after these criteria have been examined that price
is considered in the purchasing decision.
*** provided details of the negotiation. and decision making process for
produc~s because
only the LCD technology met ***'s criteria; factors considered by *** included
response time, ***, low, power requirement, light weight, and th.e ability to
move from monochrome to multigray level by***· *** stated that it did
examine other technologies (e.g., EL and plasma technologies) but that they
did not meet ***'s product specifications. In those cases where the
supplier's product did not meet the technological specifications. the cost of
the display was not considered by***·

"Ir** . 186 *** reported that it chose LCD displays for these end

***
During the initial evaluation phase, price was not discussed. ***
was not considered after this phase because *** did not believe that *** had
the ability to produce the needed*** in mass commercial quantities. In
addition, *** reported that *** did not submit a business plan or a strategy
for production. ***also were not considered after this phase. 187 In the
prototype evaluation stage, *** examined ***. Target prices .were discussed at
this time. 188 *** decided to purchase the *** displays from ***, a Japanese
supplier, because only*** passed all of ***'s quality, reliability, and
performance goals.
***

***

*** initially examined ***

***

***reported that.it has***

189

*** reported that it generally creates a product design before it begins
any negotiations for the purchase of HIC FPDs. *** first determines the
technology required to manufacture the new product. *** engineers then
interview all potential qualified suvpliers of the chosen technology. 190 • 191

185
186
187
188
lSS

190
liH

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***·
***
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Once qualified vendors are identified, *** provides specifications to which
they respond with project proposals. *** may then order prototypes from the
suppliers and ***'s engineers then request cost estimates. Per-unit price
does not become a major issue until the appropriate technology is chosen and
*** has determined that the vendor has met all its requirements. 192
*** reported specific information on its purchases of HIC FPDs for ***·
*** 193 As stated above, *** made the technology decision on the basis of the
specifications of the end-use product. For its purchases of *** displays, ***
reported that it originally examined all technologies of FPDs but decided that
the *** FPD was the best technology for its products . 194 *** reported that in
one instance where it purchased LCD displays, domestic firms were considered
during the research phase, but, in the others, they were not because they
lacked the capability to manufacture *** . 195
*** reported that there are several stages from the initial conception to
the final marketing of the product. In the first stage, which is an ongoing
process, ***evaluates the available technologies. 196 In the second stage, ***
develops a product for commercial marketing using information obtained from
customer surveys. The technology for the FPD is determined at this stage
based on the specific requirements for the end product. *** then develops the
preliminary specifications for the product and the FPD and surveys the vendors
that are known to have the manufacturing potential to produce it. ***
requests potential suppliers to submit information pertaining to ***'s
requirements and often purchases prototypes from these firms. After narrowing
down the number of potential suppliers to about ***, *** sends the firms a
request for quotation (RFQ) . 197 *** then analyzes the responses, paying
particular attention to ***· In the next stage, the RFQ requests estimated
prices. Cost then becomes one of the factors in determining the final
vendor . 198 A final decision is made after these factors have been evaluated.

*** requires that the supplier demonstrates that it can custom design to
***'s specifications; is able to manufacture to high quality standards and is
committed to such standards; has high-volume manufacturing capability; and can
be flexible to frequent changes in volume and technology requirements. ***
193 ***
194 *** chose*** Japanese firms to supply it with the***·
***reported
that it did not consider any U.S. producers of *** panels, because at the
time, the only U.S. firm that could have supplied their *** needs was ***; ***
did not want to purchase from***· *** reported that it did not purchase from
*** because *** was not sure of *** product availability and production
capability. According to ***, in***, *** estimated that it would take ***
before a prototype would be available and *** before full production would be
possible.
195 *** reported that it visited***, a domestic producer, in*** in
connection with its purchases of*** FPDs for ***· ***
***
196 ***·
197 The RFQ contains th.e full engineering specifications and seeks
information to enable *** to determine the reliability of the product and the
supplier, as well as the basic costs for the product.
198 *** reported that cost is only one of numerous factors in making a
determination between vendors of the same technology. Other factors such as
***·
192
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*** presented specific information for two of its end products. ***
chose a *** display for one product (***) and a *** display for the other
product (***); in both cases, the technologies matched the needs of the end
product the best. *** chose ***, a Japanese producer, as the primary source
for the *** displays and*** as the alternate source. *** reported that ***
was chosen for many reasons, including the fact that it had ***· ***
considered*** U.S. *** as a source for *** displays for the personal
computer. 199 *** was rejected for several reasons, including ***.
For its *** display purchases, *** examined *** different Japanese
suppliers and chose *** because ***'s product was the closest fit to ***'s
requirements. ***
*** reported that it typically does not participate in negotiations for
the purchase of HIC FPDs; rather, ***handles negotiations. However, ***
reported that it did participate in the negotiations for the purchase of HIC
FPDs for one end product, ***· ***negotiation process begins with a survey
of the technologies available to meet the requirements. It then surveys
potential vendors offering the specific technology and selects the vendor that
is best qualified for the particular project. The final phase is the
negotiation and development of the product. For its ***, *** chose a *** FPO.
*** reported that the leading factor in the selection of this display was ***
***stated that other possible technologies, such as*** were considered but
.were rejected because of power consumption, display life, and weight. ***
reported that both plasma and EL technologies consume four times the amount of
power that the LCD technology consumes. 20° Cost was not a critical factor in
the evaluation of***; in the case of*** technology, ***·
*** provided information on its purchasing negotiations in general and
details with respect to*** of its end products, ***· *** reported that its
typical decision process for HIC FPDs begins with an assessment of competitive
technologies. *** first evaluates samples and then enters production volume
negotiations.
For its *** display, *** chose to use a passive matrix, *** display from
***, a Japanese supplier. *** reported that other technologies, such as
plasma and EL, were precluded from use in this product by power requirements.
*** also reported that older LCD technologies were not feasible because they
did not meet the optical requirements (e.g., response time and high contrast).
*** also stated that the cost of the FPO for this product was not considered
until the final phase of negotiations.
For its ***, *** chose to use a passive-matrix LCD display; therefore, no
domestic producers were involved in the negotiations. *** reported that
plasma and EL were once again precluded by power requirements. *** stated
that the cost of the FPO was considered in both the sample evaluation and
final negotiation stages.
*** also provided details on its negotiations for HIC FPDs for its ***
computer. For this end product, *** chose to use *** displays. Of the ***
firms considered, one was a U.S. firm(***) and*** were Japanese(***). ***

199
200

***
***

***
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rejected *** during the first phas'e of the decision process. 201 *** chose to
purchase HIC FPDs from *** because it was the only vendor that demonstrated
that it was capable of supplying the required HIC FPD. *** was rejected due
to its repeated inability to provide samples that met the power consumption
and gray scale that were required.
*** provided information on its purchases of HIC FPDs for three different
portable computers. For all three of these products, *** chose to use ***
purchased from***· ***considered***, which are Japanese suppliers;
however, *** was rejected in one of the three instances because of ***· In
another case, *** supplied displays for the end product. *** ultimately
selected ***· In the third instance, ***was chosen over *** because of
proven technology, the possibility of future color technology with the same
mechanical layout, and superior screen quality.

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
*** provided information regarding its negotiation process for HIC FPDs.
*** generally begins by establishing the desired specifications of the
display. It then identifies FPO vendors who meet these particular
specifications and obtains prototypes for evaluation. *** then issues a
request for quotation and compares the prices of the FPDs of different
suppliers. Price and performance comparisons are made and sources are
selected.
*** described the process by which it decided to purchase *** HIC FPO for
use in its ***. 202 Prior to the design of the project, *** evaluated LCD, EL,
and CRT technologies on the basis of cost, performance, size, weight, and
power consumption. *** found that the *** technology was the only one suited
to the needs of the product. *** displays were chosen over CRTs because the
*** panels allowed power consumption and size to be minimized. Although ***
displays offered the same power/size consumption advantages as *** displays,
*** provided neither adequate brightness nor appropriate viewing angle. ***
reported that the cost of the *** display was ***· The decision to use ***
displays was made very early in the development cycle, even before the final
product had been designed. *** reported that it considered *** producers of
*** panels--***· *** stated that it rejected*** because ***
***was
rejected because ***
*** rejected*** because ***· ***was selected to
provide *** with the *** displays because its *** display ***. 203
*** outlined the four steps that it follows in a typical negotiation for
HIC FPDs. ***compiles a list of different types of displays, gathers data
sheets, and orders a few of each of the most promising displays for
evaluation. *** then orders about *** of the initially selected displays for
prototyping. After these steps, *** places its first production order for
final displays in which it provides specific purchasing information for one of
its end products. *** chose to use a*** display for use in its ***· ***
decided to use this particular technology prior to the negotiation phase; ***
technology was selected because it had the lowest cost and power consumption.

201
202
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***.
This product ***.
***.
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*** reported that *** technology was examined, but, for this particular end
product, only *** was feasible. *** reported that other technologies were
rejected because of their cost, their power requirements, and their large
size. *** did not consider any domestic suppliers for this product because no
U.S. producers manufacture ***·
*** reported information concerning its decision to purchase passive
matrix LCD displays for use in its ***· *** decided to use LCDs in the design
phase based on performance and price; *** reported that its three main
criteria were ***· *** reported that the resolution and visual intensity of
the LCD display were acceptable and the cost of the LCD was ***· *** reported
that the visual intensity of the LCD was not as good as that of the EL
displays, but, by ***, the LCD technology had improved. *** received price
quotations from *** and decided to purchase the LCD displays from *** because
of ***. 204 No U.S. firm was considered because none had the capability of
supplying passive matrix LCD displays.
*** also provided information regarding its decision to use EL panels in
its ***
*** reported that although it could have used either LCD or plasma
displays in this application; it chose EL displays because ***· At the time
of the initial evaluation(***), ***found the EL technology to be far
superior to the LCD technology; *** stated that the performance of LCD
displays has improved and***
***reported that the LCD technology***· ***
received price quotations from *** but purchased the EL displays from ***
because ***. 205
*** provided information on its purchasing negotiations with HIC FPD
suppliers. *** reported that the marketing and engineering departments first
determine the requirements based on the end use. Detailed product
specifications are then submitted to potential vendors who use them to
determine price quotations. *** evaluates prototypes and samples from the
potential suppliers and then negotiates with the qualified suppliers.
For use in***, *** chose a passive matrix LCD display. *** reported
that no other technology could be used for this particular end use. *** chose
to purchase LCD technology from***, a Japanese supplier, because of***

AVIONICS EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
*** provided information concerning its purchases of active matrix LCD
displays for use in***· *** reported that it generally performs an
engineering analysis of technical capabilities to focus on the product's
compliance to specification requirements. The next step is the negotiation of
terms, conditions, and unit price. For ***, *** conducted technology studies
from***· *** chose the active matrix LCD display because it most closely
produced the same characteristics as a CRT. *** stated that it examined
several other technologies, including plasma and EL, for this end use, but it
rejected these other technologies because of their failure to meet color,
resolution, brightness, power, space, weight, gray scale, and viewing angle

204
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requirements. 206 For this product, ***purchased the active matrix LCD display
from the Japanese firm***·
*** also provided information on its purchasing decision for ***· ***
reported that active matrix LCD displays were chosen for use in this product
because they had the capability to provide high resolution, full color
graphics, and environmental ruggedness. *** reported that the active matrix
LCDs were also chosen because of their reduced weight (relative to CRTs),
space requirement, and power demand. *** reported that early development
efforts were made with*** and***· According to***, the U.S. manufacturers
were either unable to deliver the product or were bought by another company
where the technology was moved off shore. *** reported that it ruled out ***
because *** was not considered as advanced as its competition. *** ability to
meet major performance specifications was judged to be questionable. ***
sourced its displays from *** because *** was believed to be capable of
meeting ***'s performance requirements and was also committed to ***'s custom
design.

OVERHEAD PROJECTOR MANUFACTURERS
*** reported that it designs its end product around potential new display
technologies. *** stated that it works closely with*** manufacturers ta
identify new displays with the potential appli.cabilLt:y for its products. ***
reported that***· According to***
*** provided information on its decision ta use a ***. *** reported that:
it chose the *** because there were no other color, transmissive display
technologies that had the required speed, contrast, availability, and pricing.
***. 207 *** also reported that it did not attempt to purchase these displays
from any U.S. suppliers because they are incapable of producing these displays
in sufficient quantities.
*** provided information on selection of RIG FPDs for its ***· **•
reported that it introduced***· At that time, ***was the only supplier that
offered the necessary technology. *** stated that it likes to maintain
contact with all potential suppliers and is interested in negotiating the
purchase of suitable LCD technology. *** reported that no U.S. manufacturer
has been able to supply the appropriate LCD samples nor have they been willing
to propose a program that would eventually support its requirements. ***
stated that it has notified many HIC FPD suppliers, including domestic firms,
of its requirements. According to***, *** did not respond to *** request for
quotation on ***

OTHER EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
*** provided information concerning its choice of an EL display purchased
from*** for use in its ***. 208 *** reported that it compared EL, LCD, and
plasma HIC FPDS for use in this product but it chose EL displays. According
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to***, plasma displays could also have been used for this particular end
product; however, EL was chosen because of its ***. 209 *** reported that it
looked at *** as a possible supplier of EL displays but did not select ***
because its product was less durable than ***'s product.
Prices
HIC FPDs are an important component in a wide range of electronic
equipment including aircraft instrumentation, electronic publishing and
composing equipment, laptop computers, machine-tool controllers, medicalmonitoring instruments, and word-processing equipment. 210 Thus, the demand for
HIC FPDs depends upon the demand for these widely varied products. Two
important technological trends appear to have tended to increase the demand
for certain HIC FPDs in recent years. First, the trend toward smaller sized
portable computers has led to a search for the smallest and lightest possible
components and, second, there is a trend toward color technology in products
such as laptop computers. These factors are likely to influence the demand
for LCD displays because LCDs tend to be lighter (in weight) than other HIC
FPD technologies, consume less power, and also have a more certain capability
of color technology. 211 • 2 12
During the period of investigation, U.S. flat panel display producers
reported sales of EL and plasma displays, but no sales of active or passive
matrix LCDs. 213 • 2 u. Most U.S. -produced HIC FPDs were sold directly to original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) for use in process-control and measurement
equipment, office equipment, aerospace and military applications, and medical
instruments. Only a small share of U.S.-produced HIC FPDs were sold for use
in laptop computers.
Importers of Japanese HIG FPDs reported sales of all types of displays,
but sales of passive matrix LCDs dominate. Importers sold displays for use in
laptop and other computers, test equipment, overhead projectors, medical
instruments, and consumer entertainment. The great majority of Japanese HIC
FPDs were passive matrix LCDs sold to OEMs as components for laptop
computers . 215
Although some firms reported using price lists, most producers and
importers reported that they do not use price lists as a starting point to
determine prices for HIC FPDs. 216 FPD prices are generally determined though
negotiations between the supplier and the purchaser; these negotiations can be

***
a complete discussion of flat panel display uses see the section of
this report entitled "The product."
211 Currently, work is also being done to achieve color in the EL and plasma
technologies.
212 The majority of FPDs have been used in portable and laptop computers.
213 ***
214 ***
***
215 The Department of Commerce has rescinded its investigation on passive
matrix LCD displays due to the lack of standing by the petitioners.
216 Prices for a particular type of flat panel display can also vary
depending on the special features required.
209
21

***
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formal, but often are informal discussions between the two parties. 217 The
first price that is discussed is usually referred to as the "target price."
This target price is usually discussed in the first stages of negotiations
between firms. Only after a supplier is chosen is a firm price determined. 218
FPD prices are typically quoted on an f.o.b. warehouse basis, and standard
sales terms are net 30 days.
Many producers and importers reported that HIC FPD prices are the result
of a series of informal negotiations between a single supplier and the
purchaser rather than formal bids by more than one supplier. However, a few
suppliers reported that a formal bid process is followed; this procedure is
generally followed in sales to large OEMs and is required by the military.
Suppliers reported that these OEMs usually begin their selection process by
summarizing the technical specifications they require in a formal inquiry to a
manufacturer, sometimes referred to as a Request for Information (RFI). An
RFI usually specifies the OEM's expected production date, a projected schedule
for production of sample prototypes, a request for a "budgetary price" for a
range of production levels, a total cost breakdown for some of these runs, and
a cost breakdown for any development costs that the producer would seek to
have the OEM pay.
Those OEMs that solicit bids typically distribute their RFI only to
manufacturers who are thought to have the technical and production
capabilities to satisfy the RFI's requirements. In most cases these OEMs do
not inform a particular manufacturer of how many other manufacturers received
an RFI.
Based upon the information it receives in response to its RFI, these OEMs
ask a few manufacturers to respond in writing to a Request for Quote (RFQ).
An RFQ is typically issued by the OEM approximately a month after it has
received responses to its RFI. The RFQ stage is the actual formal quotation
process, including pricing based on a scale of quantities. At this stage, the
OEM provides the manufacturers with more complete specifications asking for
unit pricing, nonrecurring engineering costs and tooling charges, lead times,
and development schedules.
The OEM evaluates the responses to its RFQ on the basis of technical
merit, its past experience with the suppliers, and the suppliers' ability to
provide the required volumes on schedule and at the agreed-upon price. Any
one of these criteria might be more important than the others for a particular
OEM; the precise mix varies from OEM to OEM and from project to project.
For a month or so after receiving the RFQs, the OEM and one or two
potential manufacturers typically negotiate details such as timing and cost
for provision of samples and prototypes, last-minute technological

Many purchasers reported that the decision from whom to purchase FPDs is
first based on the availability of the particular technology; it is only after
it is determined who is capable of supplying the specific FPD that price is
discussed.
218 The petitioners stated that they believe that the target price is
actually the final price (see transcript of the hearing, pp. 30 and 61). On
the other hand, purchasers reported that the target price is only an estimated
value.
217
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modifications, and prices for production runs. After agreeing to these
details, the OEM typically awards the business to one or occasionally two
suppliers, and a "design win" has taken place.
The majority of U.S. producers and importers reported that they are often
subject to certain qualification procedures before they will be considered a
potential supplier. Purchasers will evaluate potential suppliers on the basis
of several factors; only those suppliers that satisfy these criteria are given
serious consideration. In general, the factors considered include the
financial strength of the supplier, current availability of product, past
production experience of the supplier, product quality, capacity and
production capability, quality control and assurance systems, and reliability
of the firm. One importer, ***, reported that its purchasers believed that
the level of technology and future capability in technological advances are
important factors in choosing a particular supplier.

QUESTIONNAIRE PRICE DATA
The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers to provide
quarterly price data between January 1988 and March 1991 for 24 representative
FPO products and bid information for their sales of HIC FPDs. Price data were
requested for the largest sales and the total quantity sold of four types of
FPO products; passive matrix LCD, active matrix LCD, EL, and plasma. The
selected products have varied applications. Passive matrix LCDs are mainly
used in laptop computers, as well as in overhead projectors and test
equipment. Active matrix LCDs are used in laptop and other computers, and
aerospace and test equipment. EL displays are used to a limited extent in
computers, but the majority are used in medical instruments, aerospace
equipment, test equipment, and in specialized military applications. 219 Plasma
displays are mainly used in computers, medical instruments, and specialized
military equipment. Each product category was further broken down by pixel
matrix configuration (e.g., 640 x 200, 640 x 400, or 640 x 480) and by gray
scale or nongray scale capabilities. The Commission received usable price
data for only 10 of the 24 products; data for 8 of these are presented in
tables, while the other 2 are not because there were only very limited
observations. Domestic producers reported prices for sales of EL and plasma
displays, but not for sales of any of the specified passive matrix or active
matrix LCD products. Importers of Japanese HIC FPDs reported prices for sales
of EL, plasma, and passive matrix LCD products, but not for the specified
active matrix LCD products. The eight products for which pricing data were
reported are listed below: 220 • 221

219 For a more complete discussion of FPD applications see the section of
the staff report entitled "Like product considerations and comparison of
technologies."
220 Usable pricing data were not received for the other 16 products.
221 The products for which price data were received accounted for ***
percent of shipments of U.S.-produced HIC FPDs in 1990 and 15 percent of
shipments of Japanese imports of FPDs in 1990.
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Product
Product
Product
Product
Product
Product
Product
Product

1:
2:
3:

4:
5:

6:
7:

8:

640 x 200
640 x 200
640 x 400
.640 x.400
640 x 400
640 x 200
640·x 480
640 x 480

plasma display (gray scale)
EL display (nongray scale)
EL display (nongray scale)
plasma display (nongray scale)
passive LCD (gray scale)
passive LCD (nongray scale)
passive LCD (gray scale)
passive LCD (nongray scale)

Three U.S. producers and eight importers reported usable price data,
although most of their price series were not complete for all quarters. 222
Several problems make it difficult to discuss price trends and
comparisons in the FPO market. First, it is not appropriate to combine the
selling. prices of diff~rent suppliers to compute weighted-average prices
because many of the HIC FPDs are manufactured specifically for use in a
particular end users' product. Therefore, for a given producer, each flat
panel display that it makes is likely to vary from one purchaser to another.
Another problem in discussing price trends in the FPO market arises because
within each product definition, each supplier sells various models of HIC
FPDs .., Therefore, wha~ may appear to be trends in the prices for a given
supplier may instead be the result of changes in the product mix sold by the
supplier during different quarters. 223 Therefore, one must use caution when
discussing actual price trends in the display market,
PRICE TRENDS
Prices for u:s.- and Japanese-produced HIC FPDs are presented in tables
39-43 ., Prices are reported by U.S. ·producers and importers of Japanese HIC
FPDs with 640 x 200, 640 x 400, and 640 x 480 pixel matrix .configurations,
respectively. For all products, the prices shown in the tables are series
reported by a single firm rather than weighted averages for the industry. In
general, the limited pricing data available indicate that sales prices for
U.S.-produced display products fell during the period January 1988-March 1991.
Prices for HIC FPOs imported from Japan were generally mixed; however, in

Three domestic producers(***) reported usable pricing data. Several
other U.S. producers reported shipments of HIC FPDs but did not report any
usable pricing data. *** reported shipments of *** displays in 1990 for
aerospace applications. *** reported that these displays were prototypes
manufactured to meet the requirements of customer requests. *** reported
shipments of plasma displays for aerospace and specialized military
applications. *** reported shipments of*** plasma displays in 1990 for
various applications; however, *** reported that none of these displays fit
the requested product descriptions (***).
·
223 For example, there ~ay appear to be changes in the prices of a product
for a given supplier; however, these changes may be the result of the supplier
reporting sales of one model in one quarter and sales of another model in
another. If the two models have different prices, due to different features,
then the prices charged will vary. Thus, it may appear that a supplier's
prices for a given product category may change during the period but these
"trends" may actually be the result of variations·in the product mix.
222
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Table 39
HIC FPDs: Sales prices and total quantities for products 1, 2, and 3, as
reported by U.S. producers and U.S. importers of Japanese HIC FPDs, by
companies and by quarters, January 1988-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionniares of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table 40
HIC FPDs: Sales prices and total quantities for produ.ct 4 (640 x 400, plasaa
display, with nongray ~c.ale),·as reported by U.S. producers .1jlnd U.S. importers
of Japanese HIC FPDs, by companies and by quarters, January 1988-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled froa data submitted in re9]>onae to questiotmiares of the
U.S. International Trade Comaission.
Table 41
HIC FPDs:

Sales prices and total quantities for prDduct 5 (640 x 400, passi."Ve
LCD, with gray scale) , as reported by U. S . importers of Japanese HIC PPlls, by
companies and by q~ters, January 1988-March 1991

*

*

*

.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in resp<Jnse
U.S. International Trade Commission.

*
to

*

*

questi.anniuas of the

Table 42
HIC FPDs: Sales prices and total quantities for product 6 (640 x 200, passive
LCD, with nongray scale), as reported by U.S. i.llporters of J•panese HIC FPDs,
by companies and by quarters, January 1988-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled fro~ data submitted in response to questionniares of the
U.S. International Trade Co1D11ission.
Table 43
HIC FPDs: Sales prices and total quantities for products 7 and 8 (640 x 480,
passive LCDs), as reported by U.S. importers of Japanese HIC fPDs, by
companies and by quarter's, January 1988-March 1991
.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionniares of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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several cases there was little change in the prices of different models within
the period of investigation.
Domestic producers reported sufficient quarterly f.o.b. sales prices to
show price series for products 2 and 3 (table 39). Prices reported by*** for
product 2 are for different models fitting the general definition in different
quarters; therefore, trends cannot be discussed. Prices reported by *** for
product 2 *** during the period, ***· ***'s prices for product 3 *** between
$***,and $*** per unit during 1988, but ***· *** prices were *** in 1990,
before *** in the first quarter of 1991. 224

*

*

*

*

*

*

Importers of Japanese-produced HIG FPDs :who market these products
reported enough sales price data to show price series for products 1, 4, 5, 6,
7, and 8.~ 5 In many cases, importers reported prices for different models of
HIC FPDs within each product definition. Therefore, trends in prices may be
the result of changes in the product mix for which the firm is reporting
prices. In those cases where the price series reported represent sales of one
DlOdel, price trends can be analyzed.

*** reported prices for pro4uct 1 during the period.
are for one model and t:J;iey ***.za ·

The reported prices

***U.S. importers reported prices for sales of product 4 during the
period of investigation.· ***
***reported prices for a single model of
product 4; these prices *** percent during 198S and***· ***
***
Overall,
*** Prices for product.4 reporte!iby ***during the period, ***in 1988,
~were *** during 1989 and through the second quarter of 1990, but were ***
than they were at the beginning of the period.
·
Prices were reported by*** U.S importers of product 5, a passive matrix
All*** firms reported prices for different models
within the specified definition, thus making price trend discussion difficult.
***'s prices for product 5 ranged from $*** to $***during the period while
***'s ranged from $*** to $***. Prices reported by ***were constant at $***
for one model and at $*** .for the other model. Although ***' s prices for
product 5 ranged from$***. to $***, the prices ***·

LCD, from Japan--***.

For product 6, another passive matrix LCD, five importers reported
prices--***· Both *** and*** reported a price series for one specific model
for the entire period of investigation. Prices reported ***; in the first
quarter of 1991, prices reported by*** and*** were *** and*** percent***,
respectively, than they were in the first quarter of 1988. Prices reported by
***were for different models within the general description of product 6; ***
prices for each model within the reported series *** during the period. ***'s
prices for product 6 ranged from $*** and $***while ***'s ranged from $*** to
$***· Prices reported by*** varied for each model and ranged from $*** to
$*** during the period of investigation.

224
225
226

***
***
***
***
***
The price reported by ***
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*** importers reported prices for product 7 sold during the period of
investigation. *** reported sales of this product in only*** quarters; these
prices represent sales of different models that fit the general description of
product 7. ***'s prices for product 7 ranged .from$*** to$*** during the
period January 1989 to March 1991. ***reported prices for product 7;
although these prices show *** during the period, they represent sales of
different models. Within the series for product 7, the prices for each of the
models *** during the period. *** reported prices for only *** quarters
during the period of investigation; these prices *** from *** to *** before
*** in the first quarter of 1991.
*** importers reported prices for sales of product 8 during the period of
investigation. Prices reported by *** were for different models within the
general definition for product 8. ***'s prices for each model ***• with the
overall range for all models being $*** and $***. ***' s. prices for product 8
ranged from $*** to $***; prices fo;r a given model within the definition also
*** during the period of investigation.
Pl.ICE COllPilISOBS
There were only a few instances where prices were reported by both U.S.
producers and illporters for the same product in t::he same quarte.rs. However,
the.re are serious difficulties in making compariaons bet.ween prices for even
those few instamces. 'The main difficulty arises because. the.re are differences
between products within the same general product category (dua ta
customization far the purchaser). In many instances, the HIC FPDs are
specifically manufactured for a certain purchaser; therefore, the various flat
panels for which prices were reported may differ in the number and type of
features offered. In addition, the bulk of the sales of the imported product
are passive matrix LCDs and U.S. producers do not produce these types of
displays for conaercial sale. Finally, the quantity of displays sold can also
affect the price of the product.
For only *** quarter for product 3 and *** quarters for product *** were
prices reported by both U.S. producers and importers of Japanese HIC FPDs. 227
In the case of product 3 (640 x 400 El display), the Japanese product was
priced significantly lower than the domestic product. 228 Fdr product 4 ( 640 x
400 plasma display), the Japanese HIC FPDs were priced below the corresponding
U.S. product in all three instances. However, it should be noted that the
quantities of the U.S.-produced products were vastly different than those of
the Japanese product during those quarters. 229

227 Prices reported by ·*** for product 3 are not presented in the table but
are discussed in footnote 2 of table 39.
228 ***' s price was $*** while ***' s was $*** during ***.
The quantity for
which *** reported prices (i.e., *** units) was much lower than that of ***
(i.e., ***units).
229 ***
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BID INFORMATION
U.S. producers and importers were also requested to provide information
on bids they made to sell HIC FPDs since January 1988. Because many of the
sales in the HIC FPO market are the result of informal negotiations, many
producers and importers were unable to provide actual bid information.
***
and *** were able to provide limited information on their sales quotations for
HIC FPDs. ***· ***
***
***
***
PURCHASER RESPONSES
Questionnaires were sent to approximately 60 firms that are believed to
be purchasers of HIC FPDs. Because of the many different uses for HIC FPDs,
there are a wide variety of types of consumers. The major groups of
purchasers of FPDs are manufacturers of personal computers, medical equipment,
avionics equipment, control equipment, and military control equipment.
In
general, most purchasers reported that they had specific technological needs
that required a specific type of HIC FPO. A summary of the information
obtained from various purchasers follows.
Purchasers of Active Matrix LCDs
There are currently only a relatively small number of purchasers of
active matrix LCDs; however, some industry experts believe that the size of
this market will grow strongly over the next few years. 230 Questionnaire
responses were received from three purchasers of active matrix LCDs. ***
purchases monochrome active matrix LCDs for use in its ***· ***purchases
color active matrix LCDs for use in***, while ***uses these displa!s in a
***
Although the end products of these firms differ, all three purchasers
reported buying active matrix LCDs because they best fit the technological
specifications of the products. ***. 231 ***
All three of these purchasers have some similarities in their purchasing
habits. They all stated that they generally contact only one or two suppliers
when making a purchasing decision but none reported changing suppliers in the
last few years. The reluctance to change suppliers can be attributed in part
to the fact that suppliers must be qualified before purchases are made.
All three firms reported that they have procedures for qualifying their
suppliers. *** reported that its qualification process can be very lengthy
and involved. Suppliers are evaluated based on adequate capacity
availability, yield rates for the specified FPO, and the ability to provide
expanded capacity. *** reported that prototype panels must meet its
performance specifications and the supplier must demonstrate that it has the
capability to manufacture at least ***units per year. *** rates its

Active matrix LCD is reportedly the technology of the future because it
has color capability and low weight and power requirements. ***
231 ***
***.
230
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potential suppliers based on technology, quality, responsiveness, delivery,
and cost.
Each of these purchasers reported that it considers several major factors
before purchasing FPDs. *** reported that it examines the supplier's
willingness to develop *** panels, the technical talent of the supplier, the
manufacturing capability, the quality program of the supplier, and the
financial stability of the manufacturer. The major factors considered by ***
include technology, quality, responsiveness of the supplier, delivery, and
cost. *** reported that since its purchases are of***, it focuses on the
supplier's basic design technology, management and manufacturing
infrastructure, business performance, and ***. 232
***, ***, and *** all reported purchase prices for active matrix LCDs. 233
*** 234 *** . 235 ***
Purchasers of EL Displays
Ten firms that purchased EL panels during the period of the investigation
provided information on purchases of these products. 236 These firms reported
using EL displays in products such as medical monitors, portable computers,
militarized portable computers, and control panels in shipboard and airborne
applications. 237 ' 238
These purchasers also reported that there are qualifications that a
supplier must meet before they will be considered to be a source of HIC FPDs.
The qualification of suppliers is often done at the design phase of the
product. Suppliers are evaluated based on product availability, product
quality, past experience of the supplier, existing production and technology,
and commitment to customer support. While most of these purchasers reported
they have not failed to qualify a supplier, two firms stated that they have.
*** ***. 239
Several major factors are considered by these purchasers when choosing
the source of display panels. Purchasers of EL panels reported that they
consider the current and forecasted product availability; product quality;
policies regarding warranty, service, and technical support; customer service;
price; manufacturing capability; leadtime; and range of supplier's product
line. In general, most EL purchasers did not mention price as one of the
major factors considered.

232 *** reported that technology is the core of the relationship.
233 ***
***
***
234 *** was the importer of record on these purchases.
235 *** was the importer of record for these purchases.
236 Firms that purchased EL displays include ***.
237 The use of HIC FPDs in the *** market is relatively new. These
manufacturers are beginning to use FPDs to reduce the weight, power
consumption, and size of the products.
2~***
***
***· ***
239 ***
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Purchase prices for EL displays were reported by four firms during the
period of investigation (table 44). Three firms reported purchasing 640 x 200
EL displays from domestic sources; prices for all of these firms *** during
the quarters for which they were reported. *** was the only firm that
reported purchasing this product from a Japanese source. ***'s prices ***
irregularly during the period. As stated earlier, it is difficult to compare
prices due to the fact the FPDs are often custom made. However, ***'s prices
for the *** EL panel were the lowest while ***'s prices for the *** EL were
generally higher than the others.
Purchase price data for 640 x 400 EL displays were sparse (table 45).
Prices reported by *** for domestic FPDs *** from January-March 1989 to
October-December 1990. Prices reported by *** for the same product imported
from Japan*** during 1990 but then*** in the first quarter of 1991. The
prices reported by *** and *** for the Japanese products were *** than those
reported for the domestic FPDs.
Table 44
HIC FPDs: Purchase prices and total quantities for U.S.-produced and Japanese
640 x 200 EL displays, as reported by U.S. purchasers, by companies and by
quarters, January 1988-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 45
HIC FPDs: Purchase prices and total quantities for U.S.-produced and Japanese
640 x 400 EL displays, as reported by U.S. purchasers, by companies and by
quarters, January 1988-March 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Purchasers of Passive Matrix LCDs
Eleven purchasers reported buying passive matrix LCDs for use in laptop
and notebook computers, portable medical monitors, and control equipment.
These purchasers reported that passive matrix LCDs are best suited to certain
applications because of the low weight, size, and power requirements. Most of
these purchasers stated that they chose the passive matrix LCD panels at the
beginning of the design phase of the end product; the technical specifications
of the end product determined the type of display to be used.
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These purchasers stated that they consider several factors when choosing
a supplier from whom to purchase HIC FPDs. These factors include
technological capability, production capability, quality, competitive pricing,
traditional relationship with supplier, customer service, and flexibility to
respond to changes in quantity demanded.
Purchasers of Plasma Displays
Five firms reported buying plasma displays for use in avionics products,
military control equipment, computers, and control equipment. These
purchasers reported buying plasma displays for such reasons as technical
design, ruggedness, wide viewing angle, and high contrast.
In the avionics market, *** reported using plasma panels.

***

***

In the military market, ***. 240 *** reported that supplier changes are
not usually made because the number of suppliers for each technology is
limited. In this market, suppliers are qualified on the basis of existing
technology and production capabilities and supplier history. 241
*** was the only firm that purchased plasma displays for use in a
computer. *** chose plasma displays for use in this laptop product because of
the need for quick response and wide viewing angle. *** reported that it
infrequently changes suppliers because of technology and partnership
considerations. *** reported that it examines several factors when choosing a
supplier, including available technology, historical vendor experience, and
commitment to customer service. ***
Lost Sales and Lost Revenues from the Final Investigation
*** submitted 15 allegations of lost sales totaling $*** and involving
*** units and 13 allegations of lost revenues totaling $*** and involving ***
units during the final investigation. 242 • 243 Seventeen of these allegations
were submitted and investigated in the preliminary investigation; the
information obtained on these allegations is contained in the following
section of the report. A summary of the information obtained during the final
investigation follows. 244
*** was named by *** in a lost sales allegation totaling $*** and
involving *** displays allegedly due to competition from Japanese imports
during***· *** reported that it did purchase between*** and *** displays
from*** instead of buying a comparable product from a domestic producer. ***
reported that it paid $*** per unit for the displays purchased from *** for
***
*** also purchased plasma displays for the military market.
242 0f the 15 lost sal~s allegations,*** involved Japanese EL displays;
these allegations totaled $***· Of the 13 lost revenues allegationsi ***
involved EL displays; these allegations totaled $*** of lost revenues.
243 ***
***
***
244 0f the 28 firms named in these allegations, staff contacted all and
received information from 22 firms.
240
241
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use in its ***; the price of the domestic product was around $*** per unit
(for a quantity of***). ***reported that the FPO is*** and the cost of the
FPO becomes important because ***· *** added that the *** panel was chosen
over other technologies because of its wider viewing angle and display color;
both of these characteristics are***·
*** alleged that it lost revenues of $*** on a sale of *** displays to
*** in*** due to competition from Japanese*** displays. *** reported that
the price of the domestic *** displays was reduced from $*** (per unit) to
$***(per unit); however, ***stated the price decrease was due to a*** not
competition from Japanese FPOs. ***reported that it was ***· ***
***
reported that the quality of the*** product was better but ***·
*** alleged that it lost revenues of $*** on a sale of *** displays to
***due to competition from Japanese *** displays. *** did not specifically
comment on the lost revenue allegation; however, *** did provide information
on the company's purchasing habits. *** reported that the majority of FPOs
that*** purchased in*** were from***; ***· The remainder of ***'s
purchases in*** were from ***. 245 *** reported that during the period ***
*** stated that ***began buying FPOs from***· *** stated that ***was
having trouble***· ***added that it is difficult switching from FPOs of one
supplier to those of another; the cost of switching can be as much as it would
cost to develop the product initially.
*** alleged that it lost revenues of $*** on a sale of *** displays to
*** in*** due to competition from Japanese *** displays. *** stated that the
company did purchase the reported units from*** at the reduced price. ***
stated the price was reduced primarily because ***. ***. 246
*** reported losing revenues of $*** on a sale of *** displays to *** in
*** allegedly due to competition from Japanese *** displays. *** did not
confirm this specific allegation but reported that U.S. FPO companies have
lowered their price to ***· *** stated that ***has not used the price of
Japanese FPDs in the negotiations for lower domestic prices; however, she did
state that FPO salespeople are usually aware that the Japanese product is
available at a lower price. According to***, the quality of the U.S. ***
display is superior to that of the Japanese and *** has only used domestic ***
displays in the *** that it produces. *** stated that the company purchases
domestic FPOs because it wants to support the American market and the
performance is better.
*** named *** in *** lost sales allegations involving a total of ***
displays worth $*** in*** and***· ***
There is some disagreement over
this allegation. *** 247 Petitioners assert that this indicates that price is
in fact important in the purchasing decision and that is why *** dropped the
project. 248 According to ***, the decision was not based on the per-unit price
of the display, rather on the total cost of the project. *** stated that
***. 249 *** rejected ***'s proposal because ***
*** reported that it never

245
246
247
248

249

*** import HIC FPDs from Japan.
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
Transcript of the hearing, p. 49.
***.
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bought the alleged *** units from Japan; it only purchased about ***
prototypes. The end product for which these displays were used was never sold
in the commercial marketplace, therefore the *** displays were not needed.
*** alleged that it lost $*** of revenues on a sale of *** displays to
*** allegedly due to competition from Japanese FPDs. *** denied the
allegation, stating***· *** reported that the company does purchase ***
displays and the majority (i.e., 80 percent) of those purchased in*** were
from U.S. suppliers. *** also reported that some U.S. suppliers were
considered possible suppliers of HIC FPDs but were not chosen because of
price. 250 However, ***

Lost Sales and Lost Revenues from the Preliminary Investigation
During the preliminary investigation, *** firms reported *** allegations
of lost sales of *** units valued at $*** and *** allegations of lost revenues
totaling $*** on sales of*** units. Staff contacted 12 customers concerning
14 allegations representing $*** in alleged lost sales and *** allegations
representing $*** in alleged lost revenues.

*** was named by *** in *** lost sales allegations of *** displays with
*** configurations worth $*** in*** and***· ***, a representative of***,
reported that *** imported***· *** stated that *** frequently contacted U.S.
producers of HIC FPDs (***) but their ability to deliver displays in the
timeframe and volume required did not meet ***'s product-development schedule.
*** did not issue formal RFis or RFQs. All requests were made verbally, with
firms responding by letters. A price may have been quoted, but not as an
absolute number, only as a ballpark figure.
***reported that in***, at the design stage of*** was considered as a
supplier of*** displays, but was not able to deliver according to ***'s
product-development schedule. Even if *** agreed to move its time frame back,
***'s maximum capacity to supply *** displays did not meet half of ***'s
requirements.
In***, *** decided to buy*** displays from two Japanese firms. After
the product-development stage, *** did not consider substituting *** displays
for *** displays because the two types of displays are distinctly different in
appearance. A domestic producer of *** displays, ***, did not have production
facilities at the time.
*** considered buying*** from***, but ruled them out because of***·
In***, ***began to use passive matrix LCDs, which consume lower levels of
power, in battery-powered products. *** did not consider using*** displays
in these product lines because they consumed too much power.
*** stated that***, cost was never a deciding factor in the purchasing
decisions. The product requirements, amounts, and time involved were always
the deciding factors.

250

***
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*** was named by *** in a *** lost sales allegation for *** displays
having*** configurations valued at $***million. ***, reported that they are
under contract with*** to provide ***· Therefore, ***·
*** uses only *** displays, and has bought only from ***
They have not
imported any HIC FPDs. In 1989, ***, but the *** firms did not do enough
development in HIC FPDs to warrant buying the imported product.
Initially, *** sends out RFis. If the technical qualifications are met,
the producer is sent an RFQ. In purchasing HIC FPDs, *** first looks to see
if the product meets its "realm" of technical specifications. Then, if
delivery schedules and quantity requirements are satisfied, *** chooses the
supplier that offers the lowest prices.
***has exceeded ***'s realm of technical specifications and they have
been very happy with ***'s performance thus far. Therefore, *** has no reason
to source elsewhere.
*** named *** in a *** lost sales allegation of *** displays having ***
configurations worth roughly$***· ***reported that they have purchased
Japanese-produced*** displays. *** stated that there are no domestic
manufacturers that produce the *** products that *** needed. *** told ***
that they could supply them with*** displays, but not until***, which was
too late for***·
*** was named by *** in a lost sales allegation of *** displays having
*** configurations valued at $*** in***· *** reported that ***produces the
only specialty*** suitable for use in its ***· *** mentioned that the ***
display manufactured by *** is technologically unsuited for application in
***'s product. *** requires an FPD that offers ***; the displays employing
***
*** stressed that performance, not price, determined his selection of
supplier.
*** identified *** in a lost sales allegation for *** displays with ***
configurations valued at $***· *** reported that the HIC FPDs that they use
are ***
*** explained that the systems include ***· ***
*** was named by *** in a lost sales allegation of *** displays with ***
configurations worth $***· ***
*** stated that, while he considered buying
***'s product on several occasions, he opted for ***' product because ***'s
product did not meet his needs. He found the ***; price was not an issue.
*** alleged a *** lost sale to *** of *** displays with ***
configurations valued at $***. 251 *** could not substantiate this claim. He
reported that his firm***
However, he mentioned that he ***
*** noted
that he is considering***·
*** claimed a lost sale to *** of *** displays with *** configurations
worth $*** in***· *** reported that *** currently buys *** displays from***
for use in ***· In ***, *** considered products from ***· Since prices were
comparable, the firm chose *** based on the perceived superior quality of its
product. ***also noted the better availability of ***'s FPD.

251

***

***·

***·

***
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*** named *** in *** lost sales allegations totaling approximately $***
and involving *** HIC FPDs. *** stated that ***does in fact purchase HIC
FPDs from Japanese sources. *** reported that, to his knowledge, domestic
suppliers have not made any bids to sell HIC FPDs to***· *** stated that the
purchasing decision is mainly driven by technology. ***purchases *** from
Japan; however, according to ***, no U.S. company produces the *** displays.
*** stated that the HIC FPDs available in the United States (***) are not as
clear as those from Japan. ***
*** named *** in an *** lost sale allegation of *** displays with ***
configurations worth $***· *** confirmed that*** considered purchasing ***
displays to build into its ***· However, *** selected *** over *** for the
following reasons: ***
*** stated that ***· Currently, ***· *** added
that, when reviewing *** and ***'s products, he considered them of equal
value. While ***'s ***was less expensive, ***'s display offered higher
resolution and, therefore, commanded a higher price.
***named*** in a lost sale allegation of*** valued at $***· ***
***
added that they asked the domestic producers *** for quotes, but these
companies did not quote firm prices or offer samples. *** paid roughly $*** a
display for the *** and $*** to $*** a display for the ***
***
***
***
***
*** considered other types of HIC FPDs, but did not feel that the other
types were suitable for a*** (i.e., not bright enough, insufficient viewing
angle, slow response time).
***
***

***

***

*** was named by ***
***

***reported that, they bought***

***

***named *** in a lost revenue allegation of $***· *** could not
confirm the lost revenues. *** indicated that, several years ago, his firm
chose *** over *** to deliver ***· *** negotiated independently with each
potential supplier and based its purchase decision on its perception of *** as
***
Also, the company generally finds it easier to work with domestic
producers. *** noted that the two products were evenly priced, so price was
not a decisive factor in the sale. *** did not reduce its price to match a
bid from***· Finally, *** said that ***has not experienced any major
difficulties with ***'s product.
*** r~ported a$*** revenue loss on a*** sale to***· ***
***
incorporates these displays into a ***; it has purchased fewer than ***
displays. While *** could not verify this specific lost revenue allegation,
he stated that *** lowered its price to compete with Japanese firms such as
***
Although ***'s product had the technical features that *** wanted, it
was not price competitive. To make the sale, *** reduced its quoted price.
According to ***, ***has experienced only minor problems with the ***
display.
*** was named by *** in a lost revenue allegation of $*** for a *** sale
of*** with*** configurations. *** stated that his company has purchased***
displays over the past ***
Price was not a determining factor in ***'s
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decision to buy from***, and*** could not confirm this lost revenue
allegation. *** noted that *** began buying from *** because of ***'s quality
and ***'s willingness to build displays to ***· He added that large Japanese
manufacturers are seldom interested in supplying specialized HIC FPDs in the
low volumes required by ***
*** also found American producers "easier to
deal with" in general.
*** claims to have lost $*** in revenue on a sale of *** displays with
***configurations to***· *** said that*** currently supplies his firm with
HIC FPDs and that *** has never purchased displays from ***
He added,
however, that ***· ***
*** named *** in a lost revenue allegation of $*** on a *** sale of ***
displays with*** configurations. ***
*** also considered***, but chose
*** because *** thought that their displays were the best. *** paid roughly
$*** a unit with the understanding that the price would drop to $***-$*** if
***bought in quantity. The prices that*** offered were comparable with the
prices offered by the other companies. ***was not involved in the actual
price negotiations, so he does not know how the other companies' bids affected
the price that *** received. *** expects to be buying roughly *** displays
per year from*** in the future. ***visited ***'s facilities and is
confident that they can produce these volumes of displays. *** chose ***
displays over*** because the display looked better. ***had originally used
***, but the displays "looked horrible".
Exchange Rates
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that
during January 1988-March 1991 the nominal value of the Japanese yen
fluctuated, depreciating 4.4 percent overall relative to the U.S. dollar
(table 46). 252 Adjusted for movements in producer price indexes in the United
States and Japan, the real value of the Japanese currency showed an overall
depreciation of 9.9 percent for the period January 1988 through March 1991.

2~

International Financial Statistics,

July 1991.
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Table 46
Exchange rates: 1/ Indexes of nominal and real exchange rates of the Japanese
yen and indexes of producer prices in the United States and Japan, 2.J by
quarters, January 1988-March 1991

Period
1988:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1989:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1990:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1991:
January-March .......

U.S.
producer
price index

Japanese
producer
price index

Nominal
exchange
rate index

Real
exchange
rate index 31

100.0
101.6
103.l
103.5

100.0
99.7
100.6
99.8

100.0
101.9
95.7
102.2

100. 0
100. 0
93.4
98.4

105.8
107.7
107.3
107.7

100.2
102.9
103.7
103.5

99.6
92.7

94.4
88.6

90.0
89.5

86.0

109.3
109.l
111.0

86.5
82.4
88.1

82.3
79.2

114.4

103.9
104. 7
104. 7
105.4

97.9

90.

112.0

105.5

95.6

90 .1

86. 9

&3 .1

z

1/ Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per Japanese yen.

y

Producer price inde:xes--intended ta measure final product prices--are based
an period-average quarterly indexes presented. in line 63 of the International
Financial Statistics.
1J The real exchange rate is derived fro• the noainal rate adjusted for
relative movements in producer prices in the United States and Japan.

Note.--January-March 1988

=

100.

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,
May 1991.
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Federal Rqiatm

I VoL 58. No. 47 I Monday.

March 11. um

I Noticet

(A-llM11)
PoetpoMIMftt of FtNt Antidumptntt
Duty~ Hlgl\ lnform8tkMt
Content F1ld hMC Diiaplay9 and
S.tb1111lnlll11 TMr9of From Japmn
AG•IC:W: lmpor\ Admini1tratiDD.
lnternatiaaal Trade Admjnj•tratioa..
Cammerc&
~Notia

notice illfarms the pablic
that we U..reaivtid request from

..,.....~ TWa

Totbibe Corparatiaa.. a respondent iD
the antidumping daty inTesti(l&timl. tu
poatpaae the final determinatiou.. u
permitted iluectian 735(•)(2) of the
Tariff Act of1930.u amaded (the Ad)_
(19 U.S.C. 1173dfa)(1)). Baaed cm thil
r.quat. we ue paetpanmg our final
determiaatioD u to wbetber aalu of
hith infmutian c:ommt fiat panel
diaplay. aU IVMIMmbU.. thereof
(FPDa) fnm Japan bave bee Jmide at
i.. th& fair value atil not Miter than

Ju.lye. tm.

U 0 &TN&ll&'ll:: Marcil U.1911.

JI.___,..

Pall . . .

CGlfTA~

Braclfon:l Ward. Office of Antidumpin&
laftstiptiom. Import Adminiatntion.
blternational Tr1de Admin.iatratioa. U.S.
Departmat of Commerce. 14th Street
eml em.tltutiaa Aftn'U'e, Washington.
DC 2DZ1D. at (20:) 317-1211.
. . . . . . FlllY...aR l•TIOlt On
Febnm7 2L 1911. Toabiba Corparati.oa.
a nap" 6nt tbal accou.11ta for a
Nanific:ant propartian of exports ol tha
requested that the
poatpcme the final
• , rn•utiml until not later than 13!
da,a Uts tbe dats of publication of the
preliminarJ datmDination. in
acconlancll with MCtioD 135{•)(2) of the

--mmdtandia.
o., .....
Act.

Ac:cordiaatY. we are postponing the
date of tbe liDal determi.Dation until not
later tba July I. 1981. In accordance
with 19 CFK 353.31. cue brie!.s or other
written comments in at leaat ten copies
muat ba aubmitted to the Aaai.stant
Secretary no later than May 30. 1991.
and rebattal briefs no lat.er than Jane 6.
1981. In accordance with 19 CFR
353.38(b) of tha Department'•

regulationa. we will hold a pablic
hearing. to afford interested parties an
opportunity to comment on arguments
raised in caae or rebuttal briefs. The
hearint •'ill be held on June 10. 1991. at
10 a.m. at the U.S. Department of
Commerce. room 3708. 14th Street and
Constitution Avenue. NW.. Wa~hington.
DC 20230. lntereated parties who wish to
participate in the hearing must sub:'T'lit a
W1.Titten request to the Asaistant
Secretory for Import Administration.
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U.S. Department of C.mr ... room B-

ca. within ten c1a,. of 11111 pablication of

th.ii notice iD the fecleml F I' I&
Requeata abould contaim (1) T1le puty'a
name. addreaa. aad ~ DlllDber;
(2) the aamber of partic:ipatl; (3) the
reaaoaa for •ttendins ud (4) a lilt of
the ia111n to be diac:uued. In
ac:corduM:e With 19 CFR 3SUl(b) of the
Depa:tmat'a replaUou. oral
preamtatioaa will be limited to -....
raiaed iD the briela.
Thia notice ii publiabed pursuant to
aecticm 735(dJ of ti. Act ud 111
353.20(b)(ZJ.
Datri: Mmdl" 191.

en

l'.dcL~

___ _

Aaistcml s-.,r /or_,_,
AtbainUirotic&
Dae. n-am Flied~ a:a

_....
en

-a

I
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Monday, March 11. 1991

I .Notices
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Fedaal Rr.il• l VoL 51.. No. 59 I Wednesday. March 21. 1991 I Notices

INTERNAnONAL TRADE·
COMMISSION

Un•••ptlon No. nt-TA-Cn (Final))

....

High-Information Content Flat Panel
Dtepa.ya and Sub•••mt:ll• Thereof

,,.....

AUllCY: United Stain lnterna~onJl
Trade Commission.
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Fedenl Register

I

a~: lnatitµtion and. ICheou.Unl of..a
(anal antidumpift8 invatilaUon.
SUMMARY: The

Commilaion hereby givn
notice or the institution or final
antidumping invntiaation No. 731-TA469 (Final) under nction 735(b) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1873d(b))
(th• act) to determine whether an
industry in the United States ia
materially injured. or i1 threatened with
material injury. or the e1tablisbment of
an i.-idustry in the United States i1
materially retarded. by reaaon of
imports from Japan of higb·informaUon
content flat panel displays and
subauemblies thereof. that have bed
found by the Department of Commen:a.
in a preliminary determination. to be
sold in tba United Statet at le11 than fair
vU. (LTV). Such imports an provided
far ander the fo1lowins headings and
~of tba Harmonized Tariff .
Sdledale of tba United Statu: 8543.

11111. llD3. 9014. 9017.ao.aa. 9011. 9llZZ.

-. .-1.-. ID31. 147'1JIZ.3G.

MnJllAO,& lt7.UOJD. MT.l.Z1JIQ.

lolT.l.30.tD. IMz.tD CID W. 1517.IOJll.

. . . . . . . . . . IS31.ZO.CID.
1531 • m and mu. Commerca will
make lta final LTFV determination on or
1-font JulJ a. 1991 and the Commiuioa
will make ila final injmy dwtlinuiuation

bJ AupatZL 1m (,_aectiam 735(&)

..t 131(b) of tba act (19 u.s.c. DIT.ld(at
..tmnd(b)J.
UILJM.._Fem-,n.
tm.
,_....,
_ _ _ _, _ cawracr:
Da9la Babr (zm..m-ttlD).

omc. of

~U.S. lllternatioml Tnda
c

i•im.•Esn.tsw.. ·

W. . . . . DC2DGIL~

....... illdmdula . . mdYiMd tbat
iDfuaDatiua aa thia mau.r ca be

.., .... bJ..__dle

C•Pm iaakm'a TDD tllrmiul ma

.... will ................... bl
..-..aca.to . . C1 1 I•
abDlaW c:aatact . .
ol dlia

......,.....
Smee., at zm

m ·=

,_

BacJwl'DCllld.-1'1lia bacwtiptlaD la
beinl illltttuted .. a ...it of . .
afftrmative praliminuJ datermiaaticlll
bJ the Department of Commerce that
ilnporta of hisb·information content flat
peel diaplay1 and aubauembli•
thnaof from Japaa an beinl aold iD tha
United State• at leu than fair value
within the meanift& of HCtion 733 of the
act (19 U.S.C.1873b). The invutig1tion
niquested in • petition filed on July
11. 1980 by the Advanced Di1play
l\tanufacturen Alaociation.
Wuhington. De. In rnponn to that
petition the Commi11ion conducted a
preliminary antidumpina investi1ation

"'•S

I

Wednesday, March 27, 1991 / Notices

and. on the basil or information" .. '
developed dur1na the course of that
investigation. determined that there waa
reasonable indication that an indu1try iD
the United Statea was materially injured
by reaaon of imports of the 1ubjeet
merchandin (55 FR 37577. September
12.1990).
Participation in the inn•ti1ation.Penons wiahiq to participate in thia
investigation .. parties must rue an
entry of appearance with the SecrelllJ
to the Commi11ioa. as provided iD
I 201.11 of the Commiaaion'1 naiH (11
FR 201.11). DOI later than !Wanty-om
(21) daya after the publication of thia
notice iD the Federal Reptar. Ally entrJ
of appearance filed after thia data will
be referred to the Chairman. wllo will
determiJW whether to accept Illa lal9
entry lor aood cause ahown by U.
peraon •siriaa to me the •trJ·
Public ..,..ice Ji•L-Puntwlt to
I %01.ll(d) of the Commi•lim'a rulaa (11
CFR ZOLU(d)). the Secntary will
prepan a public aarvica list c:anwm.,
Illa..._ and addrnaes of all r - - ,
or their rapraantatiftL wt.a.,. putiaa
to tJsia inftltiptiOD Upoll the expiratiml
of the period far filiaa eatrin of
811P9UUIC8. In accmdam:a with •eetiaaa
201.l&(c) aad 201'.3 of the rain (19 aa
ZDL18(c) and 207.3). each public
docmnmt filed by a PU'tJ' to the
iaYwtipliaa muat be - - Oil all .,.....
parti• to the imatiptioa (u iWttfiad
by the pablic unica liat). and a
c:artificaw of unica mut accoms-r
tha ............. The Secralal'J will net
accept a cloc:gnwnt for
wtthallt a
c:artiflcata of ..me..

mm,

LiltUtM disloarw of b - - .

ptflpl'ietatF infonmti.on UlJt#to.
ptDtf#:tiN ~Olld ~
~ m.frmmti.on

m- Pllnunt to I

laa . . . . . . . . . mobilltJ impUrmmas

c-.
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..mc.Jia-

u.7(a) of tile
Cqnunj•sioD'a nala (11 CFR IDY-'fa)l
..._ Secratary will make available
_ . _ proprietary informatlaD
ptbarad iD thia final investiptiaa •
authorizad applicants under a protact:lw
order. pnmded that the application be
mada DD later than twenty-am (Zl) cta11
after the publication of thia notice iD die
F-..I ResUtar· A nparate aervtca liat
will be maintained by the Secretary for
thou parti11 authorized to receive
businftl proprietary information UDdar
a protective order. The Secntary will
not accept any 1ubmillion by partial
containiq bu1ino11 proprietary
information without • certificate of
11rvice indicatina that it has been
nn·ed on all the parties that are
authorized to receive 1uch information
under • protective order.
Staff report.-The prehearina staff
report in thi1 investigation will be

_placed in the nonpublic record on June
21. 1991. and a public ven1on will be
i1111ed thereafter. pursuant to§ 207.Zl of
the Conuni11ion'1 rul11 (19 CFR 207..%1).
ffeal'ilfG.-The Commi11ion will hold
a hearina in connection with this
investigation beginning at 9:30 a.m. on
July 11. 1991 at the U.S. lntemational
Trade Commi11ion Building. 500 E Street
SW.. Waabington. DC. Reque1t1 to
appear at the hearing should be med in
writiJll with the Secretary to the
Commillion not later then the close of
buainna (5:15 p.m.) on July z. 1991. A
nonparty who baa t11timony that may
aid the Commiuiorl'1 daliberatiom may
requnt permission to preaent a abort
atatement at the heariq. All parties and
nonpartias dffirinl to appear at the
hearinl and make oral presentations
ahould attaDd a prehaann, conference
ta be ileJd at l:30 a.m. on July 3. 1991 at
1118 U.S. lntemational Trade
Commiaiaa BuiJdq. Pursuant to
I s .zz of die Commilaion'a rtll• (tt
CFR ZD1.ZZ) nch PartJ' la encourapd to
aabmit a PNhearia& brief to the
ConaiaaicllL The deadline far rilint
~briefs la July z. 1911.
preh-U., briefs contain buineaa
proprieta.., infonn&Wm. a nanbusineu
proprietal)" ftlSioa la du Jiily 3. 19111.
T•timony die public bnring is
........... by I U.D of the
C
. cl•'• ralae (11 CFR Jr.23). '11lia
rule Nquina that taltimony be limited to
a naabua-. proprietary amamary amt
aaal)'lla of material contained iD
pnhearina briafa aad to iafarmation not
available at die time the prehurma
brief wu sabmita.LAAy wrtttm
-terial aabmtttad at the bnrins must
. . . . . bl acc:ardaaat with the
pra Hllanl ct..:ribed below and any
materials mut llle
at i... tbraa (3) warkina
..,. prim to . . bnrins ,..
I ZlllU(b)(:) of..._ Commisaia1l'1 rm.a

u

•t

::!mJupriatary

tis CFR ZlllLl(b)(2))).

Wria. ~----Prebevint

..... aabmia.a bf putiea llllllt
caafonn with the pnwisioaa af I '1J1'!.:Z

of the ConP•iMiaa'1 na1a (19 CFR
Zlll7.:Z) and aDould Include aU l..al
arpmaata. econamic analylff. and
factual materiala relavant to the public
helfinl. Poethearia& briefs 1ubnutted by
parti• must conform with the
proviaiona of I '1111.Zf (11 CFR :a:-.zc)
and must be 1ubmitted not later than the
close of businns on July 17. 1991. U
postheariq briefs contain business
proprietary information. a nonbusiness
proprietary venion is due July 18. 1991.
ID addition. any penon who hu not
entered an appearance a1 1 party to the
investiaation may 1ubmit a wnuen
atat1ment of lnfonnation pertinent to the
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haerat

k~ter I

subject of the illvnU,&licm on. or befon
July 17, 1991.

A signed on,inal Uld fourtHD (HJ
copies of each 1uhmiMion IDUlt be filed
with the Secretary to the Commi11ion iD
accordance with I 201.8 of the
Commi11iml1 rules (19 CFll 201.8). AD
written aubmissiom except for buaiDen
proprietary data will be available fm
public inspection dwizla resular
bu1ine11 hours (8:45 a.m. ta 5:15 p.m.) iD
t.'le omce or the Secretary to the
Commisaian.
Ally infomation for which busmen
proprietary treaanent ia de1ind must be
submitted separately. The envelope and
all pagea of 1uch submissionl must be
clearly labeled "Busine11 Proprietary
lnformaticm." Busine11 proprietary
1ubmis1ions and requests for buainen
proprietary treatment must conform
with the requirements of 11 201.8 and
'JJJ7.7 of the Commia1ion'1 ruin (19 CFll
201.8 and ZD%.7').
Partie1 which obtain dilc:loame
business proprietary informatioll
pW'lwmt to I 207.7(a) of the
Commission'• rulea (19 CFR IB.7(a))
may commect on aucb information ill
their preheariq and po1theariq brie&.
and may alao file additional written
com:nenta on such infmmation no later
t.'tan July Z%. 1991. Such additional
comm!!llts must be limited to comments
on busiDea proprietary in!ormatima ·
received iD or after tbe postbeariq

or

briefa.

or

A ncmbmine• praprietarJ nraion
such additional c:ammats ii due Julr ZS.
1991.

Aulllafttr: TJail iDY91tiptioD .........
conchaci.d UDde sul!larity of die T.udl Al:t.fll
1930. title vu. Thil DOlice ii puhlilllld
punUlllf to I mr.20 of Illa Coannir='m'il
nal• (11 CPR 2D'1.20):
luaed: Mmcb ZD. 191.
By Olds of die Cwe1Mie
K-'llLU-.,

~

.

(FR Doc. IW113 Filed..-..: Ml aal:

au.cam,..... ·.·
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Federal Register

[A-581-117]

High lnfonnatlon Content Fi8t Panel
Displays and Display Glaa Therefor
From Japan: Final Determination;
Rescission of Investigation and Partial
Dismislal of Petition

Import Administration.
International Trade Administration.
Commerce.
EFFECTIYI DATE: July 16, 1991.

AGENCY:

FOR l'URTHD INFORMATION CONTACT:

Karmi Leiman or Joel Fischl. Office of
Antidwnping lnvestigation.s, Import
Administration. International Trade
Administration. U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue NW .• Washington. DC 20230:
telephone (202) 377-4198 or 377:--1778.
respectively.
Fmal Determinations
Final Affirmative Determination of Sales
at Less Than Fair Value: ActiveMatrix Liquid Crystal High
Information Content Flat Panel
Displays and Display Glau Therefor
from Japan
Final Affirmative Determination of Sales
at Len Than Fair Value:
Electroluminescent High Information
Content Flat Panel Displays and
Display Glau Therefor from Japan
Final Negative Determination of Sales at
Less Than Fair Value: Gas Plasma
High Information Content Flat Panel
Displays and Display Glau Therefor
from Japan
Rescission of Initiation of Investigation ·
and Dismissal of Petition: PassiveMatrix Liquid Crystal ffiab ·
Information Content Flat Panel
Display• and Display Glue Therefor
from Japan
We detennine that importa of active·
matrix liquid crystal high information
content flat panel display• and display
glass therefor and electroluminescent
high information content fiat panel
displays and display glass therefor from
Japan are being. or are likely to be, sold
in the United States at less than fair
value, as provided in section 735(a) of
the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 ·
U.S.C. 1673d(a)) (the Act). The estimated
weighted-average margins are shown in
the "Continuation of Suspension of
Liquidation" section of this notice. We
also determine that gas plasma high
information content flat panel displays

I
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and display glass therefor from Japan.
are not. nor are likely to be. sold in the
Uni~e.d States at less .th~ fair v~lue. ~
ad~tion'. we. are rescm~ our ~t.ia~on
of mvest~ga~o~of pa.ss1ve-matrix liquid
crystal ~1gh informa~on content flat
-~
panel displays and_ displ~y glass
therefo~'. and are dis~ssmg that. part of
~~ .Pe~tion upon which the rescmded
irutiation was based.
Case History

~ February 21, 1~1. the ~e~artment
published an affirmative prehmmary
detennination (56 FR 7008). Since that
date. the following events have
occurred. On March 11, 1991, the
Department published a notice
postponing the final determination.s in
these investigations until not later than
July a. 1991 (56 FR 10236). Interested
parties submitted comments for the
record in case briefs dated May 30, 1991
and in rebuttal briefs dated June 6, 1991.
A public hearing was held on June 10.
1991. The Department requested posthearing briefs which were submitted by
interested parties on June 13. 1991. We
received additional submissions after
that date.

Scope of Investigations
The products covered by these
investigations, constituting three classes
or kinda of merchandise, are (1) activematrix liquid crystal high information
content flat panel displays and display
glass therefor: (2) gas plasma high
information content flat panel displays
and display glass therefor: and (3)
electroluminescent high information
content flat panel dispalys and display
glass therefor.
Baaed on information submitted to the
Department by interested parties to the
investigations. we have clarified the
definition of "display glaH of high
information content fiat panel displays."
This clarification provides a more
detailed definition of display glass. For
further discussion of this issue. see
Comment 2 of the "General Comments"
section of this notice.
1. Active-Matrix Liquid Crystal High
Information Content Flat Panel Displays
and Display Glass Therefor
Active-matrix liuqid crystal high
information content flat panel displays
(active-matrix LCD FPDs) are large area.
matrix addressed displays. no greater
than four inches in depth. with a picture
element (pixel) count of 120.000 or
greater. whether complete or
incomplete, assembled or unassembled.
Active-matrix LCF FPDs utilize a thin·
film transistor array to activate liquid
crystal at individual pixel locations.
Included are monochromatic, limited

I
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color, and full color displays urh·d c.r:
display text, graphics, and video.
Active-matrix LCD FPO display glass.
whether or not integrated with
additional components, exclusively
dedicated to and designed for use in
active-matrix LCD FPDs. is defined as
processed glass substrates that
incorporate patterned row, column. or
both types of electrodes, and also
typically incorporate a material that
reacts to a change in voltage (i.e., liquid
crystal) 8.nd contact pads for
interconnectino dri
l tr ·
--o
ve e ec orucs.
2. Gas Plasma High Information Content
Flat Panel Displays and Display GlaH
Therefor
Gas plasma high information content
fiat panel displays (gas plasma FPDs)
are large area. matrix addressed
displays. no greater than four inches in
depth. with a pixel count of 120.000 or
greater, whether complete or
incomplete. aHembled or unassembled.
Gas plasma FPDs incorporate a matrix
of electrodes that. when activated.
excite a gaseous compound, typically
neon and argon. causing it to emit light.
Included are monochromatic. limited
color, and full color displays used to
display text. graphics. and video.
Gas plasma FPO display glass.
whether or not integrated with
additional components, exclusively
dedicated to and designed for gas
plasma FPDa. is defined as processed
glass substrates that incorporate
patterned row, column. or both types of
electrodes. and also typically
incorporate a material that reacts to a
change in voltage (i.e.• gas plasma) and
contact pads for interconnecting drive
electronics.
3. Electroluminescent High Information
Content Flat Panel Displays and Display
Glass Therefor
Electroluminescent high infonnation
content flat panel displays (EL FPDs) are
large area, matrix addressed displays,
no greater than four inches in depth.
with a pixel count of 120.000 or greater,
whether complete ~r incomplete,
assembled or unassembled. EL FPDs
incorporate a matrix of electrodes that.
when activated. apply an electrical
current to a solid compound of
electroluminescent material (e.g.. zinc
sulfide) causing it to emit light. Included
are monochromatic. limited color. and
full color displays used to display text.
graphics. and video.
EL FPO displays glass, whether or not
integrated with additional components,
exclusively dedicated to and designed
for use in EL FPDs. is defined as
processed glaaa substrates that
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incorpol"Bte patterned row. 'column. or
both types of electrodea. and allO
typically incorporate a material that
reacll to a change in voltqe (•-I··
phosphor) and contact peda for
intercoMectiJl8 drive electroaica.
The following mercbandiM ii
excluded from the scope of these
investiptiona: Paslive-matrix liquid
crystal bish Information content flat
panel displays and display pua
therefor (pauiv-.matrtx LCD FPO) (s-.
"Clau or Kind of Merchandi•" and
"llesc:iuion of lnvestisation Witb
Respect to Pauive-Matrix LCD FPDI"
HCtioaa of this notice for farther
details); 1qmented flat panel displays;
matrix addreued Oat panel displays
witb l... than 120.000 pixeW; and
cathode ray tube• (CRTs).
All types of FPDa described above an
currently clauifiable under subheadiql
8St3. 8803. 9013. 9014. 9017.90.00. 9018,
9IJZZ. 9028. 90Z7. 9030. ao:n. &1n.8Z.30.
Mn.llZ.40, 11473.10.00. &17Ul.OO.
11473.30.40. IMU0.00. 8488. 8517.m.m.
15Z&.10..S0. 8529 90 00, 8531.20JXJ.
81531.90.00. and 8541 of the Harmanmd
Tariff Schedule (HI'S). Although the
HTS aubheadinp are provided for
coavl!Dience and cmtoma purposes, our
written description of the scape of thae
praaedinp i.a dispoaitive.

Clas ar- JCind of Mtm:lrandia
In the petition. the petitioners
characterized all high information
content flat panel displays ai a •insle
clau or kind of mercbandile. In the
Department'• notice of initiation (SS FR
33141. August 14. 1990) and preliminary
determination (58 FR 7'00I. February n.
1991) we allo treated the merchudile
as a sinpe clan or kind.
On September 4. 1990, the Department
solidted comments from all interested
parties on 1everal l11uea relating to the
invutisatiom, incladina clua or kind.
We nsceived responaea to our requnt
from the petitionan (camilting of the
Advanced Dl1play Mumfactunn of
America and Its member companin;
Planar Svstema, In~ Plumaco, Inc.; OIS
Optical lmagina Syatema. Ille.; The
Cheny Corparation: Mqnaacreen
Corporation: Pbotonica Tecbnol09Y. lnc.;
and Electro-Plasma. Inc.). Toshiba
Corpo:-ation fr01biha). Hoaiden
Corporation (Holiden). GRiD Systems.
Inc. (GRID). Kyocera Corporation
(Kyocera), and the Computer System
Manufacturers Group (CSMG)
(consisting of Apple Computer
Corporation. International Business
Machines Corporation. Compaq
Computer Corporation. and Tandy
Corporation/GRID Sy1tems. lnc.J. We
continued to receive comments oa class
or kind from interested parties
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throughout the course of these
investisationa. lncludins comments in
case and rebuttal briefs, at the public
hearins. and in post-hearing
submi11iom. Based upon our analysis of
these aubmi11iona. we determine that
the product. covered by the petition
constitute four separate claasea or kind1
of merchandise: active-matrix LCD
FPDs: passive-matrix LCD FPDs: 1a1
plaama FPOI: and EL FPDa. The
followtna ia • diacu11ion of the claa1 or
ldnd upmenb presented and the
Department•• analysis.
A. PeUticmerl

The petltlonen state that the 1Ubjec:t
mercbandile c:onatitutea one clan or
kind of mercbandl•. The petltionen
analyze the subject merchandise baaed
on the c:tter.a Ht forth in Diversified
Producta Cotporatitm v. United Statn. e
err 155. 1ez. 512 P. Supp. 883. 1188 (1913)
and Kyowa Goa Charical Industrial Co.
v. United Stat-. 7 CT 138. 58Z P. Supp.
881 (1911) (DiP!lnifHKl criteria). Thete
criteria an:
(tJ The semnl ph}'9ical
characteriati•
(%}The ultimate me:
(3) The expectations of tha ultimate

pun:ha1er,
(4) The channels of trade: and
(5) The mmmer of advertiaing md
display.

A.c:cardiq ta the petition8l"I. all F'PDI
have the Ame pneral pbyaical
clwactmiatica. They are virtuallJ
identical ill aiZll, bave deptha of foar
inchn or lua. and bave a pixel cOUDt of
uo.ooo or sre•ter. Each ii comprilect of

display Pua. drin electroaica. control
electronica. a mec:banical packqe, and
a power supply. The petitioners also
state that FPDs are resularly analyzed
and compared amons tedmolopa
baaed on c:haractariltica 1Uch u
brtptneu. viewiq angle. reipODle
time, power consumption. arid
rugedneu. ID their case briefs. the
petitioners contend that all FP01 can
achieve the same power consumption.
size. weisht. ate.. and that the industry ii
moving to achieve these 1oala. For
example. the petitioners note that Planar
Syatema. Inc. baa produced an EL FPO
with tha aame power con11U1Dption. size,
and weisht of many backlit LCD
displays currently on the market. They
assert there are numerous examples of
this technology overlap.
Aasertins that ·~·items designers have
complete flexibility when deciding
which type of FPD to use in a system.
the petitioners note that different
original equipment manufacturers
(OEM•) use different FPDs in the same
applicationa. For example. in avionics.
Allied-Signal chose to use an active--
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matrix LCD FPO while Boeing and
Canadian Marconi chose EL FPDs. Also,
Data General purcbaaed EL FPD1 from
Planar H replacements for pa11ivematrix LCD FPO• in one of its systems.
Thus. all FPO technologies are
competing for market opportunities in
virtually all end-aaer markets.
According to the petitioners, the
expectatioc1 of the ultimate purchaser
of an FPO are to pre1ent textuaL
graphie. or video information on a
display with reduced aize and weight.
The petitioners note that while the
relative Importance of various
performance criteria differ from
application to application. purchasen
resuJarly evaluate cost-performance
trade-offs for their applicationa.
The petitioners contend that all FPOa
are sold through the same channels of
trade. They are 1ald to OEMa throush a
factory direct aalu force. independent
aala representatives. or through
•toc:kini diltributon. The petitioners
note that individual
representatives often market more than
one teclmolo1Y and cite the caae of
Sha.-p Corporation. whose sales force
1ella puaive-matrix LCD FPOa and EL

•ale•

FPDs c:oac:arrently.
F"mally. the petition-. argue FPO
mamfactmera advertiae their products
in a similar manner, whether it be in
specific product Uterature. at trade ahowa. or ill the trade preaL A review of
advertilUl& lhowa that information ia
presented iD a similar fashion regardless
of technology.
The petitionen conclude, baaed on
thete criteria. that it ia dear there is one
c:lua or kind of merchandise which
encompauea JM four products 1Ubject
to this invntisatiaa.

B. Toshiba
Toshiba holda that FPD1 include

nveral distinct 1ophiaticated devices
wttb technologically material
differencea. Applyina the Diversifie:i
criteria. Toshiba states there are four
cla1au or kinda of merchandise based
on the four FPO tecbnolosies.
According to Toshiba, there are
numeroua differences in physical
characteristics that result in distinct
product capabilities with respect to
optical. electrical. and mechanical
factors. First. some FPDs are emissi\·e.
that fJ. they emit light (EL FPDs and ~e9
plasma FPOs). while others (LCD FPDs)
are non•missi,,·e, modulating and
reflecting ambient light. Second. LCD.
EL. and 111 plasma FPDs use diITcre~t
mediums to activate each pixel. 1 e ..
liquid crystal. phosphor. or 1as.
respecijvely. The different material!
result in different color displays: LCD is
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black-on-white or blue-gretin: gas
plasma is red· and EL~ yellow.
Contrast. tra~parency. And brightness
also differ among tec:lmologies. In
addition, each FPD tKbnology has
unique electrical requinments that
determine power consumption and
battery life. Gas plasma and EL FPDs
consume relatively high power while
LCD FPDs are a lower power
technology. Mechanical requirements of
the technologies determine size and
weight. with gas plasma and EL FPDs
typically being an inch thick and two
pounds in weight and LCDs being onequarter inch thick and weighing one
pound or less.
The varying physical characteristics
of the FPO technologies offer ultimate
users distinctly different products
depending on application. LCD ia most
appropriate in applications where
ambient light conditions are not
constant, while gas plasma is used when
picture quality is important. EL FPOs are
used when security needa dictate
suppression of radio frequency
emissions. Battery life is another
important consideration. should the
ultimate user desire to use the FPO in a
battery-powered application. Toshiba
af8ues only portables with LCD FPDs
can operate under battery power.
Similarly, the ultimate use of the FPO
is determined by the technology. LCD
technology is used in laptop computers.
while gas plasma and EL FPOs are used
in portable computers. specialized
military and medical instruments and
for other uses. There is no
interchangeability of the various FPOs
after the design stage for their use in an
end-product.
Toshiba states that this analysis.
based on the Divenified aiteria, shows
there are four separate classes or kinds
of merchandise.
C. Hosiden
Hosiden also maintaina there are four
classes or kinds of merchandise
distinguished by tedmolOBY. Hosiden•a
position is identical to Toahiba's except
as noted below.
Hosiden elaboratea on the distinctions
between the four typet of FPOs with
respect to mechanical structure and
electronic interface. The "mechanical
structure" refers to the manner in which
the glass and electronic circuitry are
held together. Gas plaama FPDs require
that the glass substrate be directly
bonded to a reinforced plastic support ·
frame that also supports the drive
electronics. EL FPO technology requires
that the glass substrate be directly
bonded to the drive electronics printed
circuit board with discrete pin
connections and without the use of a
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frame. LCD FPOs, both passive-matrix
and active-matrix. can be assembled
using either a backboard. tape
automated bonding. or chip-on-glass.
Hosiden notes that active-matrix LCD
FPDs differ from passive-matrix LCD
FPDs because of the thin-film transistor
array.
The electronic interface allows the
display controller device in the host
system to communicate with the display
driver in the FPO. The circuit
connections, AC data timing signals. DC
voltage levels. display control functions,
and color and gray-scale emulation
control functions are unique to each of
the four types of FPDs. They cannot be
interchanged without significant
hardware and software modifications.
D.GRiD
GRiD. a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Tandy Corporation. offers the following
analysis of the subject merchandise as it
pertains to the laptop computer industry.
GRiD argues there are four classes or
kinds of merchandise.
A passive-matrix LCD FPO is the most
desirable display for battery-powered
laptop computers, because of its low
power consumption. In addition. its light
weight and reasonable picture quality
are attributes that make passive-matrix
LCD FPOs good general purpose
displays for many applications. Passivematrix LCD FPOs are the only display
type that can be used in portable
computers used in field work under
varying light conditions and where
battery life is essential due to tbe
absence of AC power outlets.
Transflective LCDs (those reflecting
ambient light as well as transmitting
light from a backlight or sidelight) allow
varying light conditions to be overcome
while maintainilJI low power and
weight. Gas plasma and EL FPOs cannot
be used under these conditions. Lastly,
passive-matrix LCD FPDs are
substantially less costly than the other
types of FPDs.
Gas plasma FPDs provide a crisp redon-black display with excellent off-angle
viewing. This viewing angle is nece11ary
in certain portable computer
applications where the user requires
that sever~! people be able to view the
display at the same time. On the other
hand. the high power consumption and
weight of gas plasma FPDs preclude
their use in notebook computers, where
the incorporation of a gas plasma FPO
instead of a passive-matrix LCD FPO
would increase weight by up to 40
percent and require a battery with two
times as much power to achieve the
necessary three hours of battery life that
GRiD requires. The higher cost of gas
plasma FPDs relegates them to the
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portable market in applications where
their fast response time and excellent
viewing angle are paramount.
EL FPDs have a bright yellow display
with excellent off-angle viewing. EL
FPDs are the most costly of the
technologies utilized by GRID. As the
incorporation of an EL FPD into a
notebook computer would increase
weight by approximately 54 percent due
to the additional power requirements.
GRiD has not widely incorporated EL
FPOs into its notebook applications.
GRiD has utilized EL FPDs primarily in
Tempest systems. Tempest systems
suppress radio frequency emissions of
the display and are used in situations
where infonnation security is needed.
EL is the only FPO technology used in
Tempest systems because of the
brightness of the display. A Tempest
system uses a fine metal screen to
reduce emi11ions, which also
significantly reduces the brightness of
the display. An EL FPO can
accommodate the metal screen and
remain readable due to its inherent ·
brightness.
GRID concludes that no one type of
FPO can serve all applications and that
users select their laptop computer with a
particular FPO based on the intended
application. Each type of FPO is a
separate class or kind of merchandise.
E. Kyocera
Kyocera states that the Department
has the authority to find that more than
one cla11 or kind of merchandise exists.
Kyocera adds that the petitioners'
categorization of FPDs is simplistic and
over-broad. Based on the Diversified
criteria. Kyocera argues there are four
cla11e1 or kinds of merchandise.

F.CSMG
In its submission of September 7, 1990.
the CSMG states that it is within the
discretion of the Department to
determine there is more than one class
or kind of merchandise subject to
investigation. The CSMG cites the
Department's decision in Final
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value: A.ntifriction Bearings (Other
Than Tapered Roller Bearings) and PartH
Thereof from the Federal Republic of
Germany (54 FR 18992. May 3. 1989)
(AFBs}. In those investigations. the
petitioner maintained that all AFBs
constituted one class or kind of
merchandise because all have the same
general physical characte_ristics. since
all have essentially the same four
components (inner race, outer race. cage
system. and rolling elements). The
petitioner also asserted that all AFBs
have the same general use (i.e ..
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reducing friction between moving parts)
and, as a result. all bearings give rise to
the same general comumer expectation.
Finally, the petitioner noted that all
AFBs are distributed within the same
general channels of trade. The
Department disagreed. finding
petitioner's description of AFBs over·
simplistic. and found there were five
classes or kinds of merchandise. The
CSMG compares the AFBs decision to
high information content fiat panel
displays and offers its analysis of the
subject merchandise based on the
Diversified criteria, concluding there are
four classes or kinds of FPD1. baaed on
technology. This analysis is similar to
that offered by Toshiba. Hoaiden. GRiD.
and Kyocera.
In its case brief submitted to the
Department on May 30. 1991, the CSMG
proposed an alternative to its request for
a finding of four classes or kinda. The
CSMG maintained that. although they
continue to believe there are four
classes or kinds of merchandise, if it
would not agree, the Department should
recognize there are at least two cluaes
or kinds of merchandise. emi11ive and
non-emissive FPDa. The division
between the classn or kinda should be
based on the ability of the FPO
technology to produce and emit light.
Thus. EL and gu plasma FPOa are one
class or kind of merchandiae because
both technolOBiea produce and emit light
when activated by an electrical current.
LCD FPDa. passive-matrix and activematrix. are a second claA or kind of
merchandise because an LCD FPO
matrix. absent the addition of a light
source (e.g.• backlight), is non-emissive.
LCD FPD1 reflect ambient light or allow
transmi11ion of light from a source
behind or to the side of the pixel matrix.
In a discussion of the Diversified
criteria, the CSMG states that the
emi11ive technolopn consume more
power, and are larser and heavier than
non-emi11ive diaplaya. Hence. their
ultimate uses are drawn alq similar
lines. Non-emi11ive dilplap are used in
applications where llabt weight and low
power consumption are a nece11ity, e.g..
laptop computen. EmiAive technolOlie•
are utilized in applications where their
wide viewins angle is important and no
severe power limitations exist. Medical
instrumentation. systems controls, and
extremely la11e video displays (such as
stadium systems) are examples of
applicatioan that lend themselves to the ·
emissive technoloSiet. The CSMG notes
that its memben are the only end-usen
to have submitted information on the
record regardins end-use and the ·
<:!Xpectations of ultimate users. The
CSMC states there is no
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interchangeability among technologies.
The technological differences among the
four types of FPDs allow or prevent their
use in computer systems. Emissive
displays cannot be used in laptop
computers where power consumption is
a chief concern. However, in systems
such as Compaq's original portable
computer. the Portable m. a 20 pound
system designed for office applications
where a power source is of no concern.
a gas plasma FPO was used because it
most emulated the qualities of a CRT
display. Tbe CSMG concludes that the
essential physical differences between
the FPO tecbnolopes, the actual
expectations of customers u to each
display type's applications, and the lack
of substitutability between emissive and
non-emissive displap all compel the
Department to find at least two cla11e1
or kinds of merchandise: emissive and
non-emilsive FPOs.
G. DOC Determination
The Court of International Trade (CIT)
hu recoplized the authority of the
Department to define and clarify the
scope of Its investigation. Mitsubishi
Electric Corp. v. United Stattts, 700 F.
Supp. 538. 552 (err 1988), aff'd. 898 F. 2d
15" (Fed. Cir. 1990). The err has also
recognized the Department'• authority
to subdivide the claq or kind of
merchandise submitted by the petitioner
in the petition when the Department
determines that more than one cla11 or
kind of merchandise has improperly
been merpd into a single cla11 or kind
of merchandise. Torrington Co. v.
United StaJes. 745 F. Supp., 718 (CIT
1990).

Given the subatantial information
placed on the record regarding the
appropriate number of cla11e1 or kinds
of merchandise. we have decided to
reexamine the class or kind of
merchandise as described in the
petition. In this regard. we have applied
the Divenified criteria to the facts in
these investisations to determine
whether the merchandise subject to the
invesU,ation should be divided into
separate cla11e1 or kinds of
merchandise. See, AFB•. at 19000. Based
on these criteria, we determine that
FPO• constitute four distinct classes or
kinds of merchandise. Our analysis
shows that the technology of the FPO
determine• or limits the FPO'• functional
capabilities (e.g., power consumption.
viewin& angle. brightne11. and weight).
In tum. these capabilities establish the
boundaries of the FPO'• ultimate use
and customer expectations.
General Physical Characteristics. The
four FPO technologies are fundamentally
different. Pa11ive-matrix LCD FPDa
incorporate rows and columns of
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electrodes. a matrix activated by an
electrical current. Thia current causes
the liquid crystals to twist at the
junction of the activated row and
column electrodes, acting as an
aperture. and allowing light to pass
through. This light comes from the
reflection of ambient light or from light
produced from a backlight or sidelight
incorporated into the FPO. Passivematrix LCD technology requires the
display to constantly "refresh," that is.
sequentially activate the row electrodes
while selectively activating column
electrodes, hundreds of times per
second. 10 that at the junction of the
activated row and column electrodes a
pixel is turned on. Active-matrix LCD
FPOs use a thin-film transistor array to
addre11 the individual pixels. Tbia
array. sometimei compared to a very
large semiconductor. places a transistor
at each pixel location that allows each
pixel to be activated individually. This
eliminates the need for "refresh." Gas
plasma FP01 incorporate a matrix of
electrodes that. when activated. excite a
gaseous compound of neon and argon
causing it to emit light. '1'hi8 proce11 is
similar to the activation of neon and
ftuorescent lights. Electroluminescence
is the non-thermal conversion of
electrical ene11Y to luminous enel'IY· EL
FPDs incorporata a matrix of electrode•
that apply a current to a solid compound
of electroluminetcent material (4!.g., zinc
sulfide) causin& it to emit light.
The petitionen aaert that all FPOs
are similar because they display text.
graphics. and video. are len tban four
inches thick. and have more than 120.000
pixels. While the petitionera note that
current EL and gas plallDA FPDs may
someday be able to achieve some of the
low power and size requirements
currently achieved by passive-matrix
LCD FPOs. their clau or kind analysis is
deficient In its approach to dissimilar
products that are clearly complex
devices engineered utilizing the moat
advanced production techniques and
clean room environments. Analysis of
FPOa in current production shows that
all types ofFPDs cannot meet the same
technical specifications. For example.
the vast majority of EL and gas plasma .
FPOs cannot meet the same low power
levels of the paqive-matrix LCD FPDs.
Expectation• of the Ultimata

Purchasers 8' Ultimate UStJ. The demand
for a ranse of FPOa with different
technologies arises from applications
where power, viewina ansle. brightness.
and weisht can vary greatly. Activematrix LCD FPOa have been used in the
avionics industry, where their wide
viewing angle, ability to be viewed in
direct sunlight. and a le11ened concern
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screen used to suppress radio frequency
over power source. make them suitable
FPDa. During the course of our
emiaaions. Military field applications do
FPDa for aircraft cockpits. Also. active·
investigation. we determined that no
not utilize either passive-matrix or
matrix LCD FPDs are be&bmin8 to be
petitioner produces pa11ive-matrix LCD
active-matrix LCD FPDa because of their FPDs. Since the petitioners do not
incorporated into computer 1y1tema
inability to meet the rigoroua physical
where a thin display i1 nquired and
produce one of the claaaes or kinds of
demands (e.g., extremes in temperature.
where graphics and video display
merchandise, we further evaluated
physical shock) of military
requirementa preclude the use of
whether the petitioners bad standing to
passive-matrix LCD FPDa. as these FPDa environments.
file a petition with respect to paasiveChannels of Distribution 8'
do not offer the fast ruponse time
matrix LCD FPDa. Thia evaluation was
Advertising. Channels of distribution
needed in these applicationa. Pa11iveneceuary atven the Department's
and advertising are generally the same
matrix LCD FPDs. with their very low
cont~ued obligation to evaluate the
among the technologies. Sianificantly
power consumption. have become the
standing of petitioners. See. Oregon
more important diasimilaritiu exist with Steel Milm. Inc. v. United States. 862
standard in the laptop and notebook
respect to physical characteristics.
F.2d 15'1 {Fed. Cir. 1988) Accordingly,
computer industry, where consumer
ultimate uses, and the expectatiom of
we muat determine whether the
demand calls for unita that can operate
ultimate users. AFBa. at 18999 (Although petitionen have standing to file a case
for aeveral hours on a battery. The
all AFBa have the same general physical with respect to passive-matrix LCD
record abow1 that pauive-matrix LCD
characteristica and aerve the same
FPDa.
FPDa dominate the fut gnnrina laptop
and notebook computer mark.et. with no general function {i.e.. to reduce friction).
Under section 732(b)(1) of the Act. in
the Department found five classes or
sianificant exceptiom. However. the
order to have standing to rue an
kinda
of
merchandiae
where
the
incorporation of paaaive-matrix LCD
antidumping petition. a petitioner must
Department' 1 analyail revealed that the
FPDs into laptop and notebook
be an "Interested party.'' The term
shape of the rolling element or contact
computm doe1 not achieve the
_ "interested party" ia defined. in relevant
surface determined or limited the AFB'1
brightneaa or viewin& angle that pa
part. u ... manufacturer. producer. or
key functional capabilities (e.a.. load
pluma and EL FPDa offer. The inherent
wholesaler in the United States of the
and
speed),
and
these
capabilities
in
brigbtnua .of EL FPDa hu allowed them
"like product." Section 771(9)(C) of the
tum established the boundariea of the
to capture the Temput market. while
Act. Therefore. in determining whether
AFB'
a
ultimate
use
and
customer
their iupdness hu made them ideal
the petitioners have standing aa an
expectations).
for a variety of military applications.
interested party to file a petition on
Thia analyail clearly indicatu there
The wide viewing angle and brigbtneu
passive-matrix LCD displays, the
are four classes or kinda of
of gas plasma and EL FPDa allows them
Department must determine what the
merchandise. Each of the four cluses or like product{•) ia in this proceeding.
to be used in syatema controls and
kinda of merchandise has a distinct
medical inltrumentation. where the FPO
In this regard. the Department has
mut be nen by eeveral operatora at the technology which produces the imqe ea traditionally adopted the International
well
as
a
diatid
set
of
physical
ume time. Additionally, cunat
Trade Commi11ion'1 (ITC) definition of
characteriatica auch u power
manufacturing technology allows gu
the like produd because the rrc must
consumption. brightness. viewiJll ansle.
plasma and EL FPDa to be produced in
define the like product for purposes of
contrast.
and
weight.
The
combination
laqer lizet than either puaive-matrix
its injury determination. See, e.g.. Fmal
of physical characteristics. in turn.
or active-matrix LCD FPDa. thu.a
Determination of Sales at Lesa Than
directly determines the expectations of
allowina them to be ued in systems
Fair Value: 3.5" Microdisks and Coated
purchasers
and
the
ultimate
uan
of
each
where a larp display ia necetUI')' (..,..
Media from Japan (54 FR 6433, February
type
of
FPO.
The
functional
capabilities
stadium aystema and office
10. 1989) (If ITC found more than one
of
each
type
of
FPD.
when
in
workatatiom). ln fact. information
like product in ita final determination.
combination with the expectations of
submitted on the record ahowa that the·
the Department would reconsider
the purchaser and ultimate use. almott
majority of sa• pluma and EL FPDa an
whether petitioner was an interested
always preclude the use of more than
incorporated into medical
party with standing to file the petition);
one technology in the 1ame application.
instrumentation and 1ystema control
and Final Detarm1nation of Sales at Les11
Except in rare inatancee. as noted
applicatiom while the majority of
Than Fair Value: Granular
above, each FPO technology
passive-matrix LCD FPDa an
accommodates a different aet of criteria. Polytetraftuoroethylene Resin from Italy
incorporated into laptop computer
(53FRZ8098,28098,July11, 1988) (The
Rescission of Investigation With
applicatioDL
Department relied on the ITC'1 finding
· Respect to Passive-Matrix FPD•
These physical distinctionl and
that there was one like product in
consequent performance differences
establishing that petitioner had standing
The petition in this case was brousht
to bring the case). However, nothing in
dictate what the customer can expect of
by Advanced Display Manufacturers nf
the display. For instance. a laptop
America. Planar Systems, Inc..
· the statute or the regulations requires
computer manufacturer will not comider Plasmaco, Inc., OIS Optical Imaging
the Department to adopt the ITC's like
product definition for purposes of
an EL FPO because an EL FPO comumea Systems. Inc.. The Cherry Corporation.
determining whether petitioners have
more power than allowable to maintain
Electro-Plasma. Photonica Technology,
an optimum battery life. whereas a
standing. See, NTN Bearing Corp. v.
Inc. and Magnascreen Corporation. The
United States, 757 F.Supp. 1425. 1430
paaaive-matrix LCD FPO, while not
petition specifically coverd at least four
offering the same viewing angle as an
(CIT 1991), alfd ("It is the function
types of high information content fiat
EL FPO, will allow the laptop computer
of the ITA to determine standing and no
panel displays: passive-matrix LCD
to operate on battery power for the
FPDs, active-matrix LCD FPDs. EL FPDs. statute or regulation requires the ITA to
defer to data used by the ITC''). Indeed.
requisite number of hours. A
and gas plasma FPDs. As discussed in
issues involving the application of the
manufacturer of Tempest systema will
the claaa or kind section of this notice,
not consider active-matrix or passivetenn "like product" are not new ones for
the Department has found four distinct
the Department. The Department has
matrix LCD FPDs because of their
classes or kinds of merchandise
defined the like product for purposes of
inability to be seen through the metal
corresponding to these four types of
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assessing a petitioner'• 1tanding at the
time of initiation of an investigation.
See, Notice of Initiation: Antidumping
Duty Investigation of Tungsten Ore
Concentrates From the People's
Republic of China (56 FR 8835, 6838.
February 20. 1991). Moreover. the
Department baa had to resolve
questions concerning a party's status by
defining the like product in cases filed
pursuant to section 303 of the Act (19
U.S.C. 1303) in which an injury
determination was not required. See e.g.,
Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty
Detenninationa and Countervailing Duty
Orders; Certain Textile Mill Products
a_nd Apparel from Peru: and Reaciaaion
of Initiation of Investigations With .
Respect to Hand-Made Alpaca Apparel
and Hand-Made Carpet and Tapestries
(50 FR 9871, March 12. 1985).
Accordingly, although the Department
ordinarily adopts the ITC's definition of
the like product where such a definition
exists. the Department has the authority
to make like product determinations for
purposes of determining whether a
petitioner has standing to file a case. If
the Department was required to adopt
the ITC's like product definition for
purposes of aaae11ing a petitioner's
standing in all cases. it would effectively
place the isaue of standing before the
ITC contrary to the holdings of both the
Court of Appeala for the Federal Circuit
and the Court of lntemational Trade.
See. Algoma Steel Corp., v. United
States. 885 F.2d 240. 241 (Fee. Cir. 1989).
cert. denied, 109 S.CL 3244 (1989); and
Gl1more Steel Corp. v. United Statn.
585 F.Supp. 870, 678 (CIT 1984) (The
Department of Commerce has the
authority to terminate an investigation
where a petitioner don not have
standing to file a petition).
More importantly, it may be
inappropriate in certain situations for
the D ...,artment to rely solely on the
ITC's definitions of the like product for
purposes of determininl a petitioner's
standing. because ri&ld adherence to the
ITC'a defmition may lead to results
which are contrary to those intended by
Congre11. For exampla, the ITC ii
required to examine a U.S. industry in
order to determine whether that industry
is being injured by 1ales of the 1ubject
merchandise. Accordingly. for purposes
of its injury analysis, the ITC defines the
like product in a manner which ensures
that there is a domestic industry
producing the like product. See. High
Information Content Flat Panel Displays
and Suba11embliu Thereof From Japan.
Inv. No. 731-TA-689 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 2311 at 8 (September 1990}
1aud cases cited therein (ITC rejected the
nuiion that a like product could be
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defined as a product not produced by a
U.S. industry); S. Rep. No. 96-249. 96th
Cong., 1st Sess. 90 (1979) (''The ITC will
examine an industry producing the
product like the imported article being
investigated, but if such industry does
not exist • • • then the ITC will
examine an induatry producing a
product moat similar in characteristics
and uses with the imported article").
The approach used by the ITC for
purposes of its injury analysis may,
therefore. result in a definition of the
like product which is so broad that the
petitioner would qualify as a producer
of the "like product." and thus have
standing, but neverthele11 have no
legitimate stake in the outcome of the
Department's investigation. Thia is
directly contrary to the result intended
by Congreu. See, S. Rep. No. 98-249 at
83 ("The committee intends that the
standing requirements be administered
to • • • prohibit petitiom filed by
persona with no stake in the result of the
inveatigation'1· See. also NTN Bearing
Corp., 757 F. Supp. at 1426 (endorsing
the language of S. Rep. No. ~49). It
alao underscores why the Department
must. in certain cases, defme the like
product in order to appropriately
determine whether a petitioner has
standing. Although this may result in
two district definitions of the like
product. one for standing purposes and
one for delineating the industry to be
examined by the ITC. such
inconsistencies are inherent in the
bifurcated 1y1tem created by CongreN
and do not render an agency's
determination contrary to law. See,
Algoma Stsel Corp. v. United Stat6a, 688
F. Supp. at 842~.
In this case, the ITC preliminary
determined that there was one like
product consisting of all high
information content flat panel displays.
If the Department were to rely
exclusively on the ITC's preliminary
definition of the like product. the
petitioners would have standing
because they qualify as producers of
high information content flat panel
di1play1. However. we have reason to
believe that the petitioners may not
have a legitimate interest in the result of
an investigation with respect to paaaivematrix LCD FPDa because the
petitioners do not produce this cla11 or
kind or merchandise.• In addition. we
' Wt note that the petitioner1 allepd material
retardation in thi1 c:.ue u an altemallvt a'1111ftent
in tht event that the rrc failed to f111d material
injury. Howaver. noth1111 in the record of thit CllM
1uaeate that the petilioner1 could have, or would
have. produced p111ive·m1trix LCD FPD1 abtent
)apane11 NIH of thi• m1rch1ndi1e.
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are confronted with the situation where,
for purposes of its injury analysis, the
ITC would be required to define the like
product more broadly than "passivematrix LCD FPDs" because there is no
domestic industry producing this class
or kind of merchandise. See, High
Information Content Flat Panel Displays
and Subaasemblies Thereof From Japan,
USITC Pub. 2311 at 5-6. As detailed
above. it is inappropriate for the
Department to adopt the ITC's like
product definition in this situation
because strict adherence to the ITC's
definition of the like product may very
well lead to a result which is contrary to
that intended by Congress: a finding that
petitioners have standing to bring an
antidumping case but nevertheless have
no legitimate interest in the outcome of
the investigation. Accordingly, it is
necessary for the Department to conduct
a like product analysis in order to
properly a11eas the petitioners' standing
in this case.
We have examined the factors
generally considered by the ITC when
analyzing like product iaauea. These
factors include: (1) Physical
characteristics. (2) end uses, (3)
interchangeability of products, (4)
channels of distribution. (5) production
proce11es, (6) customer or producer
perceptions of the producL (7) use of
common manufacturing facilities and
production employees, and (6) price. No
single factor is diapoaitive. See, e.g..
High Information Content Flat Panel
Displays and Suba11emblie1 Thereof
from Japan. USITC Pub. 2311 at 4, n. 8.
On the basis of our analysis of these
factors, for the purposes of determining
whether the petitioners have standing.
we have determined that FPDa
constitute four like products: activematrix LCD FPDa: pa11ive-matrix LCD
FPDa: gas plasma FPDs; and EL FPDa.
Factors (1), (2), (4), and (8) noted
above are similar or identical to the
Diversified criteria. We di1cu11ed these
elements in detail in the "Cla11 or Kind
of Merchandise" section of this notice,
where we conclude that there are
substantial differences in physical
characteristics, end-uses, and
expectations of the ultimate purchaseri.,
and similarities in the channels of
distribution. The remaining factors are
diacu11ed below.
. There is little interchangeability
among the four FPO technologies.
Interchangeability augeats that one
product may be easily substituted for
another, that is, its specifications are
such that both products will serve the
same purpose in their final application.·
The ITC noted in its preliminary
determination that "[t]he record
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•uae•ta that there ia a1lo a lack of
interchaqeability in .... even amona
displays of the Mme format and
technology." (See, Hip lafarmatioa
Content Flat Panel Displa,. and
Subaaaembliea Thereof from Japan.
USITC Pub. 2311 at 7, a. 19. For example,
to date, virtually all notebook computera
incorporate puaiv•matrix LCD FPDa
because of their relatively low power
requirements. weiibL and c:oaL In the
avionica induatrf, gu plasma and EL
FPDa are not used beca111e of their
inability to be seen in direct •unliahL
Tempest computers utilize EL FPDt
becallle of their ability to be dearl:r
seen tbroqb a metal acnen.
The petitioners cite a few exampl• of
one tec:bnolOBY being substituted for
another in a apecific application. The
breadth of the information on the rec:ord
indicatea that these examples are the
exception. not the rulL FPDa are a1lo
generally not interc:baqeable at the
design atqe. Briefs submitted by the
CSMG. ead-uaera of FPDa. show that
OF.Ma approach FPD manufacturen
with a specific set of technical
apec:ificationa. indwlins the technolOBY.
to be achieYed in the design of the FPO.
For inatuc:a. Apple Computer requinl a
crisp black-on-white display and DO
..submarine effect" of the c:unor and
text for ita Maciotoah Portable
computer, 1pec:ificatiOD1 that require the
uae of an active-matrix La> FPO. No
other type of FPD can be substituted at
the duip atap when these
apecificationa are presented to the FPD
manufacturer.
The different FPD tedmolOIPH uu
different productioo proc:euea.
Department staff toured NV8D

manufacturtna facilities in the United
Statu and Japan. ex•minina the
production of each of the fom tJp8I of
FPDL The methods of electrode
formatioa. material fi11ilJI, and •aliaa
are proceuea unique for each of the FPD
technologieL In additioa. different types
of FPDa cannot be mH11hc:tuTtld on the
same production line. u tbe production
machinery ia ttichnolag ip8Cific. Clean
room eavironmenla 1111111 be maintained
during production; however, different
technol09ie1 require different dean
room levela.. Fot example. gas plasma
FPO production requires a lower level of
clean room (i.e., Claaa 100) than dou
acive-matrix LCD FPD production (i.e.,
Class 10). In facL the physics auociated
"';th producing texL graphics, or video
in each type of FPD i8 10 different that
they are not designed by the same
engineer. produced on the same
production line. or incorporated into the
.ame application without considerable
re-engine•riJ:&. ID our plant toura. we
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saw no common manufacturing facilities
or sharina of production employees
among the different technologies.
Companies that produced more than one
technology did 10 on different
production lines with different
personnel
The record suggesta that prices amona
the technologies differ aomewhal
Paasive-matrix LCD FPDa tend to be leaa
expensive than the other technologies,
although no clear trend in pricing by
technolOIY can be determined at thil
time.

Baaed on the foregoing analysis, we
determine that there are clear dividint
lines between thne products and find
four diatinct like producta: active-matrix
LCD FPDa: pa11iV.-matrix LCD FPDs;
gas plasma FPDs: and EL FPDa.
The petitionen produce three of the
four like productr. they do not produce
pa11ive-matrix LCD FPDs. Therefore. we
determine that the petitioners are not
interested partin and do not have
standing with respect to an inveatiptiml
of passive-matrix LCD FPDa. Ac:cordina.
we are nac:i 0 dina our initiation of
investigation of pauive-matrix LCD
FPDa and 1ubaaaemblie1 thereof. and
we are di•miuina that part of the
petition upon which the rescinded
initiation wu bued.
_
We note that ID Focus Systems. lac. .
(In FOCU8) has challenged the
petitionera' standing in this investigation
allesina that the petition was not filed
"on behalf or' a U.S. industry. In Focus
daima to be a U.S. manufacturer of
purive-matrix LCD FPDa. Since we
have determined that the petitionen do
not haYe studing with respect to
pauift-matrix LCD FPDa. we need not
ID further and examine whether In
Focus is a producer of the subject
merchandile.

Such or Similar Cat11goria
We have determined that there i8 one
such or similar category for each c:lua
or kind of merchandise. Where there
were no sales of identical merchandise
in the home market with which to
compare merchandise sold in the United
States, sales of the most similar
merchandise were compared on the
basis of a three-tiered set of criteria
developed after consulting the parties to
the investigations. The aet of criteria is
fully explained in appendix V of the
Department's questionnaire. For further
discussion of the selection of such or
similar categories. see the "Interested
Party Comments" section of this notice.
We made adjustments for differences
in the physical characteristics of the
merchandise, where appropriate, in
accordance with section 7'13(a)(4)(C) of
the Act. In some instances. we adjusted
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coat data uaed for calculatins
differences in the physical
characteristics of the merchandise.
pursuant to verification findings.
Period of Investigation
The period of investigation (POI) is
February 1, 1990. through July 31. 1990.
Fair Value Comparisons
To determine whether sales of FPDa
from Japan to the United States were
made at leu than fair value. we
compared the United Statu price to the
foreign market value (FMV), as specified
in the "United States Price" and
"Foreign Market Value" sections of tb.ia
notice.
United States Prica
A.Hoaidea
In calculating United Statu price. we
med the best informatioll uailable
(BIA) u deac:rihed in Comment 3 of the
"lnteruted Party Comments" section of
this notice. For Hoaiden. we baaed
United Statea price 011 purcha• price. in
accordance with section 772(b) of the
AcL because all aalea were made
directly to unrelated parties prior to
importatiOll into the United States aid
becallle exporter's sales price (ESP)
methodology wu not indicated by other
circumltaDc:a. We calculated purchase
price baaed on packed. FOB customer's
freight forwardw in Japan or Japan
seaport prices to unrelated customers in
the United StateL We made daductiona.
where appropriate. for foreip brokerase
and handlina. foreip inland freighL
foreign inland innrance. palletizina. and
containerization ud at9Yedorina
expeme.

8. Matauahita
For Matauahita Electric lnduatrial Co.
Ltd., and related compani•
(Matsushita). we bued United States
price on purchase price. in accordance
with section 77Z(b) of the Acl where
sales were made directly to unrelated
parties prior to importation into the
United States and becauae ESP
methodology was not indicated by other
circumstances. For Mataushite's sales of
FPDa which it further manufacturP.d in
the United States into portable
computers. we baaed United Sta tea price
on ESP, in accordance with section
772{c) of the Act.
We calculated purchase price based
on packed. FOB U.S. port or delivered
prices to unrelated customers in the
United States. We made deductions.
where appropriate, for foreign brolr.eraae
and handling. foreign inland freight.
ocean freight. air freighL U.S. inland
freight. U.S. brokerage and handling.
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U.S. Cu.toms procea1ing feea, harbor
maintenance fees. and inaurance. For
compari1ona in which FMV waa bated
on home market pric:ea. ba accordance
with 1ection 772(d)(1)(C) of the Act. we
added to net unit price the l.IDOUDt of
value-added tax (VAT) that ia not
collected by rea1on of exportation of the
merchandise.
For ESP 1ale1. the FPDa were
incorporated into portable computers
before being aold to the fint unrelated
party. To calculate ESP we uaed the
packed. CIF pricea of computers to
unrelated purchaaen in the United
States. adjusted for the value added in
the United Statet aa noted below.
We made deductions, where
appropriate. for foreisn inland freight.
foreign brokerqe and handling. ocean
freisht. air frieaht. U.S. inland freight.
U.S. brokerage and handlina. U.S.
customs proce11ing fea. harbor
maintenance feea. and inaurance. In
accordance with 11ction 772(e)(Z) of the
Act. we made additional deductions.
where appropriate. for credit expenaea,
warranty expenses. royaltias. and
indirect 11lling expenaea. For
compariaiona in which FMV waa baaed
on home llUU'ket prices. in accardance
with a1ction 77Z(d)(l)(C) of the Act. we
added to net unit price the amount of
VAT that ia not collected by reason of
exportation of the merchaadiae.
In addition to the aforemeutioned
deductions. we deducted all value
added to the FPO In the United Stat"'
punuant to aection 77Z(e)(3) of the Act.
The value added conaiata of the COila
a11ociated with the production and ..i.
of the computer, other than coata
aasociated with the FPO, and a
proportional amount of profit or lou
related to the value added. Proflt or 1011
waa calculated by deductina from the
1ales price of the computer all
production and seWna COltl Incurred by
the company for the c o : · 11la total
profit or loaa waa then
tad
proportionately to all cnmpontnla of
coata. Only the profit or loll attributable
to the value added waa dtdacted. ID
determiniq the COila bicmtcl to
produce the computer, the Department
included (1) the COila of manufacture for
each component: and (3) 1eneral
expenses. lncludina aellina. ,.nera.L and
administrative expenses. reHarcb and
development (RAD) 1xpansa1, and
intereat expenaeL
We uaed Mat1ushita'1 data axcapt In
the followina instance• when the COila
were not appropriately quantiflacl or
valued:
1. For the FPO, further manufactured
in the Unitacl Statea, the coat of
manufacture waa adjuated to reOect the
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77Z(e)(2) of the Act. we made additional
weighted-average coat incurred at two
factories.
deductions. where appropriate. for
z. RlD incurred duriDI the POI
credit expenaes. warranty expen11s,
1pecifically for the gaa plaama FPD clan advertising expenses, product liability
or kind of merchandise was calculated
premiums, price protection rebates.
aa a pen:entqe of the coat of
rebates for meetiq competition.
manufacture of gas plasma FPDS dwiq
inventory e&rryiD8 expenaea. and
the POL
indirect selling expeuea. In accordance
3. Rl:O for the clan or kind of
with section 772(e)(l) of the Act, we also
merchandiae not aold dwiq the POI
deducted commitsiona. For comparisons
waa allocated over the cost of aalea of
in which FMV waa baaed on home
the general clan or kind of
· market pricea. in accordance with
merchandi1e. RAD incurred during the
1ectiOD 772(d)(l)(C) of tbe Act. we
1989 fiscal year for the clan or kind of
added to net unit price the amount of
merchandiae not aold during the POI
VAT that ia not collected by realOD of
wu uaed. u BIA. instead of Rl:D
exportation of the marcbandiae.
incurred duriq the POL aince
D.Toabiba
Matauahita could only provide aucb data
for fiscal year 1888. See the "General
For Toshiba'• aales of FPDa wi-.icb it
Comments" and "Interested Party
further manufactured in the United
Commenta" aectiona of tbit notice for
States into portable computers. we
further details.
baaed United Stetea price on ESP. in
4. General and ac:lmiru.trative (GaA)
accordance with section 772(c) of the
expenaea were reduced for the amount
acL To calculate F.SP we uaed packed,
of Rl:D re-clauified to the general c:lus
FOB pricu of computen to unrelated
or kind of mercbandiae.
purcbasera ln the United Statea.
S. Rl:D incurred by Matsuabita
adjusted far the value added in the
ElectroniCI Corporation (MEC) WU
United States. u noted below.
increaaed dua to a mathematical ftTOI'
We made deductions. where
made ill Matauabita'a rnpcmae.
appropriate, for forel&n inland freight.
c. Sharp
foreign brokerqe and handling. ocean
&eiabt. air freiaht. U.S. inland freisht.
For Sharp Corporation and related
U.S. brokerqe and handlina, U.S.
companiea (Sharp), wa baaed United
cuatoma
proceuina feee. and iDlunDc:e.
Statea price on purcba1e price. In
In accordance with aac:tion 772(e)(Z) of
accordance with MCtion 772(b) of the
the Act. we made additional deductions.
Act. where aalea were made directly to
where appropriate, for cub diacounta.
unrelated partiu prior to importation
rebates. credit expema. flooriq
Into the United Statet and becaaae ESP
methodolOIY wu not indicated by otbs expeniu. advertilinl expenaea,
warrantJ 1xpeme1, royaltiea. price
circumstancae. Where aaln to the fint
protection. Inventory carryiq expemea.
unrelated purcbaaer took place after
and indirect aelllna expemea.
importation Into the United Stat"' wa
In addition to the aforwmentionad
baMcl Unitad Statu price OD ESP, ill
deductions. we deductacl all valua
accordance with HctiOD 772(c) of the
added to the FPO, punuant to aectiOD
Act.
712(e)(3) of the Act. '11l1 value added
Wa calculated purcbaae price baHd
conaiala of the COila euociatld with tba
on packed. ex1Qdown (free on dock)
production and wa of tba computer,
port of export pricu to unrelated
other than the COila a1aoc:iated with tbe
cuatomen In tha United Statea. We
made deductions. where appropriata. for FPD, and a proportional amount of profit
or Ion related to the valu added. Profit
foreip brokerqe and bandlina. foreip
or loaa waa calculated by deduclin8
Inland hiaht. and foreian Inland
from the 1al11 price of the computer all
inluranCL Far comparilons in which
FMV w11 baaed OD home market prices, production and Hlllna co1t1 tnc:urred by
the company for the computer. '11le total
In accordance with Hction 77Z(d)(l)(C)
profit or 1011 waa then allocated
of the Act. we added to net unit price
proportionately to ail componentl of
the amount of VAT that ia not collected
coaL Only the profit or lou attributable
by n11on of exportation of the
to tba value added wu deducted.
mercbandiH.
We calculatacl ESP ba11d on packed.
ID determlnia8 the coete incurred to
CIF price• to unrelated customera ill the
produce the computer, tbe Department
United StateL We made deductiona.
included (1) the coala of manufacture for
where appropriate, for foreip Inland
each component. (Z) movement and
packlna expan,. for each component.
freiaht. foreisn broker19e and handlina.
ocean freisht. air freisht. U.S. cu1tom1
and (3) 1eneral 1xp1uea, including
proce11in8 f111, U.S. inland freight. U.S.
11lliq. aenaral. and administrative
brokere1e and handlln& U.S. duty, ud
expenHs. RAD expeDlll. and interest
inauruca. ID accordance with aection
expen111.
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We used Toshiba's data, except in the
following in1tance1 where the costs
were not appropriatelJ quantified or
valued:
1. Unconsolidated CAA expenses
were calculated as a percentage of
unconsolidated cost of salea. "Other
expenses" were included in G"
2. R•D related specifically to a class .
or kind of merchandise was allocated
over sales of the cla11 or kind of
merchandin. R.O expenses for cla11e1
or kinds of merchandise not sold during
the POI were allocated over the cost of
sales of the general cla11 or kind. See
the "General Comments" section of thia
notice for further details.
3. R.O expenses of a group laboratory
were included in general R.o. General
RAD expeDHS were reduced for
expenses which were determined to be
related to the general clau or kind of
merchandiae.
4. U.S. value added costs were
increased for miacellaneaua material
usage variancea.
s. The exclusion of commiasiom paid
for services to a related party was
disallowed.
Foreign Marht Value
In order to determine whether there
were sufficient 1alel of FPDa in the
hame market to serve as a viable basis
for c:alculatilJI FMV. we compared the
volume of home market Ales in each
such or aimilar catesol'J to the volume of
third country sales in the aame such or
similar catqory, in accordance with
nction 773(a)(1)(B) of the AcL Sharp.
Matsushita. and Hoaiden had viable
home markets with respect to sales of
the newly defined such or similar
catqories ofFPDa made during the POI
(i.a.. EL FPDa. p1 pla11D8 FPDs. and
active-matrix LCD FPOs. respectively).
Toahiba'a home market wu not viable
with respect to sales of 1a1 plaama
FPDs. the only relevut such or similar
category sold by TOlhlba in the United
States durinl the POL
A.Hosiden
We calculated FMV based OD.
constructed value (CV). in accordance
with section 773(e) of the Act. because
Ho1iden had no sales in the home ·
market of merchandise which could
reasonably be compared to ita U.S. 1alea
accordift& to the Department'• matching
criteria. The CV includes the cost of
materials and fabrication of the
merchandise exported to the United
States, plus general expenses, profit,
and packing. We used Hosiden'1 CV
data except in the following instances
where the costa were not appropriately
quantified or valued:
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1. The material cost variance wa1 not
used to determine the material costs:
instead. the standard material coat wa1
used as BIA.
2. Material cost was increased. u1ift&
BIA. for the difference between gla11
used. as reflected on inventory records,
and the glass used, as reflected on
.
production records.
3. Fabrication cost wa1 increased.
using BIA. to account for an adjustment
in the machine time standard for
February and March. 1990.
4. The cost of manufacture waa
increued due to an adjustment in
yields. Usina BIA. the quantity input into
the succeeding production stage, rather
than output from each production stage,
wa1 uaed to calculate the yield of each
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sales by Matsushita were made in the
home market at le11 than the cost of
production. We compared home market
ex-factory sales prices to the cost of
production (COP) in all cases. We found
that less than 90 percent but more than
10 percent of sales.were made at prices
above the COP· and considered only the
above-cost sales as a basis for
determining FMV. We disregarded
below-cost sales in our analysis.
!".or specific products. all of which
were sold below coat, we based FMV on
CV, in accordance with section 773(e) of
the Act.
We relied on the submitted COP and
CV information, except in the following
instances where the coats were not
appropriately quantified or valued:
ltqe.
1. RAD incurred during the POI
5. R.O related specifically to the
specifically
for the gaa plasma FPO cla11
active-matrix LCD FPO class or kind of
kind of merchandise wa1 calculated
merchudise was allocated over sa1ea of or
as a percentage of the cost of
that clua or kind of merchandise. See
manufacture of pa plasma FP01 during
the "General Comments" HCtion of thia
the POL
notice for further details.
2. R.O for the clus or kind of
6. Certain RM> that wa1 incurred for
the benefit of the active-matrix LCD FPO merchandin not sold during the POI
was allocated over the cost of sales of
clau or kind of merchandise but
the general clau or kind of
classified by Hosiden u pneral R.O
merchandise.
R.o incurred during the
was re-c:laasified as R.O for that clau
19111 fiscal year for the cla11 or kind of
or kind of merchandise and allocated
merchandise not sold during the POI
over the coat of aales of that cla11 or
wa1 used. u BIA. instead of R.O
kind of merchandise.
incurred durina the POL since
7. Indirect selling. wammty, and
Matsuahita could only provide such data
credit expemes were adjusted for
for fiscal year 1919. See the "General
varioua discrepancies.
Comment.I" and "Interested Party
After the adjustments, we used actual
Comments"
1ectiom of this notice for
general expenes, in accordance with
further details.
section 773(e)(l)(B)(i) of the Act.
3. CAA expema were reduced far the
because these expenns exceeded the
amount of R.o reclasaified to the
statutory minimum of ten percent. For
general clua or kind of merchandise.
profit. we applied eight percent of the
4. R•D incumtd by MEC was
combined cost of materials. fabrication, .
increaHd to correct a mathematical
and general expenses. pursuant to
error made in Matsushita'• respon1e.
section 773(e)(l)(B)(ii) of the Act.
After the adjustments, we used actual
because the actual amount wa1 less
general expenses, in accordance with
than the statutory minimum of eight
section 773(e)(l)(Bj(i) of the Act.
percent.
because they exceeded the statutory
We made circumstance of sale
minimum of ten percent. For profit, we
adjustments for differences in credit.
applied eight percent of the combined
warranty. and technical services
cost of materials, fabrication. and
expenses. pursuant to 19 CFR 353.36(a)
general expenses. pursuant to section
We added U.S. commissions and
773(e)(1)(B)(il) of the Act. because the
deducted home market indirect selling
actual figure was less than the statutory
expensea up to the amount of the U.S.
commissions. in accordance with 19 CFR minimum of eight percent. We added
U.S. packing.
353.36(b).
.
Where FMV wa1 based ori home
We have recalculated Ho1iden'1 U.S.
market prices. for comparisons to
warranty and technical services
purchase price sales, we made
expense adjustments to reflect
deductions. where appropriate. for
information discovered at verification
diacounta and foreign inland freight. We
and changes to the cost of manufacture
made circumstance of sale adjustments.
of Hosiden's merchandise sold in the
where appropriate. for differences in
United States.
credit,. warranty. and royalty e>1. 1•enses,
8. Matsushita
pursuant to 19 CFR 353.56(a). We
Aa stated in our preliminary
deducted home market packing costs
determination. we investigated whether and added U.S. packing costs. We made
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a circumstance of 1ale adjuatment for
according to production records.
VAT incurred on home market aalea and Because Sharp was unable to provide
not on export sales.
the necessary data, we used. as BIA.
Where FMV was based on CV. for
data obtained from other respondents in
comparisons to purchase price sales, we these investigations.
made circumstance of sale adjustments.
2. Factory overhead expenses of the
where appropriate, for differences in
LCD Division which Sharp had included
credit. warranty, and royalty expenses,
in Its GIA calculation were recla11ified
- pursuant to 19 CFR 353.58{a).
.
and included In the cost of manufacture.
Where FMV was baaed on home
These expenses were allocated over the
market prices, for comparisons to F.sP
cost of sale of the LCD Division.
sales. we made deductions. where
3. RID expenae1 related specifically
appropriate, for di1counta and forelp
to the EL FPO cla11 or kind of
inland freight. We made deductiom.
merchandise were allocated over sales
where appropriate, for credit. warranty,
of the EL FPO cla11 or kind of
and royalty expenses. We also deducted mercbandin. RID expenses the for
indirect selling expenses. lncludina
classes or kinda of merchandin not sold
inventory carryin& expemea.
durm, the POI were allocated over the
warehousm, e.'ll:pensn. advertiai.ng
cast of sales of the general clau or kind.
expenses. and other indirect selling
See the "General Comments" section of
expenses. This deduction for home
this notice for further details.
4. GIA expenn1 were allocated
market indirect aelling expenses wa1 .
capped by the amount of indirect •ellina accordina to the level of the corporate
expenses incurred ln the U.S. market. in orpnization at which they were
accordance with 19 CFR 353.58{b). We
incurred-the LCD Division. the
deducted home market packina coats
Electronics Components Greup. and
and added U.S. pac:ldns coats. We made Sharp Corporation.
After the adjustments, we applied the
a circumltance of sale adjustment far
VAT incurred OD home market sales and 1tatutory minimum of ten percent for
general expenses, in accordance with
not an export 1ale1.
Where FMV was based on CV, far
section 773(e)(1)(B)(I) of the Act.
compariscma to F.sP sales. we made
because the actual expenses did not
deductions, where appropriate, for
exceed ten percenL For profit. we
credit. warranty, and royalty expenses.
applied eiaht percent of the combined
We also deducted indirect aellina
coat of materials. fabrication. and
expenaes. includiq inventory can'Yinl
general expenses, pursuant to section
expenses. warehousing expenses,
173(e)(t)(B)(ii) of the Act. becau11 the
adverti1in8 expenses. and other indirect actual fisure was le11 than the statutory
aellina expenses. This deduction far .
minimum of eight percenL We added
home market indirect aelllna expenau
U.S. packing.
was capped by the amount of indirect
Where FMV was based on home
aellina expen111 incurred in the U.S.
market prices. for comparison to
market. in accordance with 11 a'R
purcban price sales, we made
353.58{b).
deductiom, where appropriate. for cull
discounts. rebatu. and inland freight.
c. Sharp
We mada circumstance of sale
As stated in our preliminary
adjutments, where appropriate, for
detmnination. we investigated whether differencu in credit and warranties.
sales by Sharp were made in the home
pursuant to 11 CFR 353.58(a). We
market at le11 than the cost of
deducted home market packing costs
production. We compared home market
and added U.S. packins costs and U.S.
ex·factory sales pricu ta the COP in all
credit expenses. We made a
cases. We found that 1. . than 90
clrcwmtance of sale adjustment for
percent but more than 10 pmamt of
VAT Incurred on home market sales and
sales were made at priC91 above the
not on export sales. We made the VAT
COP and considered onl1 the above-cost adjustment based on U.S. gro11 price net
sales '" a basis for determinina FMV.
of discounts.
We disregarded below-cost safes In our
Where FMV was based on home
anal) 1i1. For certain models, all of
market prices, for comparison to ESP
which were sold below cost, we based
1ale1, we made deductions, where
FMV on CV In accordance with 11ction
appropriate, for cash discounts, rebat11,
7'13{b) of the Act. The submitted COP
and inland freight. We made deductions,
where appropriate, for credit and
and CV costs were relied upon. except
In the following ln1tanc11, where the
warranties. We deducted home market
co1t1 were not appropriately quanUfted
Indirect selling expenses. which
or valued:
included Inventory carrying expenses,
l. Cla11 material costs were lncrea11d product liability premlwn1, other
for the difference between glass used
Indirect 11llln1 expenses. and
from Inventory recordl and glass used
advertl1tn1 expen111. This deduction for
0

home market indirect aelling expenses
was capped by the amount of indirect
selling expenses and commi11ions
incurred in the U.S. market. in
accordance with 19 CFR 353.56(b). We
deducted home market packing costs
and added U.S. packing costs. We made
a circumstance of sale adjustment for
VAT incurred OD home market sales and
not on export sales. We made the VAT
adjustment baaed an U.S. groa price net
of diacounts.
Where FMV wu based on CV. for
comparisons to F.sP ..1... we made
deductions. where appropriate. for
credit and warranties. We deducted
home market indirect 1ellin1 expenses.
which included Inventory carryin1
expenan, product liability premiums.
other indirect aellina expenses. and
advertising expenses. This deduction for
home market indirect aelling expenses
wu capped by the amount or indirect
•llina expenaea and commissions
incurred in the U.S. market. in
accordance with 11G'R353.58(b). We
added U.S. packing coata.
D. Toshiba
We calculated FMV band on CV, in
accordance with section 773(a)(2) of the
Act. becauae Toshiba did not have a
viable home market or third country
market. The CV indudea the cost of
materiab and fabrication of the
merchandile exported to the United
States; as reftected in the price Toshiba
paid for the FPO from an unrelated
supplier, plus pnerel expenses, profit.
and packing. We used To1hiba'1 CV
data except in the following Instances
where the costs were not appropriately
quantified or valued:
1. Unconsolidated G~ expenses
were calculated a1 a percentase of
uncomolidated cost of sales. "Other
expenses" were included In G&A.
Z. RW expenaes related specifically
to a clua or kind of merchandise were
allocated over aale1 or the cla11 or kind
of mercbandilt. RU> expenses far
cla11es or kinda of merchandise not sold
durins the POI were allocated over the
cost of sales of the seneral class or kind.
See the "General Comments" section or
this notice for further d1tai11.
3. RAD expen11a of a sroup laboratory
were included In pneral RAD. General
R'1> expen111 were reduced !or
1xpen1e1 which were detennlned to be
related to the pneral class or kind or
merchandi11.
4. The exclusion of commi11ions pa:d
for 11rvtce1 to a relatad party was
disallowed.
5. Interest expen11s were reduceJ 10
IVold double countlna Imputed cred11.
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After the adju1tmentl. we used actual
general expenses. In accordance with
section 713(e )(1 )(B)(I) of tbe Act,
because they exceed8Cl die 1tatutory
minimum of ten perceDt. For profit. we
applied eisht percent of the combined
cost of material1. fabrication. and
seneral expensea. punuant to section
77S(e)(1)(B)(ii) of the Act. because the
actual fipre wa1 le11 than the statutory
minimum of eight percent. We added
U.S. packins.
From CV we deducted rebates.
warrantiea. royaltiea. credit. and
indirect •llins expenaea. The deduction
for home market indirect 1eJ.lina
expen1e1 waa capped by the amount of
indirect aelliq expenae1 incurred in the
U.S. market. in accordance with 19 CFR
353.56(b).
Currency Convttrsion

In accordance with 19 CFR 353.80. we
converted foreip cummey into the
equivalent amount of United State1
currency Uling the official excbanp
ratea in effect on the appropriate date1.
All currency c:oaveniona were made at
ratea certified by the Federal Reserve
Bank.

VerificatiOll
We ftrified the information uaed in
makiq our final determination in
accordance with aection 778{b) of the
Act. We uaed ltandard verification
procedurea includina examination of
relevant accountma recorda and ori,mal
aource documenta of the reapondenta.
Our verification reaulta are outlined in
the public veniona of the verification
reporta which are OD
in the Central
Recorda Unit (room 8-Gal) of the Main

me

Commerat Buildiq.

c.n.roJ Comments
Comment 1: lntereated partiea have
•uaeated a number of methoda for the
allocation of RID u it relatea to
conatructed value and tbl coat of
production. lndlvldul N9p0ndent
poaitiona on RID en be folmd In the
"lntereated Party C.-mta" aection of
thia notice.
DOC Position: The Daputment"1
methodoloa for the allocation of R•D
in theae lnveatiaationa ii a1 follow1.
In order to calculate COP and CV, the
Department baa allocated RM> usins a
two-step prace11. Fint. all cla11 or kindspecific RID wa1 allocated only to all
cla11 or kind 1pecific 1alea. For example.
all 881 plasma FPO RM> wa1 allocated .
to all 1as plasma FPO 1ale1. Second. in
instance• where a company had R&D for
a claas or kind of merchandiae durins
the POL but no 1ale1 of the same cla11
or kind of merchandiae, that R&D
expense wa1 allocated over salea of the
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general class or kind of merchandise. all
high information content flat panel
displays, regardless of technoloBY·
Section 773(e)(l)(B) of the Act requires
the Department to include in CV an
"amount for seneral expenses ... equal
to that usually reflected in sales of the
merchandise of the same seneral cla11
or kind as the merchandise under
consideration." In Cellular Mobile
Telephonea and Suba11emblies from
Japan: Final Results of Antidumpins
Duty Administrative Review (54 FR
48011, November 20, 1989). the
Department "determined to use profit
and sellins. seneral, and administrative
expense (SG&A) fisures for a specific
product when 1uch data was more
accurate or otherwise more
appropriate." In thi1 case. it is both
more accurate and more appropriate to
allocate claaa or kind specific RM> over
class or kind specific sales. wherever
po11ible because the benefitl of thia
Rl:D relate directly to sales of thia clan
or kind of merchandise. Where this i1
not po11ible. the Department has used
the next most appropriate method. that
of allocatins RAD over the general clau
or kind of merchandise.
Comment 2: The petitionen contend
that the Department should define the
scope of these investisations to include
all subassemblie1 that are exclusively
dedicated to or designed for use in
FPDa. The petitionen state that the
evidence in the record fully supporta the
inclusion of all 1uch subassemblin. u
expreued in the petition. rather than
only "proceued gla11 substrates.
whether or not intesrated with
additional componenta.'' aa the
Department preliminarily determined.
The petitionen maintain that the
petition aatiafied the requirements for
initiation of a caH involving all
1uba11emblie1. that precedent holda that
there is a presumption that the producta
deacribed in the petition are within the
cla11 or kind of merchandise subject to ·
these investigations. and that the
Department "has neither stated that the
petition i1 insufficient or unsatisfactory
in any respect. nor cited evidence in the
record that would support such a
findins." The petitioners state that they
manufacture all of the subassemblies
identified in the petition. that such
suba11emblies are the same class or
kind of merchandise as complete FPD1.
and that the inclusion of all such
subassemblies is necessary to prevent
circumvention of any ensuing
antidumping duty order.
The petitioners state that in alterins
the scope of these investigations. the
Department only cited concerns
resardins potential disruption of trade in
many electronic components and

regarding the administrability of any
ensuins antidumping duty order. The
petitioners contend that the "exclusively
dedicated to or desisned for use"
standard responds to both of those
concerns. and is consistent with
administrative practice in cases
involvins imports of suba111emblies (e.s ..
Final Determination of Sales at Le11
Than Fair Value: Certain Small Business
Telephone System• and Subassemblies
Thereof from Japan (54 FR 42541.
October 17, 1989)). The petitioners state
that their clear intent throughout the
investisation1 baa been to include all of
the aforementioned subassemblies. The
petitioners conclude. citing NTN Bearing
Corp. of America v. United States. 14
747 F. Supp. 728. 130 (1990).
that "absent record evidence requirif18 a
contrary concluaion. the Department is
statutorily oblipd to insure that the
proceedins• are maintained in a form
which corresponda to the petitioner'•
clearly evinced intent and purpoae."
The CSMG contends that the
Department ahould uH its inherent
authority to redefine and clarify the
parameters of ill investigationa to
exclude all aubauemblies from the
scope of the investi1ations. including
slaa1 substrates. CSMG states that there
is no claim of dumping of these
aubaasembliea. that suba11emblies are
not beins imported. and that the
petitioners 1tate that is no market for
suba1aemblie1. CSMG maintains that
feara of circumvention of any en1uin1
antidumping duty order are insufficient
justification for includins
1uba11emblie1. and that the anticircumvention provision of the Omnibua
Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1981
provides ample protection for the
domestic industry. CSMG further states
that the petitionera have failed to
adequately deacribe the subaasemblie1
they want included in the 1cope of the
investigation•. that it i1 doubtful that the
petitioners are representative of the U.S.
industry that manufactures parts or
suba11emblie1 of FPD1. and, therefore,
that the petitioners have failed to meet
their legal burden and provide
information that would enable the
Department to conduct thorough
inveatisationa. CSMG stated thai if slass
substrates remain within the scope of
the investigationa. slass substrates
should be properly defined to include
only patterned glass with electro-optical
material incorporated. since that
definition is technolos1cally appropriate
and administratively feasible.
In Focus contend• that the
Department should exclude from the
scope of the investisations the
processed glass substrates purchased by
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In Focus for use in manufacturing color
rPDs. In Focus states that 1ucb a step
would reflect the differences in
manufacturing processes among
companies and that the petitioners'
proposed scope of investigation is
carefully crafted to exclude glaH which
the petitioners import. while including
glass which the petitioners' domestic
competitors import.
· Texas Instruments Incorporated (TI)
contends that the Department should
continue to exclude drive and control
electronics from the scope of the
investigations, and that if the
Department includes such electronic:a ill
the scope of the investigationa. the
petitioners do not have standing to
initiate antidwnping investigations with
respect to such electronics, as TI
represents the majority of the domestic
industry producing driver integrated
circuits and control electronics. TI
believes that drive and control
electronics are. in generaL not
"exclusively dedicated to or designed
for use in" FPDs. Drive electronics. by
their very nature. were usable in both
high and low infonnation content flat
panel displays. TI adds that the
petitioner's revised definitions of~
electronics, as reflected in the
petitioners' case brief. are neither c:1e&r
nor adequately specific. TI also states
that many products perform the fanctioa
of control electronics for FPDs. but that
these products can also be ued with
cathode ray tube displays and other
non-FPD applications.
Toshiba contends that the Department
should not redefine the scope of the
investigations to include subasaemblies
that are exclusively dedicated to. or
designed for, use in FPDs. Toshiba
expresses concern that such a
redefinition would lead to significant
administrative and commercial
problems regarding the importation of
other electronic components.
DOC Position: We find that the
continued inclusion in the scope of the
investigations of displaJ sJan. aa
defined in the "Scope of Investigations"
·section of this notice, ia warranted.
given the apparent excluaian dedication
of that subassembly and the fact that it
··represents that essential character of an
FPO. The technology used by an FPO ia
·defined by the technology of the display
glaaa and. therefore. the basic technical
characteristics of the completed FPD are
also defined by the display glasa. In
addition. the selection of the other
components is a function of the display
technology, which is determined by the
type of display glass.
In addition to the display glass. the
petitioners request that other
subassemblies of an FPD be included in
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the scope of investigations. The
petitioners name as subassemblies:
Drive electronics; control electronics.
mechanical package. and power supply.
We find that the evidence on the record
does not support the inclusion of these
other subaasemblied in the scope of
investigations for the reasons set forth
below.
The aforementioned subaasemblies
are not adequately defined. For
example, the petitioners state that they
do not wish to include "driver integrated
circuits" (IC.) but wish to include
"driver electronics." The petitionen
diatinguish between these items aa
followa: "when driver ICs and other
parts are joined together in a certain
fashion • • • they become a
subassembly within the requested
scope." See. Letter from Paul Rosenthal
to Secretary, May 30. 1991. at 1Z. The
petitioners definition ia so ambiguous
that it would be administratively
impoaaible for the U.S. Customs Servim
to identify a coveted su.basaembly. In
the case of driver electrani.cs. Cus:toma
would need to know the number of ICa
that constitute driver electrrmics. u well
a clear identification of the "other~
necessary for the item tn qualify as a
subanembly. Furthermore. Cuatoma
would be required to detennine the
"certain fashion" of assembly required:
far the product to be included in the
scape of investigations.
~petitioners' principal c:om:etn
appeara to be that failure to include
aubasaemblies in the scope of
im""eStigatiom would result iD
circumvention of any impart relief
granted in the investigation.a. The
petitioners argue that subauemhliee Cllll
be assembled into a completed FPO
easily, quickly, and at no great expeme.
The Omnibus Trade and
Competitivenen Act of 1988 amended
the Tariff Act of 1930 to include new
section 781, which specifically
addreHes the iasue of circumvention. If
the petitioners discover evidence that
circumvention of any ensuing
antidumping duty order is occurrinfj.
they may file for relief under section 781
of the Act.
Comment 3: Mitsui contends that it
imports computer systems from Japan
which incorporate an FPO in their
system hardware. Mitsui states that its
transactions involve the sale and
subsequent importation of a computer
system. and not the purchase of
components, such as an FPO. All of the
components of the systems which it
imports are designed and dedicated for
use together. Mitsui maintains that
transactions involving computer
systems, by their nature, do not involve
the sale of subject merchandise to the
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United States. Such transactions.
therefore. are beyond the scope of these
investigations. Mitsui also states that
although U.S. Customs classifies the
subassembly containing the FPO as a
display. Customs looka only at the
condition of merchandise at the time of
importation, while the Department must
make determinations based on the class
or kind of merchandise sold. Mitsui
maintaim that it seU. computer systems.
Finally. Miaui states that. since its
shipmenta of computer systems began
long before the beginnillg of tl1ia caae. its
shipments were not designed to
circwnvent antidumping duties on FPDs.
Toshiba urges that the Department
accept the position advocated by Mitsui.
The petitioners contend that the
Department in its preliminary
determination properly iDclud.ed in the
scope of these investigations FPDa
imported in shipments with other
computer subauemblies- The petitiamn
state that the failum to iDclmie 9l1ch
subaa.embliea in the scape of ti..
investigations would create a luupli!w
enabqimporters to cit™eut mt
antid~duty~

DOCPositiJ:m.: Wed" J a with
Mitsui. Mitmi·a cmmmtiat that the
finished product fi.&. the c:nmpnterJ is
treated by the OEM• m i:ntegtated.
entirety aml all c;;o1t1paaessta me
deaipldfor. epecific ead ~ ....
use is not d.iapmime of wbetbermerr:handi• is within the 9Cape of imestiption. Mitsui clearly mm.
callection of c:ompuneatl to the OEM.
one of which ia indisprtably an fPD.
Nor is the fact that Miami'• FPDs are
imported iD shipmenta with other
computer aubaseemblies ccmtralllna. As
the Department determined ill F"mal
Determination of Sala at Lua Thaa
Fair Value: Color Pictun Thbn From
Japan (52 FR 44171. No9ember 18. 1187).
the mere fact that additional
components may be entered at the same
time u the subject merchandise does
not change the fact that the subject
merchandise ia being imported and
potentially dumped. Furthermore. the
Department continues to find the rulings
of the U.S. Customs Service on this
matter imtructive. Three rulings. issued
in 1988, 1989, and 1990. determined that
shipments of FPDs by Mitsui "do not
represent an unauembled computer,"
but rather were properly cla11ified as
"display units without cathode ray tube.
having a visual display diagonal not
exceeding 30.5 centimeters," under HTS
8471.92.3000.

Therefore. we determine that the
importation of FPDs. as described by
Mitsui, are subject to these
investigations so long as those FPDs are
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active-mamxiCDf"PDaar.El.fPD&. We
haw 2'f"'ICjndM dm mu.tilatiDD "with
respect m~l.CDFPDunld
havefoumhm.-mJ.u thanlair
valueafgas plumaMJa.

lnlerested Party Commeni.
A. Hasidim

Comment 'I: Hosiden cantedda tha't
the Department hnptoperiy 11sed
c:amrtructed nlue •• ~ bali1 for FMV,
rather'than approptiate. awilsbht. end
verified third anmtry wles
Department fcrand that H01riden'I hma
market i1'riablebllttlm Hosiden bad
mt uh!s of •sacb .or 1rimitar
mercbandite" in Us home marlcet
became the home marbt sales failed ta
meet the Department'• Tter 1 matchina
criteriL Hoaiden ·wbmitl that fhese
findinp me logica1ly mcon.ment ena
legally bauppo1 table. Hotftden
concludes that the Depmtmenf• "Aer1
c:nteria preclude its home marbt·..fmm beint •uch or 9i.mil81' to its U.S.
sales. ad 'therefore that Us hame
market cannot lR! viable.
HoaideB ·mpes that iln the abucuw
a viable home market there ia a dew
statutory end l'l!platorf prefeJ:ence for
the ue of third cauntry Hln. rather
than·wnatmcted wl.ue. for FMV.
Hoaidmctes F"mal RenltsGf
Antidum:ping Duty Administrative
Rtmew: Colar Te&e.man Reoei...a.
Except for V-Kleo Monitars from Talwml
(53 FR G714. December9. tm). where
the Department stated that "{i}t u...,
policy. baaed on Uie leplative hiMarJ
of the 1979 [Tnde ApeememJ Act. to

chrta.·n.

s

ue dtird country 1&Aes. where poeeibla.
rather than constructed value u • bnla
far.campui9an ln demmbBna fonilD
markat..iu..•
Ho9iden e1lo citn Tmal

Detsmjnatiaa otSal•.at Len TbaD

Falr Value: Moton:ycle llattmin hm
Taiwan (47Fa11217, March-4.198Z).
wheni the home 1DUbt wu teclmicallf
viable but. based m 1be sab.tanttm
diasimilutty betwm lbe11lncbandt.se
sold in .the home..- and m.che
United Statea. tbaO z r1mlllt u.M
third country ·ales far aimpariaon to all
but one U.S. modll. Hoeiden 1tate1 that
it baa no home market models
comparable to those sold ln the United
States.
Hosiden further dte1 Final
Determination of'Sale1 at Lesa nan
Fair Value: Small Bu1ine11 Telephone
Systems and Subasaembliea Thereof
framXorea (54 FR 53141. 531.SO.
December 27. 1989) where the
Department uated .that it ia a
reasonable ·exercise of it1 cliacnition
under the law m·ue third country sales
rather than amatructed \-alua. wven
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when the heme :market ha1 been
or 1imilarat880fY) fhat Hosiden 1ens to
determined 'to .be Wible.
the United 'S&atet-active--matrix LCD
Hos:idm 1tate8 tba1 .it ha1 reported tD
FPDs. The .,iabitrty'9st mow• that-there
tAe Department 11Db1tairtial sales to ~ne
was a significant voiame of actiYethird z:ammy of men:bam:li1e identical
matrix LCD 'FPD :sales in 1he -home
to that Hld. so the IJnitad State1, wit!a
market-compamd 1o •ales of 1uch or
these ·thml courttry sales faming the
similllT mercbandiee in third ~ounmes.
mast .appropria&e .baia for cmnparison
Prior to inaing the ques tiorma'ire ;A
to U.S. sales.
these ilm!stigationa, we solicited
Tbe petitionea mnleDd that :selection
comments from interested parties
of construcled wlue ior FMV ii the ·only regarding the aiteria that ~ould be
choic:e tbat N9ults.iD a !airz:ampariaon
used ior the 'Selectian of the most 'Similar
of~ in different mm:ket1. The
home market -pmducts for comparison to
petitionem ltate that Hoaiden'.1 thiraU.S. sales. Baaed on .these comments. we
country ales wtn made panuant to Uae established "matcbina i::ritma" in
same cm&trad as tbe U.S. ales Rd 'the
appmdix V 1>f oar questionnaire. No
petiticm.ma canclude lhat the U.S. and
parties objected 10 'the appendix V
th.ird-commy ..i. .._. not amqiie
matching t:riteriL
transactions capable Dh:omparison wilts
Based m 1he criteria established in
each other. hat mmply ou sale wttb
Tier I of appendix V. Hosiden had no
sbjpm.,,. ping to two differmrt
1a1es in lhe home market that were
desttnations
·
auffic:ieDtly similar to its U.S. 1ales to
DOC PmitiDrr W.e alrnlateof nfY 1ar allow compuiaon. Hoaiden contends
Hosiden hued ou camtrw:ted value
that under these circumstances. it
became: (3.) Hosi.dmz'a bame marbtis
cannot. by definition. be viable
that
viable: ·lmd #)Hasidim made na sales in therefore the Department must use third
the Imme marbt1hat wne :cmnpandm
country sales to calculate FMV. See.
to its 11.S..aleL
H.R. RepL No. 1281. 85th Qmgrns. 2.d
Sectiml "3{a}{1}-af:the Act uata tbat Seu. (19SB)..at a.
FMV "sbaD be the ,,m:. • • • at whicb
Haaicbm confuses the purpo1e of the
IUCh Dl"Bimillrr :m.ercbaudiaa is IOld • • •
viability test and the pw:.pme of the
in the I" hy it:•Lmvlrm of !he cmmtrr
matchina criteria. 1'he policy W2derlying
from which uported" unless "the
the riabilily teat is to eu.sw:e that the
quantity told far .hame camumptiml is
market m which price compariscma are
so amall ill relation to the quantities IOld
being pa: farmed .is adequate .and
• • • to countries other than the United
appmpriate. The viability test is AOt
States u .ta form 1111 madequate buil
intended to measure precise quantities
for compmia&" 'l1ie determination of
of 1alea of each individual produd
whether home market aale1 an.... ,
made!; ratbu. it ia intended to pro ..ide '8
mnall" u to he ''inadequate" is
guideline, early ia .the investi8ation. as
c:ommmdJ nferred 1a aa the "'Viabilitr
to the ex.iatar:e of a reasonable lHel of
test."
market Ktivil)r. Matchins criteria..on
ni. ~-t calla far.
the other band. are intended to emure
compuiaDD Df the quantity of sales m
that each U.S. sale ii matched to the
the Jmmemarbt with the quantity llOld
aimilar home market 1ale. aa well
moat
to third countrieL If that ratio ii 1oD
a1 to defim when Alea are sufficiently
small (nmmally, below five·percent).
dissimilar thai they may not be
then the Department c.cmsiden home
compared once home market viability
market 1alea to con1tituta an
baa been ntabliahed.
"inadequate basil !or compari10n" ad
'Iba viability test ii often performed
calculate FMV bued on 1ale1 to a third
using the same pwpinp of
country or bued on constructed value.
men:badiae uud far price
See. llO'R 353.4&
compariaoDa. Howevv. these two
lD our preliminary determillaiion. w.
groups need not he identical. as long as
found that all FPDs constituted• single
the first group (thoae transactions 'Used
cla11 or kind of merchandise with three
far1he.Yiability1ut) PfO\'ides a
such or ,1imilar categories (i.e., LCD. EL.
and ga1 plasma FPD1}. As an initial .atep rea1onable .indication of the level -0£
activity in the home market and the
in an.aiyzill8 Hosiden'• data, we found
sea>nd groupHhoae tran1actio1U u1ed
that Hosiden was viable with respectto
for 1pecific price comparisons) contain,
the such or similar category that it
sales that can property be compared
produced for aale to the United States.
with tho1e in the United States.
LCDa.
ID those instances where sales in the
Despite the redefinition of the claases
home market are viable but nevertheless
or ki.nd1 of merchandise and the such or
similar categories. Hosiden remaina
cannot be properly compared with sales
to the United States, however, the
viable when the viability test i1
Department has 1raditionaly based FMV
perfanned on the basi1 of the redefmed
onC\'. See. e.g., Final Results of
clas1 or kind of merchandise (an~ such
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that those terms were still subject to
modification after at least one change
order date claimed by Hosiden as date
of sale.
DOC Position: After a thorough
review of information submitted on the
record and information obtained at
verification. we detennine that the
proper date of sale is the invoice date
(i.e.. shipment date). It is the
Department's practice to determine the
date of sale as the date on which the
esaential terms of the sale. specifically,
price and quantity, are finalized. See,
Final Determination of Sales at Le11
Than Fair Value: Grey Portland Cement
and Clinker from Japan (58 FR 1Z158.
12183, March zz. 1991). Although the
material tenDI of sale are included in
the P01 and CO., the terms of aale ara
not final until shipmaL For at leut llalf
of the CO. claimed by Hotiden u dates
of sale. cbanpl tD u1e11tial terma of
tale occurred after some thipments had
been made pmswmt ta the CO... That
these cbanp• rm md do occarup tu
the shipment date indicates that the POs
and C01 do oat ftnally set the terms of
sale. Therefme. we have used the
invoica dabr (i.e. shipment date) as the
date of sale. (See. Final Determinatimr
of Sala at Lua Than Fair Value:
lriduetrial Nitrocellulose from the
Federal Republic of Germany (SS FR
%1058. ZI059 May 22. 1990) (The
Department determined that the tem:m of
nle were not let at the pun:hue order
date where chanpe wwe made to price
indinct mllint expemaL
Hmidm nspcmda that the petitioners
and q11antity up until the date al
m. WimllJ adopted an error in the
shipmenL
cmaCr'lcttd value Yerification report,
Ac:cordinalJ, the Department und tb
..t that U.S. indinlct •ellint expenses
date of shipment u the date of sale.))
. . irnlBat for Hotiden'1 1alu. which
At verification we examined 1alel
,..... ell en a parcban price basil•.
reported by Hosiden (i.e., sale~ made
DOC Amtion: We asree with the
pununt to PO. or C01 iuued durin&
petitiaaen. Haid.en stated at
the POI). We did not examine in detail
vtrifiutioa that tM fixed portion of
information resardina shipments made
warranty co.u wa1 not included in
durtn& the POI pursuant to POs or C01
indirect Hllins expenses. Indirect aellina i1ntd prior to the POI. Therefore, as
expemes are relennt, pven the
BlA. we have based our marsin
inclusion of such expemes for the home
calculation only on sales reported by
market in the CV. Thartfon. we have
Haaiden and examined in detail at
adjusted Hosiden's indlnc:t 1ellin1
verification.
expense fipre1 to inclade home market
Comment 4: The petitioners contend
that the Department should reject
fixed warruty costl.
Comment 3: Ho1iden contends that its Ho1iden's home market warranty
date of sale met.'lodoloa for U.S. sales · expense claim because Hosiden
ia correct, with its selection of chllftle
overstated its home market warranty
order (CO) dates accurately reflecting
expenses by a11wning that all home
the dates on which the essential terms
market units returned were scrapped
of the tramaction1 were fixed. The CO
and because the cost of manufacture
is i11ued by a customer to alter the
data used to calculate per-unit warranty
terms of a precedins purchase order
expenses for certain home market
(PO) (e.1.• price. quantity. delivery date). models do not agree with the per-unit
The petitioners contend that the
manufacturins cost that Hosiden
appropriate dates of aale for Hosiden
reported at the cost verification.
are the dates on which the price and
Hosiden replies that its methodology
quantity terms of the transactions were
used conservative assumptions since
actual data were not available at the
no longer subject to modification, and

Antidwnping Duty Administrative
ReView: Forged Steel Crankshafts from
the United Kingdom (55 FR 48880.
November 23, 1990) (lTA used CV as the
basis for FMV where the ITA could not
adjust for the aifferencn between the
twisted and untwisted crankshafts. !TA
also used CV as the basis for FMV
where ITA identified comparable home
market products but wa1 unable to find
contemporaneous sale1): and Final
Determination of Sales at Le11 Than
Fair Value: Small Buaine11 Telephone
Systems from Korea (54 FR 53141,
December 'Z!, 1989) (Although home
market wa1 viable. where merchandise
wH rqarded u disaimilar due to
1ubatantial difference in merchandise
adjldMntl. ITA und CV}.
The coacluiau reached by the
Depmbmat in the cues cited by
HGlidm wen bawd upon an entirely
diffetwt • of cm:umstancet than arw
J119HBt in Ibis cue and tbeH cua do
DGt tappDrf
proposition for wbicb
..,. . . cited. rn 1lioth Small Bminea
Teleph ww S,stema from Korea and
Macutqcde llRtteriea from Taiwan. the
dmpmrtmmt determined that although
tbehmmtmmket met tbe-fin percent
CM;..tbe--.. af. salaia the home·
~ wu m tmall cumpared to U.S.
.... that it . . . not appiopii:ate to.
cUUllil& it '"tiable."
Comm.ant 2: The petitionen contend
tt.t die Department liu:nWl include
fba!d wwwtmtJ c:aets iD Hoaiden'•
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time of its response, and that any
overstatement of home market warranty
expenses would be to Hosiden's
detriment in a constructed value
situation.
DOC Position: We agree with the
petitioners that certain manufacturing
costs used to calculate the home market
warranty expense do not agree with
manufacturing cost information
presented during the cost verification.
Therefore, we have recalculated
Hosiden's home market warranty
expense claim by including the
manufacturin1 costs that were
inappropriately excluded.
Comment 5: The petitioners contend
that the Department should recalculate
Hotiden'1 U.S. warranty and technical
1ervice expense factors based on FPDs
sold during the POI. rather than FPDs
invoiced during the POL
Hosiden contends that the
Department has traditionally accepted
the value of shipments during the POI as
the denominator for circumstance of
sale adjustments. notwithstanding that
the date of sale is not based on date of
shipment.
DOC Position: Given that we are now
usiD& invoice date as date of sale, it is
appropriate to use shipments invoiced
during the POI as a basis for allocating
these apense.
Comment 6: Hosiden contends that its
technical service expenses properly
exclude travel expenses incurred by
sales personnel
The petitioners contend that the sales
personnel attended a meeting relating to
technical service. in one instance. and
that the sales personnel's visit coincided
with the Yisit of technical service
personnel in another instance.
Therefore, the travel expenses for sales
personnel for these visits should be
cla11ified as technical service expenses.
DOC Position: We agree with
Hosiden. There is no evidence on the
record to suggest that Hosiden's sales
personnel performed any technical
service functions.
Comment 1: The petitioners contend
that Hosiden incorrectly excluded from
technical service expenses a large
percentage of travel costs related to
visits to U.S. customers.
Hosiden contends that it correctly
calC1.llated its U.S. technical service
expenses.
DOC Position: We agree with
Hosiden. The schedules of visits to U.S.
customers by Hosiden's technical
service personnel were examined at
verification, and we have no reason to
believe that the allocation of expenses
for these personnel is unreasonable or
distortive.
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by the DepartmmaL The petitioDel'll state
Coml!J.19Jt 8: Haaiden.con.teDda that
· that Ho1ide.D '1 prDpe1ad rev.iaiana to .it1
the Department.imprqterly zeq~d
coutructed '\l&lue responae aubmiUad
Hos id en to .report lumul mai:kat .dlred
during verification were properly
selling expense• .far amatmded ¥alue.
Hosiden states that "binding pread&mt" rejected by -the Depal'tment. F.iDally, the
petitianea lltate .thai, during
requires the Deparh!Mll!UO uae .U.S.
verification. the Department disc:overed
direct selliDg J!XPelLIU a1 a "pmxy" for
numel!Oue inconliltencie• iD Hosiden'a
bome mar'ket direct JJe1ling expemea. .a
March .1. 11J91, submiesion wbicb. elans
policy .established in Final
with problem with Hosiden'•
Determinatkm of Sala a1 Leu than
sl&bmi.81ioH et verifica tioD. wammt :the
Fair Value: t:ell Sile"Iranacei:vei:ali:om
useof:BIA.
Japan (49F.R.43080, •308I. October.2&,
·Hosidm -contends thKl tin! .revisiCIDI to
1984). Hosidsn emphasize• that i1 had
the conatrm:ted value proffer.edat
no sales of comparable mea:handiu lD
verification were mt:new mformatiml
the home malket AAd .thal dirac.t •'Dina
expenses for itshomemarbt prod11d1
amt 1iid :not :matl!ria:lly alter prim
respaaaa. Adcl!tiamally4 Hmiden.claiml
are not .representative because .they
relate to produ.cu w'bic'h are too
that the medmdology med far the mat
of maunfachnins .ca1culatian in berth of
dl1Ier.ent fram those sold lo the United
the worbllem DOt .accepted at
Stale.I.
aa:ificatioD by the Departmeat :and the
'"Ibe petilionen .contend that .the
JlmWD'J 4.1991. aubmiuicm were teated
Department'• requirement~· aapported
and 'ftrified hy ·the Department. 'Finally,
by the Depattmem'1 jllecedent .(e.g..
Hosideu .c:onteDdl :tbat the reviaed
Final Determinalicm d .5alu &t.Leu
Than FairValue;Mecbanical l'ramfer
submi9aiom .sbould not have been
Presses from Japan ISUlU35, .345,
rejected bec:A88 ·the Deparbnenf1
January 4. 1990)).
rep}aticms which requires ·reepondentl
to .aubmtt factual infermation "eeven
DOC Positiazt: We •sree with the
petitioners. The Act addre11e1 ibil .point days before the 1cbeduled date at which
the verification ii to commence" (19 CFR
s.peci.fically: "the comtructed nlae 1lf
35Ut(a)(l){I)) •pply<mly to new
imported merchandise .lhall he the l&Ull
of • • • an am.aunt Ior pneral npeaeei information.
[i.e .. selling. pnera1. and admini•tralive
DOC Position: We agree with the
expenses] and profit equal to .that
petitianen in part. During verification
usually reflected in sales of .llUU'Cbandiee the Department held to m well·
of the u.m.e pner.al .cl.au or kind a1 the
ettablished policy -of not accepting new
merclandise wider cami.deration which
information -or information that would
are made by producers in tbe country of substantially alter the nbmDsion and
expar.tation • • •:· taectiaD 773(e)(B) of properly -did ncrt -accept Hosiden'1
the Act {emphuia added)). Cue1 cited
proposed revisions to it1 1ubmilsiona.
by Hosiden iD which the Department aid A111tated in 19 CFR 'SS3.36{c), the
not use home market clired alliq
purpose of verification i1 ''to verify the
expen1u iDYolved exceptional
accu:m.cy and 'Compietene11 of submitted
circumstancea in whic:ll theDeputnwlt
factual information." (Empbasi1 added)
waa unable .to .uae .1uc:ll expensea..No
New ar revised data that ii au.bmttted
exceptional cln:i•mstance• existed JD
d111'in1verification is not neceaaarily
th.is case. and .the Act dearly i:equind
1ubject ta verification because It may
the Department .to use Holiden'• home
substantially alter .the prior submission.
market direct •ellina .expeme1
and/or the Department may not have
Therefore. we have m.clhome market
1ufficient time to properly analyze the
direct se.lli.ng exp._ JD our
information. We .used the information
calculations for the c:1u1 or kind.of
submitted by Hosiden prior to
merchandise sold ID tU United Slatel
verification as the basis for.calculating
(i.e.. active-matrix LCD JPDI,).
CV. The lnformafion submitted by the
Comment 9: l'he patUiQJlUI contend
respondent. except for those areu that
were adjusted in the final results. wu
that the Department 1bauld use BIA to
determine the constructed value of
verified to~ degree which did not
warrant total rejection of the
Hosiden'a US. 1ales becaue Hosiden
failed to submit a timely responae to the
information. See the "Fo.reign Market
Department's questioMaire and failed
Value•• uctian of this notice for further
to provide a .response ill tbe form
details of adjustments to Hosiden'a data.
required by the Department. The
Comment 10: The petitioners contend
petitioners maintain thatit is w~
that the Department should reject
establishedDepartment policy not to
Hosiden'a constructed value data and
allow .new .responses 10 be .filed after the use BIA. becauae Hosiden ulculated a
preliminary determination and .durina
material COit variance from·cal,culations
verification because there is inaufficieat
that included high informatiana>ntent
lime for proper analysis and verification and low ·information content active-
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matrix.LCD FPD1.By includ.i.ng costa
aHOCiatad with the production ·Of lr>W
inforrnlltian :content FPDa. Ho1iden
uodentaled theectaal ·coat• it incmr.ed
to manufactun the high infarmatioa
content FPD1 .ald mthe United Sbrtes.
Hosiden maintainl that 1he
calcubitioD 'Of the .material cost vBriance
i1 proper bei:ame both the law
infmmatian cantmt and b:ip
infomaaticm am:tent BCtiv.e-ma:trix LCD
FPDs were :made on the same
prNh" liM Jinn.
DOC Position: We .have ased
Hosiden'.a CV data but ha:ve n;ected
Hoaiden'.a calculation Of the material
cost variance. The material am
variance. aliculated .only .for the
purpose of this inve1tigation. waa
incorrect and «ppelll'8 to understate
actual material aottper uniL 'The
1taDdard material cest that was applied
to all inpat1 did not4recognize the
diffmmce between eit'I intended to be
completed for •ale and uni ts intended
forealytical testing, thus 'O'Verstating
the total of the ·standard costs for all
inputs and creating a fa-vorabie variance
calculation. While this understatement
of actual mlrterial collt was not a
sufficient basis to reject Hosiden's entire
rerpome, ·it did requireu to use partial
BIA. A.a BIA. we used the standard
material cost per input u 11djusted for
the actual productian yteld1 for .the
product 'SOld in the United States and
did not11djustthen com forHoaiden·s
calculated material variance.
Comment 11: The petitionel'll claim
production yieldl far the subject
merchandise were overstated because:
(1) Hosiden failed to include in its
yield calculatiom mother .sJ.asa panels
used for routine testing purposes: .and
(2) The number of mother sJ.au panel•
isaued ta production based.on inventory
records doe1 aat 81f88 with the number
of panell .isaued accorclina to the
production recmdl.
Hoaidea mntead1 ~tit ba1 captured
the aHibl of glau .unitl med for zoutine
testins iD itl .coat of manufacture
calculation by the .adjU1tment <>f the
material coat vartanr.e. Hoaiden also
maintains .that the difference between
inventoi::y and production records which
could not be .reconciled is likely
attributable to clumset ill inventory due
to the .fi1cal year•nd inventory count
adjustmenll.
DOC Position: We 11gree with the
petitionera. The Department discovered
at verification that the total quantities of
mother.gla11 reported as input into
production used Im the calculation in
the submiuion did not reconcile to the
total quantities of mother glaH used
from Ho1iden'• inventar:y .records.
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Because the Department rejected the
material co1t nrianm calcDJation, the
co1ts of rmrtine glau testiD8 and
unreccnciled glau . . . aot iDduded in
CV: Uma. u BIA. the Department
adjusted the material cmta to include
the co1t of mother IJlau med for routine
testing and the unrecom:iled quantity of
glaa &om bmmtary. See. alao. DOC
Relpome to Comment 1 above.
Comment 12: The petitioaen arpe
that Hosidea overstated ita production
yields for the 1Ubject mercbandiae bJ
improperly reportiq p d output at the
end of each production .Up althoush
there WU a nbstantial diffennce
between the output of one production
stage and tha input iDtD the next 1tq8.
Hosidea cmltendl that the yielda
calculamd iD the coat verific:atian
exhibits are baMd on the ratio of the
numbs of output units of each prodm:t
fram ucb production stap to the
number of inputs from the ume •tap
adjusted for work in process.
DOC Poaition: We ....- with tbe
petitiODm'I. Due to the dilcrepancial in
the nrification exbibita praented bf
Hoaidm iD reportina FPDI that wan
used far ana.lytii:al tatma and the
caatradictory iDformadall cm the ncord
regardiq the nature of tha procuaiq of
thue unitl. u BIA. we bava bued the
yield calculation far each production
stap on the number of anitl input iDto
the ncc:eedina •tap.
Cor:runelll 13: The petitionen contend
that the Department should reject
Ho1iden'1 COit of manufacture data
because the Department found at
veri&catian that tha worksheets URd to
prepare Ho1idm'1 questimmAire
response did not reconc:ilie to its daily
production and inventarJ ncmda.
Hoaiden claiml that the Department'•
conduioa iD the coat verification npart
that the month.IJ prodactiaa SWDJ1W7
reports did llot reccmcile to the daily
productlon and invmtmJ ncorda ii the
result of the Department'•
miaandentudins of tM format of. and
data in. the verificatkm exbibiL Hoaiden
maintains that had the Department
added the proper CDbama oa the
verification exhibit. It would have found
no discrepancy betwea the dailJ ud
monthly report data.
DOC Pnitioa: Ho1ida did not
present a clear explanation at
verification of certain documents.
However. after analyzina a complete
tr1n1lation and examilliDI the
explanation in Hosiden'• CHI brief. we
agree that the daily production data
does reconcile.
Comment 14: Tbe petitionen contend
that Hosidan failed to include yields oa
common 1la11 panel• iD overall yield
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data, thus understating the cost of
Department's matching criteria. none are
Manufacturin9.
such or similar to the product sold in the
Hoaiden maintain• that the
United States.
petitioners' claim should be rejected
DOC Position: We have allocated all
because common glau is not product
RAD incurred for a specific class or kind
specific to the panel stage and,
of merchandise (active-matrix LCD
moreover, the Department found no
FPDs) over sales of the aame claas or
discrepancies concerning this i11ue in
kind of merchandise. The R•D incurred
Hosiden'1 monthly and daily factory
for active-matrix LCD FPDs included
yield reports.
some expenses for low information
DOC Poailion: We all'" with
content FPDs: however, Hoslden was
Hosiden. For the ubmiaaion. Hosiden
unable to separate these from high
applied the model-specific yield
information content FPDa. The
incurred on array mother glass to the
Department bas considered all R•D for
common mother sla11 used in each
active-matrix LCD FPDa to be related to
model. Thus. with regard to common
high information content FPDI and hes
gla11. all relevant costs were properly
allocated auch expenaes to the cost of
included in Hosiden'a submi11iona.
gooda sold of high information content
Comment 1&: The petitionen claim
active-matrix LCD FPD1. See the
that Hosiden'a cost of manufacturing
"General Comments" HCtion of this
data an unreliable. and thua cannot be
notice for further detaila.
used by tbe Department in the final
Comment 17: The petitioners Contend
analysis, because the cast of
that the Department should incTease
manufacturing information is different in Hosiden'e model-tpecific R.O costa by
the borne market warranty portion of the including additional coata. incurred
sales verification and the profit portiaa
durinl prior years. which were
of the coat verification.
uncovered during verification.
Ho1iden hold1 that the 1ala price of
Ho.iden maintains that revisious to
the model in question on the home
its
R&D data, to include additional
market wlUT8Dty verification exhibit
was used as a conservative proxy for its hiatoric costs and irpdate a customer's
forecuta for future purchans. were
cost of manufacture. Hosiden explaina
proper and timely because It provided
that a proxy waa uaed because the cost
the most accurate information resardins
of manufacture calculations for thia
actual
eventa oc:currin& subsequent to
model had not been completed at the
the 1ubmisaion. This information
time of the aabmislion of Ho1iden'1
affected the diatribution of product
home market direct sellina expenaet.
specific R•D expanses to the
DOC Position: We have recalculated
merchandise sold in the United States.
Hosiden's home market warranty
DOC Position: Aa stated above, we
expeue adjustment to include
have treated all RlD incurred in fiscai
manufacturiq co1ta improperly
yeu 198 for ective-matrix LCD FPDe as
excluded by Hoaidan. S.., DOC
related to hip information content
Reaponse to Co~ent 4 above.
active-matrix LCD FPD1 and have
However, we ftnd no reaaon to reject
allocated such costs fo the cla11 or kind.
Hoeiden's model-by-model
Because of the "slice-of time" approach
manufacturing costs.
used in inve1tigation1. R•D incurred in
· Comm11nt 111: The petitioners contend
prior yean waa not included in the CV
that thin-film transistor R.O co1t1
for the rma1 determination. Thus. ii was
incurred for other ective-matrix LCD
unnecesaary to adjust for additional
FPD1 produced. but not aold in the
prior-year R•D.
United States. durinl the POI. should be
Comment 18: The petitioners contend
allocated to the model sold in the United
· that the Depertment should adjust
States. The petitionen state that
Hoslden'1 R•D to include all expenses
infonnation 1athered at verification
shows that this R&D could benefit the • incurred by the RlD Center which were
related to FPDs.
particular FPO sold in the United States.
Hosiden claims that the record shows
Ho1iden maintains that although
that Hosiden'1 R•D analysis and
1eneral knowledge and experience
methodology was meticulously nH·iewed
gained on one project may have an
and verified by the Department.
indirect beneficial effect on other
contemporaneous or future projects. the
DOC Position: We agree with !he
extent of any overlap must be preciaely
petitioners and ha\•e considered the R&S
dermed. Under any circumstancea. this
for Technical Administration :o be R&D
overlap must be confined to product line overhead related to active-matM"( LCD
R•D activities and expenses. Hosiden
FPO and not general R•D as it was
claim1 that the product &old in the
classified in the submission. R&D
United States is not of the same product
overhead expenses for the R&O
line as the other active-matrix LCD
Division, R&D Administration and
FPDs becauie, according to the
Cen~ral Affairs that were cl:is~: f:t'd us
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general expenaea were al10 considered
by the Department to be R.0 overhead
and were allocated to all LCD products
baaed on cost of aaln. Hoaiden
allocated R&D to the coat of 1ales of
LCD products. Such coats benefit two
claasea or kinda of merchandise,
passive-matrix LCD FPDa and activematrix LCD FPDa. Because Ho1iden was
unable to separately quantify the benefit
to each cla11 or kind of merchandise. aa
BIA. we have allocated 1uch R.O to the
combined coat of sales.
Comment 19: The petitioners contend
that production coordination expenses
should be classified aa a manuiacturinB
cost rather than 1eneral and
adminiatrative expenses. Such co1t1 are
incurred to schedule and coordinate
production. are incurred aa a direct
result of manufacturina activity, and are
neceuary to coordinate factory

operatiom.
Hmide maintain.I that the costa of
th. Production Coordination Department

I
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Hosiden contends that the enterprise
tax in Japan is levied on the basis of
corporate income which is unrelated to
cost of production and therefore should
not be included in seneral expenses for
purposes of calculating constructed
value.
DOC Position: We agree with
Hosiden. Although the taxes are
considered an operating expense and
cla11ified aa SG~ on the financial
atatemenu. the amount of this tax ia
determined baaed on the level of income
of the corporation. The Department does
not consider income taxes based on the
aggregate profit/1011 of the corporation
lo be a coat of producins the product.
(See, e.g.. Final Results of Antidumpins
Duty Administrative Review: Color
Picture Tuba from Japan (55 FR 37915,
September 14. 1990).) Therefore. we
have excluded such taxu for purpoaa
of ttua determination.

B. Matsuahita
Comment 22: The petitioners claim
functions are headquarters
that Matsushita improperly included in
administrative expentft and not
its home market advertising expensa a
manufacturing coats. The manufacturing.
markup charged by a related party. The
forecutiq. planniq and administration petitioners state that the expenaes
of th. pmauction operations for liquid
be reduced by the amount of the
CfJll&l displayt oa:m at the productiOll should
markup.
plants. Finally, procbaction coordination
Mataiahita contends that althouats its
caata are clauified on Hoaiden's
advertiains expense claim includes a
finucial atatementa H part of selliftlo
markup charsed by a related party, tha
pmral and adminiatrative expenw.
claim ia reaaonable because the markup
DOC Pmition: We agree with Hoaidft reflects the expensa incurred by the
and haw not re-cluaified thne
related party in procuring the
npans. The coats of production
advertiains and because the fmal
caantination are properly included in
amounts paid to the related party are
the seneral expemet because they are
similar to prices charged by unrelated
incurrwd to support the entire company' a aupplien on the open market.
operation&.
DOC Position: We agree with the
Comm.nt 2lk The petitionen cla.ia
petitioners. Matauahita'1 home market
Hoeiden'a interest expenan should be
advertiaing expenaa should be baaed on
recalculated hued on instructions in the_ the pricet which Matsushita paid to
Department's questionnaire. i.&, interut unrelated parties rather than on prices
npenaa le11 1hort-term interest income
paid by one Matsushita unit to another.
should be reduced by the ratio of
At verification. we requested that
accounts receivable to total aanta.
Matsushita provide information on
Hosiden'a interest expeDM rate ii
advertising expenses paid to unrelated
undentated becaue lt reduced interest
parties. Matsushita provided this
expenaa by the ac:comata receivable
information for only one advertisement
ratio before deduct:l.Jll tbe full interest
curins the POI. We have accepted
income amount.
Matsuahita's advertisins claim with
Ho1iden contends that lu calculation
respect to this advertisement. We did
is correct beca111e the imputed credit
not adjust Matsushita's FMV for the
calculation doe1 not take into account
advertisins expenses for which
interest income.
Matsushita was unable to provide any
DOC Position: We agree with the
infonnation regarding the price paid to
petitionent. Therefore, we have
unrelated parties because we have no
recalculated net interest expense so that evidence to suggest that the mark-up
it reflects the actual short-tenn financina charged by the related company on the
incurred by the company.
single verified advertising claim is
Comment 21: The petitioner• contend
similar to the mark-up charged on other
that the enterprise tax is a general coat
advertisements.
of Hosiden'1 operating activities and
Comment 23: The petitioners contend
1hould be incll•ded in Hoaiden'11eneral
that Matsushita improperly divided
expenses
advertising expenses for Matsushita

Electric Industrial (MEI} Corporate
International Industry Sales Division
(CIISD) by a value based on transfer
prices. rather than prices to the first
unrelated customer. The petitioners
maintain that prices to the first
unrelated customer should be used.
Matsushita contends that its
calculation of the denominator for this
factor is now baaed entirely on sales to
unrelated parties.
DOC Position: We agree with
Matsushita that it1 calculation of the
denominator for this expense. while
formerly including aome transfer price
values, is now properly based on sales
prices to unrelated parties.
Comment 2-1: The petitioners state
that Matauahita improperly included in
its home market advertising claim
expenses for a trade 1how which
benefitted U.S. and third country sales,
u well u home market sales. Coats for
aw:h trade shows should be allocated to
all FPD sales.
Matauahita states that expenses for
the trade show in quution. held in
Tokyo. should be allocated only to home
market sales becaua in the put the
Department bu attributed expenua to
the market in which the show waa held.
Tba show
inarpably focused on
the Japanen industry.
DOC Pallition: We..- with
Matnahita that expemes for its Tokyo
trade show should be allocated solely to
home market sales. became the show
wu held in Japan and wu intended to
promota proGucta in th• Japanea
market.
cam,,.,,t ZS: n. petitioners contend
that the Deputmant should reject
Matauahita't home market warranty
expeue claim because:
(1) Matsushita failed to exclude from
this expense the coats of returned units
which were charpd to customers:
(2) Mat1u1hita'1 home market
wa1Tanty expense includes expenses fur
all markets;
(3) Matsushita submitted two revised
warranty expense claims during
verification; and
(4) The Department did not verify
documents relating to Matsushita's
actual warranty expenaea.
Matsushita contends that the
Department should allow its home
market warranty expense claim
because:
(1) It did not include the cost of
returned units that were charged to
customers;
(2) Although the numerator for the
warranty expense factor includes
expenses for other markets, the
denominator includes sales to all
markets (Matsushita'• recor js do not

w•
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permit a •paration of the marketa. and
it perfonned the onlJ raaoaable
allocation permitted by ita records):
(3) All infonnalion incladed in the
revised warranty calculatiaa was placed
on the record in advance of verification
in timely ruponaes to the Department'•
requests for information; and
(4) The coata of manufacture ued iD
the home market warranty calculation
were fully verifJ.ed dmina the coat
verification.
DOCPoaitioIJ: We agree with
Matsushita and have accepted ita
warranty calculation becauee we
verified that it• atatement of the facta
surrouodiq the warranty claim are
correct.
Comment ZB: The petitionen.contend
that the Department ahould diaallow
Matsuahita'a claimed home market
freipt coata on shipments from Industry
Salee Office (ISO) warehouaes to
customen because Mataushita claimed
such caatl for all home market
shipments. including thoae which did
not go throagb ISO warehouseL
Matsushita contends that ita method
for calculating thia expense is accma'8
and reasonable. and baa been accepted
by the Department in previou
investiptiona; The calculation of thiJ
expense on a shipment-by-ahipment
basis would be exces1ivel7 difficalt and
burdensome. Instead Mat1111h1ta has
calculated an averap freight COit,
which will yield the aame multi a1
shipment-by-ahipment costs when a
weighted-everage FMV is calculated.
DOC Position: We agree with
Matauahita. We find that Mat1U1hita'1
method la reasonable, given the
difficulty of calculatins the expeme on a
shipment-by-shipment baaiL
Comlltflnt Z'/: The petitionen contend
that the Department should exclude
markup charpd by related companies
from home market freight coata.
Matnahita contmda that ralated
companies clwaed markup far.
movement expena11 for botla tbe home
market and the United Sta• 10 the
issue must be treated tM aame for both
marketa. U the markup ii excluded from
home-market mov1mat expemea. it
muat alto be excluded from U.S.
movement expea1111.
DOC Poaition: We agree with the
petitioners. Wt find that Mat1uahita'1
home market fretsht co1t1 ahould be
baaed OD the prices which Mat1u1hita
paid to unrelated parties rather than on
prices paid by one Mat1uahita unit to
anolhm. The price paid by the related
party is not a market price; rather. it ia a
.price establiabed for iDtemal Matsushita
bookkeeping purposes. The price paid to
the unrelated freiabt company ls .the we
cost incurred by Matausbita for its home
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market freight. ~ auch. we have
(1) The uae of the shipping and
reduced Matsushita'• claimed home
hand.ling expense factor for cased FPDs
market fretsht costs by the amount of
as a aunogate for that expenae factor for
markup found at verification.
computera is reasonable. since the FPO
Mattuthita ii incorred in Its daim
is by far the moat valuable single
that we verified the markup charged by
component ahipped;
related companiel on movement
(2) The Department has accepted that
expenaea for U.S. aaleL In fact. we
type of methodology in numerous prior
simply examined the rate chart of a
determinatiom, recognizing when
random. unrelated &eight company and
allocation of cbarpa to specific
compared it to the pricea c:harsed by the product• is impracticable: and
related c:ompa!IJ. We ftrified that the
(3) The altemaUve methodology ii
pricea charged by the related company
baled on a single month of shipmenta
wen equivalent to price• based upon
and. therefore. ia le11 reliable than a
market 1ranaactiona. Therefore. for
factor calculated for the entire POL
foreip brokerage and handling for
DOC Position: We agree with the
purchase price 1al11. we are uaiq the
petitioners. The alternative methodology
figures reported by Matsushita and
provided at verification is more
verified aa correcL
reflective of the expen... which
Comment ZB: The petitioners contend
Mataubita actually incurred.
that Matsushita understated its ·
Ma t1ulbita originally -reported the
warranty expense• on U.S. FPO aaln
coat of shippiq a computer "kit" by
by:
calculaq the coat of moving juat the
(1) Dividins w11m1nty expemet by a
FPD. The alternative methodology
total 1al11 value that incladea 1hipmenta provided at verification calculates the
of merchandiae to replace retumed
cost of moving the entire kit and.
unitr. and
therefore, ii more reftective of the
(2) Basing the numerator far the
expemes which Matauabita actually
expenSH on ex-MEI valu11/traoafar
incurred. WUh regard to Mat1usbita'1
prices and the denominator on sales
claim that the alternative methodolo11
valuea.
is inaccurate becauae it ia based on only
Mataushita contends that it did not
one month of the POL we find no
understate these expensea becauae:
evidence to 1uge1t that there would be
(1) The denominator of the factor ia
·sisnificant -variationa in movement coat
ba1ed on POI purchase orden. not
from month to month.
shipmanta. 10 it will not reflect
Comment 3Q: 11le petitionen contend
shipmenta ol replacement units:
that Matauahita did not report
movement charpa for lhipmenta of
(2) The numerator and denominator
plasma displaya and computer
for the calculation were calculated OD
componenta from MEI Special Projects
the 1ame ba1ia. which ia correct ud
Office (SPO) to a aubcontractor. As BIA.
internally conailtanL
the Department 1hould use an amount
DOC Po.ition: We asreed with
equal to the reviled expenM factor for
Mat1uahita because: ·
COMDA 1hippiq and bandlina <:har19s.
(1) Matauahita'a aalu value don not·
Matauhita contends that ill
include lhipmenta of unita to replace
retumed unita;
aubcontractor pic:b up all components
at SPO and builda any movement
(Z) The numerator of the wUTan.ty
expense into the aubcontracting fH
axpanae factor, based on ex-MEI
tranafar pric11 ia an appropriate
charsed to Matsuahita.
approxbutioo of Mataulhlta'a warranty
DOC Position: We agree with
costs: ud
Ma taushita. Evidence on the record
indicatea that Mataushita properly
(3) U au adjustment ia to be applied u
accounted for movement expenses
a factor to salea values, then the
between SPO and the subcontractor.
denominator uaed in calculatiq the
Comment 31.: The petitioners contend
factor should also be based on aalea
valuea..
that the Department 1hould uae, for
foreip inland freight charges on
Comment ZS: The peUtionen contend
that the Department should use the
1hipment1 from MEC to SPO. the
weighted-average coat calculated during
expense factor provided at verification.
verification for shipments handled by
usina an altemative methodology, for
Matsushita'• primary short haul carrier.
shipping ud handling chatBes incurred
by MEI Corporate Oveneu
The petitioners state that the
Department ahould un this coS1 rather
Manasement Division of the America•
(COMDA) on shipments to the United
than the revised cost provided by
Sta tea.
Matsushita earlier duriq the
verification.
Matsushita conlendl that ita original
methodology was reasonable and
Mat1uabita contends that the first
appropriate because:
re\ised cost is a weighted-average cost
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for all short haul carriers. and is thus
more accurate than information based
only on Matsushita'• primary short haul
carrier. In addition. Matsushita states
that the weighted avera3e figure was
virtually identical to the figure for the
major single carrier, thus verifying the
accuracy of the wei3hted-average
numbet.
DOC Position: We agree with the
petitioners. The revised fi3ure
calculated at verification is an
allocation based on the costs charged by
the carrier for shipments includin3 FP01.
Matsuahita officiala explained at
verification that the carrier is
responsible for "virtually all" shipments
of FPDs from MEC to SPO.
Comment 32: The petitioners contend
that the Department should include a
portion of expensea incurred by
Panaaonic Finance. Inc. (PFl) in
Matauabita'1 U.S. expenau because PFI
conducta financina activities for
Matsubita Electric Corporation of
America (MECA) and Matsushita
CaalpGtar Company (MCPC).
Matnabita contends that PFrs
expeaw an included in expensa and
com far MECA and MCPC. Matauahita
statft that PFI'1 expensa are part of
MECA'1 pneral and admini1tratift
expeua and. a1 1uch. are allocated ta
MECA.'1 divisiona. includins tho•
dalias with FPlll and computers.
IXJC Po.ition: We qree with
Mataubita. Evic:lmce on the reconl
indicata1 that exp.nan for m have
been properly allocated.
Co.mawnt 33: The petitioners atate
that the Deputmant lhould auun that
cmnputer partl are not included in the
prices reported by Matauahita for ita
U.S. ul• of transportable computers,
1ince both partl and computen aN
recorded in Panaaonic Industrial
Company Special Projecta Offica'1 (PICSPO) Invoice Tax Resister (ITR).
Matauhita contanda that no computer
parts wen inclllded in PlC-SP0'1
computer aalea.
DOC Pocition: We qree with
Matsuahita. The record.a examined at
verification ahowad that no computer
parts were included in PIC-SPO' 1
computer aales.
Commtmt 34: The petitionera contend
that facton for U.S. selling expenses
•hould be baaed on U.S. 1ale1 net of
sbipmenta of merchand.iae to replace
returned u.nita.
Mataushita contenda that it1 factora
for U.S. aelling expenae1 are baaed on
aalet fisure• which did not include
replacement unita.
DOC Pa.ition: We agree with
Mataushita. The reconi1 examined at
verification showed that no replacement
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units were included in sales figures used
to calculate U.S. selling expenses.
Comment 35: The petitioners contend
that Matsushita understated its R&D in
the submission by including in the
general R&D expenses R&D which was
specifically for high information content
pa11ive-matrix and active-matrix LCD
FPDs and EL FPD1. A. described in the
preliminary determination in this
inveati3ation. the products covered in
theH inveati3ation1 include all high
information flat panel displays with
pixel count of 120.000 or greater. Thus
all RAD incurred on behalf of high
information content flat panel di1play1
technology 1hould be considered
product-line RAD. should be allocated
only to 1alH of high information content
flat panel display•. and 1hould be
included in Matauahita'1 coat of
manufacture.
Mattushita contenda that the
methodol<JIY used for calculating Rall i9
conailtent with the company's
organizational 1tructure and accounq
practices. with neceuary diatinctions
amons FPO technologies. and with
previous DOC determinationa.
DOC Position: We asree with the
petitionen. in part. RltD expelllff
incurred for the clan or kind of
merchandiaa under invntigation for
Mataushita. i.e.. 3u plasma FPOs. wara
allocated hued on the production of the
p1 plaama FPOa. Because there were no
aal• of other cla11 or kinds of FPDa
duriq the POL all other RAD incurrwcl
for FP01 were allocated to the saneral
clau or kind of merchandise.
Comment 36: The petitioners contend.
that Mattuahita understated its RAD b:r
allocating 1u pluma FPO RAD to both
hip information content and low
information content 3as plasma FPDa
even thouah mo1t of these RAD projacta
were specifically for high information
content 8H plasma FPO..
Matsushita maintains that gas plasma
FPO related RAD were not allocated
over too broad a ran3e of product1. i.e.,
both low information content and hi1b
information content 3a1 plasma FPD9.
because only a 1mall amount of the
coats of low information content FPO
production, e.g.. labor and overhead.
wH included in the denominator of the
R&D ratio. Therefore. exclusion of thi1
minor amount of costs from the
denominator would have a minor impact
on the co1t of production calculations.
DOC Position: We agree with the
petitioners. Matsushita understated hish
information content gas plasma FPO
product line R&D by includin3 the labor
and overhead of low information
content gas plasma FPDs in the
denominator of its R&D calculation.
Therefore. we adjusted the denominator
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to include only the costs of manufacture
of information content gas plasma FPDs.
Comment 37: The petitioners contend
that the cost of manufacture of the FPDs
sold in the United States should be
adjusted because the yields for the glau
panel that Matsushita reported in its
response were ba1ed on the yields from
only one of it1 two FPD plants.
Matsushita aclcnowledges the error
and has no objection to adjustin3 the
cost of manufacture so that it reflects
the weighted average manufacturing
cost of the FPO further manufactured in
the United States.
DOC Po•ition: We have made the
appropriate adju1tment to the cost of
manufacture of the FPO which was sold
in the United Statu.
Comm•nt 38: The petitioners contends
that the coat of electronic components
produced by a sub1id.iary of MEC are
underata ted and ahould be increased for
the final determination because certain
components appearfd to be sold below
cost. Additionally. petitioners contend
that the Department should recalculate
Matsushita'• FPD co1t of production
based on the greater of the related party
transfer price• or the related suppliers'
actual cost of production.
Mat1usbita maintain• that the
underatatemenl in the response for the
cost of electroni~ component• produced
by a subtidiuy of MEC is not s13nificant
and thus bu a minimal affect on the
final resulta.. Mataushita alao contenda
that the ran• of profits earned on
transactions between MEC'1 subsidiary
and MEC are normal. Finally,
Matamhita contanda that since no isaua
wu raised for further consideration in
the coat verification report. the
Department racotniZH that there was
no rea1on to doubt the ann'1-len1th
nature of th• traufer prices.
DOC Pa.Wan: Tbt Department used
the actual co1ta of components produced
by Matsu1hita Kotobuki Electronics
(MICE), a related company, for the cost
of materials in CV.
For CV, pursuant to section 773(e)(Z)
of the Act. the Department use• transfer
prices between related companies
unle11 such price• do not "fairly reflect
the value in the market under
consideration." Printed circuit boards
a11embled onto the fabricated glass
panel were customer-designed and thus
not comparable to other such boards on
the market. However, we note that some
of the transfer prices were made at
prices less than the cost of producing the
merchandise. Therefore. for CV
purposes. the Department has
disregarded the transfer prices and used
the coat of the components as
representative of the value reflected in
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the market under consideration. (See,
Final Determination of Sales at Less
Than Fair Value: Antifrlction Bearings
(Other Than Spherical Plain and
Tapered Roller Bearinp) and Parts
Thereof from Italy: Final Determination
of Sales at Not Lesa Than Fair Value:
Spherical Plain Bearings and Parts
Thereof from Italy (54 FR 19096. May 3,
1989).)

Comment 39: The petitionera contend
that factory overhead cost incurred by
MCPC WBI not properly allocated to the
computer models under investigation
because of the large labor hour variance
for the production line that wH
exclusively devoted to a11embly of the
computer models under investigation.
Matsushita maintains that the
standard work times were used for the
limited purpose of allocatin& overhead
and GaA co1ta among models. The
1tandards were not uted to calculate
these costs. Total overhead and GiA
co1ta were ba1ed on total actual co1t1
81 recorded on MCPC'1 books.
Matsuahita holds that the large variance
between 1tandard time and the actual
time ia irrelevant. MCPC divided total
actual co1t1 by total 1tandard time. and
then applied the resulting ratio to permodel standard time. MCPC did not. as
the petitionera 11em to contend. divide
total actual co1ta by total actual time
and apply the ratio to 1tandard times.
Since the denominator of the calculation
was baaed on 1tandard time. MCPC
applied the ratio to per model 1tandard
time.

~

DOC Po.ition: We agree with
Matsushita. Factory overhead and GaA
co1ts incurred on the production line
dedicated to the production of the
computen containina the 1ubject
merchandise were properly allocated
and thua no adjustment is aece11ery.
Comment 40: Matsushita contends
that it ia inappropriata to attribute all of
MEI Headquartera CAA expea111 to
indirect 1ellin1 txptDMI aa the
Department did dwizll the preliminary
determination. MEI Headquarten GAA
oversee• Mat1ushita'1 worldwide
operation• which involve both
production and aelllna functions, thu1
this GL\ for this headquarter
operations muat be allocated between
production and sale1.
The petitionera contend that the
mea1ure of relative GL\ expensu
should be ba1ed on co1t of sales rather
than on relative GaA expen1e1 incurred
by MEI'• production and 1ale1
subsidiaries. The petltionera' claim that
the Department properly included MEI
Headquartera CAA expen1e1 In indirect
selling e>.pen1e1.
DOC Po1ition: We agree wfth
Mat1u1hita becau1e part of the function
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of the headquarters was to manage
corporate RM> laboratories in addition
to the company 81 a whole. both of
which involve production functions.
Thus. we have allocated ~IEI
Headquarters C6A as indirect selling
expenses and CAA as reported by
Matsushita.
C. Sharp
Comment 41: The petitioners contend
that advertisint exp~nses claimed by
Sharp as direct Hllint expenses are
actually indirect 1elling expenses. The
petitionen state that Sh&lp'I advertisina
W81 not direct at the cu1tomer'1
customer and thus, does not meet the
Department'• criteria for a direct
adverti•inl expense claim.
Sharp replies that, because the
adverti•ins was aimed at the ultimate
consumer of the high information
content FPDa. the expen1e Incurred
qualifies as a direct 1ellm, expense.
Sharp auerta that the "customer'•
customer" 1tandard. Bl set forth in
AFBs. should not apply to advertising
for components and other nonconsumer
products. Sharp claims that because it
sells only to OEM1 and that once the
FPO is sold to the OEM it undergoes a
substantial transformation. there i1 no
"cu1tomer'1 customer" for the FPO 81 an
individual product. Sharp cites Sheet
Piling from Canada: Final Resultl of
Anlidum.pina Administrative Review
and Cancellation of Su1pen1ion
Agreement (55 FR 49551, 49552.
November 29, 1980} aa a decision where
the Department shifted the focus of the
advertisins expense analy1i1 to the
"level in the aalu chain" when
determinin& which adverti•inl expensea
qualify a1 direct 11llin1 expen111. As
OEM1 are the "ultimate user" in the
1alea chain of an FPO. Sharp contends
that advertiam, directed at OEMI
1hould be cla11ified a1 a direct 1tllins
expense.
DOC Po1ition: We agree with the
petitioners. The Department's
regulations state that "(t]he Secretary
also will make re81onable allowances
for differences in selling costs [1uch a1
advertising) incurred by the producer or
re1eller but normally only to the extent
that 1uch costs are assumed by the
producer or reseller on behalf of the
purchaser from that producer or
reseller." 19 CFR 353.56(a)(2).
Furthermore. the Department'• Study of
Antidumping Adjustments Methodology
and Recommendations for Statutory
Change, November 1985, at 51, clearly
addresse1 advertising. stating "(w]e will
allow 1 circumstance of sale adjust.'Jlent
for the seller's expense incurred on
advertising and 1ales promotion ·
directed at the customer's customer: we
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will allow no adjustment when the
target is the party purchasing from the
manufacturer or exporter." (Emphasis
added). It is consistent with our
regulations and longstanding practice to
use the customer's customer standard in
evaluating whether to treat advertising
as a direct or indirect selling expense.
See e.g.• Tapered Roller Bearings Four
Inches or Less In Outside Diameter and
Certain Components Thereof from
Japan: Final Results of Antidumping
Duty Administrative Review (55 FR
38720, 38724, September 20. 1990); and
AFBs. at appendix B. To the extent
Sheet Piling &om Canada is inconsistent
with this approach. it was wrongly
decided. Sharp's advertising is directed
at the OEM. the fint unrelated customer,
and is not bome by Sharp "en behalf of
the purchaser from that" OEM.
Accordingly. we have classified Sharp's
advertising expense In the home market
81 an indirect 1elling expense.
Comment 42: The petitionera state
that Sharp incorrectly calculated its
home market cash discount percentage
by reporting cash discounta incurred on
sales outside the POI. The petitionera
urge the Department to remove these
c81h discounts from Sharp'• total and
recalculate the cash discount
percent•&•·
Sharp replie1 that the petitionera
misinterpreted the verification exhibit
upon which the petitioners base their
argument. Sharp 1tate1 that while its
documentation con101idate1 sales to
home market customers to one line item
of its report. it itemizes ca1b discounts
sranted to ita customera' head officea.
1ale1 branches. etc. Therefore. the
petitioners incomctlyextrapolate from
the report that caah discounts appearing
next to sales branches with a zero sales
figure were incurred outside the POI.
Sharp notes that sales to the disputed
1ale1 branch an consolidated under the
head office.
DOC Po1ition: We aaree with Sharp.
Information reviewed at verification
1how1 that Sharp does indeed
consolidate sales to home market
customera while itemizinl cash
di1count1. Both total sales and total
cash discountl were verified to be
correct.
Comment 43: The petitionera state
that Sh&lp incorrectly b&1ed its ESP
credit expense adjustment on the cost of
short-term funds incurred by Sharp
Corporation, the parent company.
Furthermore. the petitioners assert, the
most accurate b81is for the ESP credit
expense adjustment is Sharp Electronic
Corporation'• [USA) (SEC) short-term
interest rate. As the Department does
not have 1dequate information on SEC'•
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weighted-average coat of short-term
funds during the POL the petitionen
urp the Department to use the highest
reported abort-term intenat rate shown
on SEC'a audited finandal statements.
Sharp contends that. In LMl-La
Mt!tc.lli /:1dustriale S.p.A. verses United
Statss 912 F. 2d 455. 480 (Fed. Cir. 1990).
the court concluded that it ia reasonable
to aaaume that e corporation will
finance ita operations with the cheapest
money available. Sharp states that. In
line with the reality of doing buaineu, It
should be allowed to use the lowest
interest rate available duriq the POL
regardless of the market in which it

OCCW'Nd.
DOC Po•ition: We agree with the
petitionen. It ia Department practice to
apply the U.S. aublidiary'a short-term
interest rate to ESP sales to calculate
the ESP credit adjustment. The I.Ml
deciaion wu hued on pu.rchue price
tr&mllctiona when no U.S. 1Ubaidiary
e:Wted. In the I.Ml decision. the court
found that since the company, LMl.
could secure funds at a lower rate in the
United State• and. In fact. did 10. the
U.S. interest rate should be applied ta
thne pmchue price aalea. While the
respondent in thia caae contends that
because short-term credit costa are
imputed. whether SEC actually
borrowed funds to finana sales ia
irrelevant. Yet the court's decision in
LMl is baMd on the·fact that LMI
actually did aecme funds at low intmnt
rates on a rqular baaia in order to
pun:haH raw materials. Nowhere on the
record don Sharp state it aecune abort·
term funds from ita parent company.
Theoretically. thia may be pouible. but
factually it has not occuned. In the
present situation. Sharp's U.S.
subsidiary ia re9P0naible for !SP
transactions and. aa indicated on ita
financial statement. ia aec:wins abort·
term funds in the United States in order
to conduct busineu. For this reaaoa. lt ia
proper to apply the U.S. abort-term
interest rate to th... aalea. Sharp's
financial atatementl liat two abort-term
interest rates. We haft ued a simple
averase of theH two ratea to calculate
Sharp's ESP credit adjustment.
Comment 44: The petitionen assert
that Sharp must be consistent in ita
methodologies for calculating its home
market and ESP credit expense
adjustments. Sharp calculated its ESP
credit expense adjustment on the
payment •erma applicable to each sale
while it calculated ita home market
credit expense adjustment based on its
home market average accounts
receivable turnover ratio. The
petitioners maintain that the
Department should use the U.S.
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subsidiary's average accounta
the calculation of inventory carrying
receivable turnover ratio for the
expense. For the portion of time that the
calculation of ESP credit adjustments.
inventory ia held by Sharp Corporation.
Citing Preliminary Determination of
it ia proper to apply the short-term
Sales at Le11 Than Fair Value:
interest rate of that entity. It ia standard
Polyethylene Terephthalate Film. Sheet.
Department practice to use the U.S.
and Strip from The Republic of Korea
aubaidiary'a interest rate for the U.S.
(55 FR 49688. 4~70, November 30,
portion of inventory carrying coat and
1990), Sharp contends that there it no
not the home market of the parent
requirement that credit expenaea be
company. Therefore. we have applied
calculated conaiatently in all marketa.
the simple-average of the two short-term
Sharp maintainl that ita methodoloa
interest rate1 li1ted on SEC'a financial
for calculatinl credit expenee aaaociated atatementa for the U.S. portion of
with ESP aalea baa been accepted by the Sharp's inventory carrying coat and
have applied Sharp Corporation'• ahortDepartment and citea U.S. Department
of Commerce. Study of Antidumping
term intsrest rate for the Japanese
portion of inventory
coat
Duty A.dju•tmenta Methodo/OffY 47
(November 1985). Sharp also anerts that
Comment 48: The petitionen allege
ita records and repoftins are
that Sharp failed to include certain
conaervative in their calculation of
warranty tran.eportation expenaes in the
credit perioda.
calculation of ita U.S. warranty expenae
adjustment
DOC Po•ition: We agree with Sharp.
At both tba U.S. ESP verification and the
Sharp counters that ita May 15, 1991,
home market verification we confinMd
rwviaed computer aalft liatiq submitted
that Sharp uaed credit methodolQlin
to the Department includes the wananty
that accurately reftect Sharp's credit
tranaportation.
policies. While the petitioners are
DOC Pt»ition: We aaree with Sharp.
ccmect in aaaerting that the data
The warranty tramportation expense•
collection method• used in the two
were included iD Sbarp'a recalculation
marketa differ. both methods ultimately
of ita warranty apmsn.
reat on the difference between shipment
C0111111Slt 47: The petitioners contend
date and payment date. and we have no
that Sharp should have allocated its U.S.
reason to believe that these differencee
price protection diac:aunt claim on a
reaulta in any diatortion or inaccuracy.
cuatomer-tpecific baaia rather than
allacatiq tbia dilcount over all ESP
Comment 45: The petitioners aaaert
aa1es. The petitionen atate that the
that Sharp improperly uaed ita home
record cluriy
that t!m cuato~
market intereat rate to calculate SEC'a
inventorr carryins expense. M man91 ii specific methodoloo can be applied
and. unlike the curnnt methodology. is
a fungible commodity, the petitionen
atate, the Department thould uae SEC't
not diatortiYL
Sharp repliee that a cuatomer-apeciftc
abort-term coat of funda to calculate U.S.
inventory carryins expense. The
allocation of theae di.acounta bear no
petitioners cite Final Results of
relation to actual aales.. Because these
diacounta relate to merchandise sold
Antidumpins Duty Administrative
month• before the diacount ia sranted.
Review: Color Picture Tubes from Japan
discounta granted during the POI in all
(55 FR 37915, 37922. September 14. t•}
aa ca.. precedent for utilizing the U.S.
likelihood do not relate to sales during
1ub1idiary'1 weighted-average intereat
the POI. Sharp maintain• that an
attempt to tie theae discour.ta to specific
rate for the calculation of U.S. inventory
canying expenses.
sales on models in the POI would not
reOect commercial reality. There are no
Sharp responds that it would be
aaaurances that these customers
u.meuonable to calculste an inventory
received discounts on sales du:ing the
carryi.cg cost using SEC's weighted·
POI. Sharp quantified and allocated
average interest rate when a percentage
these discounts in the same manner it
of the days spent in inventory ocCUl"I in
did all expenses that cannot be tied to
Japan. In addition. Sharp Corporation
individual aalea and contends that t~s
bears the expenses of goods that remain
in SEC'a inventory prior to payment. It is methodology is the most reasonab!e one
available.
therefore not realistic to use the U.S.
DOC Position: We agree with Sharp.
interest rate in this calculation.
We confirmed at verification that Sharp
DOC PositJon: We agree with the
gracta price protection "discoi.:nts" a:-:d
petitioners. While merchandise remainl
"discounts" for meeting compet1::on
in Sharp Corporaticn's inventory for a
several months after the sales are
portion of the sales cycle, for the
completed and L'iat Sharp cannot !:e
majority of time the inventory is held by
these rebates to specific sales cur:::g !he
SEC. For the portion of time that the
POI. Sharp has applied a "slice of t1:re"
inventory is held by SEC. it is proper to
methodology that Is consistent v. 1! h
apply SEC'a short·term interest rate in

carryma
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is not reliable and the Department
should use BIA. in accordance with
section 776(c) of the Act, to calculate
Sharp's coat of production for the fmal
determination. The petitionen claim
that Sharp'• data contain nwnerou1
siplificant problema. such as the lack of
reconciliation of mother glaH from
inventory recorda to production recorda,
unverified and unexplained yield
information. numerou1 expenses
incorrectly allocated over corporatewide cost of aales, and unsubstantiated
exclusiona from the calculation of GA.A
and RW expemea. The petitioners are
more concemed with Sbarp'a inaccurate
yield data becauae it affecta every
component of fabrication co1ta aa well
a1 material Becauae all componenta of
Sharp'• COit of production data have
been aigni.6cantly understated or
incorrectly all~ted. the petitionen
a11ert the Department should u11 aa BIA
the COP data contained in the petition.
Sharp coatmda that it provided a
complete and accurate response to the
Department'• qu11tionnaire and thia
submiaaion waa verified. Sharp
maintains that it ii the completeneaa of
its questionnaire responaea that i1 at
i11ue. and that there can be no question
that Sharp 1ubmitted a complete
response to the DepartmenL "The ITA
may not properly conclude that resort to
the beat information rule ii justified in
circumatancea where a que1tionnaire ii
aent and completely anawered. juat
because the ITA concludet that that
anawers do not definitely anawer the
overall i11ue presented." Olympic
7011).
Adhe1ive6. Inc. v. Unit«/ State1. 899
· DOC Poaition: We disagree with the
F.2d 1565 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (emphaai1
petitioners. Sharp baa two adjuatmenta
added). Sharp a11erta that the rejection
that are discounta in name only. Both
of ita responae, in toto. ia unwarranted
price protection and diacounts for
in light of thi1 appeal• court decision.
meeting competition are adminiatered aa
DOC Position: The information
post-sale rebatea. not discounts from the submitted by the reapondent. except for
original invoice. For both adjuatmenta,
thon areas that were adjusted in the
Sharp rebates money to the cuatomer
final resulta, waa verified to a degree
several montha after the aale by
which did not warrant total rejection of
crediting the cuatomer'1 accounL The
the information. See the "Foreign
Japanese VAT law 1pec:i8call)' 1tate1
Market Value" 11ction of this notice for
that VAT Is applied to die pu unit
further detail• of adjuatments to Sharp'•
price, net of diacounta. TheM diacounta
data.
are pre-1ale diacounta applied to the
Comment 51.: The petitionen maintain
gro11 unit price prior to the.
that, if the Department does not totally
consummation of the tranaactiona. Aa
reject Sharp'• COP data, the Department
Sharp's price protection and diacount1
should reject Sharp'• yield data and uae
for meeting competition are
the yield data contained in the petition
administered H post-sale rebat11, they
a1 BIA. The petitioners claim that.
are not adju1tmenta to the baaia of the
becau1e Sharp bad combined it• yield
Japanese VAT. Therefore. for purpose•
data for both low information content
of calculatins the VAT adjuatment. it ii
and high information content FPO• and,
incorrect to deduct from groaa unit price therefore. overstated ita yield1 for high
what i1, in effect. a rebate.
information content FPDs. it• reported
Comment 50: The petitioners argue
material, labor and overhead costa for
tt at, because of the siplificant problem• the 1ubject merchandise are
in Sharp'• co1t of production
. understated. Additionally, because
questionnaire response, the information
Sharp could not reconcile its 1tandard

Department practfoe for thoae
adjuatmenta that cannot be tied to
specific aalea. We have ao reaaon to
believe that Sharp'• metbodology results
in any distortion or inaccuracy.
Comment 48: The petitioners contend
that the Department ahould remove
sales made to SEC'a Canadian
customers during the POI from the U.S.
sales listing. Furthermore, aa the
removal of the aalea will affect those
sales adjustmenta baaed on aalea value,
the petitionen request the recalculation
of these adjuatmenta.
DOC Po1ition: We agree in part with
the petitionen. Sales to Canada cannot
be included in our U.S. aaln
compariaom and we have removed
these aalea from the sales listing. See. 19
CFR 353.41(b) and (c). However,
because of the negligible impact on total
U.S. sales value and the burden that
recalculating a myriad of adjustmenta
based on aale1 value would place on the
Department. we have not adjuated the
U.S. sal11 value in order to recalculate
the specific adjustmenta. Therefore. aa
BIA. we are using the exislinl
calculationa.
Comment 49: The petitionel'll contend
that the Department 1hould corect a
computer programmins error made
when calculating the amount of VAT
that i1 not collected by rea1on of
exportation of the merchandise from
Japan. The petitioners claim that the
Department failed to baae the VAT
adjustment on Sharp'• gron U.S. price,
net of diacounts. a1 wa1 indicated in our
preliminary determination (51 FR 7008.
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yield data to it1 production and
inventory recorda. the Department doe1
not have actual production yield data.
The petitioners auert that Sharp should
have been prepared for verification and
that its failure to reconcile its data at
verification is 1imply due to ita own
neglect. Furthermore, the petitioners
claim that Sharp offers new
interpretatiom for many of the
worksheets examined by the
Department during verification in ita
case brief in spite of the fact that Sharp
provided the explanations for theae
workaheeta and documenta at
verification. The petitioners a11ert that
the Department cannot rely on Sharp'a
standard yield data because it remains
unexplained and unverified. and the
Department 1hould use aa BIA the yield
data contained in the petition.
Sharp contenda that rejection of its
yield data ii not warranted because (1)
the 1ource of the yield iaaue 1temmed
from a miaunderstanding of a
verification exhibit. (2) labor and
overhead coata are not affected by
yielda, and (3) mother glass inventory ia
not an i11Ue of conaequence.
DOC Po1ition: The verification
exhibita to which Sharp refen relate to
pa11ive-matrix LCD FPDs. Becauae
pa11ive-matrix LCD FPDa are no lonser
subject to thia inv11tigation. thia iHue.
as it relat11 to pa11ive-matrix LCD FPDa
ii mooL
Because Sharp wa1 unable to
reconcile the mother glaaa uaed in
production of ill EL FPDa to its
inventory recorda. the Department
determined that reconciliation data from
other respondents wu appropriate aa
BIA.

.

Comment 52: The

petitioners a11ert
that the uae of a factory-wide variance
to calculate the coat of the subject
merchandise ia ume&1onable. because it
faila to recognize production realities of
manufacturing individual products.
Therefore, the Department should reject
Sharp'• UH of a factory-wide variance •
to calculate the coat of materials.
Sharp 8J1Uel that the variance
between 1tandard and actual yields for
a model and a variance between
. standard and actual material costs are
not equivalent variants. and it is
inappropriate to draw conclusions from
a comparison of one against the other.
Secondly, Sharp clai.ma that its
methodology to ddriVt 1tandard material
coat &11ure1 that auch co1t is equivalent
to actual coaL Sharp 1tates that the
1tandard colt aa ahown on its bill or
material• ii the functional equivalent of
actual co1t becauae of the constant
updat11 of acquiaition coat. Sharp states
that the minu1cule variances
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ll!Xperienced durinl the POI demorutrate
that the 1tandard eo1t1 do capture the
actual coatl incurred by the Company.
DOC Position: We . . . . With the
petitioners. With reapec:t to EL FPD1
only. the Department determined that
the 1tandard materiala eo1t adtuated by
the factory-wide variance clo1ely
approximated the material• coat for EL
FPDa a1 reflected in Sharp'• production
recorda. However. the material• co1te
were adjU1ted to reftect the difference
between the inventory recorda and the
production recorda. However. the
materiall co1t1 were adjU1ted to reflect
the difference between the inventory
recorda and the production recorda. 11
deec:ribed in Comment 51 ud the
"Fonipl Market Valu" lection of thi1
llOtice.
Finally. bec;aute pe11ive-matrix LCD
FPDs are not aubject to invnqation.
tbi1 ieaua. a1 it relatn to pu1ive-matrix
LCD FPDa. le moot.
Comment 53: The petitioners a...rt
that Sharp ahould not be allowed to
cla1aify certain expemet a1 factory
overhead in ita normal boob and
recorda but u GaA expeDletl for
~ of th.le inftltiptton. The
~contend that the Department
lbould clauify thue Dpenl8I in a
nwmer conaiatent wt~ Sharp'• owa
catepriuttcm of theee expemes. that ts.
include tbeH expemes ta Sbarp'1 LCD
factory overhead.
Sharp arpee that these expenm are
mare appropriately considered GaA
became of the 1'9or1anization that took
place OD April 1. 1980 (the LCD Divi1ioa
of the Electronic Component.I Group
became e aep&rate poap}. BecaUM GaA
expen9e1 are calculated on a fiacal 19u
buia and 1al11 ud manufactmtna C01te
are calculated oa a POI ba1ia. Sharp
contenda that Ill CAA ratio 1bould
correspond to thOM ratioe in ex.iatence
after the reoraanJzaticm.
DOC Po.iuon: We qree with the
petitionera. The Deputment verified
that thete expeftMI . . . properly
conaidered factory ovsbtad in Sharp'•
records. Therefore. tbe Department
duaifted thne e~ u factory
onrhead of the LCD DIYtaion and
allocated them over the LCD Dtvi1ion'1
coatofaaln.
Com:nent SI: The petitioners argue
that certain R&D expenae1 inCWTed by
Sharp were prod11ct-1pecific to the
merchandiM under innatisation and
ahould be treated H a manufacturlftl
expenae and not a1 part of the pneral
R&D. Additionelly. the petitioners arpe
that RAD expenaee incurred in three
departmentl of the Opto-Device
Laboratory 1hould be included in
product-line R&D.
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Sharp maintain• that none of these
expenae1 were product·apecific or
product-line becauae they were not
inCWTed for routine improvement1 or
modification• to product• currently in
production. Sharp claim• that tt
conducted thi1 reaearch with the hope
that diacovery of new material• and
techniquea would contribute to the
eventual development of new producta.
At the time that Sharp conducted lta
reaearcb for a particular cla11 or kind of
merchandiae. it did not produce or aeU
any productl of that cla11 or kind of
merchandiae. Thia research
contemplated the production of future
productl. Additionally. Sharp ersuee
that fundamental advancea in diaplay
technology benefit the entire corporati•
and not only the LCD Group. Sharp
therefore arguea that thi1 R&D ahould be
included al seneral expenHL
DOC Po•ition: We bave allocated
RAD for EL FP01 over the coat of aalee
of EL FP01 durins the POI. Claa or kiml
of merchandiae R.O in which there
were no aalH of that claa or kind of
merchandiae w11 allocated to the
general clau or kind of merchandiae.
For a detailed explanation of the
Depertment'1 allocation methodolaa
reprdins R.O. aee DOC Responee to
General Comment I above.
Comment $$.: The petitionen arwua
that. becaU1e Sharp w11 unable to
praride the Department with coat of
salu far hish information content FPDe
and low information content FPD1. the
Department 1hould uae BIA and allocate
Sharp'1 product-line R.O expenns
solely to the 1Ubject reported hish
Information content FPO aalea value.
Sharp contenda that ill pneral RaD
beneftll low information content FPO a1
well a1 hi&h information about content
FP01. and therefore. Liiere is no need for
hish information content FPO and low
information content FPO cost of aaln.
Thu. petitioner'• request for BIA h11 no
juatiflcation.
DOC Po•ition: We agree with the
petittonera. The Department determined
that product-epecific R~D expenae1
ahould be allocated to the cla11 or kind
of merchandise. See. DOC Response to
General Comment t. Therefore. since
Sharp did not provide high information
content FPO cost of aalet data. the
Department used Sharp·1 production
data to eatimate the cost of 1ale1 of hish
Information content FPDs aa BIA In
order to allocate the R&D cost1 to high
infonnation content FPD1.
Comment 5tJ: The petitionel'll claim
that R&D expense• incurred by Sharp'•
Patent Promotion Department should be
allocated solely to Sharp'• Electronic
Component• Group. The petitioners
argue lhat the remaining R&D expen1es

of the Electronic Componen te Group
should be included as general R&D.
Sharp concedet that the patent
promotion department expenses should
be allocated over cost of sales of
Electronic Componentl Group. Sharp
contend1 that the remaining expenses
hue been included and should not be
double-counted.
DOC Position: The Department has
a!located tho Patent Promotion
Department expenaea 1olely to the
Electronic Components Group. The
remainiq expenaes were incurred in
other diviliona within the Electronic
Componentl Group which were
1pecificellf related to products other
than FPDI and were not included in the
calculation of general R.O.
Comm•nt 51: The petitionen maintain
that certain R&D expenaea which Sharp
claimed durtna verification were
incorrectly included in itl aeneral R.lD
ahould remain in the calculation of
general RAD. The petitioners 1tate that
tha R.O work appean to be related to
re1earch activities that will benefit all of
Sharp'a production area• and ahould be
included in ...-aJ RW expcDIL
Sharp maintain.a that it had
erroneoualy included theM co1t1 in ita
calculation of seneraJ RAD. Sharp
claima that thue expenMI are related ta
products not 1Ubject to the•
invHtiptiona and. therefore, 1hould not
be inc:baded in ita calculation of 1eneraJ
JW).

DOC Pmition: We qne with the
petitianarL n ... expemes appear to be
of a pneral nature and of benefit to ell
areu of Sharp'• production. We have.
therefon. included theH expenan in th.e
calculation of aeneral RID.
Comment a The petitioners arsu•
that Sharp bu undentated ita G&A
expemea by axdudins GaA expense• of
srouf>9 unralated to FP01 but allocatint
ill FPD-related GU over it1 corporatewide coat of tooda aold. The petitioners
state that tha Department 1hou!d
allocate Sharp's FPD-1pecific CAA
expenae1 aolely to Sharp's FPO ules.
The petitionen further argue lhat certain
GU expenan of the bead office were
excluded becauae Sharp claimed that
these expenaea were not Incurred on
behalf of the 1ubject merchandise. The
petitionera 1tate thet G&A expenses are
by defmition general in nature and r.ot
product-related. The petitioners ccntend
that Sharp has not confirmed the
appropriatene11 of excluding certain
ltem1. Becauae lheae expenses appear to
benefit the entire corporation. all of
Sharp'• Head Office G&A expenses
ahould be included in its calculation.
Sharp concedes that FPO-related GS::\
should be allocated over the cost of
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nlee for the pup iD wbida tb9
expenae1 were ini:umd. Sbarp c:laiml
that the expeaau wbida Al acladed
from ltl G.lA calculatica. . . illcumd
specifically for products..._ tba
thoH under investiptim ad lbould not
be included in the Calculatlm of CAA
expeme.
DOC Position: We qree with the·
petitionen. Sharp undentated ltl G~
expeDH by excludlna all G~ expeDMI
except thoH which lt claimed wm'I
specifically related to FPDt. and tbm
allocatiq thne expea.111 ov•
corporate-wide co1t of 1al11. The
Department recalculated Sbarp'1 ~
expense by mcludint all pneral and
1dmini1tratlve expen111 from tbe Head
Office Department l•elllna expenaet
were not included) and allocatiq tb...
expenees over corporate-wide co1t of
sales. ThoH pneral and admillistratlve
expenae1 which were incarnd at the
Group or the LCD Dtvi1lon level wen
allocated only to FPDI bued on tba
relatad aroup or dm9ion'1 co1t of ..i.e.
Co111J11ent 511:. The petltionen UMlt
that enterprise taxn 1bould be mclwfed
in ~ expenee becaue thne taxet an
related to Sharp'• opentlom and are
clu1ified a1 operatiq expen19 lD
Sharp'• ftnancial 1tatementa.
Sharp contendl that the enterpri11 tu
is a tax on profttl impoeecl by the local
prefectures in Japan. M 1uch. lt doa not
increaH tba COil of producins an?
mercbandi1e and should not be induded
in the calculation of CAA.
DOC Potlition: We all'" wttb the
respondenL SH. DOC Rnpoue to
Commant Z1 for further det.U..
O. To1hiba
Coaunent . . The petltlOD811 nnotead
that Toabiba ilU:haded bome awbt
adverti•inl expe111111Dc:mnd oatltde
the POI ln ltl claim ud Ulat lt iacluded
indirect advertlsial apeDMI lD ill
claim for direct advmtilial. Tbe
petitioun maintaill that am
·
Departmut sbould dilaUow
Toshiba'• advertilinl 111• I claiml:
(1) Tohiba's claim far ..... lbow
advertilinl txpeDW fr
.. blfon tba
POI but not booked uatll . _ tbl POI:
(.Z) Advertilinl dincted at lbil Brit
unrelated c:utomer; and
(3) Toabiba's cl&imed expeue to print
FPO catalop. which the petltionen 1tate
are not directed at the ultimate ueer.
Toshiba contendll that advertilinl
cla11ified lD the home markat a1 a clirect
selUna expeme ii proper. Toabiba notn
that 19 CFR 353.58 statet that
advarti1iq ii conaldered 1 direct Hlllq
expenae when it ii directed at the
ultimate con1umer. In thl1 instance.
Toshiba a11ert1 that the ulUmate
consumer of th1 FPO ii the OEM.

._al

Toshiba cites a recent Department
deciaion iD Sheet Pilin8 from Canada:
Final Resultl of Antidumpiq
Administrative Review and
Cancellation of SuapemioD Apeement
(55 FR 49551, 49552. November 29. 1990)
iD which the Department 1tated that
advertilinl expemn tarpted at the
end-UMr of a product. as oppoaed to a ·
middleman. an clu1ified u direct
•llina IXpellMI lvm when the end·UMI'
incorporatll the tubject mercbandiu
into a further manufactured product.
TOlhiba maiDtaim that the pt•n:ba1111
of FPDt cannot be camidend
middlemen bec:aue of the eubatutlal
. truaformatioa that FPDI undtJ'IO to
become laptop computen. medical
lnstrdleldatioa. etc.
DOC Position: We qree with the
petitionel'I that for adverti•inl to be
conaidered a dinc:t expeme it must be
directed at the customer's cuatOID81. The
Department will make allowanca far
advll'tiainl "only to the extmt ncb
co1ta an a•wned by the prachum or
reseller on behalf of the purcbaler from
that producer or reseller." 19 CFR
353.38(a)(Z) See. also. DOC Respon11 to
ColDIMllt 41 above. Toahiba bu stated.
and information 1athered at verification
1upporta. the fact that Toshiba's
advertisinl expenaes an not a11umed
on behalf of the purchaser or reseller of
tha FPO. Toahiba's FPO catalop are
direct9d at the fint unrelated customer
and uwapaper ind mapzinl
adverti.lemata an directed at
_
purc:humw of laptop computm. not

FPDe.

How.,,., we qne with Toshiba wida
rupee:& to cbarpe iDcurnd outlide the
POI but not booked until durinl the POL
nan. dwpl repnunt a "slice-of·
UJu" reprnatatioD of advertlsinl
UJHtDlft. Cbazwee actually iDcumd
durtq the POI would not be booked
until aft8r tba POL therefore, To1hiba
bu used a lolical m1thod to capture
repntllltatloaal advertisinl expeDlll.
TboH advwtisiq 1xpen1e1 previoualf
clallifled u direct 11lliD1 expem11
have been reda11ilied by the
Department a1 indirect 11llina expenHS.
Conun•nt It: The petitioners claim
· that Tolbiba illcorrectly based ill bome
market .credit expense claim on tbe coat
of ltl 1hort-t1rm funds for the period
April-S.ptember, 1990. The petitioners
1tate that To1hiba should calculate thil
expeme usinl the same period it used to
calculate ill purchase pnce and ESP
· lnt1n1t ratea. February-Ju.Jy, 1990. the
POL ln accordance with the
Department's questionnaire.
Toshiba maintains that the credit
period it Hlected for home market salee
was based·on the fact that shipmentl
occurred on avera1e eo day1 after an·
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order wu plac:9d and that payment
occurred at leut 90 daJS after lhipmenL
Therefore. the credit period for the POI
runs from April-S.ptember. 1990.
DOC Polition: We qree with
To1hiba. The credit period 11lected is en
accurate renecuon of the period
between 1hipment and payment. ·
Information rntewed at verification
confirms that home market 1hipmenll
occur, on avera11. eo daya after an order
ii placed aDd that payment oc:cun. OD
avera11. 90 da71 after lhipmaL
Therafore, it 11 reuonable to UH tba
period April-&eptember. 1980. for the
calculation of homa market credit
expena
Commat a: The petitioners 1tate
that Totbiba incorrectly ued ltl
avera11 abort-term conaolidated
corporate bonowiq rate to calculate
the inventory carryiq expem11 of the
U.S. aubtidiary, Totbiba America
Information Sy1tem1 (TAIS). The
petitlonm auert that. because money ia
a flmlible commodity. Toahiba lbould
be required to used TAIS'1 iDterett rate
to calculate the U.S. inventory carryiDa
expeme. The petitiaaen cite F"uial
Rttultl of Antidumpills Duty
Adminiatrative Review: Color Picture
Tubn from Japua (55 FR 37915. 3792Z.
September H. 1990) (CP'l'a). U cue
precedent for utilizina tbe domeatic
subaidiary's weiahted-averqe interest
rate for the calc:ulatlcm of U.S. inventory

cm,m, axpema

Tolbiba alllrta that dnpite tbe fac:ll
in the CPl'1 caH. the facts ill thil cue
IUpport the UH of the lhort·term
CODIOlidated rate ill the calc:ulatioD of

tha iDvatorr CMrJi111 expeDM. To1biba
Corpontiaa extends eo da11 .,.yment
terma to ita 1ubaidiar,, TA.IS, OD 1aln ol
FPDI to the United State-. Toabiba
Corporation abtorbl tbe caet of CAIT'Yinl
tbe inventory for the majority of tbe time
that tbe mercbaDdiae 11 ill inventory at
TAI& Tbenfore. Tolbiba userta that
the appropriate rate to be applied ls
To1biba Corporatioll'1 abort-term
conaolidated rate. Toabiba 1u1111t1 that
the l11ue ii not fuqibWty of funda. but
determiniD& wtaat entity ii beartna the
cost of canytna the iDvento17.
DOC. Polition: We qree with the
petitioners that a U.S. int1n1t rate for
the U.S. mvento17 carrytna portion of
thi1 expen11 should be applied. H it is
the U.S. 1ub1idiary that ii bearin11 the
coat of the merchandise while it remains
in inventory. However. the payment
terms that Toshiba Corporation extends
to TAIS ln combination with the
inventory day1 the FPO remain• in
TAlS' lnventory indicatee that Toshiba
Corporation bears the co1t of carryin1
the merchandiH for m•J9hly 90 percent .
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of the time the merchandise i1 held in
inventory. We have recalculated the
inventory carryinl adjustment to
account for the portion of time that the
merchandise i1 in T AIS inventory using
Toshiba'• short-term interest rate.
Comment 83: The petitioners maintain
that Toshiba understated ita United
State1 adverti•inl expenn claim by
claaaifying similar advertisements aa
direct aelling expenaea in the home
market and as indirect selling expenses
in the United State1. The petitioner.
state that the Department should
classify theta U.S. advertisements u
direct selling expenaea.
DOC Po.ition: The Department
verified that all reported direct
advertising expenlft in the home
market are properly cla11ifiad as
indinct Riling expenses. See. also, DOC
Poaition to Comment 41 and Comment
•above.
ComrnlHlt 14: The petitioners state
that Toshiba 1hould recalculate ill
royalty expenae claim due to erron
diacovered c:lurina verification.
Toshiba notes that it baa mada tha
MCHUl'J adjuatmenta to its royalty
...,... claim lllld baa incorporated
that chaqea in the computeriud salel
liatiq submitted to the Department.
DOC PoBition: Reapondent made the
.....arr chanps um:overed at
ftrification except for the allocation of a
monthly royalty f•. Al thil monthly
raf8lty fee appliet to Hlee of pa11ivttmatrix LCD FPDa. this iun ia moot.
Commttnt II!: The petitioners state
that ToUiba may have understated its
U.S. warranty expenu claim by failina
to include in totalwuranty expenaee
thoM expenan incurred on producta
that an returned to Totbiba and
claalified u "dead on arrival."
Toshiba notn that expenaet
uaociated with "dead on arrival"
productl are cluaified either u
inventory reserve expeme. "other
1ellin1 expenses", and/or C" Toehiba
maintains that all expaMt uaociated
with productl "dead •arrival" were
fully reported al indiNct •llinl
expen1e1 by TAlS.
DOC Po•ition: We ..... with
Toshiba. Information reviewed at
verification and detailed in the
verification report 1how1 that all
warranty expenses were properly
reported. The expenae1 incurred for
product• returned "dead on arrival" are
cla11ified by Toshiba differently than
tho1e for warranty expenat1. These
expen1t1 are properly cla11ified either
as inventory rt1erve expen1e, "other
selling expenae", and/ or G&A. It would
be impo11ible for the Department to
categorize "dead on arrival" expense1
as warranlie1 and accurately allocate

I
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this expense to the FPD. becau1e we
have no way of knowing whether a ·
scrapped laptop computer had a
defective FPO. The computer may have
been •crapped for any number of
re&1ona. It would be arbitrary and
inaccurate to attempt to quantify how
many defective FPD1. if any. were in ·
"dead on arrival" computers during the
POI. Neverthele11, Toshiba fully
reported the expen1e1 incurred on theae
returns in it1 indirect ulling expenses
forTAIS.
Comment tJIJ: Citing Call-Site
Tranaceiven from Japan: Final
Determination of Sale1 at Le11 Than
Fair Value (48 FR 43080. 43083. October
28. 1914), the petitioners 1tate that RAD
expenlff which can be identified
directly with the product under
investigation are considered
manufacturing expenses and are part of
fabrication coats. Thu1. the petitionen
contend that R.O expenaea incurred for
hish infonnation content FPD1 1hould be
allocated over the coat of 1alea of hip
information content FPD1.
Toshiba claims that product-1pecific
R.O can only be allocated to the
1pecific product involved. A. pauiffmatrix LCD FPD1 and active-mabix LCD
FPDa are inherently different. any RAD
expenan incurred for active-matrix LCD
FPDa. which were not sold during the
POI. must be allocated in a different
manner than that for passive-matrix
LCD FPD1. Toshiba aa1erta. citiq
Cyanuric Acid and Its Chlorinatetl
Derivatives from Japan (55 FR 18M.
January 11. 1990), that the proper
methodol09ical approach is to allocate
the product-tpecific RAD over the coat
of sales of the 1pecific product. Where
RAD cannot be allocated to a 1pecific
product. It should be allocated to the
buaineaa division with which it ii
orsanizationally a11ocia tad.
DOC Position: We agree with the
petitionen in part. R&D expenses
1pecifically identified with a cla11 or
kind of product are properly allocated
over the 1ale1 of that cla11 or kind of
product. R&D expenses for specific
cla11e1 or kinda which were not 1old are
properly allocated over the general class
or kind. See the DOC Response to
General Comment! for further details of
R&D allocation.
Comment 67: The petitioners claim
that the expenses incurred by a
particular group laboratory should be
included in general R&D expenses
because the research activities benefit
all products of the company.
Toshiba claims that this laboratory
perfonna basic materials research and is
not orsanizationally related to those
group1 responsible for flat panel
production and research. Therefore,
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these expenses should be excluded from
general R&D.
DOC Position: We agree with the
petitioners. The Department verified
that RID expen1t1 of the materials
laboratory were incurred to benefit all
products of the corporation. Therefore.
these expensH were included in 1ener11l
RID.
Comment 88: The ~titionera maintain
that enterprise taxes should be included
in To1hiba'1 general expenses becall99
the taxes are clanified •• SC6A on
Toshiba's financial 1tatement1.
To1hiba counter. that the enterpriM
tax is a government tax on income.
Toshiba notes that income-based taxa
are viewed by the Illlpart:ment u
unrelated to the cott of procluction. and
therefore, not included in ..-r.i
expenses. The Japanese enterprise tax
has been identified u a tax that is
excluded from G6A expem.... enn
when the GaA e x i - wu c:lasaified
as an operaq expaue. (See. Final
Determination of s.AD m Laa Than
Fair Value: Colar Pictmw Tut.a from
Japan (52 FR 44111. NOYember 11. 1917);
TeleYiaion Receiwrs. Memo cllaw ancl
Color. from-Japan: Ymel llnulta el
Antidumping Duty Administrative
Review (5'1FR13117, April I. 1•}; Ulli
Final Result& of AJ7tjdnmpiq DutJ
Administrative R9'riew: Color Picture
Tubes frmn Japan (55 FR mns.
September 14. 1•).)
DOC PasitiOll: We..,_ with
To1hiba. See. DOC I11, anae to
Ccm:amet 21 abowe.
Commet a The peti~
that certain Totbibe baaic: JlaD
expetllU are related to the aub;ec:t
merchandiae. 'l1lerefare. tbeM expeRIH
should be charpd apeciflcally to FPDa
baaed on coat of aaleL
Toshiba 8J1UH that baaic R.O
expenaea should be allocated to all
products of the corporation.
DOC Poaition: We apee with the
petitionen. The Department verified
that 1ome of the RAD which TOlhiba
con1idered basic for the total
corporation as research conducted
specifically for active-matrix LCD FPD1.
The Department allocated this R6D over
the general cla11 of kind of FPDa
because there were no sales of activematrix LCD FPD1. See the DOC
Response to Generel Comment 1 for
further details.
The remaining corporate R&D Will
considered general R&D because there
was no evidence on the record th11t this
R&D was related to a specific product
line and wa1 allocated to the corporate
cost of sales.
Comment 70: The petitioners argue
that any R&D expenses incurred by the
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ElPctron Device Engineerins Lab that
are related to FPO• mut be allocated
specifically to FPDs and included in the
cost of manufacture. TM petitioners
maintain that Toshiba improperly
accounted for this expeme by allocating
it to all products manufactured by the
Electron Tube and Device Group. a
group that manufacture• other products
in addition to FPDt.
To1hiba claim• that the Electron
Device Engineering Lab concentrates on
producta for the Electron Tube and
Device Group. and. therefore. itl R.O
expenMI 1hould be allocated over all
productl of the sroup consistent with
Toahiba'1 Ol'lanizational and co1t
accountin& l)'ltem.
DOC Position: We ape with the
petitionen. The Department verified
that a portion of the RAD expenses were
incurred mainly far active-matrix La>
FPDa. The Department allocated the1e
expenses over the pneral clan or ldnd
of merchandise because there were no
sale1 of active-matrix LCD FPD1 durin1
the POL See the DOC Reapoue to
General Comment 1 for further details.
Expemea related specifically to
merchandise not under investiptioa
were excluded. Administrative co1t
were allocated over all products of the
Electron Tube aad Device Group.
Comment 11: The petitioners state
that Toshiba improperly allocated the
GM expenae1 from its uncouolidated
financial atatementa bued on the eott
·of sales from its conaolidatld financial
statementa. thus mixin& data that wen
prepared usiq two different
methodolopea. The petitionen maintain
that GIA expenaet should be allocated
over the unconaolidated coat GI 11ln of
ToahibL
To1hiba a11ert1 that if GU exp...,.,
are allocated over uncomolidatld colt
of sales, the expen111 should not be
included iD U.S. value added expeun.
DOC Poaition: We Ill'" with botla the
petitioners and ToahibL We have
allocated uncoaaolidated G6A over
uncon101idated coat of aalll (parent
company). The GIA pll'Ollllqe was not
applied to U.S. value-addlcl bec:auat tile
l&l\COnlolidated ruiancial ltatemats do
not include the re1ult1 of operation of
the U.S. 1ub1idiary.
Comment 12: Tbe petitionen contend
that Toshiba improperly allocated
rework expenae1 incurred by TAJS to all
sales of lntemational Operation..,_
lnfonnatlon and Communications
Systems (IOIC). The rework expenses .
which were tied to 1pecific models of
FPD1 should be charsed only to those
models, while the remainina expenses
should only be charsed to U.S. further
manufactured 1al11.

Toshiba claims that all rework
component. and the G•A expenses of
exoen111 were included and allocated
the related subsidiary.
over all 1ale1 in eccordance with its
Toshiba counters that the commission
own books and records. Therefore. no
should be excluded because no
adju1tment ii nece11ary.
significant services were provided to
DOC Position: The rework expenses
T AIS by the related subsidiary. I! the
tied to specific model• of FPDs were for
Department includes aome amount to
a class or kind of merchandise not under reflect the subsidiary' 1 theoretical costs
investi&ation. Tbe remainint rework
it should not exceed the commi11ion.
expen1e1 related to 1aa plasma FPD1 are
DOC Position; We have included the
neglisible under either allocation.
commission paid by TAIS to the related
therefore. we have not made this
1ub1idiary because the commil1ion
adju1tment.
refiected the coats iDcuned by the
Comment 13: The petitioners claim
1ub1idiary
iD providiq the purchaain&
that inventory ruervn for obtoleacence
1ervice1. We have not added the GIA of
reported in Toahiba'a records should be
included for purpo,.. of the aubmiaaicm. the related 1ub1idiary because doin& so
would double-c:ouat the expenses
Toshiba a11ert1 that inventory
incurred by the subsidiary and TAis.
reserves expeue1 should not be
included becauae ~e Department
' Continuation of Suspension of
verified that no c:barp1 were made
Liquidation
a1ainat the reserve account until
We are directina the U.S. Customs
Toehiba revened the adjuatiJ1& entry
Service to continue to 1u1pend
after the POL
liquidation of entires of active-matrix
DOC Po•ition: We ape with
LCD FPDe and EL FPDI from Japan. u
Toshiba. The Department verified that
defined iD the "Scope of lnvestiptiona"
inventory reaerve expeue1 were
aectian of dlia notice. that are entered.
recorded and then reversed. Since then
or witbdrewn from warehouse. far
wtl"I! no c:harp1 to tbe reserve account.
conaumption on or after the date of
no expenaea were actually incumd.
publication of this notice in the Fedaral
Comment 74: Tbe petitionen a11ert
Reple. Tbe U.S. Cuatama Service 1haU
that the overhead allocation for U.S.
require a cash depaatt or J>09tllll of a
fabrication should be bued on
bond equal to the eatimated amounts by
Toshiba'• methodolOI)' used durinl tha
whicb the fOl'tip market value of the
POI in its normal bookl and recorda. .
1ubject mercbaadiM fram Japan exceeds
Toshiba cla.iml that ii beadquarten
the United States price. H ahown below.
overhead allocation ahould be accepted
Thia 11111*11iOD of liquidation will
becaUH the allocation methodolou ii
rema.iD in effect util further notice. The
currently used in its coat accauntiq
wlisht.O..venp maraia• are 11
system. ud ia more accurate than the
follows:
allocation used iD its coat accountinl
sy1tem durina the POL .
DOC Poaition: We aane with
Toshiba. Tht overhead allocation
methodoloU was used a1 a part of
............. u:o:
To1hiba'1 standard recordkeepina. and
Halidln COIPiWiltlllll
12.17...
refiecta a more 1peciftc allocation than
AllOlllll'I.
IU7'Wt
the methodol0ty used durtna the POI.
E~
Comm•nt 16: The petiUonen araue
..,, COi1Nll lllcll•
7.GI"'
that miscellaneous material uaa11
All 1111111'1 ....- - - - · 7.02..
<* .....
variancea should not have been
......,. Ellcltc: lndultno 0.23.. de minlmil
excluded from further manufacturiq
II Co.. Ult.
cost1, 11 the Department determined
Tothiba eor,ora11on ..........- 0.32'Wt de llllnimll
that theae variances related to To1hib1'1
further manufacturin1 proceaa.
Toshiba asree1 that the u1q1
Termination of Suspension of .
variance 1houlci have been included in
Liquidation
the 1ubmitted coats. however. the
We are inatructina the U.S. Customs
amount i1 negli1ible.
Service to terminate the 111spen1ion of
DOC Position: We agree with the
liquidation of pa11ive-matrix LCD FPO•
petitionen and have included the
from Japan, punuant to our finding that
mi1cellaneou1 material usa1e variances
in further manufacturin1 co1t1.
the petitionen do not have standing
Comment 16: The petitioners state
with respect to thi1 cla11 or kind of
merchandise. 'rhe U.S. Customs Service
that the "further manufacturins" cost•
should include the commission paid to a shall releaae any cash deposits or bonds
related subsidiary in conjunction with
po1ted on entries of this product made
the purcha1e of a laptop computer
prior to this determination.

.............
,,....,
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ln addition. we are instructing the U.S.
Customs Service to terminate the
suspension or liquidation of all entries of
gas plasma FPO• from Japan. The U.S.
Customs SeTVice 1hall release any cash
deposit• or bonds poated on entries or
gas plasma FPDs made prior to this
determination.

ITC Notification
ln accordance with 1ection 735(d} or
the Act. we have notified the ITC or our
determination. In addition. we will make
available to the ITC all nonprivilepd
and nonproprietary information relatint
to thne inveatigationa. We will allow
the ITC acce11 to all privileged and
buaineu proprietary information in our
files. provided the ITC confirm• that it
will not diacloae auch information. either
publicly or under adminiatrative
protective order. without the written
consent or the Deputy Aaaiatant
Secretary for Jn\'eatiptiona. Import
Adminiatration.
If the ITC determinu that material
injury, threat or material injury. or
retardation of the eatabliabment of an
industry, dou not uiat with reepect to
uy of the producta under investigation,
the applicable Proc:eedina will be
termiDated and all aecuritiu posted u a
result of the auapemion of liquidatioa

will be r,funded or cancalled.
However, if the ITC detennina that
-=h injurJ dou exiat. the Department

will - . . an antidumpiq duty order
dinc:tint Cuatoma officials to .....
aatidumpina duty on FPD1 from Japu
mtend or withdrawn from wareboute.
on or after the effective date of the
auspeaaion of liquidation. equal to the
amount by which the fcnip marbt
Yalue exceeda the United Stata price.
determination ii publilhed
panuant to aection 735(d) of the Act ancl
19 CFR 31UO(a){4).

nm

Dated:

fulf .. 1111.

ldcLa.&ikal,
Aaimnt S«:re'°'7 fw bllpen

..... _.......

Atbainidlatiaa
[FR Doc:. lt-1_. m.17-11-11: l:tl am)
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF WITNESSES APPEARING AT THE COMMISSION'S HEARING

CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States
International Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject

HIGH-INFORMATION CONTENT Fl.AT PANEL DISPLAYS AND
SUBASSEMBLIES THEREOF FROM JAPAN

Inv. No.

731-TA-469 (Final)

Date and time:

July 11, 1991 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Main
Hearing Room of the United States International Trade Commission, 500 E St.
SW., Washington, DC.
In support of the imposition of antidwgpin& duties
Collier, Shannon & Scott
Washington, DC
On behalf of- Adv~ced

Display Manufacturers of America

Plan..r Systems, Inc.
James M. Hurd, President and Chiaf Executive Officer
Curt Stevens, Chief Financial Officer
Plasaaco, Inc.
James L. Kehoe, President and Chief Executive Officer
OIS Optical Imaging Systems, Inc.
Dr. Zvi Yaniv, President
The Cherry Corporation
Electro Plasma, Inc.
Photonics Technology, Inc.
Magnascreen Corporation
Dr. Patrick J. Magrath, Economic Consultant, Georgetown Economic
Services
Paul C. Rosentha1) __ 0 F COUNSEL
Robin H. Gilbert )
- -Continued- -
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In opposition to the imposition of antidumping duties
PANEL 1:

Computer Systems Manufacturers Group (CSMG)

O'Melveny & Myers
Washington, DC
On behalf of-Computer Systems Manufacturers Group (CSMG)
Kermit W. Almstedt)
Gary N. Horlick
)--OF COUNSEL
Peggy A. Clarke
)
Apple Computer, Inc.
Randy B.attat, Vice President, Portable Computers
Baker & McKenzie - Co-Counsel for Apple Computer, Inc.
Thomas P. Ondeck )
Nicholas F. Coward)--OF COUNSEL
Kevin M. O'Brien )
Compaq Computer Corporation
Richard Knox, Panel Engineering Manager, Flat Panel Technology
Vinson & Elk.ins - Co-Counsel for Compaq Computer Corporation
Theodore W. Kassinger) _-OF COUNSEL
Michael J. Coursey
)
Stoel Rives Boley Jones & Grey - Co-Counsel for Compaq
Computer Corporation
Bill Alberger
)--OF COUNSEL
Timothy C. Hladek)
Venable, Baetjer, Howard & Civiletti - Co-Counsel for Compaq Corp.
William D. Coston--OF COUNSEL
International Business Machines, Inc. (IBM)
Paul R. Low, Vice President and General Manager, Technology
Products
O'Melveny & Myers - Counsel for IBM
Kermit W. Almstedt)
Gary N. Horlick
)--OF COUNSEL
Peggy A. Clarke
)
--Continued--
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In opposition to the imposition of antidwnping duties--Continued
PANEL 1:

Computer Systems Manufacturers Group (CSMG)--Continued

Computer Systems Manufacturers Group-·Continued
Tandy Corporation/GRiD Systems Corporation
George Washburn, Program Director, Laptop Products, GRiD Systems
Corporation
Cushman, Darby & Cushman - Co-Counsel for Tandy Corp./GRiD
Systems Corp.
Arth~ Wineburg )--OF COUNSEL
Marcia H. Sundeen)

Texas Instruments Incorporated
Jones, Day, R.e.avis & Pogue - Co-Counsel for Texas Instruments Inc.

Thom.as F. Cullen, Jr.) __ 0 F COUNSEL
David G. Schryver
)
nVIEli Corporation
Ja11es H. Vogeley, Chairman and CEO

PANEL 2:

Japanese Manufacturers

Graham & James
Washington, DC
On behalf of-Japanese Manufacturers
Tannas Electronics
Lawrence E. Tannas, Jr., President
The Stern Group
Dr. Paula Stern
ICF Consulting Associates
Daniel Klett, Consultant
Lawrence R. Walders) __ 0 F
Brian E. McGill
)
COUNSEL

- -Continued~ -
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In opposition to the imposition of antidumping duties--Continued
PANEL 2:

Japanese Manufacturers--Continued

Donovan Leisure Newton & Irvine
Washington, DC
On behalf of-Sharp Corporation
Sharp Electronics Corporation
Stephen P. Sedaker, Product Marketing Manager, Display Products,
Microelectronic Group, Sharp Electronics Corp.
Peter J. Gartland
)
David S. Versfelt
)
Christopher K. Tahbaz )--OF COUNSEL
Christopher P. Johnson)
Nicole M. van Ackere )
McDermott, Will & Emery
Washington, DC
On behalf of-Hitachi, Ltd.
Hitachi America, Ltd.
Jim Aden, Vice President and General Manager
Carl W. Schwarz
)
David J. Levine
)--OF COUNSEL
William H. Barrett)
Also present at the Commission's public hearing were the following:
Adduci, Mastriani, Meeks & Schill
Washington, DC
On behalf of - Hosiden Corporation
Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld
Washington, DC
On behalf of- Fujitsu Limited
Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.
--Continued--
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In opposition to the imposition of antidumping duties--Continued
PANEL 2: .Japanese Manufacturers--Continued
Also present at the Commission's public hearing were the following:
Coudert Brothers
Washington, DC
On behalf of-NEC Corporation
NEC Technologies, Inc.
Fenwick & West
Washington, DC
On behalf of-Seiko Instruments, Inc.
Seiko Instruments USA, Inc.
Howrey & Simon
Washington, DC, and
Spensley Horn Jubas & Lubitz
Los Angeles, CA, and
Capital Accounting
Washington, OC
On behalf of-Kyocera Corporation
Kyocera Industrial Ceramics Corporation
Morrison & Foerster
Washington, DC
On behalf of-Seiko Epson Corporation
Epson America, Inc.
Epson Portland, Inc.
Mudge Rose Guthrie Alexander & Ferdon
Washington, DC
On behalf of-Toshiba Corporation
Toshiba America Electronic Components, Inc.
Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc.
Willkie Farr & Gallagher
Washington, DC
On behalf of-Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.
Matsushita Electronics Corporation
Matsushita Electric Corporation of America
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APPENDIX C
ADDffiONAL INFORMATION ON MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
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DESCRIPTION AND UTILIZATION OF CLEAN ROOMS
A major vulnerability of semiconductor devices and HIC FPDs is the small
feature size and the thinness of deposited layers on a surface. Only a small
amount of contaminants in a wafer or in the layers on a wafer surface can
change the electrical characteristics, changing device performance and
reliability.
Clean rooms are special rooms where steps are taken to reduce the
possibility of contamination of wafers by particles, metallic ions, chemicals,
and bacteria. The temperature and humidity of the atmosphere within the clean
room are carefully controlled. The air flowing through a clean room is
filtered and the flow is directed to force contaminants away from the surface
of wafers or substrates. Workers in clean rooms are garbed in "bunny suits,"
hoods, masks, gloves, and boots, all of which are manufactured from materials
that won't shed contaminating particles and will confine particulate
contaminants shed by the individual. The chemicals and water used to coat,
strip, and rinse the wafers are deionized and purified to the specifications
of the fabricator. The design of a clean room is integral to its ability to
produce contamination-free wafers and substrates.
A major consideration in the design is the maintenance of clean air in
the process areas. Air quality is designated by the class number of the air
in the area as defined in Federal Standard 2090, Clean Room and Work Station
Requirements. This standard designates air quality by particle size and
density. The class number of an area is defined as the number of particles
above a specified diameter in a cubic foot of air. The air in a typical city,
filled with smoke, smog, and fumes, can contain up to 5 million particles per
cubic foot, which is a class number of 5 million.
The class number and allowable particle size required for a particular
processing area are determined by the feature size of the devices being
produced. A rule of thumb is that the allowable particle size should not
exceed one-half of the feature size, thus a fabrication area producing
circuits with a 1-micron (millionth of a meter) feature size should have air
with no more than 0.5-micron-diameter particles, and those particles should
have a density (or class number) of 10 or less. Most fabrication for flat
panel displays is based on features of 3-4 microns.

OPERATIONS ON COLOR (TSTN) PASSIVE MATRIX LCDs BY IN FOCUS:
PROCESSING STEPS

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX D
INCOME-AND-LOSS DATA ON
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS
FOR PLANAR'S EL HIC FPDs

l
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Table D-1
Income-and-loss experience of Planar on its research and development
agreements for HIC EL displays, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table D-2
Value of assets and return on assets of Planar's establishment wherein EL HIC
FPDs' research and development agreements are completed, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table D-3
Capital expenditures for Plana.r's EL HIC FPDs' research and development
agreements, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table D-4
Research and development expenses for Planar's EL HIC FPDs' research and
development agreements, by products, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX E
INCOME-AND-LOSS DATA ON
IN FOCUS'
OVERALL OPERATIONS
AND ON ITS OPERATIONS ON VIEWERS
FOR OVERHEAD PROJECTORS USING
HIC COLOR PASSIVE MATRIX LCDs
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Table E-1
Income-and-loss experience of In Focus on its overall operations wherein
overhead projector viewers using HIC color passive matrix LCDs are produced,
fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source:
Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table E-2
Income-and-loss experience of In Focus on its operations producing overhead
projector viewers using HIC color passive matrix LCDs, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source:
Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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IN FOCUS' FOREIGN CONTENT AND VALUE ADDED
In Focus
added of its
matrix LCDs.
thousands of

*

provided the foreign content of raw material costs and the value
operations for overhead projector viewers using HIC color passive
These data are summarized in the following tabulation (in
dollars except as noted):

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table E-3
Value of assets and return on assets of In Focus' establishments wherein
overhead projector viewers using HIC color passive matrix LCDs are produced,
fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table E-4
Capital expenditures for In Focus' establishments wherein overhead projector
viewers using HIC color passive matrix LCDs are produced, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

Table E-5
Research and development expenses for In Focus' establishments wherein overhead
projector viewers using HIC color passive matrix LCDs are produced, by
products, fiscal years 1988-90

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX F
COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS
ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS
FROM JAPAN
ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY
TO RAISE CAPITAL, AND DEVELOPMENT
AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS
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COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS OF FLAT PANEL
DISPLAYS FROM JAPAN ON THEIR GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY TO RAISE CAPITAL,
AND DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS
The Commission requested U.S. producers to describe and explain the
actual and potential negative effects, if any, of imports of flat panel
displays from Japan on their firms' growth, investment, ability to raise
capital, and development and production efforts (including efforts to develop
a derivative or advanced version of their products). Their responses are
shown below.
Actual Negative Effects

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Anticipated Negative Effects

*

*

*

*

*

*

Influence of Imports on Capital Investment
. The Commission also asked U.S. producers whether the scale of capital
invest:Dents undertaken had been influenced by the presence of imports of the
subject merchandise from Japan. 1 Their responses are presented below.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1 At the time the question was asked, "subject merchandise" consisted of
all types of HIC FPDs from Japan.
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APPENDIX G
JAPANESE FOREIGN INDUSTRY DATA FOR NON-SUBJECT PRODUCTS
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Table G-1
Passive matrix LCD HIC FPDs: Japanese capacity, production, inventories,
capacity utilization, and shipments, 1988-90, and projected 1991 and 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source:
Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

Table G-2
Plasma HIC FPDs: Japanese capacity, production, inventories, capacity
utilization, and shipments, 1988-90, and projected 1991 and 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX H
DISCUSSION OF DOCUMENTATION PROVIDED BY PARTIES
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DISCUSSIONS BETilEEN APPLE AND

*

*

ors

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

DISCUSSIONS BETilEEN APPLE AND PLANAR

*

*

*
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APPENDIX I
INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM FIRMS ON TIIEIR SELECTIONS
OF HIC FPD TECHNOLOGIES AND VENDORS
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Table I·l
Information received froa firt1a on their selections of HIC FPD technologies
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